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ABSTRACT
In 1896, liberal Congregationalist pastor Charles Sheldon wrote In His Steps, 
one of the bestselling novels in American history generating massive 
popularization of the question, "What would Jesus do?" In 1996, the question 
peaked in popularity again, this time not at the hands of Progressives like 
Sheldon but by conservative evangelicals who fashioned it into a commercial 
logo. In the intervening century, Americans never stopped asking the question 
and using the market both to revive popular incarnations of Jesus and 
alternately to consolidate influence over the faithful. This study examines four 
episodes of revival through commercial culture in struggle over social 
change: mass consumption of In His Steps at the turn of the twentieth century 
deployed for economic reform; Sister Rosetta Tharpe's “Swinging Spirituals” 
for racial and religious crossover in the 1930s and 40s; the popularization of 
the radical, grassroots Jesus Movement by Jesus Christ Superstar and the 
emergence of the Christian Right in the late 1960s and early 70s; and the 
1990s WWJD commercial bracelet fad, which helped elect George W. Bush 
into office even as it inspired subversive resistance in its redeployment as 
‘Who would Jesus bomb?" following the declaration of War on Terror. This 
dissertation argues that Americans have used the question interruptively over 
time to question the status quo or to find a way forward in periods of modern 
religious or social struggle. Via the resultant commercialized WWJD revivals, 
Jesus has become increasingly intertwined in American life. Even as some 
have used the marketing of it for theological or political dominance, holding up 
the question of Jesus for popular morality and democracy perpetually 
undermines such consolidations, repeatedly cycling back to the fostering of 
religious ecumenism and cultural pluralism. Revival in tensive and generative 
relation to the market continues. There is no sign of abandoning the question 
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this sentiment:
“Be patient toward all that is unsolved in your heart 
and try to love the questions themselves 
like locked rooms and like books 
that are written in a very foreign tongue.
...And the point is, to live everything.
Live the questions now.
Perhaps you will then gradually, without noticing it, 
live along some distant day into the answer."
-Rainer Maria Rilke
Introduction
I came of age within the generation that wore woven WWJD wristbands earnestly as 
both fashion and faith statement. Beyond appearing virtuous and fashionable, I cannot say that 
either I or many of my peers could have explained our attraction to the straps spreading the 
question, "What would Jesus do?" far and wide. We simply sensed it was right, or righteous, or 
just righteously cool.
In 1993, at my small, West Texas Christian college, we were on the cutting edge of a fad 
rapidly spreading in evangelical circles. Four years previously, in 1989, youth minister Janie 
Tinklenberg had reintroduced the question to  her youth group at Calvary Reformed Church in 
Holland, Michigan. Moved by the many moral questions that contemporary teenagers faced -  
like sex, drugs, and gangs -  Tinklenberg began discussing Charles Sheldon's 1896 novel, In His 
Steps, centered on the question. She initiated a partnership with local marketing company, Lesco 
Corporation to  adapt woven luggage tags into bracelets bearing its initials: "WWJD?" Evangelical 
youth embraced these "bracelets" enthusiastically, and independent Christian bookstores did a 
steady business selling these wristbands through the early nineties.
In 1997, the market exploded with WWJD products as the discovery of an untapped 
Christian market came into play with evangelical culture wars. As evangelicals discovered in 
youthful consumption of WWJD a potent (and profitable) means by which to advance their 
conservative cultural agenda, they followed bracelet production with a burst of other goods: 
devotionals, youth ministry curricula, books with inspirational quotations, WWJD-themed Bibles 
and Christian Contemporary music anthologies on compact disc. Other manufacturers, following 
Lesco's lead, produced a variety of WWJD wearables -  not only t-shirts, hats, and other 
accessories, but a spectrum of WWJD bracelets that hit every price point and niche market, from 
the unpretentious woven strap to  14-carat gold and every color and material imaginable in 
between. Charles Sheldon's own great-grandson Garrett Sheldon, published an updated version
of his grandfather's novel for nineties youth. The preacher at the church I attended released his 
own book of life-application meditations on the question. And this was only the tip  of the WWJD 
marketing iceberg -  both earnest and ironic. By this time, Lesco had sold 15 million bracelets-  
one for each American teenager -  and other producers were lining shelves with snarky products 
like "WWJD" imprinted on underwear, "What would Jesus eat?" diet books, and "Who Wants a 
Jelly Donut?" license plate covers.
The glut of 1990s WWJD market production, intertwining with heated moral positions 
on issues like sex, drugs, and gangs, as well as the politics of abortion, welfare, and school 
prayer, bracketed the one-hundred year-old conversation that Sheldon started back in 1896. In 
his own day, Sheldon worried about declining modern interest in Christianity as well as the 
"social question" -  massive poverty and labor wars attendant to industrialization in large 
Northern and Western cities. He picked up on the contemporary tendency to project Jesus in 
modern scenarios as a compelling strategy to revive religious relevance while exposing modern 
labor injustice. In penning a series of narrative sermons that he republished as In His Steps, 
Sheldon imagined members of a small Midwestern congregation moved to engage in social 
reform by asking "What would Jesus do?" One by one, as fictional parishioners applied the 
question to their own realm of influence, they redeemed their town -  a revival exceeding the 
page as Sheldon's readers, too, took the question to  heart. By the turn of the century, 
contemporaries estimated sales in the millions, and the novel had been translated into at least 
ten languages. The novel has since never gone out of print, and any book historian would 
recognize it as one of the top-selling novels in American history.
Just as In His Steps did in the 1890s, so "WWJD?" in the 1990s caught the imagination of 
millions of Americans, who deployed mass-marketed articulations o f Jesus to address pressing 
social questions. Likewise, at points in between -  from gospel song-making through the mid­
century, late-sixties radical theology movements, to nineties culture -  the question of what
might Jesus do if incarnated in modern America has never abated. And Americans have engaged 
the question of Jesus' example across media -  from print to recorded sound, from film to 
cyberspace and every conceivable artifact in which to reproduce Jesus in material culture: gravy 
boats, chocolate bars, wristwatches, designer shoes, and disposable tableware. A century after 
Sheldon, the Jesus who's "got the whole world in his hands" had a hand in just about everything.
From the 1890s to the 1990s, those who posed the question o f imitating Jesus in 
modern contexts resurrected it in moments of crisis, using the question to  mediate (or instigate) 
call for a modern-day revival. In the context of my own experience, it was one maverick 
professor who brought theological calamity down on the heads of naive freshmen. My peers and 
I boasted WWJD without hesitation, happy to  don bracelets without much consideration of 
theological nor historical precedent until the day this professor -  known as a renegade among a 
faculty adept at toeing the line in matters of conservative theology and politics -  silenced our 
freshman Bible class with the statement: "Do not ask what Jesus would do, because you would 
never know." His proclamation (as unelaborated as our own WWJD performances) lodged 
distortively in my late-adolescent conscience. For one thing, did a youthful fad warrant such a 
stern condemnation? Why, in a university operating with the mission to  "educate students for 
Christian service and leadership" would we be admonished in such a way?
To make matters more complicated, the professor was embroiled in scandal at the time 
rippling through the denomination for his own narrative theologizing. Some had taken a creative 
piece he had written as a denial of Jesus' virgin birth and divinity and were prepared to call for 
his ouster. Whereas the professor wielded Jesus' story for theological innovation, he met a wall 
of resistance by those who preferred to ply Jesus to preserve things as they were. Many o f my 
peers were preparing to  become church and business leaders and took matters of faith most 
seriously within a university seriously engaged at the time in linking evangelical Christianity with 
neoliberal politics. As the professor interjected, Jesus' own unpredictable, unsettling behaviors
disrupted all of that. He used Jesus to crack the hard shell of evangelical doctrine giving cover to 
unexamined politics, provoking do-gooder freshmen to see the theology they espoused and the 
culture wars they implicitly fought.
Thus, though I did not realize it at the time, WWJD popularity of the 1990s was an 
important and revealing moment in this one-hundred-year history of periodic revival in which 
Americans engaged "Christological controversy" through market products for social and political 
struggle. Sheldon and his liberal Progressive peers drew backlash for their inherently secularizing 
imitation of the historical Jesus who would lead them to  heaven on earth through the social 
gospel. Even as they engaged in theologically modernizing endeavor, Southern African- 
Americans, failed by Progressive uplift and unmoved by liberal theology, rearticulated the 
question of embodying Jesus in gospel song. As gospel reached its golden age in the 1950s, 
another generation was born, which would catch the spirit of gospel transcendence and apply 
the Cosmic Christ to the question of social revolution in the final stages of 1960s war and radical 
politics. These born-again Jesus Freaks regenerated enthusiasm for a Superstar Jesus, to which 
the religious members of the emergent Right grew wise, laying institutional and cultural 
groundwork in the 1970s that caught massive popular traction with the 1990s WWJD 
movement. And the cycle continues. Wise to the complex of evangelical theology, conservative 
politics and neoliberal market practices, groups of Generation X evangelicals boomeranged 
WWJD back at the old Religious Right. "Who Would Jesus Bomb?" deployed in resistance to the 
Bush administration and the "War on Terror" exposed Religious Right leaders' deployment of 
Jesus in ways they saw as deeply at odds with Jesus' gospel of peace and hospitality.
In each, embodiment o f Jesus enabled the rearticulation of Christianity in the midst of 
social or theological crisis. When advances in modern knowledge threatened the relevance of 
traditional Christian belief (alternately goading modernizers and defenders of orthodoxy to 
action), Americans took up imitation of Jesus to revive the faith. Or in modern social crisis, those
subject to limited rights or access wielded Jesus in resistance, just as those who sought to 
preserve the status quo deployed Jesus to consolidate their power. Thus the "unordained" 
advocated the imitation of Jesus through market products subversively or defensively for 
religious revival and social reform.
As such, to ask "What would Jesus do?" is an inherently democratizing endeavor -  
secularizing o f theological authority and dispersing of power among lay folk. Going back to 
Sheldon's own day, cultural elites and theological authorities whose power was threatened 
disparaged the question as intimidating, impossible, shallow, or even blasphemous; they decried 
casting Jesus in mass cultural articulations implicitly neglectful of "serious" theological 
consideration. Moreover, religious conservatives have criticized inattention to orthodox 
foundations in liberal deployments of Jesus, and liberals likewise have rejected orthodox views 
of a transcendent Jesus. Conservatives deny liberals' deployment of Jesus for a social gospel just 
as vigorously as liberals bemoan pro-life, pro-market, anti-gay moral imperatives attendant to 
recent conservative theological views. Such struggle shows the modern imitation of Jesus deeply 
engaged in the negotiation of ideologies providing architecture to the historical culture wars 
attendant to modernization in which Jesus was presumed to  have the last word.
Theoretical Methodology
The methodologies of cultural studies bring this further into view. Marxist cultural 
theorist Antonio Gramsci theorized the concept o f "hegemony" to give nuance to Marx's 
economic determinist model, in which Marx posited the cultural superstructure as the 
emanation of base economic conditions. In contrast, Gramsci posited culture as a more fluid and 
contested zone -  as material articulation alternately of the intellectual and moral leadership of 
the dominant class and resistance by subaltern (or subordinate) groups. Thus Gramsci saw 
cultural construction making up civil society as sites where the battle of ideas -  and 
consequently, the struggle for power -  is fought. In this way, Gramsci revised Marx's conception
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of the producer's economic revolution, seeing culture as the place of persuasion; as a critical 
mass for certain ideas is achieved (hegemony), those who advocate such ideas come into power 
and thus hold the position for enacting political or economic change.
Expanding on Gramsci's work, British cultural theorist Stuart Hall has argued that 
"popular culture is one of the sites where this struggle for and against a culture of the powerful 
is engaged; it is also the stake to be won or lost in that struggle."1 In this cultural struggle over 
power, a particular cultural formation can be deployed by the subaltern to oppose the status 
quo, but, as Hall notes, containment and resistance are simultaneously in play; it can be 
exploited equally to the advantage of the dominant. Cultural studies scholar John Storey 
explains, "hegemony theory allows us to think popular culture as a 'negotiated' mix of intentions 
and counterintentions; both from 'above' and from 'below'...a shifting balance of forces 
between resistance and incorporation...From this perspective, popular culture is a contradictory 
mix of competing interests and values" where the balance is always shifting.2
Hall's elaboration of Gramsci's theory of hegemony reveals the power at stake in the 
ability of dominant groups to disseminate their view of Jesus in hegemonic reinforcement of the 
status quo, in subaltern agency deployed through expressive culture to destabilize power and 
build new arrangements, and in the subsequent propensity of the dominant to encapsulate 
those efforts through appropriation. This not only gives a framework for the simultaneous 
conservative and innovative propensities within "What would Jesus do?", but also shows stages 
-  emergent, dominant, and residual -  negotiated in networks of resistance and encapsulation. 
Furthermore, this opens up a view o f theology disputing its characterization as doctrinal 
interpretation conducted by church authorities. Rather, it shows theology as a contingent praxis
1 Stuart Hall, "Notes on Deconstructing 'the Popular,"' in Cultural Theory and Popular Culture: A 
Reader, 2nd edition, ed. John Storey, (Athens, GA: The University of Georgia Press, 1997), 453.
2 John Storey, An Introduction to Cultural Theory and Popular Culture (Athens, GA: The University of 
Georgia Press, 1998), 127.
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performed by lay folk through popular culture that contests or constructs powerful hierarchies. 
The open-endedness of the proposition to imitate Jesus, the surprising nature of Jesus, the lived 
nature of religion inherent in "incarnation," and Jesus' ongoing centrality in American life come 
together to  position the question, 'What would Jesus do?" powerfully in service of hegemonic 
contest.
Historiography
Others, like Richard Wightman Fox, Stephen Prothero, Stephen J. Nichols and more 
recently David Burns, Edward J. Blum and Paul Harvey have also offered cultural histories of 
Jesus, offering reasons for Jesus' centrality in modern American culture.3 Fox, Prothero, and 
Nichols present narratives with divergent aims from three very different points of view, seeing 
Jesus respectively as actively shaping, as passively reflecting, and as orthodox standard-bearer 
for American culture. In Jesus in America, Fox attends to the history of living faith in Jesus, how 
Protestant and Catholic belief and representation of Jesus -  reflecting the religious affiliations of 
the predominant number of Americans -  have shaped American history. Fox views religion and 
culture as spheres in tension, and thus religious belief in Jesus as a history-shaping force. 
Ultimately, Fox offers Jesus as a facilitator of belonging, explaining persistently high rates of 
national religiosity. "Again and again Jesus has helped Americans understand themselves as 
distinctly American," according to Fox.4
Prothero's American Jesus, published the same year, offers the converse view. If Fox 
looks at how belief in Jesus has shaped history, Prothero sees how Americans have shaped Jesus
3 Richard Wrightman Fox, Jesus in America: Personal Savior, Cultural Hero, National Obsession (San 
Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 2004); Stephen Prothero, American Jesus: How the Son o f God 
Became a National Icon (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2003); Stephen J. Nichols, Jesus Made 
in America: A Cultural History from the Puritans to the Passion o f Christ (Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 2008); Edward J. Blum and Paul Harvey, The Color o f Christ: The Son of God and the 
Saga of Race in America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2012); David Burns, The Life 
and Death o f the Radical Historical Jesus (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013).
4 Fox, Jesus in America, 21.
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into their own image. Jesus reflects rather than shapes culture. Prothero's account gives a 
helpful schema by which to understand the evolution of modern-day depictions of Jesus, 
progressing from principle to person, to personality, to celebrity, to icon. Prothero thereby 
shows the secularization of culture and the decline of doctrinal currency as Jesus is appropriated 
by various subgroups in a diversifying, commercializing culture. Prothero deploys Jesus as a 
barometer of normality.
In Jesus Made in America, Stephen Nichols writes for an evangelical audience, laying out 
a history of Jesus fashioned by white evangelicals from the colonial era to the present. Nichols 
wants evangelicals to become aware of how history shapes theology. Granting this, however, he 
cites his underlying motive as orthodox, desiring to engage evangelicals in Christological 
discussion to recover a "theological center" for the faith, which he sees as too much at the 
mercy of cultural tides. 'Today's American evangelicals may be quick to speak of their love for 
Jesus, even wearing their devotion on their sleeve,...[b]ut they may not be so quick to articulate 
an orthodox view of the object of their devotion," he cautions.5 Rather than merely accepting 
the remaking of Jesus through culture, he desires evangelicals to wield Jesus as culture shapers 
and leaders, guided by a recovery of a more timeless orthodox foundation.
David Burns' and Edward Blum and Paul Harvey's more recent histories, The Life and 
Death o f the Radical Historical Jesus and The Color o f Christ, respectively, show how Jesus is 
deployed in struggle with normative constructions of class, race and religion in America. Blum 
and Harvey concentrate on Jesus' physicality to show that the remaking of Jesus over time 
reveals the malleability of race in America. Blum and Harvey, like Fox, Prothero, and Nichols, 
take a long view, examining Jesus' evolution in American culture beginning with early colonizers, 
showing how Jesus' corporeal presence in the American imaginary became evident in the 
nineteenth century when whiteness became crucial in contests over national identity and
s Nichols, Jesus Made in America, 18.
citizenship. The authors fault Fox and Prothero for not addressing how Jesus was made and 
remade in racial terms. Racial connotations embedded in Jesus imagery directly related to 
definitions of citizenship, and if the racing of Jesus facilitated national belonging, then as such he 
was also deployed in such a way as to exclude some from that association.
Burns departs from all, arguing that radical dissidents deployed Jesus in the late 
nineteenth century to campaign for socialism. He asserts that such religious minorities as Robert 
Ingersoll, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Cyrenus Osborn Ward, George Herron, Bouck White, and 
Eugene Debs (freethinkers, anarchists, socialists and feminists) deployed historical-critical 
positioned Jesus to serve their ideas through historical-critical methods. Burns contends that 
these radicals, in forging a middle path between reason and religion, drew attention to  the 
historical human Jesus, the "cosmopolitan carpenter," as a radical alternative to both orthodox 
Christianity and elite modernism, whose inspiring earthy itinerancy stirred the popular secular 
and socialist imagination to  denounce authorities.
The following history adds to the small but growing body o f literature on Jesus in 
American culture through close attention to how Jesus has been deployed theologically in 
hegemonic struggle through imitation of his example (or incarnation of his spirit) in four 
episodes of cultural formation from the late nineteenth to early twenty-first century. Whereas 
previous histories focus on characteristics of Jesus, this cultural history broadens the focus on 
Jesus to investigate how Jesus matters by tracing the reception of Jesus in mass and popular 
culture. It asks not so much what Jesus looked like, but what did people do with Jesus?
At stake in the theological battle of ideas is the fate of the social and economic status 
quo. Fox, Prothero, Blum and Harvey broach examination of such struggle, but only 
insubstantially. By discussing Thomas Jefferson's Jesus as "Enlightened Sage" under the rubric of 
"insider" and appropriations by Mormons, Asians, and African-Americans as "outsiders," 
Prothero actually reinscribes the construct of the white, rational Jesus and contributes to the
naturalization o f the Protestant establishment. Blum and Harvey argue that "making Jesus 
visually and marketing him throughout the land took time, capital, and freedom...Those 
historically with less money, power, time, and autonomy may have had the desire and creativity 
to make these objects, but they often lacked the opportunities and resources to put into 
material form their religious or racial convictions," and thus they turn "to music, poetry, sermons 
and visions" to "account for their approaches to and experiences with the race and color of 
Christ."6 Yet, hegemony theory enables us to see both how subordinate groups redeployed 
marketed products and how dominant groups appropriate subaltern cultures (including 
theologies) to reinforce their own power. Culture production is never static nor does it occur 
outside of struggle; in the context o f modernity, market forces significantly influence the 
circulation and acceptance of ideas. As John Storey points out, "the commercially provided 
culture of the culture industries is redefined, reshaped and redirected in strategic acts of 
selective consumption and productive acts of reading and articulation, often in ways not 
intended or even foreseen by its producers."7
This study thus joins other scholars in investigating the century in which America 
became a "Jesus-obsessed" nation, but takes a different point of view by broadening the 
examination beyond doctrine to investigate how those popularly constructed theologies fared in 
specific historical contexts negotiated through the market. While not definitive in scope, I pose 
these examples o f the deployment o f a historically-constructed Jesus as a spark to modern-day 
revivals -  literally the re-Tiving" of Jesus w ithin present context.
The sense that Christianity had gone awry or the experience of social conditions as 
unjust prompted the making of revival by precipitating efforts to rediscover Jesus o f the earliest 
church -  to "go back to origins" comparatively as a way o f galvanizing efforts to address
6 Blum and Harvey, The Color o f Christ, 17.
7 Storey, Introduction to Cultural Theory, 127.
conditions moderns fe lt incommensurate w ith Jesus. The discrepancies inspired conviction and 
gave inspiration for cultural construction conveying new understanding. Modern life served such 
new awareness of Jesus in both positive and negative senses. On one hand the problems of 
modern industry, urbanization, unprecedented class differentiation, pluralism and political strife 
inspired reconsideration o f Jesus in a prophetic sense -  to look to Jesus to preach change of 
destructive or divisive modern patterns. On the other hand, modern epistemologies, namely 
empirical interest in history and pragmatic applications, also served revival in a positive sense, 
giving pathways to go back to the New Testament gospels for material interpretation of current 
historical moments. Moreover, if modern secularization appeared to threaten the relevance of 
religious worldviews or practices, the revival of feeling generated by recovery of the primitive 
church also served as a critique of complete secularization. Thus struggle and revival through 
WWJD served as an ongoing negotiation not just of over-institutionalized religion but of 
trajectories of enlightened thought.
Commercialization fanned these revival flames by taking cultural expression beyond 
church walls and into the streets, where a broader audience could rediscover Jesus. Geared to 
mass audiences, commercial forms served gatherings of the un-ordained, without 
denominational or racial distinction, unbound to religious convention. Consumption by large 
numbers fostered fellowships of struggle over convention. In this way, popular appropriation of 
Jesus in commercialized products not only enabled provocative experiments with theological 
boundaries delineating "sacred" and "profane," but as such served social resistance, reform, 
even radical push for new social norms or political order. Episodes of "What would Jesus do?" 
popularization thus engaged mass audiences with fundamental theological and political 
problems over the century, and those who wielded it did so both to reclaim personal meaning, 
inspiration, and morals as well as to contribute to larger ethical and political architectures 
framing particular contexts.
Structure
Though the question o f what Jesus would do is as old as the Man, himself, and has been 
asked in ways as numerous as the stars or countless as the grains of sand, this dissertation takes 
four episodes between 1896 and the 21st century to examine how popular deployment of "What 
would Jesus do?" engaged the market to  construct theology in struggle over power.
Each chapter is organized as to reflect the question, itself. The introduction to each 
chapter gives historical and historiographic context. The middle three sections examine "Jesus," 
"Would," and "Do," respectively. The "Jesus" sections lay out how those who deployed the 
question constructed Jesus theologically within their cultural period. The "Would" sections flesh 
out the interpretive potential of (and conflicts encountered in) the popular construction of Jesus. 
The "Do" sections lay out the socially and politically consequential actions that people took 
subsequent to their theologizing. The conclusions to each chapter elaborate the implications or 
repercussions of each discrete episode o f Jesus-imitation.
The first chapter examines liberal Progressives' enthusiastic reception of Charles 
Sheldon's In His Steps. I argue that liberal Progressives took Sheldon's novel as launch point to 
consider the historical Jesus of the New Testament, and as they did so, they brought together 
the "new theology" based on historical reading of the New Testament w ith the radical rhetoric 
of labor agitators, who contemporaneously deployed Jesus "the Carpenter" for labor justice. As 
Progressives encapsulated and synthesized these theologies, they located the authoritative 
center for theological discrimination in the individual conscience -  mind and spirit (versus 
external, transcendent points of reference as in orthodox theology). They subsequently 
deployed the "new feeling" for Christ the "Carpenter" to  foster empathy for Labor and relatedly 
to remedy the "social problem" attendant to  industrialization. Progressive response ranged 
along a political spectrum from social reform and voluntarist labor reform within an individual's 
sphere of influence to activism for systemic socialist economic reform. Ever the moderators,
Progressives absorbed and synthesized theological and political polarities into a middle way that 
would attend to  the problems created by industrial capitalism w ithout suggesting its overthrow.
As Gramsci and Hall theorize, hegemonic influence is never stable, but always in process 
of contest. Other evangelicals -  both African-American and white fundamentalists -  contested 
liberal notions of a human Jesus deployed fo r social uplift. African-Americans of the early 
decades of the twentieth century negotiated limits to economic and political access via the 
ritualized musical invocation of a transcendent Jesus -  the Redeemer who promised prosperity 
and abundance in the midst of scarcity and vulnerability. Chapter Two examines Sanctified 
gospel singer, Sister Rosetta Tharpe -  the first to take that song to  the commercial stage. In the 
late 1930s, as she linked gospel with the Swing movement, Tharpe gave a new articulation of the 
Redeemer Jesus as object o f romantic adoration. She deployed her Sanctified background -  itself 
retaining elements of African ceremony, slave "hush arbor" church ritual, and elements of 
secular music like blues and jazz -  as a means of constructing worldly, embodied access to Jesus 
via the mass form of Swing. As consumers o f her music intertwined religious and romantic 
devotion in the midst of the early to mid-1940s wartime Swing movement, Tharpe moved fans 
to revise racial and religious memory, modeling integrations of sacred and commercialized 
secular realms as well as white and black cultural worlds.
A new generation of kids weaned on civil rights struggle and rock-and-roll rebellion 
presaged by Sister Tharpe's Swinging spirituals began looking heavenward to a transcendent 
Christ as answer to social and political tum ult at the close of the 1960s -  the focus of Chapter 
Three. As disaffected white evangelicals and burned out hippies and radicals began turning their 
attention to the Cosmic Christ in 1967, they believed they found the elusive answer to social 
peace and an end to Vietnam War. These "Jesus Kids" thus sought to give themselves over to 
born-again experience, reflecting Jesus' own divine perfection in striving to replicate Jesus' "total 
dependence on God." They understood Jesus as the epitome of a human being completely
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resigned to divine will, and they believed that by cultivating continuous spiritual highs, they too 
would embody that perfect example and thus bring about peace on every level -  mental, social 
and political. "Jesus is the Answer," they proclaimed, as they strove fo r a politics mirroring that 
certainty -  a Jesus-led society of the born-again, whose citizens would strive for total focus on 
divine perfection, living "in, but not of the world."
The spontaneous revival that the Jesus Kids created became so unexpectedly successful 
that they ironically generated a wave of mass interest that undermined their own theological 
and political aims. Those on the Religious Right discerned potential links with the Jesus Kids 
whose aesthetics and politics they disavowed but whose fundamentalist theological critique of 
liberalism they appreciated. Those on the emergent Religious Right took the successful 
commodification of the "people's Jesus" in Andrew Lloyd Weber and Tim Rice's 1971 Broadway 
hit, Jesus Christ, Superstar as a wake-up call, and leaders like Billy Graham, Carl Henry, Francis 
Schaeffer and Campus Crusade for Christ's Bill Bright began deploying hip vernaculars to reap 
the favor of plentiful new crops of the "born again" in search o f peace and "answers." As they 
institutionalized cultural production of Jesus People-inspired music, churches, and material 
culture in the creation of Contemporary Christian music, non-denominational churches, and 
other Jesus commodities, they laid the foundation for the WWJD phenomena of the 1990s.
Chapter Four thus takes up the WWJD movement in an examination of how religious 
conservatives refashioned Jesus into a corporate "logo" as brand image for conservative causes. 
As culture producers recreated Jesus into a wash o f highly profitable commodities, they used 
consumer enthusiasm for WWJD as the basis upon which they built entire new lines of Christian 
products, new Christian big-box retail outlets -  indeed an industry of Christian merchandise 
whose persistent growth patterns enticed general retail outlets to begin stocking them. The 
commercialization of Jesus in this way narrowed the range of public theological debate even as 
culture producers found more and more ways to "tag" consumers with the Jesus brand,
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reinscribed with conservative evangelical theological and political connotations. In this way, 
evangelicals leveraged courtship of WWJD consumers to fight cultural battles. Religious youth 
and their antagonists deployed Jesus as culture war proxies, experiencing levels of alienation 
that sometimes turned violent. Following the election of George W. Bush, elected to the 
presidency on market and religious terms articulated through WWJD and subsequently 
deploying his faith in Christ as part of his rationale for "War on Terror," some turned WWJD back 
against the evangelical Right. They redeployed "What would Jesus do?" in the touche slogan 
"Who Would Jesus Bomb?" to contest religion as cover for war. And the cycle begins again.
Modern Americans have never tired of returning to Jesus for fresh theological inspiration and 
renewed political zeal in the name of living out Jesus' vision of "God's Kingdom."
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Chapter One: What Would Jesus the Carpenter Do?
A Progressive Gospel for the Million in Charles Sheldon's In His Steps
"I am sure we are in great danger," leading religious columnist and organizer Margaret 
Bottome feared. Looking about her New York City environs as she wrote in 1896 -  a sprawl of 
tenements, political corruption and graft, sensational amusements, unrelenting industry and 
titanic wealth -  it was not hard to see why. In her confession to  her Ladies Home Journal readers 
she sounded much like social gospel leader Josiah Strong a few years prior: "a mighty emergency 
is upon us," Strong declared. "Our country's future, and much of the world's future depend upon 
the way in which Christian men meet the crisis" of wealth.1
Strong feared a number of threats to the country, among them influxes of immigrants 
strengthening religious traditions and political causes like Catholicism and socialism, which he 
saw as a challenge to the Christianizing and civilizing missions of Protestants. Neither did 
industrial capitalists ameliorate matters, amassing great wealth and contributing to urban 
penury, dangerous work conditions, and working-class intemperance. But, at this time, Margaret 
Bottome was mostly concerned about another, related hazard of ill-fortune. "The lines between 
what the Bible calls the world...and the Christian's course have become indefinite," she worried. 
"There has been an obliterating of such lines, and the world and Christians have become one."2 
Just as the worldly were as likely to indulge in the morning newspaper as make their way to 
church on any given Sunday morning, Christians found only nominal ways to distinguish 
themselves. As a result, Bottome declared, they ceded both their influence as well as their own 
ability to find joy in the faith. "Their real pleasure is usually outside of their religion," she 
observed. 'Their religion is what they call their duty, but...the line of their thoughts, their
1 Josiah Strong, Our Country: Its Possible Future and Its Present Crisis (New York: Baker & Taylor, 
1885), 217.
2 Margaret Bottome, "The King's Daughters," 24.
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ambitions, are really the same as with what is called 'the world.'"3 Whereas American Christians, 
Bottome essentially declared, conducted their business and leisure outside o f their religion, they 
could and probably should find more of both within it.
Even as Mrs. Bottome and many others like her spread this message of revival in 
drawing room talks and magazine columns, Congregationalist pastor Charles Sheldon penned a 
novel that both framed these central concerns of urban Northern and Western Progressive 
Protestants and put them to the test. A month after Mrs. Bottome's column appeared, Sheldon 
- fro m  his Midwestern pulpit on the opposite end of both rail lines and urban city squalor-  
began to deliver a series of sermons that would become one of the best-selling novels of 
American literature. In this narrative sermon series, later published as the novel In His Steps,
Sheldon ensconced the same question that contemporary religious reformers like Bottome were 
asking. If Jesus, himself, set foot in modern America, what would he say about the crisis of 
wealth and tepid Christianity? What would Jesus do?
He took an unusual approach in the matter, imagining a collision of worlds. What if a 
tramp -  symbolic consequence of unbridled capitalism -  came to  church? Highlighting the 
emptiness of contemporary religious rites and professions, Sheldon opened the story by 
imagining unemployed everyman, Jack Manning, scandalously wandering into a sleepy Sunday 
morning church service. Destitute and breathing his last breaths, the tramp overwhelmed 
religious proceedings with disturbing words: "What do you Christians mean by following the 
steps of Jesus?...I get puzzled when I see so many Christians living in luxury and singing, 'Jesus, I 
my cross have taken, all to leave and follow thee...' It seems to me there's an awful lot of trouble 
in the world that somehow wouldn't exist if all the people who sing such songs went and lived 
them out."4 With his subsequent question, "What would Jesus do?" uttered as he collapsed
3 Ibid., 24.
4 Charles M. Sheldon, In His Steps (Grand Rapids, Ml: Spire Books, 1984), 17-18.
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before the stunned congregation, the tramp laid bare the debility of contemporary Christianity 
and brought unavoidable confrontation with the era's most pressing question: how were 
Christians to regard those left behind in an industrial economy in light of their professions to  be 
"followers of Jesus," the "lowly Nazarene?" Then, how were they to live out such confessions of 
faith?
♦
In What Would Jesus Deconstruct?, philosophical theologian John Caputo argues that by 
perpetually undermining and regenerating overbuilt constructions like church or doctrine, the 
question Sheldon launched into popular repute continues to inspire revival even to this day. Of 
the ongoing attraction to Sheldon's novel condensing Christianity into a pithy question, Caputo 
observes, "the Christian tradition, itself...is the history of taking the story of Jesus differently, 
again and again, over the course o f the ages, in changing times and circumstances. It is 
everywhere itself and everywhere different. It keeps saying new things."5
One might say the same thing about the scholarship surrounding In His Steps. As an 
historic best-seller -  some say 30 million copies sold and never out-of-print -  scholars 
throughout the twentieth century have consistently returned to Sheldon's novel. Attention by 
Charles Howard Hopkins and Henry May in the 1940s, Martin Marty in 1970, and Sydney 
Ahlstrom in his magisterial American Religious History of 1972 all indicate the novel's canonical 
status among historians o f religion and the Protestant social gospel.6
In 1979, religious historian Paul Boyer initiated a turn in scholarship with his provocative 
challenge to celebratory regard for the novel as an emblem of Progressive religion -  May's
5 John D. Caputo, What Would Jesus Deconstruct? (Grand Rapids, Ml: Baker Academic, 2007), 48.
6 Charles Howard Hopkins, The Rise o f the Social Gospel in American Protestantism, 1865-1915 (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1940); Henry F. May, Protestant Churches and Industrial America (New 
York: Octagon Books, 1949); Martin E. Marty, The Righteous Empire (New York: Dial Press, 1970);
Sydney Ahlstrom, A Religious History o f the American People (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1972).
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emphasis on heart religion and Hopkins' stress upon works of charity as religious leverage 
against industrial abuse. "In short, the standard interpretation of In His Steps as a radical 
Christian critique of post-Civil War industrial America, and a visionary call for its transformation, 
simply does not stand up under scrutiny," he argued.7 What did make it significant, on the other 
hand, was its "devastating" emotional profile of native-born middle-class Americans subject to 
"spiritual crisis" over a loss o f "mutual understanding and shared purpose."8 Immigration and 
industrialization were irreparably changing the contours of the nation, eroding not just the 
common conception of America as "Christian," but even religious conviction among the white 
Protestant class. Rather than a prophetic wielding o f religious critique, Boyer found in the novel 
the suggestion that it was the lower class that would restore purpose to the aimless middle class 
losing religious and cultural power.9 With such claims, Boyer inspired more nuanced views of 
social and textual concerns in ways that increased critical attention to liberal Protestantism.
In more recent examinations, literary scholars Gregory S. Jackson and Erin A. Smith 
locate the novel within literary genealogies and the consequent ways that readers brought 
established reading patterns and networks to bear in Sheldon's challenging text. Jackson recasts 
Boyer's thesis, seeing in the novel's encouragement of reader identification with victims of 
suffering a "panacea to mainstream Protestant indifference."10 Where Boyer despaired, 
however, Jackson sees creative inspiration, which Sheldon demonstrated by helping to fashion a 
new literary genre -  that o f the "homiletic novel." Sheldon drew upon older Puritan sermonic 
traditions, Jackson argues, resurrecting and reinventing homiletic conventions including allegory 
and interactive pedagogies to intersect and/or parallel modern genres, including sociological 
expose (a la Jacob Riis), realism, naturalism, and historical fictions o f the life of Christ. With such
7 Paul S. Boyer, "In His Steps: A Reappraisal," American Quarterly 23, no. 1 (Spring 1971): 66-67.
8 Ibid., 67, 78.
9 Ibid., 78.
10 Gregory S. Jackson, ’"What Would Jesus Do?': Practical Christianity, Social Gospel Realism, and the 
Homiletic Novel," Publications o f the Modern Language Association o f America 121, no. 3 (2006): 648.
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literary ingenuity, moved by the social problem to revitalize the Puritan tradition, Jackson 
argues, In His Steps "proved an effective antidote to two challenges plaguing most late 
nineteenth-century congregations: Christian resignation in the face of naked social need and 
parishioners' enervating doubts about religion's relevance in an age o f industry, mechanization, 
and scientific advancement."11
Likewise, Erin Smith examines the literary character of In His Steps within religious 
genealogies, arguing that it continued century-long patterns o f evangelical print culture 
prioritizing function over aesthetic or amusement value. She notes that evangelicals historically 
evaluated texts based on usefulness by "valuing what texts do in reader's lives over style, form, 
aesthetics or...historical context."12 Thus, one read for application, a "take-home message."13 
This reader preference inspired a moral obligation on the part of writers to produce books that 
moved hearts and minds, just as readers took on the obligation to correct moral wrongs "as 
Jesus would" upon reading about them.14 In this way, Smith sees Sheldon's book as a pointed 
critique of the modern mass-marketplace, challenging both products meant for no more than 
"light entertainment" as well as elite notions of literary orthodoxy, neither of which served 
constructive work in the world.15 By its encouragement and reward of ongoing evangelical 
reading practices, we can understand why In His Steps survived beyond its late nineteenth- 
century popularity, and even see it as a "dispatch...in the struggle for literary hegemony."16
In this novel often deemed a "tract" these scholars find substantive engagement with 
modern problems defying critics going back to Sheldon's own time. In this way, they spotlight 
the surprisingly complex dynamics working within what appears a simplistic story and lay out the
11 Ibid., 642.
12 Erin A. Smith, '"What Would Jesus Do?': The Social Gospel and the Literary Marketplace," Book 






profoundly resonant and layered meanings constantly unfolding from its central question.
Because of its framing of modern theology and associated politics, there is always more to see in 
and say about Sheldon's novel.
In elaborating the significance of the novel for Sheldon's own readers, however, these 
scholars infer but do not investigate the historical record of popular response prolifically 
engaged and published in the press -  major magazines, newspapers, and denominational 
presses. Furthermore, their analyses stress the conservationist impulses of Sheldon's work, 
drawing on Puritan and later evangelical inheritances to preserve the relevance of embattled 
white Protestantism.
If there were traditionalist aspects o f Sheldon's work, the record of popular response 
captured in the press additionally reveals audience assimilations of new theological and political 
currents. If Sheldon led readers to preserve their white evangelical past, he also led them to 
venture out from comfortable worlds, sacrificing orthodoxies in order to "take the story of Jesus 
differently." "Sheldon's point," Caputo points out, "was that Jesus was most likely to be found in 
the worst slums, among the most dispossessed people, on the most dangerous streets in a 
modern city."17 If this is so, it was not theological exercise nor literary imagination that primarily 
moved Sheldon but rather the prophetic voice of labor, which Sheldon dramatized literally 
through the tramp's entrance into a middle-class church sanctuary. As Sheldon heeded the 
suffering of labor, he led readers in listening to working-class rhetoric to  re-see Jesus as an 
historical figure -  a common "carpenter" -  in a reconstruction further augmented as middle- 
class readers brought to bear the historical orientation o f "new theology." Appropriating 
working class resistance in this way, melding it w ith modern epistemologies, readers found the 
key to revival, a solution to the social problem, and what they felt was a definitive new 
understanding of the faith. If anything, these readers reversed Boyer's critique, wielding the
17 Caputo, What Would Jesus Deconstruct?, 28.
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effects o f industrial capitalism as radical critique of Christianity. Their consequent revival
fostering support of social reform in turn preserved capitalism as well as the cultural leadership
of Protestantism as voice of social liberalism well into the century.
*
The popularity of In His Steps highlighted the problem that late-century religious social 
reformers of Northern and Western urban centers observed with alarm: as cities boomed and 
Americans embraced new economies of business and pleasure, churches remained within their 
own holy circumferences. And as cities suffered under frequent busts of financial panic and 
depression, neither were churches prepared to offer succor. As industrializing processes moved 
on mass scales in production, transportation, and consumption, churches were "like a great 
army on the march coming to a halt," one observer, E. P. Wise declared.18 The obstacles were 
formidable, and Wise listed them: the demands of daily life and the new idolatry o f wealth, long 
hours and many days of toil, distractions of newspapers, magazines and novels all stole attention 
from pulpit pronouncements. Yet, "deep down in men's hearts there is a conscious longing, 
which nothing but the spiritual verities o f the Gospel can satisfy."19 Even though religion was 
"never a more popular theme" in print and public conversation concerning social and industrial 
problems, the "church as an organization [is] losing its hold upon the masses," suffering notable 
drops in attendance and membership -  "marking time but making no advance," Wise feared.20 
Boom or bust, churches kept at bay from either liberating or disciplinary participation. It was 
hard to fill pews and coffers.
18 E. P. Wise, "IV. The Decline of the Churches--Some Causes and Remedies," Reformed Church 
Review, October 1900,484.
19 Ibid., 485.
20 "The Call for Seers," Congregationalist, June 22,1899, 894; Wise, "Decline of the Churches," 484.
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In contrast, upon the publication o f In His Steps, one critic noted, "The masses have 
simply leaped to  the book; certainly Mr. Sheldon has 'found' them ."21 "Passing by alt 
ecclesiastical government, theological systems and doctrinal explanations, the world is asking 
'what does Jesus say?' and 'what would Jesus do?"' Wise observed.22 Within three years, one 
reported that three million copies o f In His Steps had been sold.23 Another reported six million, 
and it had been translated into at least ten languages for an international readership.24 "'What 
Would Jesus Do?' would have been limited to one very small edition were it not that in all lands 
the supreme question is that of Christ's conduct in our position," according to columnist Henry T. 
McEwen.25
Provocatively, in the pages of In His Steps, Sheldon advanced Christ's "atonement," his 
personal sacrifice, as the theological center for Christian conduct, and he used the tramp's 
dramatic interruption and subsequent expiration at the sanctuary's communion table to portray 
congregational awakening to this theological proposal. In the tramp's fainting at the station of 
sacramental remembrance o f Christ's atoning death, Sheldon drew an equivalence, symbolically 
suggesting Christ as "carpenter" crucified at the hands of an oppressive empire and, conversely, 
exploited labor as modern Christ figures.
This dramatic scene subsequently threw the congregation -  its formal rites and even the 
unquestioned livelihoods o f parishioners -  into disarray. Suddenly, congregants were involuntary 
drawn into suffering, themselves, and had to  face the call, if they were to call themselves 
followers of Jesus, to recognize the crucifying nature of industrial exploitation and the necessity 
of redressing it. Fifty congregants in turn pledged to ask themselves the question that the tramp
21 "The News of London," Congregationalist, April 27,1899.
22 Wise, "Decline of the Churches," 489.
23 "Mr. Sheldon's 'Sermon Stories'," Living Age, July 29,1899, 327.
24 John Bancroft Devins, "With the Author of 'In His Steps'," New York Observer and Chronicle, July 20, 
1899, 69.
25 Henry T. McEwen, "Christian Endeavor," New York Evangelist, October 12,1899,15.
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put before them. They vowed "not to attempt anything without first asking the question 'What 
would Jesus do?'" -  taking the question as prompt to make their own sacrifices.26
The novel thus unfolds as characters applied the question within their respective 
concerns and spheres o f influence. Newspaper editor Edward Norman sacrifices job security by 
refusing to print stories that offended his Christian conscience. Rachel Winslow, beloved for her 
singing, turns down opportunities for fame and fortune. Railroad superintendent Alexander 
Powers blows the whistle on his company's violations of interstate commerce laws. Shop owner 
Milton Wright determines to conduct business based on "unselfish" care for his employees, 
placing their welfare above profits. Heiress Virginia Page stops acquainting with the wealthy and 
fashionable and befriends Loreen, a resident of the town slum district.
Sheldon did not sugarcoat these "pious" decisions. The characters suffer loss of jobs, 
status, lifestyle, reputation and relationships. They are not spared tragedy, failure, or heartache, 
but their reward is spiritual feeling and a true community with a "powerful spirit of fellowship" 
forged as each saw ways to help others in distress.27 Edward Norman uses his newspaper to 
extol Alexander Powers' good citizenship. Virginia Page dedicates her fortune to sustain 
Norman's newspaper suffering losses of readership and ad revenue and determines to 
rehabilitate both the town slum and its residents by funding sanctuary for women of the streets 
and factories. Rachel's singing uplifts the congregation. Without seeking or expecting it, the 
congregation is drawn into revival, the spiritual renewal that comes as parishioners risk 
"changing a lifetime of fixed habits of thought, speech and action," by which they challenge their 
established middle-class roles.28
Individual experiences of revival coalesce in social regeneration. As characters band 
together with greater purpose and grander hopes, resolving to engage in city politics to unseat




the powers o f "liquor interests" perpetuating vice, Sheldon shows spiritual power 
undifferentiated from political power. "What good were prayers...when votes and actions had 
really been on the side of the enemies of Jesus?" he postulates.29 Followers of Jesus must always 
keep political reform in sight.
The congregants of First Church fe lt they had become like the first disciples, truly 
recovering and re-embodying the spirit and ethic o f the first church, and in doing so, they made 
waves. As more took the pledge, they were still only "at the very beginning of events that were 
destined to change the history of hundreds of families, not only in [their town of] Raymond, but 
throughout the entire country," Sheldon narrates.30 Accordingly, in the last third of the book,
Sheldon shifts to new characters and episodes o f spiritual and social renewal as they unfolded in 
Chicago. With the larger theater for revival within a city notorious for its appalling "misery,"
"sin," "selfishness," and "modern paganism," so did the imagined scope and expectation of 
reform expand.31 Sheldon concludes with a hopeful plea, meant to inspire action beyond the 
page: "O my Master, has the time come for a new dawn of Christian activity? 32 In this way,
Sheldon imagined revival, the coming of the "Kingdom of God" on earth, inspired by Jesus' 
sacrifice incarnated in modern context by those "sacrificed" by the modern industrial economy.
In fashioning this narrative, Sheldon waded into existing conversations circulating in 
Southern and Western agrarian Populist and Northern urban labor groups (and radical, 
freethinking sympathizers), which already had a history of exploring the radical implications of 
Jesus, "the carpenter" of history. As historians including Richard C. Goode and Joe Creech have 
argued, agrarians forced into perpetual indebtedness by the crop lien system bore the brunt of 






democratic tradition and endangering to national stability.33 As Creech argues, these Southern 
and Western agitators in turn invoked the simplicity of the early church -  a church of the poor, 
uneducated masses -  to  agitate to "reestablish God's moral governance in America through the 
restoration of evangelical, democratic ideals."34 Creech demonstrates that agrarians "insisted 
that Jesus had a special identification with the 'common people,' 'the masses,' and especially the 
farmers and producers," and they saw him as an "agrarian radical," himself.35 Indeed, as one 
Texas Populist, T. D. Hickley declared, Jesus was a "philosophical anarchist" in his political 
outlook -  a preserver of yeoman producer freedoms, unchained from the oppressive 
monopolies of large business and plutocrat capitalists who ran the political show. "He was a 
despised socialist in His property teachings -  a contemner [sic], a despiser of riches, a lover of 
the poor," Hickley avowed, with unqualified assertion.36 As such, Creech explains, farmers like 
Hickley who banded together in alliance deployed Jesus against large collectives -  corporate 
monopolies, church hierarchies, and political machines -  which they saw as bulwarks of injustice.
Similarly, though the specifics o f their political agendas differed, laborers heralded Jesus 
the "Carpenter" in their campaigns for economic justice. (Laborers were more likely to support 
socialist reform than Populists, who prized decentralization.) "It is impossible to conceive that He 
who was born o f a carpenter's wife, and who Himself worked at the bench; that He who 
presented as evidence of His divine commission that the poor had the gospel preached to them; 
that He whose ministry of instruction and healing was chiefly among the poor, should take sides 
against workingmen," labor sympathizer A. E. Waffle asserted in 1887. "Every line of the Bible
33 See Richard C. Goode, "The Godly Insurrection in Limestone County: Social Gospel, Populism, and 
Southern Culture in the Late Nineteenth Century," Religion and American Culture: A Journal o f 
Interpretation 3, No. 2 (Summer 1993): 155-169; Joe Creech, Righteous Indignation: Religion and the 
Populist Revolution (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2006).
34 Creech, Righteous Indignation, xxix-xxx.
35 Ibid., 83.
36 T. D. Hickley, "Gold Fixes Its Own Price," Texas Advance (Dallas, TX), September 16,1893.
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bearing upon this subject inculcates upon employers the duty of treating their employees not 
only with justice but also with kindness and generosity," he asserted.37
In this struggle, farmers and laborers drew particular contrast between Jesus and 
established churches. Believing in Jesus as the "friend of the workingman," laborers honored 
Jesus, and they hissed at the churches who called themselves "by his name" but in deed showed 
no resemblance. In the light of their suffering, otherworldly theologies rang as inhumane to 
suffering laborers. "While our preachers are talking about 'the everlasting bliss of heaven,' the 
hell of injustice, of social inequality, of trampled, outraged labor is opening right under their 
feet," Unitarian pastor, Rev. E. M. Wheelock protested.38 The upshot of such doctrines was to 
make hypocrites of Christians. "Does anyone believe that if these so-called Christians [sic] were 
sincere and not hypocrites, that if  they believed in the fundamental doctrines of Jesus of 
Nazareth...that even the least one of His children would not go to bed to-night or any other night 
without plenty to eat, plenty to wear and with cheerful, healthy environments," another 
agitator, James Wright, added.39
And when it came to preachers, working-class agitators went for the jugular. As Hugh 
Pentecost summarily argued in 1890, "clergymen, almost to a man, are against the poor.
Professed disciples of, in my opinion, the grandest man in history -  a poor man; a man who was 
born in poverty, lived in poverty, and was hanged by the government at the behest of the 
Church -  they are the subservient ambassadors of the rich."40 Populist farmers took this as a 
means of portraying preachers as "effeminate" lackeys of the wealthy, drawing Jesus' muscular, 
prophetic anger in contrast.41 As T. D. Hickley provoked in 1893, "try to imagine what would
37 A. E. Waffle, "II. The Christian Solution of the Labor Problem," Baptist Quarterly Review, January 
1887, 30.
38 "The Rule of Gold," Texas Advance (Dallas, TX), April 14,1894.
39 James Wright, "Scribes, Pharisees, Hypocrites!" The Advance (Dallas), February 24,1894.
40 Hugh O. Pentecost, "Bloody Times are Coming," Twentieth Century, September 25,1890,11.
41 Creech, Righteous Indignation, 29.
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become of Him in these modern times should He suddenly appear among us...would He not 
enter Dewit Talmage's [sic] tabernacle, and unceremoniously kick from its sacred precincts the 
millionaire money changers, who weekly throng its costly pews!"42 (Talmage was infamous for 
brushing o ff the labor problem with the biblical epithet: "The poor ye have with you always!")43 
Furthermore, Wheelock proposed that clergymen could redeem themselves in the eyes of the 
working classes by laying down their tired sermons about the hereafter and "begin to teach a 
little humanity to our own rich heathen at home."44
Sheldon heard agrarian, labor, and radical voices. He corresponded with eminent social 
gospel leaders Washington Gladden and with George Herron, famous for his characterization of 
Jesus as "the first great Populist" in Between Caesar andJesus.K  Suffragists and social reformers 
Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Jane Addams had all passed through his town of 
Topeka as guests of local organizing efforts. M ilitant temperance advocate Carrie Nation based 
her advocacy out of Topeka for a time, and the Populist Party, bringing Farming Alliances from 
across the rural South and Midwest together in common cause with unionists, prohibitionists, 
suffragists, and disenfranchised African-Americans was officially established as a national 
political party in Topeka in 1892.46
In his Topeka pastorate within a state famous for its history of radicalism, Sheldon was 
in the thick of it, and In His Steps was his response, taking from working-class challenge an 
invitation to middle-class sacrifice. Through the novel, Sheldon thus urged the necessity on the
42 Hickley, "Gold Fixes Its Own Price."
43 "That Comforter," Texas Advance (Dallas, TX), March 3,1894.
44 "The Rule of Gold," Texas Advance (Dallas, TX).
45 "Review 3 -  No Title," New York Evangelist, June 22,1899,11. Sheldon biographer Timothy Miller 
also notes that George Herron "taught that redemption of society would come only through sacrifice 
on the part of individual Christians." Miller, Following In His Steps: A Biography o f Charles M. Sheldon 
(Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 1987), 141.
46 See Thomas C. Cox, Blacks in Topeka, Kansas, 1865-1915: A Social History (Baton Rouge: Louisiana 
State University Press, 1982); Don Chubb, "A History of Topeka," accessed October 7, 2015, 
http://www.topeka.org/ planning/history_of_topeka.shtml.
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part of middle-class Protestants o f taking on the suffering of the working class, themselves, 
advocating "altruism" -  intentional surrender of status, profit and received notions o f propriety 
-  as response mirroring Jesus' example and working-class suffering for the sake of revival and 
social brotherhood.
But, if Sheldon's carpenter Jesus of In His Steps captured imaginations, becoming a 
center o f Progressive discussion as to the essential need to put Jesus' example into practice, 
finding a satisfactory way to delineate the contours presented a problem. In the words of 
Congregationalist Hugh Scott, "the great question for the Christian is not what to do but how to 
do it. Not knowledge but ability is our chief need."47 That Jesus compelled all to follow him was 
beyond dispute; what that looked like was another matter.
For on one hand, Sheldon's proposition of middle-class sacrifice could be taken as quite 
radical. One commenter noted how Sheldon's book forced readers to confront "the question 
whether the Christianity which Christ preached is, or can be, lived out in our times, and if so how 
much it would clash with our ordinary habits of life and with the standards and practices of our 
civilization."48 Another confessed that there was "no question that will press itself more on 
those who during the present great revival movement have committed themselves to  the 
Christian life than this one question: 'Is such a life possible amid the social and commercial 
conditions of modern society?"'49
On the other hand, his suggested applications struck others as "Puritanical." 'The 
upshot of all the stories is a slightly modernized Puritanism," one critic charged. "M r. Sheldon 
deprecates drinking, gambling, smoking, and even dancing, as belonging to the pleasures of the
47 Hugh M. Scott, "The Modern 'Imitatio Christi'," Congregationalist and Christian World, March 22, 
1902,412.
48 E. S. Martin, "New Testament Christianity in Practice," Harper's Bazaar, April 15,1899, 310.
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saloon;...Sunday is to be strictly kept."50 Moreover, the critic pointed out how Sheldon, though 
obviously dissatisfied with society, nevertheless did not advocate overtly for socialism, 
presented no "theory o f political economy," no dogmas, nor any argument for a "particular 
church or system."51 Instead, Sheldon advocated the authority of the personal conscience. 
Nonetheless, the critic highlighted the particular tee-totaling middle-class sensibility lurking 
about Sheldon's pretensions to anti-dogmatic universality.
Progressives were reflective about this tension between the liberated conscience and 
their white, middle-class disciplinary propensities in application, actively debating in the pages of 
denominational publications how to tease out implications of Sheldon's provocative proposal in 
constructive ways. Those who liked the book appreciated its significance in arousing "popular 
willingness to measure men by the standards of Jesus."52 That it not only reflected the desire for 
"noble character" but supplied a workable scaffold by which to train those intentions supplied 
the mandate and motivation to extrapolate feasible applications. One noted that people rallied 
to Sheldon's book (or to the cry, "Back to  Christ!") because they recognized "how easy it is for 
people with excellent intentions to get very considerably astray in their life, to  mistake their own 
self-originated emotions for the moving o f the Holy Spirit, to imbibe erroneous opinions and 
adopt doubtful practices," and therefore "they feel that the path of greatest safety and benefit is 
the path that starts from and leads to Jesus."53 How then to name Jesus' standards? How would 
they identify these virtuous desires to walk the narrow path of righteousness?
Progressives carried forward tensions between old orthodoxies and modern points of 
view and between labor appeals and middle-class propriety as they vigorously and thoroughly 
debated each aspect of Sheldon's question in search of a middle path. In constructing a new
50 "Mr. Sheldon's 'Sermon Stories'," Living Age, 327.
51 Ibid., 326.
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concept of "Jesus," they brought together labor and academic "new theology" discourses to 
advocate Jesus as "historic" and "personal." As readers subsequently theorized applications of 
this new conception o f Jesus {"would"), they appealed to his "principles" as the means by which 
to  synthesize conceptions of the "historic Jesus" of the scriptures and personal "Christ- 
consciousness," anchoring their shifting theological and political views. Finally, middle-class 
consumers brought the "principles" of the "personal" Jesus to  bear on the problem to which 
they felt themselves preeminently called: to actively address the problem of poverty ("do"). In 
this way, they not only aimed to  create a civic commonwealth they believed better reflected the 
example of Jesus, but they substantially preserved and reestablished their cultural leadership as 
a class. By saving the tramp, in other words, they saved themselves.
Jesus: the Carpenter of History
Middle-class readers of In His Steps -  many of whom lined the pews of major liturgical 
traditions -  created an atmosphere of revival among themselves as they embarked on the 
question of Jesus. "'W hat would Jesus do in my place?' A great revival has swept the world both 
within and without the church. No ministry of Wesley or Moody compares with it in either the 
multitude of listeners or the profound effect," Congregationalist pastor, James A. Blaisdell 
celebrated.54 Urging that congregants "must know Jesus before we can imitate him," Sheldon set 
up a tension between intellect and spirit in characterizing that knowledge, which played out in 
the novel as congregants found immediate spiritual inspiration from their experience o f Jesus 
embodied in the tramp, yet later reflected that imitation "required a knowledge" and "insight 
into His motives that most of them did not possess."55 That presumably led them back to the 
New Testament for a record of Jesus' historical precedent. Revivalist enthusiasm inflamed 
spiritual passion; history summoned faculties o f critical reason.
54 James A. Blaisdell, "The Real Imitatio," Congregationalist and Christian World, May 10,1902, 674.
55 Sheldon, In His Steps, 48.
Readers carried forward this tension in their own endeavors to rediscover Jesus. On one 
hand, In His Steps moved Progressive enthusiasts to rediscover the historical Jesus, returning to 
the "simple Gospel" o f the early church, or "primitive Christianity," which they in turn used to 
cast off church authority. Whereas, as Blaisdell lamented, advantage had lain with the "expert 
scholar," whose "confusing conceptions" had been "made the strange highway into the kingdom 
o f righteousness," popular claim to Jesus enabled Progressives to reclaim understanding of their 
own faith.56 "A new cry has arisen as the real essence and simplicity of Christianity. 'What would 
Jesus do in my place?'" Blaisdell observed. "A great revival has swept the world both within and 
without the church."57 Despite the incredulity of clerics and scholars, lay Progressives claimed 
their own authority to understand Jesus via their own New Testament readings and its 
applications. "To follow Jesus even though one does not understand him; to do the will, even if 
one has not learned the doctrine; to perceive through much darkness that the life is the light of 
man -  these are the marks of the new obedience," Harvard Divinity professor, Francis Peabody 
observed.58
In this way, lay Progressives paralleled and reflected the "new theology" being 
constructed by academic theologians. Even as historian David Burns has argued, radical 
freethinkers engaged the study of the historical Jesus outside of academic halls for their own 
"secular" theology, even so their less radical, liberal counterparts also participated in such 
theological endeavor.59 Two contemporaries, Reformed minister Charles Schaeffer and religious 
philosophy professor and social reformer Charles Gray Shaw, both noted the parallel of popular 
theologizing to academic trends. 'Theologically the world is in a transition stage," Schaeffer
56 Blaisdell, "The Real Imitatio," 674.
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noted.60 Invoking popular reception of In His Steps, he argued that it was "being reechoed from 
the pew."61 "It is said that Sheldon's book 'What would Jesus Do?' has had a sale o ften  million 
copies," he noted. "What does this show? It shows that people want to know the absolute, 
perfect standard...So in the realm o f theology, we want to  know what was the mind of Christ, 
what He believed, and spake and taught."62
As Schaeffer explained, the new theology was the product o f a centuries-long shift. 
Whereas the dogmas, creeds and confessions formulated in the first centuries of Christianity 
comprised the "old theology" handed down through time from Rome to Augustine to 
Reformation theologians, this shifted with Enlightenment empirical methods of the prior 
century.63 Following the lead of natural scientists, biblical scholars applied scientific methods to 
their own ancient textual sources.64 As Charles Gray Shaw additionally explained, whereas 
philosophic matters had occluded the person of Christ, and neither did the rationalist methods 
o f natural theologians consider his life, the "historical spirit" of the nineteenth century 
conversely illumined Jesus' "personal history" as if for the first time. "Because the nineteenth 
century has been pervaded with the historical spirit, it has evinced an interest in the actual 
career o f Jesus; and in independence of traditional Christology there has arisen the question as 
to Christ's character and career," Shaw observed.65 Whereas the old was doctrinal, the new 
theology was historical, originating not in official statements or abstract philosophical 
conceptions, but in Jesus, himself. That those in the pew were just as interested in Jesus' 
historical existence confirmed to Schaeffer that "the new theology has come to stay."66
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Characterized by historical inquiry giving a personal aspect to Christian belief, new 
theological methods were not only popularly accessible but "vital" to popular interests. 'The 
awakened religious consciousness became anxious to know what the actual life of the Redeemer 
had been," Shaw observed, and therefore "the question as to the nature of a personality like 
Christ's becomes as vital as the problem of the world, of the soul, or of God."67 Whereas 
academic theologians like Shaw and Schaeffer evidenced desires to maintain scholarly 
ownership -  claiming as Shaw did, that such inquiries should be "carried on in the sphere of 
religion," or as Schaeffer maintained, via those capable of handling modern historical-critical 
methods -  this did not hold lay Progressives back from their own earnest attempts at such 
scholarly inquiry to separate the "facts" of the New Testament gospels from accumulated 
tradition.68 Schaeffer, himself, acknowledged that the popularity of In His Steps evidenced lay 
readers' agency to discover the "truth at first hand."69
Popular demand and mass printing technologies combined to enable unsurpassed 
popular education in (or imagination of) Jesus' life. As one Reformed editorialist commented,
"during the last th irty years the most popular books in theology have been the many 'Lives of 
Jesus' that have been w ritten ."70 Furthermore, "at present the most interesting books that are
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being published have to do with the 'teaching of Jesus' and the 'consciousness of Jesus,'" the
writer claimed.71 In light of the array of religious publishing for the popular market -  biblical,
literary, and topical religious instruction -  lay readers claimed to know more about Jesus than
Christians had ever known "since the days of the apostles."72 "He is a real person to us. He is our
teacher, and our great aim is to understand His thought, to  master His ideals, and to  get His
outlook," the writer claimed.73 Like the "m ultitude" of old, so in modern times with the historical
rediscovery of Jesus, followers "hang on His lips, and declare that He speaks with authority.
*
There is a new vision of the Christ."74
As readers rediscovered Jesus as a person, they cultivated what they called a "new 
feeling" for Christ -  "a feeling distinctly personal, largely due to  the historical study which has 
made the Prophet from Nazareth a living, breathing figure, a vivid, abiding reality in the modern 
world," according to Baptist pastor and academic William H. P. Faunce.75 As another academic 
Willard Thorp elaborated, whereas original doctrinal framers of Christian belief might have been 
moved by "spiritual instinct" in such "intellectual expression," he could not "feel that those who 
have tried to do that, sacrificing poetic feeling to prosaic intellectualism, have done us a service, 
or done essential truth a service."76 Rather, the truth of Jesus came through the connection of 
personal feeling for him. "His humanity is growing upon us. That is a good thing. We are not so
Other popular Jesus writings include Henry Ward Beecher's The Life o f Jesus, the Christ (1871) and 
Elizabeth Phelps’ The Story o f Jesus Christ (1897), both of which popularized German historical Jesus 
studies.
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much afraid now as once we were that in emphasizing the fact of His genuine manhood we shall 
forget that He was also tru ly God," one columnist noted.77
Historical study recovered that personal feeling and subsequently caused Progressives
to reconsider the "juridical formula by which to describe or define Christ's work for men."78
Personal feeling required a more personal framework -  a familial one. Fathoming Jesus as "bone
of our bone, flesh of our flesh, our Elder Brother...able to sympathize, able to help in every time
of need" -  his words and deeds sank into their consciences in a new, more personal and intimate
way.79 The thrill of this realization was so profound that eight years later, when the Social Gospel
movement peaked again in 1906, Willard Thorp remarked with enthusiasm just as fresh:
It is not uncommon for men of generous enthusiasms and 
independent spirit, on opening the Synoptic Gospels, to be 
charmed and captivated with the figure of Jesus and introduce 
him to their friends with the greatest enthusiasm as a fresh 
discovery: "Here is a man after our own hearts! The things he 
stood for are the things we are standing for. He laid down his 
life because he believed in honesty, liberty, charity, and 
humanity. He is indeed our elder brother.80
As Progressives articulated their own theologies in this way, they laid direct claim to the 
conviction of "im itation" itself as the means to understand Jesus. Their actions declared that life 
itself was the "highway into doctrine" -  not the other way around.81 'There is a great company 
today, claiming no expert theological skill, into whose confusion and dismay this vital question of 
the im itatio has brought illumination and peace. I am simply one who has felt w ith this multitude 
the thrill of the new day and thanked God," Blaisdell, himself testified.82 Such revolutionary 
claims by lay moderns subsequently granted assurance, supplying a vital foundation as faith in 
older epistemic and ecclesial structures crumbled. 'The authority o f the Bible as such is not what
77 "The Christianity of Christ," Zion's Herald, 3.
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it used to be over the minds of the people. The authority o f the church is nothing like what it 
used to be. But the authority of Christ stands unimpaired," Thorp commented.83 As old readings 
o f the Bible used as proof text for doctrinal or philosophic constructs lost hold, and as 
naturalistic reason likewise failed to capture hearts and minds, the "name of Christ has come to  
represent in the minds of the people to  whom we are speaking today so much that is vital and 
inspiring, so much that answers to the ir deepest needs, and is in line with their highest visions," 
Thorp observed.84
Progressives took this personal recognition as the basis upon which to lay the
groundwork for an ecumenical, united brotherhood, restoring their hopes for democracy and
kindling postmillennial dreams of "completing" the Protestant Reformation merely begun in the
sixteenth century. Jesus, himself, paved the way to uniting the increasingly diverse religious and
political interests within industrializing cities. As Methodist minister and academic George R.
Grose marveled, "all schools of thought, radical and conservative, socialistic and evangelical,
ritualist and non-conformist...all alike turn to Jesus, saying, 'One is our Master, even Christ.'"85
*
Historical study enabled Progressives to begin to  assimilate working class protest, whose 
imaginings of Jesus scourging the complacent they began to echo and appropriate in their own 
criticisms o f clergy beholden to denominational politics or wealthy patrons. One columnist 
writing for Methodist periodical Zion's Herald took clergy to task for "caution, silence and 
cowardice which take counsel of prudence and fear."86 "It is painfully true that our governing 
connectional boards and trustees of our religious institutions, when called to deal with critical 
cases demanding corporate action, too often seem to be ruled by the lower worldly motives of
83 Thorp, "The Significance of Christ," 306-307.
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policy rather than by well-established Christian standards," the w riter criticized.87 Summoning 
that old "Puritan, Biblical virtue, which never counted the cost when a wrong was done but 
instantly condemned it," the writer invoked a muscular Jesus in his condemnation of 
pusillanimous clergy.88 'The Christian casuistry which we are hearing would condemn Jesus for 
taking the scourge of small cords and driving the money changers out o f the temple," according 
to this critic.89 "Indeed, if Jesus had studied prudence, policy, and tact, as directed today, He 
might have escaped Gethsemane and Calvary; but if He had done so. He would not have been 
the Son of God and the Savior of the world."90
As Progressives re-read the New Testament historically with echoes of rhetoric of radical
reformers, they modified the "feeling" for Jesus to cultivate a muscular conception of Jesus'
power, redoubling their own determination to cast off old formalism. They redeployed these
fiery rhetorics circulating about the historical Jesus to stoke their own awe for his "power" and
"mastery." Jesus "did not demonstrate, or plead, or threaten like the scribes; he swayed the
multitude by personal power," Francis Peabody reflected.91 He elaborated:
This is no ascetic, abandoning the world; no dreamer, no 
joyous comrade, delighting in the world; here is the quiet 
consciousness of mastery, the authority of the leader, a 
confidence which makes him able to declare that a life built on 
his sayings is built on a rock. Jesus is no gentle visionary, no 
contemplative saint, no Lamb o f God except in the experience 
of suffering; he is a Person whose dominating tra it is force; the 
scourger o f the traders, the defier of the Pharisees, the 
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In such ways, Progressives adapted labor conceptions by imagining Jesus' irreproachably 
powerful personality, commanding respect by all. They thus supplied an image of awesome, 
magnetic strength for themselves to both revere and inspire imitation.
In a word, they echoed but also transmuted the radical "carpenter" Jesus into a more 
relatable figure: Jesus as a "Master o f constraining power" in the conduct of life and morals.
They would m irror labor aggression in a counterbalancing way through middle-class restraint. A 
commonsense picture emerged, reflected in William Faunce's moderate summation: "The 
thought of Christ, by which our souls are fed and our spiritual energy maintained, is not chiefly 
that o f an official at some vast celestial assize...but in that of a living Lord of life in whose brief 
earthly life we discern the revelation of the heart of God, in whose ethical teaching we discern a 
sovereign voice, and to whose commands and ideals we may safely and affectionately yield the 
supreme allegiance of our souls."93 They tempered their awe of Jesus with concern to maintain 
theological "standards" -  a baseline of respectability.
As multitudes were compelled to recognize Jesus' mastery as a human being, they 
would collectively come under his sway, Progressives reasoned. They would thus generate the 
"ecumenical" family of the human race, moving progressively toward God's Kingdom on earth.
As Presbyterian pastor and prominent mediator between labor and churches Charles Stelzle 
noted, "It is peculiar that Jesus appeals to men of all nations....Jesus belongs as much to the 
African as he does to  the American. He is loved by the Chinese as He is by the Choctaw Indian. To 
the Welshman Christ seems to have been a Welshman; to the Arabian, Christ seems to have 
been an Arabian. No matter what a man's nationality, he feels at home with Jesus."94 As diverse 
peoples recognized their connection to  the human Jesus as Elder brother, so they would 
subsequently realize their interconnections with each other.
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Consequently, in "brotherhood" Progressives also found a way to  forge political 
sympathy with the laboring class. Implicitly contradicting both "machine politics" and Social 
Darwinist competition, "brotherhood" offered a theological framework to contest the political 
and economic status quo. As Rev. E. M. Wheelock had earlier complained, cutthroat industry 
fundamentally denied moral or religious bonds. "[W ]hile governing the family by the law of 
justice, kindness, and co-operation, [the nation] has established in the larger fam ily -th e  state 
or public social order -  as its acting or governing principle, the law of competition....Thus as a 
nation we are not Christian [sic]," he argued.9S Through recovering in the historical Jesus a 
conception of brotherhood -  a family -  Progressives believed they had theological and political 
leverage to contest the status quo, overcome class stratification, and forge ecumenical 
solidarity.
*
In such optimistic imaginings o f catholicity and democracy enabled through modern 
epistemologies and inspired by prophetic labor rhetoric, Progressives managed to draw a distinct 
line in the sand, however. Progressives like one minister. Rev. Leonard Garver, argued that 
whereas the old understanding o f Jesus' atonement "divided men into factions," the new 
unified. As Garver argued, "we should lay aside all petty prejudices in the consideration of this 
great sacrifice and find in it the inspiration fo r the human brotherhood with Christ as the elder 
brother."96 "It would mean a larger human sympathy among men and women," he argued.
Moreover, asking "What would Jesus do?" in this regard "would solve the problems of social 
misery and inequity."97
But the Orthodox did not see it this way, and emergent fundamentalist detractors 
pulled in the opposite direction. To emphasize the humanity of Christ came dangerously close to
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blurring the line between Jesus as "Redeemer of the world" and "Christians in the world," 
according to one columnist.98 Evangelical revivalist Dwight Moody's own Revell Press had 
declined to publish In His Steps on this very basis. George Doran, an office boy at Revell, recalled 
that Sheldon's concept of Jesus was so unique that the evangelical publisher refused to issue it 
under its imprint. "Sheldon brought the book, In His Steps: What Would Jesus Do? to us and 
literally begged us to issue it in book form," he remembered, "[b ]ut no, it was too revolutionary, 
too intensely practical. Evangelical as was our effort, this did not extend to the point where we 
would present Jesus as Sheldon did, as the intimate and concerned friend o f mankind."99
Orthodox and fundamentalist-leaning critics launched the same criticisms when the 
book appeared on the market. Citing such examples as Jesus' own drinking of wine at a wedding 
in light of contemporary temperance crusades, they claimed that asking "what Jesus would do" 
put one in dangerous territory. "Some things only a few specially qualified may attempt," one 
Rev. S.W. Pratt asserted.100 To answer the question exceeded the capacities of lay persons, Pratt 
held. As another, Addison Collins speculated, "a positive reply to such a query requires not only 
the fullest comprehension of the external data, but the understanding o f the motives of the 
heart, and a clear perception of the purpose that Jesus Christ Himself might have in such a 
case."101
Aside from this, detractors cited the sheer incongruity of the proposition -  not just 
temporally, but in matters of distinguishing the human from the divine. Not only would "an 
Oriental sage of two thousand years ago" have no bearing on modern situations, as one 
Congregationalist, Hugh Scott, ventured, but to imagine that he would was tantamount to
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blasphemy.102 "We are accustomed to connect the sacred Name only with the highest things, 
and we experience a certain shock and revolt of feeling when we hear it connected with the 
details of life's routine," according to one editorialist.103 Indeed, it would unjustifiably put Christ 
in the realm of the mundane and the follower in the place of the divine -  an unacceptable 
proposition.
Thus Fundamentalists and others faithful to Orthodoxy maintained the "fallacy" of the 
moral view of Jesus -  Jesus as "example" or "brother" -  that liberals cultivated. Rejecting 
immanent Christ-consciousness or studied imitation of his living example, the Orthodox insisted 
instead upon reverent conceptions of the transcendent Christ to whom one related via spiritual 
union, which preserved the gulf of difference not only between Jesus and followers, but among 
those within and without his flock. Fundamentalists like J. G. Patton took a hardline approach.
"Sinful men need to hear the awful thunder and see the fearful lightning of God's inflexible law," 
Patton contended. "The necessity for this was never greater, for there are those in our day who 
declare from the housetops that this idea of a bloody sacrifice for sin is horrible, and is an insult 
to that God whose essence is love. The only remedy such preachers offer for the world's deep 
need is in moral reformation, inspired by Christ as our example. What would Jesus do? Then, do 
that....these men are scattering roses without thorns," he avowed.104 
Would: The Problem of Probability
As liberal Progressive readers of In His Steps engaged in reconceptualizing Jesus, they 
debated application. How they conceived of Jesus determined how they as Christians would 
deploy their response to the "social question" within modern regimes of business and pleasure.
As they held together conceptions of the human, historical Jesus with intuitions of "Christ- 
consciousness," so they rocked between "scientific" versus "spiritual" applications and between
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literal versus contingent interpretation. Finding the balance between the two, and subsequently 
locating a position between contingent circumstance and universalizing application comprised 
the core challenge that liberals faced.
Sheldon, himself, reflected the tensions and used the novel's characters to negotiate 
personal "judgment and conscience" versus the necessity for a "more literal imitation of Jesus" -  
in action replicating Jesus' teaching in the context of early Christianity.105 For many, invocation 
o f Jesus' "principles" or "standards" sufficed for both historical and spiritual application. Even 
this was precarious, as Sheldon also acknowledged. When the novel's Virginia Page declared her 
intent to "discover.,.a principle that will enable me to come the nearest possible to  His action as 
it ought to  influence the entire course of my life," the town minister, Henry Maxwell "slowly" 
replied, "That will take tim e."106 It was left to readers to tease this out fo r themselves.
Determination hinged on one's view of Jesus, and because of the tensions in 
Progressive views of Jesus, their applications subsequently manifested in various directions, 
which they then challenged themselves to reconcile. The tension between the historic, human 
Jesus and the spiritual "living Christ" played heavily in their endeavors to apply the Christ life.
Walter Horton clarified this tension spanning the era by parsing the two. "It makes a tremendous 
difference that Jesus really lived," he argued. The concreteness of the historical Jesus supplied a 
"firm  foundation" fo r ethical insight in social situations. 'There is something finally authoritative 
about the ethical pattern o f his life, about the attitude in which he stands over against his 
environment," he argued, and it was the character of the historic Jesus that inspired and guided 
the work of social reformers of the present day.107 Conversely, it was the living Christ that 
preserved transcendent ideals and ecclesial coherence through time. "It keeps before our minds 
in vivid form the whole body of ideals that have developed in the course of Christian history as
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the necessary result of the reaction o f Jesus' spirit upon changing social environments, and it 
gives us moral power to live up to them," he argued.108 On one hand the historical Jesus gave 
ethical discrimination, and on the other the living Christ supplied moral power: one intellectual 
and practical, the other "vital and intim ate."109
This tension played out in contrasting scientific and intuitive applications of "what 
would Jesus do." As one pointed out, "confusion" arose "from mixing up scientific and historical 
w ith strictly moral and spiritual matters."110 Progressive thought leaders presented a variety of 
opinions on how to bring the scientific and spiritual into conversation.
Some responded to the imperative to  imitate Jesus by attempting to construct reliable 
inventories to guide ethical behavior. Just as immigration administrators created rosters of 
pathologies by which to evaluate incoming immigrants, the Progressive middle class applied the 
logic to themselves, fantasizing that they could cultivate their own spiritual health if they could 
only cull a list of virtues and standards from Jesus' own life precedent. "It may be difficult to 
answer them in precise, categorical form, for it is never easy to inventory duties, but some clear 
view of this subject of personal duty we must have, ordering our conduct intelligently according 
to well-understood principles of gospel interpretation, if we would avoid the extremes both of 
fanaticism and of spiritual unconcern," one w riter argued.111
Inspired in this way, some followed the publication of In His Steps w ith instructional 
outlines. Robert E. Speer published The Principles o f Jesus in which he outlined "Christ's teaching 
on about 50 subjects connected with Christian living" exhibiting "the same passion to control 
conduct by the teaching of Christ as in Charles M. Sheldon's 'In His Steps.’" 112 William De W itt 
Hyde's Jesus' Way presented "two hundred or more precepts of which the teaching of Jesus, as
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recorded in the Synoptic Gospels, is composed."113 A reviewer nodded to the delicacy of such 
endeavor, noting Hyde's surgical sensitivity to take precepts "o ff the slender biographical thread 
on which they are loosely strung," extracting them from "the alloy of picture and parable in 
which they are elaborately framed" and then grouping them "under a dozen heads, according to 
their logical relations and common-sense proportions."114
Doubtless, asked as a modern question, "What would Jesus do?" could be approached 
much like the scientific method, whereby experience tested hypotheses in the production of 
verifiable theorems of nature. In this way the question tapped rational and empirical modes: the 
"what" elicited evidential facts; the "would" tapped the modern penchant fo r calculated 
"probability;" "Jesus" provided the historical touchstone and material basis; and "do" activated 
the questioner toward practical results. Sheldon, himself, was fond to invoke the "probability" of 
Jesus' action. Along such lines, E. Talmadge Root reasoned, "men can and do agree upon 
facts."115 Therefore, "are there not facts regarding the religious life which can be established as 
completely as the Law of Gravitation, so that all Christians though interpreting differently in 
accordance with their theologies, will accept them, just as philosophers, differing as widely as 
the materialist and the idealist, accept the same phenomena?"116 Already, he pointed out, 
scientists were investigating religious consciousness, gesturing to  the belief that Christianity lay 
"within the domain of science" and would "ultimately form its highest department."117 "Science 
cannot ignore the unique phenomena of the life of Jesus of Nazareth," he argued, and he busied 
himself with efforts to map out efficient, "scientific evangelism."118 The propensity to
113 "Review 3 -  No Title," Methodist Review, 838. For a list of contemporary books on Jesus' ethics 
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systematize likewise played out in Progressive endeavors to disseminate the gospel in large scale 
developments like settlements, societies, institutions, and sociological analyses.
On the other hand were those who resolutely eschewed applications of the scientific 
mind. "Our effort ought not to be to  'follow in His steps;' it ought to  be to walk in His Spirit,"
Baptist minister and academic George E. Merrill argued.119 Like Merrill, those who took this tack 
skewed away from intellectual instrumentalization and toward flights of spiritual intuition. "Let 
the Christian ask himself, in every perplexity or emergency: 'What would Jesus do?' The mere 
asking of that question w ill in nearly every case bring instant enlightenment and decision," one 
editorialist offered.120 Another, John D. Freeman, explicitly warned against the 
overdeterminations of the mind in seeking Jesus' way. "If on the march we halt to theorize upon 
the mystery of His personality, His form may grow dim and indistinct," he cautioned.121 'To the 
speculative reason Christ may become a spectral form, gliding ghostlike through the gloom, but 
to earnest-hearted seekers for guidance in the way o f righteousness He presently appears in 
radiancy. Yes, there is always light enough to walk by. There always comes quick answer to our 
heart cry: 'What would Jesus do?"'122 Still another wondered if one could reverse the process, 
inductively creating an objective record consequent to subjective illuminations. This editorialist 
ventured that "the swift witness of Christ's spirit would so promptly answer the question, 'What 
would Jesus do?' that his example thus illuminated would be as a ready reference chart of 
Christian practice."123
In addition to the debate over the "scientific" versus the "spiritual" as the preferred 
method for imitation, readers also argued in a minor way over literal versus interpretively 
contingent methods in the effort to "try to repeat Jesus for the benefit of the present
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generation."124 However, many quickly resolved the matter by coming to an informal consensus 
rejecting literal imitation in favor of appeal to  general "principles." "A blindly literal imitation of 
Jesus would involve the believer in many unwarranted enterprises and needless difficulties. We 
do not understand Mr. Sheldon to argue for such an absolutely literal following of the Master," 
one clarified.125 Moreover, dispelling the myths o f either literal or codified applications of Jesus' 
teachings, one editorialist averred that "while we cannot frame a definite and extended code of 
behavior of our Lord Jesus Christ were he buying and selling goods among us or voting at a 
caucus or publishing a periodical, we can be perfectly sure that he would be governed by certain 
great guiding principles."126
Such invocation of "principle" satisfied many Progressive minds, for principles appealed 
to scientific pretensions to form testable hypotheses while preserving room for spiritual 
expansion. Principles addressed the desire fo r structure -  "standards" and "codes of conduct" -  
while also dignifying the determinative agency of the individual conscience. They also addressed 
the prevalent skepticism regarding the appropriateness o f envisioning Jesus' example in 
modernity. Appeal to principle struck a pleasing middle ground on all of these matters, 
mediating between the concrete and the spiritual, personal morals and social ethics, the 
historical and the ideal. As Reformed pastor, A. E. Truxal indicated, if one takes "the general 
principles of God's word" and "then acts in accordance with the dictates of his conscience he will 
do that which will bring peace to his soul and meet w ith the divine approval."127 In this way, one 
located oneself appropriately in relation to the divine and to one's neighbor. By centering Jesus' 
principles in the conscience, one preserved an avenue for spiritual connection with God while 
abiding by appropriate morals and ethics in regard to a neighbor; one maintained dominion over
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one's own conduct while trusting others to guard their own. The principled conscience became 
the prime nexus for all of life's meeting grounds, holding together Christian with Enlightened 
worldviews by staking out an organizing center in the mist of pragmatic erosion of ideal 
foundations.128 Moreover, invocation of principle supported the desire to defend the Protestant 
dream of a united Christendom in America. As historian George Marsden has pointed out, 
"Christian principles held the nation together by providing a solid base o f morality in the 
citizenry. W ithout principles to govern individual and social responsibility, democracy would be 
impossible and the nation would fall into tyranny and ruin."129 Significantly, "principles" 
undergirded Progressive moral influence for social reform without wholesale structural change.
To enumerate those principles, however, was to step into quicksand, as Progressive 
ideas on the subject not only ran the gamut, but distinctly reflected their own image. The 
editorialist who disavowed the possibility of deriving an "extended code of behavior," 
nevertheless enumerated the "great guiding principles" that Jesus modeled, among them: faith, 
serenity, hope, compassion, tenderness, and self-sacrifice.130 Another ventured, "the fact is that 
Jesus Christ of all those whose names are chronicled in history or embalmed in song is the 
easiest to imitate. His was a life adorned by the common, ordinary virtues that are a universal 
charm in all civic, social and religious life ."131 This writer noted his "clean life," "urbanity in 
manners," "fine courtesies," "sweet reasonableness," and "gentleness in word and deed."132 
Such attempts at deriving specific principles from Jesus' replicable virtues were less compelling
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than the declaration in the abstract, projecting notions of Jesus' nobility of character and 
winsome personality intermixed with Progressive self-critique and self-congratulation.
Claim to  "principles" over-intellectualized matters for others, who appealed to 
transcendent experience to  guide imitation. "Jesus is the great ideal for each Christian, and we 
are bidden to follow the Master. But we are prone to fall into a mechanical method rather than 
to apprehend a vital process when we seek to imitate the Christ in His ideal character and work," 
according to  one editorialist.133 That is, Jesus transcended the conscience and its powers of 
intellect, emotion, intuition or will. "The supreme thing is not an imitation of externals, but such 
a vital union in spirit between each soul and the risen Saviour that we shall do what Jesus would 
have done because we possess a common life with Him," this columnist elaborated.134 These 
exhortations represented the prime liberal conviction that the immanence of the divine 
precluded the need for external dictates. Principles were still too external to the inner 
experience of Christ's true nature.
Swinging back toward conceptions o f a living Christ (or at least to a lively sensitivity to 
Jesus' force of person), George Grose and Francis Peabody appealed to the orientation granted 
by the ever-regenerative experience of original communion with him. "The pithy, epigrammatic 
sayings of Jesus cannot be converted into articulated and complete systems or final laws for 
human society," Grose contended. "They must be interpreted always from the standpoint o f the 
great, loving heart, and not used as the measurement o f a social system or of a hard-and-fast 
scheme of life ."135 On the contrary, he maintained that "life is too vast, duties are too complex 
for rules in hard-and-fast forms. The vital point is this: What did contact with Christ make men 
think they must do? What impulses did he arouse? In what direction did he set them? With what 
spirit did he fire them? The mark of his supreme authority in the field of conduct is that he made
133 "Character According to Copy," Zion's Herald, May 31,1899, 682.
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men feel that they should and can be like him ."136 In such a way, Grose contended that imitation 
of Jesus finally came back around to the day-to-day and minute-to-minute personal response to 
immediate circumstance. Whereas it was "absurd" to ask '"W hat would Jesus do?' as an 
infallible guide for the purpose o f securing authoritative guidance in the particular forms of our 
duty," he maintained that to ask the question nevertheless summoned one "into the presence of 
the Lord" and consequently recalled one to "the forgotten ideal of his life ."137
Jesus' "dynamic force" within one's spirit supplied all authority one needed to 
determine an imitative course of action. "It may still be debated whether the religious life is 
fundamentally an expression of thought, or feeling, or will; but the point at which the teaching 
of Jesus first touches the religious sentiment seems quite beyond debate. It is obviously not at 
the point of intellectual satisfaction...nor is it to the emotions that Jesus offers his teaching," 
Peabody concurred. Rather, the character derived from Jesus was "a form of power made 
effective through strength of soul."138 Such a point of view reflected a common critique of 
Sheldon's question -  that while provocative, it somehow struck the conscience as too 
misleadingly external. "I believe that great subject of discipleship reaches out into my day and 
your day, and not only asks: 'What would Jesus do, if he were here?' but asks also the question, 
'What should I do since Jesus is here living and moving in me?"' Baptist minister A. J. Dickinson 
offered.139 Others deployed the motto of the popular youth organization, Christian Endeavor, as 
a corrective. To avoid the thorny exercise of literally imagining Jesus, Christian Endeavorers 
advocated not "What would Jesus do," but "To do whatever he would have me do" (italics mine). 
Grose brought the point home: "We are not, then, to hope to solve the perplexing problem of 
personal conduct by projecting imaginatively Christ into our experience...but rather by asking
138 Peabody, "The Character of Jesus," 590.
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what loyalty to  Christ requires o f us -  being what we are, w ith our specific work and 
condition."140 To answer "What would Jesus do?" always depended upon one's evolving 
response to "personal conditions."
This position still left open concern as to fostering a consensus. "But would not each one 
then become his own judge as to  what is right and wrong? And would not different persons 
come to different conclusions in regard to the same matter? And would not endless confusion of 
action come to prevail in the household o f believers," Truxal rhetorically asked.141 He concluded 
that "the diversity o f conviction o f duty would not likely be very great if each one were honestly 
and prayerfully to consider the question what would Jesus do? The confusion would be more 
imaginary than real."142 As he and others ventured, the confession that "Jesus is the only Lord of 
the conscience," was central to Protestant Reformation conviction. Living by "What would Jesus 
do?" was no modern invention, but merely rearticulated an age-old tenet of the Protestant faith. 
Moreover, reading the Bible and practicing its precepts yielded a "general Christian 
consciousness" that ensconced one in the "consensus o f faith" by locating one within the grand 
sweep of Christian history. Perennial ideals would imprint themselves on the consciousness, 
providing a common, regulating standard, Truxal assured.143 Sheldon, himself, held the same 
view.
In this way, Progressives who struggled with the question's applications in their lives -  
and subsequently in society -  aspired to self-evident clarity drawing upon an utterly new vision 
o f Jesus enabled by modern epistemological advances, and yet they found themselves mired in 
age-old Christological controversies regarding Christ's nature. At once, Progressives could make 
the claim that "What would Jesus do?" opened up new theological vistas and reformulated
140 Grose, "The Authority of Christ," 181.




Reformation fundamentals. Seeking a middle path of refereed moderation, such endeavors 
repeatedly bottomed out, and they continued to swing between total subjectivity and 
pretensions to universally-binding and scientifically-valid "fact," and consequently between 
spiritual and systematic applications for regeneration.
Chicago School pragmatist Irving King offers a final word. "It is an almost universal 
tendency...to take these statements that seem to  give us definite control under specific 
conditions and to generalise them into dicta about absolute existence," he observed.144 In an 
argument most liberals could abide, King averred that "New Testament Christianity was not 
dogmatic but practical. That is, it did not promulgate the dogmas of a system of religion but was 
the exponent of a certain manner o f life....The phrase, 'What would Jesus do?' however 
objectionable it may be, is at least evidence of this attitude."145 Asking the question granted the 
centrality of experience in Christian life -  that dogma is meaningless unless "functional" in 
practice. In offering interpretations of experience. King argued that it was a natural human 
tendency to form generalizations, but "manifestly invalid" to hold such generalizations up to 
"reality as a whole" -  enjoining them on other times, places, or peoples.146 "If the orthodox 
could only realize that this is the point of primary import, there would be less useless 
controversy with the more liberal believers," he argued.147 Conversely, he admonished liberals 
to soften their hearts by sympathetically understanding that the "tendency to crystallize a 
functional reality into a dogma is not mere perversity but itself needs to  be explained and 
located and is no doubt an unavoidable peculiarity o f the movement o f thought."148 This was a 
word applicable not only to the orthodox, but equally pertinent to liberals' own universalizing
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tendencies. In truth, despite the Progressive search for a moderate, middle path, asking "What 
would Jesus do?" removed ideal foundations, and thus the basis fo r consensus.
Do: Economics of Sacrifice
In rediscovering Jesus, Progressives who sought to follow in his steps "sacrificed" 
traditional orthodox views of him as a transcendent divine for an immanent, historical view. As 
such, they surrendered an inherited, orderly worldview as they struggled to find a new unifying 
core in the applications of their modern view of Jesus. As they put new theological views in 
practice they sought to parallel the exploitation of laborers and take on the "cross of Jesus" by 
making "sacrifice" their prime principle of Christian virtue, mirroring their epistemic sacrifices 
with practical ones. In light of the declining currency of doctrinal affirmations they appealed to 
"surrender" fo r theological and activist center.
To quote Progressive leader, Lyman Abbott, the liberal awakening of the 1890s involved 
the realization that "religion is not believing about God; it is living the divine life in the world."149 
In his book-length elaboration, Jesus' Way, William De W itt Hyde reiterated the belief that the 
return to the "prim itive" view of Christianity as Jesus articulated it -  as a "way of life" as 
opposed to  a theological system, philosophical doctrine, or church institution -  returned the 
"experimental basis" to religion.150 Neither pious admiration nor endless theological discussion 
constituted true Christian practice, but rather, as another writer summarized, "an imitative 
impulse, an ethical imperative, a practical enterprise, must accompany the wondering assent of 
the mind if a full-orbed Christianity is to be exhibited to the world as a conclusive testimony to 
the peerlessness of Jesus as a teacher and regenerator o f humanity."151
In fact. Progressives deduced that the turn from philosophically idealistic or formal 
ecclesial frameworks to a practical orientation eliminated any excuse for not being Christian. A
149 Quoted in "Lay Sermons," Los Angeles Times, April 16,1899, 32.
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practical orientation eradicated justifications fo r agnosticism or secular rejection of Christianity 
on the basis of doubt or "scruple," according to one editorialist. "If a man is not a Christian, living 
according to the principles which Jesus taught, it is simply because he does not rightly 
understand Jesus' Way...There is no valid intellectual objection to essential Christianity. For 
Christianity is a Way of life, an experience, like music and painting, like golf and tennis, like 
hunting and fishing," DeWitt Hyde argued.152 Another editorialist insisted that not even the 
refusal to join collective efforts to follow in his steps exempted one "from the obligation o f living 
as He lived."153
Progressives interpreted the "necessity" o f Christianity and its nature as "lived" as 
imperatives defining vocation. "Work" was the historical forte of these Puritan descendants, and 
they went to work with gusto, drawing upon both their religious legacy and the work ethic 
imperatives demanded by the modern economy. 'Too many o f the upper classes have played till 
they are useless, too many of the intellectual class have thought till they are paralyzed by 
agnosticism; but the great class below them who are surging up to swamp them are not going to  
play too much or to think too much," according to one columnist. "They are going to act, and to 
act...according to their conscience."154 As this commenter explained, with the quickening pace of 
modern life, they not only had less time for thought, but they were still "less interested in 
abstract theology. Schemes of salvation and justification, apart from justice, have no meaning 
for him, but he still hungers and thirsts after righteousness."155 In this way, Sheldon's book 
offered the middle class the "rule of thumb" they needed to practice religion in modern life.156
To understand their mission, Progressives took orientation from attention to Jesus' 
"career" or "deeds." Progressives saw that Jesus, himself, appealed to  his followers through his
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deeds -  not his doctrines. But, as Charles Shaw pointed out, in his own "work" Jesus transformed 
worldly "values," redefining vocation. Whereas "men" deploy many methods for "producing 
results" -  among them force, instruction, example, and persuasion -  "Christ's means of 
operation" involved a "method of love," he explained.157 As Shaw intimated, Christ's "career" 
and methods provided an essential orientation and corrective mode for moderns in a 
competitive economy. Progressives took Jesus' exemplification of Christian "work" to reframe 
both Christianity and conceptions of worldly occupation.
Progressives deployed Jesus' "sacrificial" deeds to frame their understanding of work.
"A man cannot be a Christian without bearing a cross," Sheldon argued. 'That the way of the 
cross is the way o f a practical demonstration of Christianity has been shown in all ages."158 
Similarly, as Charles Stelzle elaborated, "What does Jesus crucified signify, if it does not mean 
service and sacrifice and suffering?...The deepest meaning of the cross finds its expression in 
unselfish devotion to all the needs of men," and in his eyes it was "unfortunate" that some 
"narrowed" its meaning to a "mere theological definition," using it to justify "indifference to the 
social situation."159 Whereas "some o f us have been thinking only of what we could get out of 
our religion," he contended, "Jesus thought only of what He could put into it...The social 
message of Jesus means sweat and blood and sacrifice and suffering."160 The "heart and sum of 
the teachings and religion of Jesus...is so simple and so plain," another pastor, E.H. Barrett 
echoed, in its "appeal to...conduct on the sacrificial plan; the sufferings of the strong, physically 
and spiritually for the weak; the surrender of the passions on the lower levels, for a passionate
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love for humanity."161 Insofar as Jesus' "business" was "people," his example fundamentally 
reframed presumptions of modern work and success.162 Instead of rags to riches, these 
preachers advocated the opposite: the paradox of sacrifice as "strenuous" and the "profit" of 
"unselfishness."
Their view of their own vocation through the lens of the cross mirrored in sacrificed 
Labor not only inverted Social Darwinist competition, the "survival of the fittest," but 
transformed their views upon modernity as a whole. "Never was there a more fortunate mortal 
than the Christian man of the Twentieth Century," Presbyterian minister Francis Marsten 
marveled.163 Through steam and electricity, physical science and human invention, moderns had 
yoked "the laws and forces of Nature" to the "car of social progress."164 Yet, he postulated, 
"magnificent as is the dream-like reality of the material glory of our time, we do well to ask, Is 
this the greatest thing the new century shows us? Can smartness or natural forces made visible 
save us?"165 Though with telephone receiver or phonograph needle in hand, the modern 
"holds...the wonders of the universe, as never before," he insisted that "the one thing that 
surpasses all else in this century is the visibility of the Divine Life" as modern understanding of 
Jesus manifested itself in "complete self-renunciation to  a brother's need."166 Not forward 
movements o f invention and discovery, but "this visibility of the Divine Life, God manifested in 
the flesh, gives the time in which we live peculiar significance."167
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As they permeated worldly enterprise with the spirit and action of Jesus in this way, 
Progressives believed they found the means o f "solving the great fundamental questions of 
civilization, and bettering a world distraught with greed and competition, and pestered with 
inequalities o f condition, disparities o f opportunity, war-ships, armies, taxation, oppression, and 
sin," as E. S. Martin declared.168 They discovered the methods by which to make "ours a 
Christian nation," another propounded.169 And they uncovered the mode by which to  carry 
forward the Protestant Reformation project, according to  yet another -  the "signpost" of the 
"modern Reformation" being the move "away from dogma and toward economics."170 As 
another claimed, the mission to which Jesus called them more and more meant "Christian 
brotherhood. It means Christian democracy in this nation; it means the reaching out into an 
international brotherhood in which all the nations of the earth shall have a part; it means 
fellowship; it means communion; it means a common life ."171 They would redefine modernity, 
civilization, religion and nation, itself. Imitation of Jesus' example would bend the present away 
from alienation and toward cooperation and brotherhood, "finishing" the Reformation and 
"perfecting" democracy.
As Progressives brought together practice of Jesus' occupational example with the 
"spirit o f the present" in acts of personal sacrifice, their expectations were civilizational -  and 
millennial -  in scope. Jane Addams' articulation of the "motive" behind the Progressive 
settlement movement encapsulated the profundity of Progressive expectation. As Addams 
explained, it was the "want of harmony between their theory and their lives" that moved 
educated young people who came to serve at Hull House.172 On one hand, they were educated
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and able, but yet lacked for outlets to express their help; they saw the "starvation struggle which 
makes up the life o f at least half the race" and felt the nervous atrophy of their own undirected 
abilities.173 As Addams explained, they brought the motivation to bridge these chasms -  the 
unfulfilled desire to "share the race life" -  together with the "renaissance going forward in 
Christianity" in their settlement activism, taking inspiration and example from the early 
church.174 'The spectacle of the Christians loving all men was the most astounding Rome had 
ever seen," she noted. "They were eager to sacrifice themselves for the weak, for children, and 
for the aged; they identified themselves with slaves and did not avoid the plague; they longed to  
share the common lot that they might receive the continuous revelation."175 She believed that 
"there is a distinct turning among many young men and women toward this simple acceptance 
of Christ's message," which defined their reform activities.176 Their work, mirroring early 
Christians, to relieve "overaccumulation at one end of society" and the "destitution at the other" 
simultaneously restored both parties.177 Indeed their work manifested the "constant revelation" 
of Jesus' message: that "all that is noblest in life is common to men as men."178 Jesus bridged 
past and present, working and middle class in the salvation of Christian integrity and common 
humanity.
And the "Settlement movement is only one manifestation o f that wider humanitarian 
movement which throughout Christendom" was endeavoring to  "embody itse lf' in society,
Addams observed (italics mine).179 'This new feeling for Christ is everywhere in evidence," one 
commented. " It animates our practical church life; it is in our benevolent and missionary 
operations; it is in our Sunday School and young people's study and work; it is in our social and
173 Ibid., 76.







civic ideals. 'In His name' we organize aid societies; 'what would Jesus do?' is the test we try to 
apply to social affairs and business situations."180
As they redefined Jesus' own deeds as well as their own in the business of social 
activism, Progressives continually circled back around to the question o f the business world, 
itself. The exigencies of the time demanded that they mitigate deepening poverty; the wealth 
gap necessitated collective resolve. "It is important for us to know what Christ did teach with 
regard to property and the human relations growing out of its possession and distribution," A. E. 
Waffle earlier prophesied. "We are to-day face to face with the greatest social problem that has 
ever confronted the political economist or the Christian philanthropist. A wide-spread revolution 
in our present industrial and economic organization is threatened, and there is danger that with 
this revolution may come the overthrow o f governments, the subversion of modern civilization, 
and a serious check to the progress of Christianity."181
Despite their confidence. Progressives were torn by the potential implications of their 
work. On one hand, Progressives agreed that one must actively engage in delivering society from 
poverty. They accepted that bearing another's burden entailed caring not just for the "worthy 
poor" but the so-called "unworthy."182 Yet, the question continued to nag: if they practiced 
"self-surrender" by "making money our slave, not our master," then "would it pay?"183 Did 
following Jesus lead to a commitment to a lower standard o f living? In light o f their 
encompassing efforts to bring society into the ways of Jesus, was social reform tantamount to 
systemic reform? Would their own middle-class activism subvert their own rising prospects as a 
class?
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Sheldon related how "out of hundreds o f letters that I have received during the last year 
asking the question, 'Do you think the imitation o f Jesus possible in our modern civilization?' the 
great majority o f questioners mean by the word 'possible,' 'Can it be done w ithout losing 
money?"'184 He granted outright that "the immediate result of applying Christ's teachings to 
everyday life would, w ithout any question, be the actual loss of almost everything in the way o f 
money, and social position, and political power for vast numbers of persons who are now rich, or 
successful, or powerful."185 It would "cause a shock that for the time being would result in what 
might indeed prove to be the greatest financial panic of the ages," he conceded.186 Yet, he 
maintained, that "this fact would not prove that Christianity cannot be applied to modern 
business," but on the contrary proved "that modern business does not square with the teachings 
of Christianity."187 He assured, nonetheless, that the ethical reordering of business on the basis 
of personal sacrifice would ultimately yield both social regeneration and financial payoff. "On 
selfish principles the business world to-day does not succeed even in the matter of making 
money," he avowed, but on the other hand, "love in business would lose less money, and 
actually distribute the real earnings of toil among a far greater number of human beings, than is 
possible under the present system."188 To Sheldon, sacrificial unselfishness in business practice 
was not only incumbent upon Christians as followers of Jesus, but the key to incarnating the 
Kingdom of God. "There is no question as to  His conduct in our places," and he mused that 
"when the world is willing to ask ['what would Jesus do?'], and live according to  the daily 
answers, it will begin to enjoy its millennium. Perhaps that Golden Age will be this coming
«189century.







As revolutionary as Sheldon's propositions were, Progressive social reform efforts to 
permeate society as embodiments of Jesus nonetheless represented an encapsulation of more 
radical pressure to adopt systemic economic change. If his economic vision was radical, Sheldon 
based it on what amounted to a moderate political position, which he outlined within In His 
Steps. Whereas he portrayed characters "identify ing] with the great causes of humanity 
involving self-denial and sacrifice," mobilizing for political reform out of this conviction, he drew 
a line as to the extent of systemic reform. Near the end of the novel, Sheldon included a 
confrontational scene at a Chicago settlement house between local radicals -  "wretched 
creatures who had lost faith in God and man, anarchists and infidels, freethinkers and no 
thinkers" -  and original revivalists, including Rachel Winslow, Virginia Page, Alexander Powers 
and the preacher, Rev. Maxwell.190 Within the confrontation between these secular 
revolutionists and religious revivalists, Sheldon made it clear: reform should stop short of 
socialist revolution; individual regeneration, not trade unionism, would remedy industrial abuse 
of labor; revival should rehabilitate the church, preserving its integrity, not secularize it into 
society. Even as immigrant socialist sympathizer, "Carlsen" agitated angrily for revolution and 
another laborer "poured a perfect torrent of abuse against the corporations," Sheldon describes 
the entrancing singing of Rachel Winslow, through which he reiterated spiritual revival over 
social agitation.191 "It is the personal element that Christian discipleship needs to 
emphasize...Nothing but a discipleship o f this kind can face the destructive selfishness of the age, 
w ith any hope of overcoming it," he narrated in the novel's final pages.192 In this way.
Progressives could work to  remedy poverty while preserving the basic structure of capitalism.
Yet, this was never a stable proposition. Their liberal theological views in which 
Progressives saw the spirit of Christ immanent in all o f creation compelled them to see not only




their own consciousness and deeds as Christ-infused, but the "divine dignity" of all labor -  a 
theological view that to some appeared a self-evident support for the labor movement's fight for 
industrial democracy. As Methodist minister William Balch pointed out, labor was sanctifying, 
refining of both laborer and God's creation. "Labor's task is to perfect God's material creation,"
Balch explained.193 "When God made the world. He saw indeed that it was good. But it was only 
a good beginning. It was a universe of raw materials, and He left it for the carpenters, the 
miners, the smiths, the weavers, and all hand-workers of subsequent times to  take those raw 
materials and work them over into the varied forms of beauty and usefulness which were to 
enrich and comfort the life of man."194 At the same time, he argued, its disciplines also perfected 
humanity, honing character through to il.195 Thus it was "a fitting thing that God's Son, when he 
came as a Man, came also as a Carpenter," he argued.196 Jesus was God's sign of labor's dignity, 
and therefore, Balch argued, laborers' struggle for "equality," against oppression fulfilled the 
"law of Christ."197 Moreover, "none rises to greater importance than the necessity of recognizing 
the rights of society or the common man in the common gifts of the Common Father to His 
children," Progressive journalist and social reformer, B. O. Flower argued.198 "For any man or 
group of men to seize and hold these common gifts of nature from the use of society at large, 
without making an adequate return, is to inflict injustice upon the people."199 The theological 
implications o f divine immanence verged on socialism.
Furthermore, the human view o f Jesus secularized his gospel into society, making not 
the church but all aspects of life realms to realize his message. Because of this, both the theology
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and the humanity of Progressive views pushed them to come to terms with the "work" of actual 
laborers. They could not simply engage in social improvement with visions of comprehensive 
social uplift w ithout coming to terms with the labor movement. "No graver duty rests with 
Christian men than to understand the labor problem. They must know it by careful study of 
economic authorities and by living and fraternal contact with the laboring people" in Balch's 
estimation.200 The labor movement was the complement to Protestantism, itself; both stood for 
"democracy." As labor leader and mediator Charles Stelzle observed, "for a long time the people 
fought for religious democracy, and they won. Then, for hundreds of years they shed their blood 
upon many a battlefield in their struggle fo r political democracy, and they conquered. They are 
now fighting for industrial democracy, and no human power can stop their onward march."201 
Many echoed poet Edwin Markham's conviction that Christ "should be the inspiration and the 
ideal of the new industrial democracy we look and long for."202 But, would economic democracy 
come through reform or did it require wholesale systemic transformation?
On one hand some enjoined a voluntarist approach to economic injustice mirroring 
Sheldon's own vision. Charles Stelzle, leading Presbyterian mediator between "Church" and 
"Labor," argued that "institutional work is a very small part of the social gospel. Mere sociability 
is even less typical o f what it implies."203 On the contrary, he insisted that the true spirit of 
brotherhood and democracy "means that underfed women and overworked men must get a 
square deal. It means that there shall be a more equitable distribution of profits in industry."204 
Yet, he joined a contingent that held that such a mandate could be met without force of 
governmental intervention. Those who held this view believed as A. E. Waffle earlier
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pronounced, that when "Christian principles, the kind and generous treatment of employees, 
the use of money for the good of others, and the recognition of the right of all men to social 
equality, more and more prevail among men of wealth, the Labor Problem will gradually 
disappear."205
In this regard, Stelzle actively pitched the carpenter Jesus for hearings in both labor and 
church camps. He urged cooperation between the them, to forge a united front. "The Church 
and Labor are not only co-laborers, one with another, but together with Christ, who died that sin 
and selfishness might be destroyed, and he has sent us forth against the same old enemies," he 
argued.206 In his appeal he reminded each party of their similarities: both believe in "the 
salvation of society," "in the emancipation o f the individual," "in the care o f the human body- 
aiming at the development o f the human soul."207 "We cannot afford to present a divided front 
to the enemy. The Church and Labor must unitedly concentrate their attention, their sympathy, 
their love and their choicest powers as Christ did His. The Church needs the workingman in this 
battle, just as the workingman needs the Church," he argued.208
Conversely, he urged laborers to wield Jesus for their cause in their efforts for fair 
wages, safe working conditions, and reasonable hours. "Forgetting for the moment the question 
of Jesus Christ's divinity and His claims upon the lives o f men, the tremendous significance of the 
fact that He is 'our' man, should appeal most strongly to  workingmen," according to Stelzle.209 
"No king or ruler in the civilized world would think of prohibiting the homage which men 
universally accord Him," he argued.210 "Quote Jesus Christ. He will unhinge the doors of the
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oppressor's kingdom and open the way for His own dominion. And that dominion will be one of 
truth, of justice and of righteousness," he exhorted his labor audience.211
On the other hand were those who argued that rectification o f economic disparity 
entailed "attacking the system." Christ stood for socialism. As noted Christian Socialist W.D.P. 
Bliss argued, "millionaires and tramps are natural products o f this way o f doing business. 
Therefore/ says the socialist, 'what you should attack is not the millionaire, but the system.'"212 
As Bliss explained, Christian Socialism was "Christian first."213 Those who advocated it promoted 
not a political economy nor social science merely masquerading in the guise of religious ideals. 
Rather, socialism was Christianity applied socially. Indeed, "Christ's law" was a "social law."214 
Whereas individualism led to Pharisaism, socialists held up socialism as brotherhood and as the 
direct fulfillment of Jesus' meaning.215 In Bliss' words, "Christian Socialists believe that the true 
study of Christ's teachings must bring us out upon this principle and the fixed result, namely, 
Brotherhood as the Principle: organized brotherhood as the result; society an organized 
brotherhood, based upon the fatherhood of God."216
Moreover, Bliss argued that a socialist economy brought the ideal of self-sacrifice 
according to the example of Jesus to  its fullest realization. "Socialism seems to me the form 
society must take that is based on sacrifice of the individual, while its outcome will be the 
highest individuality," he contended.217 He maintained that socialism embodied the gospel 
truism: "whosoever would find his life (individuality) should lose it, and whosoever will lose his 
life shall find it. By self-renunciation for the good of all, not by self-seeking, do we come to our
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true selves."218 Therefore those who sought to answer "What would Jesus do?" through 
"forsaking all" for neighbor would give best expression by pushing for the adoption of socialism.
Prominent economic reform journalist (and muckraker) B. O. Flower observed that the 
popularity of "What would Jesus do?" in America demonstrated the realistic possibility of the 
systemic economic change for which Bliss and other Christian socialists prophetically called. He 
saw that collective demonstrations of altruism gave evidence that Americans were open to 
abandoning free market capitalism for socialism. According to Flower, in contrast to Europe 
where favor for social democracy ascended as interest in state-sponsored churches waned, the 
example and spirit o f Jesus permeating the socialist movement made Christian socialism a 
possibility in America. He argued that while Europeans "incline to materialism, or at least are in 
open hostility to the Church," Americans involved in the social crusade "insist upon taking the 
spirit, teachings and life of Jesus as their guide and example -  'What would Jesus do?' being the 
key-note of their social evangel, which has inscribed on its banner this positive declaration: 'The 
right of the humblest human soul to the resources and liberty needful for living a complete and 
unfearing life is infinitely more sacred than the whole fabric and machinery of civilization.'"219
His view on the matter was supremely optimistic. Whereas Flower granted that a 
socialist system held the propensity to "degenerate into an intolerable" and "all-powerful 
bureaucratic despotism," on the other hand, with the "ascendency of altruism over selfishness 
and the presence of the spirit of the Sermon on the Mount," Americans could make socialism 
the "the servant of freedom and progress, developing all the best in human life."220 In this way, 
Christian socialists believed that God was "steadily bringing in His kingdom." God's divine hand
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was "evolving" Americans toward a millennial realization that would gradually eliminate the 
threat of labor revolution.221
In such respects, the "What would Jesus do?" movement for economic justice 
exacerbated controversy despite the intent of the vast majority o f Progressives' deployment of it 
for revival and moderate reform. In real ways, the center of Christianity shifted from churches to 
extra-ecdesial missions, social causes and even the labor movement, itself. Charles Stelzle 
warned that "while the Church has undoubtedly furnished the original inspiration for most of the 
Christian activities of the present day, these activities are no longer confined to the Church, and 
the organizations which are carrying them on have needlessly become rivals of the Church."222 
Some, like W.D.P. Bliss started alternative churches. In his own Boston-based Episcopal mission, 
the "Church of the Carpenter," Bliss preached the "law of [God's] kingdom is the law of sacrifice, 
which must be applied in business, society, and politics; that most churches need reformation on 
these social lines; that self-seeking, in business or the pulpit, is sin; that the clergy should lead 
the way of sacrifice; that fashionable churches are an offense in the sight of God; and that each 
local church should be a brotherhood."223
Bliss meant his mission and labor activism as a critique of both churches' claim to sacred 
monopoly as well as radical socialists' secular disavowals of religion. "Materialists may scoff and 
Socialists may sneer, but it is there. Religion is not dead nor the religious instinct," he argued.224 
As he pointed out, people are accustomed to seeing "the Church" as the province o f the sacred, 
and the "consequence is that both the administrant and the receiver of spiritual food are blinded 
by the very realities of the spiritual life to the divine claims of the secular."225 But, as he avowed,
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the religious spirit was alive outside o f churches. He saw the rise of "true religion" manifest in 
sacrificial social conscience and endeavor as a judgment of churches, a sign that churches must 
sacrifice themselves in order to regain their saving missions. "But this very movement...must 
mean ruin and overthrow to  the Churches in their existent form," he argued, and "from their 
ashes the New-Old One Church may arise....so, when the Church has lost the whole world she 
may find her own soul."226
Bliss specifically engaged Sheldon on this matter. Defending the church, Sheldon argued 
that he had "not yet found anything outside of the Church which contains the spiritual and 
Christian leaven necessary to  organize men and women together for social service. In other 
words, I have found more selfishness and more hypocrisy and more narrowness in organizations 
outside the Church than within it."227 "I am an optimist and believe in the Church as an 
organization, ultimately, as moved by the divine impulses, which is to shape the future social 
relations of men," he argued.228 Bliss pointedly contradicted Sheldon in reply, contending that 
"social action, social structural reform, not charity, is the need today...[and] the Church is doing 
and as now constructed can do very little." He added that he "fearjed] that the Church has got to 
go down into the gates of death."229
Alternatively, as William Balch argued, "the labor movement...all but identifies itself 
w ith the vitality and progress of the kingdom of Christ," and in the eyes of many, it more truly 
embodied Christ's Kingdom than conventional churches.230 "There is many a church which in 
point of general altruism and loyalty to its professions of high purpose, could not endure a 
comparison with the work of some labor unions," liberal theologian Shailer Mathews
226 Ibid.
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conceded.231 As Balch enumerated, the elevation of the standard of living; the shortening of the 
labor day (a spiritual gain); the defense of public health; the protection against the exploitation 
of women and children; the great benevolence of benefit funds; and popular education in 
virtues such as fraternity, patience, discipline, team-work, self-sacrifice, and sound judgment -  
all were achievements won through labor organizing.232 By providing social centers, meeting 
halls, offices, services for the unemployed, and lectures, labor temples superseded those o f the 
conventionally religious variety. According to Stelzle, not only had the labor movement "become 
to thousands of workingmen a substitute for the Church," but "socialism means more than an 
economic system to many who have embraced it. It has become to  them a religion."233
To others, the stakes were even higher, seeing Protestantism and competitive 
industrialism in such a mutual embrace that neither would survive without the other.
Protestantism linked with industrial competition in thrall to "Mammon" rendered it "nerveless;" 
on the other hand, modern competitive industrialism itself gave rise to Protestantism in the first 
place, Protestantism being the religious expression of modern commerce.234 Editors of 
Twentieth Century Magazine warned that "Protestantism, like the early Church, swept many 
Western lands and in her wake came freedom, progress, and scientific advance. But now she is 
at the parting of the ways. If she elects to be seduced by the golden lure of materialistic 
commercialism, her fate will be [ruinous]."235 Yet, "we may be so linked with the existing 
competitive industrialism that if it should pass away Protestantism would pass away with it, and 
as Protestantism has risen on the wrecks of feudalism, another religious expression would rise
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on the wrecks of bourgeois competitive industrialism."236 In this light, Christianity secularized 
into the labor movement appeared the last best hope for both Protestantism and modern 
industry.
Even in this heyday of labor organizing and activism for fair wages and working 
conditions, which revealed the secular potential of "What would Jesus do?" as its activist 
proponents drew out its radical economic potential, Progressives like Sheldon persisted in 
advocating a moderate theological and economic path. Those like W.D. Happel agreed that piety 
and health flourished under the influence of "Christian culture," and constructing such 
environments for the good o f the citizenry should be the order o f the day. Yet, Progressives such 
as these looked not to the secularization of Jesus for bettering the world, but the sanctification 
of society through Jesus. 'The teaching of Jesus is that through the sanctifying power of the 
truth we might become so strong as not to be overcome by evil, but that we might overcome it, 
that we might not flee from natural relations such as give rise to individual ownership, such as 
underlie the family and the state, but that we might sanctify them," Happel argued.237 This 
entailed continued striving for civic wellbeing through the systematic elimination of behavioral 
pathologies through efforts including temperance, Sabbath laws, and censorship. "He who 
would be good may not be satisfied with total abstinence from liquor which has been shown to 
be a poison and therefore injurious to the body but must use his influence to  destroy the 
institution that produces drunkards," Happel reasoned.238 Balch grimaced, conversely, that "the 
moral teachings of the Church have not yet proved effective to the degree of making social 
injustices equally scandalous with drunkenness or adultery on the part of church-members."239
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To argue for the purification of social institutions like the family, amusements, industries 
and political life through laws regulating the behaviors that Progressives blamed for poverty, 
disease, drunkenness and crime, as Happel did, was a far cry from Stelzle's prophecy o f that 
same year: 'The real menace is the smug, self-satisfied person who is quite content with things 
as they are... Jesus Christ was a Revolutionist," and the gospel he "gave the world will continue 
to turn the world upside down until it is turned right side up."240 Clearly, one could act upon 
Jesus' self-sacrificing example to uphold the status quo or to  subvert, in equal measure. To make 
Jesus' deeds one's own "business" and to  make business operate according to Jesus' deeds were 
two different things. In this way, Sheldon's revivalist advocacy of "What would Jesus do?" 
envisioning social and economic reform through individual regeneration may have contributed 
to lengthening the life of free market capitalism against whose ills he and his contemporaries 
strenuously struggled.
Conclusion: Economic Justice Incorporated
Activism around "What would Jesus do?" for economic justice arguably rallied popular 
support needed to move denominational bodies to support the labor cause and adopt socially 
and economically reformist creeds. Even as the center of Christian activism shifted outside of 
church walls, by moving to construct a formal ecumenical solidarity, liberalizing Protestant 
churches aimed to reclaim that center. To many, this was cause for celebration.
On October 14,1908 the National Council of the Congregational Church moved to bring 
the denomination into closer affiliation with labor by adopting a program of support for the 
labor cause. And on December 4,1908, Protestant denominations formed the ecumenical body, 
the Federal Council of Churches. The council adopted the "Social Creed," announcing the duty of
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religious bodies to concern themselves directly with industrial problems as its first act.241 By 
1912, even as critics continued to condemn churches and even as moderate dectractors 
continued to line the pews or even split o ff in fundamentalist reaction, William Balch 
enumerated the cooperative reciprocities churches had established with labor: "declarations of 
religious denominations concerning labor problems, the observance of Labor Sunday, the 
opening of labor gatherings with prayer, the exchange o f fraternal delegates..., mutually 
gratifying utterances of Church press and labor press, and the work of the social service 
organizations of the several denominations and the Social Service commission of the Federated 
Churches."242
Thus Progressives rallied the church that E. P. Wise in 1900 had described as "a great 
army on the march coming to a halt." By the end of that decade, B. O. Flower celebrated that "it 
is indeed hopeful at an hour when a mighty wave of democracy and moral revolt is sweeping 
through the city, state and nation...that the Church should sound the bugle and issue marching 
orders for her armies."243 As other churches endorsed the cause, Flower predicted that "a 
mighty factor will enter the struggle for juster social and economic conditions."244 He anticipated 
"the awakened conscience-pledged to the restoration of popular sovereignty, clean, efficient, 
and just government, and to social and economic reforms that shall again make America the 
moral leader in the world's family of nations."245 W riter and socialist George Allan England 
additionally noted the radicalization of some Protestant clergy. "Now and then a few individual 
clergymen abandon more or less fully their dogmas, to step into the wider field of social service 
along scientific economic lines. Some realize the fact that organized Christianity as an institution
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is now antithetical to  the principles o f the revolutionary Carpenter's economic and ethical 
teaching, and are allying themselves w ith the Labor or Socialist movement," he reported with 
pleasure.246 William Balch noted how even a "High Church rector" condemned the fact that in 
churches "the presence of the poor is regarded as bad form. If Christ himself were to enter 
them, the pew-opener would ask, What is that Carpenter doing here?"247
In awakening to the needs o f labor as catalyst in the formation of a united ecumenical 
body determined to  deploy influence for policy change, Progressives saw a major step toward 
the realization of their highest ideal o f brotherhood, the "Kingdom of God." On the brink of 
American entrance into World War I, and then in the midst of war, Progressives continued to 
deploy "What would Jesus do?" in the name of this ideal.248 "We are learning from the blood 
and mud and dirt of the Great War that the time must come when peoples shall live together as 
brothers," W. M. Scott Sutton declared.249 After the war, the world would be different, and 
Americans must continue to look to Jesus for a standard "adequate fo r the needs of the new 
age," he urged.250 In classic Progressive fashion, he argued that Jesus offered "great principles 
which are adequate for all time," and the spirit o f the "ever-living, ever-present Christ" would 
stir "within our souls," to guide those seeking to  live up to his standard.251 Moreover, he argued, 
"God's spirit working itself out in the life of individuals is not enough. All society must be 
organized according to the will of God."252 God's spirit itself was a "common wealth-shared by 
everybody."253 Even as it was "progressively working among social classes," so it would continue
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to  guide America in the establishment of the Kingdom of God throughout the social order, he 
firm ly believed.254
In the familial framework of the new theology, Progressives found rejuvenation of the 
vision of Christian democracy: the "beginning of modem scientific democracy, a confirmation in 
these latter days of that early democracy o f Jesus who preached the doctrine of the Fatherhood 
of God and the Brotherhood of Man," in the words of Rev. E.H. Barrett.255 Following the war, 
heralding the nation as the "greatest free nation in the world" whose acts "must be founded in 
the Spirit and life of Jesus," Rev. F. W. Peters redefined "patriotism" as "love for humanity" and 
citizenship as participation in a moral movement defined by Jesus.256 "Since a nation like ours 
depends on the morality o f the people for its life and influence...'What would Jesus do?' 
becomes the intensely practical query for both individual and nation, to be answered by one's 
own conscience to be sure but once answered the response must be obedience or death," he 
argued.257 As such, "an intelligent, loyal, spiritualized citizenship will enable our nation to fulfill 
its manifest destiny as leader of Christian forces of the world," as he foresaw.258
By 1920 Progressive leaders had thus established the meaning of "What would Jesus 
do?" in a defined vision. As architects of the "Kingdom ideal" and as self-conceived moderators 
of the public debate surrounding it, they established themselves as "saviors:" sanctified leaders 
of a redeemer nation inspired by the power Jesus had given his own apostles, transforming them 
into "founders of a spiritual empire."259 In this way, Progressives deployed "self-sacrifice" for 
self-assertion, in altruistic brotherhood a base of American empire in the post-World War I
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world. Blinded by their own optimism, they also constructed their profoundly encompassing and 
unifying vision in a way that encapsulated the labor voices that originally inspired them.
Sheldon's own idealistic critique of wealth and industry made him seem peculiarly 
unsympathetic when financial crisis did later strike. In a 1930 interview with famed adman and 
Sheldon supporter Bruce Barton, Sheldon persisted in arguing that "the world is better o ff in 
many respects than it was when [In His Steps] was written."260 He listed Prohibition and railroad 
reforms as evidence. Sheldon biographer Timothy Miller recounts that in old age Sheldon 
compiled lists of national progress: the suppression of child labor, better conditions for laborers, 
the control of unjust practices by big businesses, the rise of social services, the spread of 
democracy around the world, the emancipation of women, the growth o f antiwar sentiment, 
and growing interest in religion. "He seemed constitutionally unable to see that things like 
continued existence of unjust governments, bloodier wars, and new forms of business 
corruption and o f oppression had replaced the vanished evils," according to M iller.261
If anything, to Sheldon, war and depression proved his overall point: "people say His 
teachings are unfitted to  a practical world. But what could be more impractical than war...what 
could be more impractical than cutthroat competition?" he postulated in 1930.262 "What is this 
crisis?" he asked of the Great Depression, retorting, "Is it the political and economic and material 
condition summed up in the word 'depression'? Or is it the moral and spiritual slump that 
followed the World War in which we killed ten million young men, crippled ten million more for 
life, and spent four hundred billion dollars in doing it?"263 He continued his preachment of 
individual regeneration for social and national reform: "We cannot have a better America until
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we have better Americans," he preached. "We cannot have better Americans until they repent 
of their greed, their hate, their false patriotism, their indifference to religion and their mad rush 
to beat the other fellow...That is what Jesus would do. That is what America needs in the present 
crisis."264
On the other hand, through the new ethics of corporate welfare, corporations had 
found a way to incorporate the Progressive mantra to place "service above profits" -  a turn that 
historian Leo Ribuffo traces in Barton's own evolution.265 In his own bestseller of 1926, The Man 
Nobody Knows, which remained on the bestseller lists for two years, Barton used this 
transformation to  refashion Jesus as "industrial statesman," a diplomat who deployed business 
methods to foster accord. As Ribuffo notes, Barton saw that "as the founder of modern 
business, Jesus was an industrial statesman" who "affirmed that anyone seeking greatness 'shall 
be the servant of all.'" 266 Like Henry Ford and other great business leaders, Jesus understood the 
profit of the business premised on the belief that "service was more important than 
dividends."267 To Barton, this showcased Jesus' genius as a "natural 'executive.'"268 Sheldon 
appeared to give his blessing, saying to  Barton in 1930 that the great industries had evolved for 
the better. "Every sort of welfare work is undertaken on behalf of employees -  savings plans, 
pension plans, insurance. The presidents of the best companies give almost as much thought to 
their responsibility for their people as they do to the making of profits. They will tell you that it is 
just good business, and that is true. But it is also good religion," he argued.269 Conversely, Barton
264 Sheldon, "What Would Jesus Do," Liberty Magazine.
265 Leo P. Ribuffo, "Jesus Christ as Business Statesman: Bruce Barton and the Selling of Corporate 




269 Barton, "'Nobody is Interested in Religion,"' 158.
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argued, if Protestant churches continued to suffer "confusion, declining membership, and inept 
clergy...'business' methods might someday make religion a 'perfectly normal part of life .'"270
Calling "business the nation's 'greatest force for righteousness,"' Barton postulated a 
marketplace revival that was the inverse of Sheldon's vision of industrial abuse as a call to 
church revival a generation prior.271 After the war, business came to seem God's instrument and 
Jesus a corporate exemplar among some former Progressives like Barton. Within a generation 
the movement to unseat exploitive industry on behalf of labor justice had become incorporated 
into corporate business, itself. Moreover, the movement to forge ecumenical unity and social 
brotherhood had alienated and angered substantial numbers of orthodox reactionaries, splitting 
both evangelical Protestantism and American politics into two distinct and hostile camps that 
would define religion and politics through the century, as would the new relationship 
established between Jesus and the market.
But the deconstructive propensities of the question would ensure perpetual 
reconsideration of social, theological and economic systems and relations. Those who deployed, 
in the words of muckraker W.T. Stead, this "smallest of all small catechisms" would continue to 
negotiate the tensions of their world, and in doing so both revive the faith and struggle for 
progressive change.272 Invoking Jesus as Kinsman savior, African-American evangelicals likewise 
embodied Jesus for a different revival with different ways of articulating a moral world reflecting 
God's kingdom.
270 Ribuffo, "Jesus Christ as Business Statesman," 223.
271 Ibid., 212.
272 Quoted in Scott, "The Modern ’Imitatio Christi,’" 412.
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Chapter Two: Rock Me!
The Jubilee of the Kinsman Redeemer In Sister Rosetta Tharpe's Swinging Spirituals
A dime and little time to spare in 1941 was enough to purchase a few minutes of visual 
and auditory delight. Some who paused to plug a coin into a soundie machine and then peered 
into these popular visual jukeboxes were whisked away for a few minutes into the virtual world 
of a nightclub where all eyes were on one "hotcha Holy Roller:"
The screen is dark and a blast o f brass ensnares the ear as percussive piano and drum 
immediately follow, wasting no time in a sonic colonization of the entire body. The heart skips a 
beat and then pounds along, caught up in the song like a butterfly to a net. Then the eyes are 
engaged and the viewer is suddenly engulfed in the scene of a nightclub party in full swing. A big 
brass band and piano accompanist appear mid-note, jitterbuggers cut a rug, and silhouettes of 
scantily clad women bedeck the walls. In the midst o f it all, smartly-dressed and coiffed Sister 
Rosetta Tharpe, herself -  bright-eyed and all dimples and grins -  swings popular blues number,
'The Lonesome Road."
The bounce of Tharpe's vibrato has everyone jumping -  not least, Sister, herself, as she 
nods and hops to  the rhythms of her own possessing performance. She belts out the lyrics, 
narrating a scenario at total odds with the raucous pleasure. With her shout, "look down, look 
down/That lonesome road/Before you travel on," she sings of weary isolation even as feathered 
and fringed line girls embark on a series of shoulder-high kicks in their high-heeled shoes, their 
hips swiveling and arms windmilling the air. Singing out, "look up, look up/And see your 
Maker/Before Gabriel blows his horn," the gospel swinger calls attention heavenward even as 
the camera cuts to dynamaestro Lucky Millinder who is clearly orchestrating this gig. Then zoot- 
suited jitterbuggers steal the limelight even as Tharpe's lyrics narrate the heartbreak of the 
bereft: "True love, true love, what have I done, that you should treat me so?" The hot dance 
puts the lie to the bluesy lyrics even as the nightclub atmosphere put the religious identity of this
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"holy roller extraordinaire" in question. But no one seems to care. They are dancing their hearts 
out, and the "hep cats" and "kittens" who gave themselves over to Tharpe's bewitching 
showmanship likely found themselves swept up in the moment just the same.1
Whoever might have stopped to  think about it would have realized that nothing about 
this scenario made sense. It put blues to hot dance, juxtaposed bare-midriffs with Sister's long- 
sleeves and high collar, and called out to listeners to prepare to "meet their Maker" and then 
party like there was no tomorrow. With performances like these -  a scenario reiterated 
throughout her career as she vacillated between church and nightclub stage -  Sister Tharpe 
showcased her own fearlessness to merge spirit and flesh, black sacred and white-dominated 
commercial worlds.
In her unique and unprecedented musical melange in which she mixed gospel, blues and 
Swing, Tharpe blurred sacred and secular musical styles considered as separate within African- 
American culture. Tharpe's conglomerate dizzyingly conjured disparate physical, spiritual, racial 
and class geographies. In her unique way of bringing together mystical religious realms with 
overt physicality -  thrillingly playful and sexual -  Tharpe created an unprecedented way to "rend 
the veil" between African and American identities, as she drew white and black, religious and 
secular into one big party. And Jesus, Tharpe's primary dance partner, led her -  and all her fans 
-  in the jitterbug across all these boundaries as the possessing spirit who "rode" her like a 
Yoruba deity, the "lover of her soul" who ravished her in irresistible romance.
As a Sanctified singer, Tharpe performed her Christian faith whose contours were 
anchored in a different social world altogether from Sheldon's liberal Christianity. She gave an 
up-close view of an alternate conception of Jesus -  Jesus as transcendent deity, incarnated in 
rituals of music and dance. As a pop act, Tharpe pushed her audiences -  both white and black -
1 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, "The Lonesome Road," soundie recorded March 13,1941, YouTube video,
2:40, posted by "morrisoncoursevids," February 24, 2010, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hl- 
2W2Tc4jA.
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even further, showing the interrelatedness of Sanctified gospel with modern African-American 
blues and jazz and the possibility of religious ritual in commercial environments.
Like Sheldon, Tharpe gave a unique and compelling new articulation of "embodying
Jesus" in commodified products that struck an enthusiastic chord with vast numbers of avid
consumers. By the late 30s, there were lots of popular gospel acts, and Harlem was a mecca for
jazz and Swing greats, including Duke Ellington, Billie Holiday, Count Basie, and later Cab
Calloway and Dizzy Gillespie -  so many one can hardly begin to give a representative list. By the
time she jumped into stardom, Tharpe was a star within the world o f Sanctified churches, and
she soon became one of the hottest acts in the Swing world. As the only religious act in Swing,
Tharpe uniquely brought the two together as no one else dared.
*
Rosetta Tharpe's chutzpah as the first to take gospel to the commercial stages of 
nightlife made her the first crossover gospel celebrity. And her star was quick to rise: born in 
Cotton Plant, Arkansas in 1915, performing in Churches o f God in Christ (COGIC) in Chicago and 
points beyond by the age of six, married to Sanctified pastor Rev. Thomas Tharpe and playing to 
huge crowds at Florida's Miami Tabernacle by the time she was twenty. A mere two years later, 
Tharpe jumped from church to stage and by 1938 was a hit as both Decca recording artist as well 
as on the Big Apple's Broadway. She ran with top Swing artists and played all the big venues in 
New York, holding a regular gig at the Cotton Club while also making appearances at Harlem's 
Apollo Theater and the Paramount. Her performance in famed musical producer, John 
Hammond's 1938 "Spirituals to Swing" concert at Carnegie Hall showcasing African-American 
music within that cathedral of fine arts for a politically progressive audience later got her a 
regular spot at downtown interracial music lounge, the Cafe Society. When she signed with 
popular bandleader Lucky Millinder in 1941, her star rose further. She played with Millinder at 
Harlem's great Savoy Ballroom and then took the show on the road in a wartime nation-wide
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concert tour. The records she and Millinder issued hit top spots on race charts, and after 1945, 
Southern radio broadcast her music to great fanfare below the Mason Dixon line.2 "She used to 
sing this song called 'the Fishes and Three Loaves of Bread' [sic], and anywhere you went down 
in the South it was on the radio," recalled Willa Ward of The Ward Sisters. 'That was a big h it."3
In making the music o f spiritual revival into a music of amusement with national 
crossover appeal, fans and critics compared her with such disparate contemporaries as 
Sanctified mother Willie Mae Ford as well the notoriously temperamental, mesmerizing and 
tragic blues queen Bessie Smith.4 In turn, audiences both embraced and ostracized Tharpe for 
her brazen combinations -  a struggle she internalized as she vacillated between church and 
stage throughout her career, going back to the church in times of showbiz burnout (or Swing 
movement decline after 1945). Nonetheless, she influenced -  and some even say produced -  a 
generation of rock and roll artists. Bob Dylan has called her one of the greatest influences on 
American popular music.5 But few give the nod, as she did, to Jesus, her primary inspiration.
Though gospel community insiders and authorities like Horace Clarence Boyer and 
Anthony Heilbut have long recognized and documented Tharpe's unique combination in their 
scholarly work, Tharpe has only recently become the subject of broader popular and scholarly 
awareness, namely in the work of gospel historian Jerma Jackson and critical biographer Gayle
2 Billboard began tracking sales of records by African-American artists in 1942 under the banner 
"Harlem Hit Parade."
3 Mick Csaky, Sister Rosetta Tharpe: The Godmother o f Rock & Roll (PBS, American Masters, Season 
26), documentary airing on September 3, 2013, 20:45-21:00, http://www.pbs.org/wnet/ 
americanmasters/ episodes/sister-rosetta-tharpe/film-the-godmother-of-rock-roll/2516/. Tharpe 
recorded 'Two Little Fishes and Five Loaves of Bread" with the Sam Price Trio in New York on 
September 22,1944.
4 For comparisons to Bessie Smith see Nathaniel Harrington, "Benny Goodman Bids For Sister 
Tharpe," Chicago Defender (National edition), July 29,1939 and "Record Briefs," Washington Post, 
May 31,1942. For comparison with Willie Mae Ford, see Anthony Heilbut, "The Traveling Saints" in 
The Gospel Sound: Good News and Bad Times (New York: Limelight Editions, 1985), 187-204.
5 Dylan mentioned this in his "Theme Time Radio Hour," cited by Mick Csaky in "Filmmaker Interview: 
Mick Csaky on The Godmother of Rock & Roll,"' bonus footage accompanying Sister Rosetta Tharpe: 
The Godmother o f Rock & Roll, 2:55-3:45, http://www.pbs.org/wnet/american masters/sister- 
rosetta-tharpe-film-comment-mick-csaky-on-the-godmother-of-rock-roll/2471/.
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Wald. In 1979, Boyer brought scholarly attention to the controversy that gospel artists like 
Tharpe created by overtly commodifying gospel in concert and record production. Boyer himself 
resisted such commodification, arguing that in doing so, artists like Tharpe not only allowed a 
highly personal and spiritual form to become encapsulated in formulas of show business 
performance, but they subjected the music highly cherished and protected by black religious 
communities to  public consumption. "The 'church' became apprehensive about the new 
acceptance [o f commodified gospel], for its members realized that gospel music was the one 
remaining pure Afro-American music expression to which the Afro-American could lay claim,"
Boyer explained.6 Presented in concerts open to the public, gospel no longer "belonged" to the 
black community. Moreover, the music that the black church cherished as a medium for highly 
personal and communal improvised mystical experience required open-ended timeframes in 
which a religious congregation in one accord followed the Spirit wherever it might lead. It was a 
matter of worship, not entertainment. And it was highly contingent upon circumstance, not 
canned. Thus, even though Boyer granted that no one did more to take the music of the Black 
church to the world, by crossing the line between sacred and secular, or church and commerce, 
Tharpe brought crisis down on the heads of the black faithful.
In an article published 23 years later, Tharpe scholar Gayle Wald contested Boyer's 
protectionist argumentation to show how Tharpe negotiated her secular crossover for "new 
imaginings of women's 'roles,' of black civil rights struggles, and of femininity, race, and 
citizenship themselves."7 Tharpe should be used to "re-imagine American cultural history," Wald 
argues, for to examine Tharpe as musical producer shines a light on gaps and even distortions in
6 Horace Clarence Boyer, "Contemporary Gospel Music," The Black Perspective in Music 7, no. 1 
(Spring 1979): 6.
7 Gayle Wald, "From Spirituals to Swing: Sister Rosetta Tharpe and Gospel Crossover," American 
Quarterly 55, no. 3 (September 2003): 390-391.
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the existing historical narrative.8 In particular, as a crossover artist actively shaping musical 
meaning, Tharpe was not only addressing racial and economic categories bound up in the 
commercialization of the music, but gendered dynamics as well. Indeed, Wald argues, by 
negotiating the "line" between sacred and secular spheres, Tharpe performed a "musical 
negotiation o f femininity" and upon this basis resituated conceptions of race, citizenship and 
nation.9
Tharpe's deployment of Jesus lies at the unexplored religious intersection (or one might 
say "crossroads") of Wald's and Boyers' work. In his conservative gospel "insider" argument, 
Boyer sought to protect the sanctity of both the "Black church" and black culture by arguing 
against Tharpe's running o ff with Jesus to places she should not have gone. In her liberalizing 
response, Wald argues Tharpe's right to  do so, as a self-determining agent righting some of the 
wrongs of American history -  citizenship curtailed on grounds of race and gender. In their 
respective arguments, both preserve the "line" between sacred and secular.
But via the lens o f Sanctified theology shaping Tharpe's own religious, social and 
political outlooks, we can see Tharpe's view of Jesus (indeed the heart of the controversy these 
scholars address) not as "belonging" to one side or the other, but as integrative of both sides. 
That is, in the act of the "shout," incarnating Jesus, lines fall away. As supplicant embodies 
Savior, lines demarcating the sacred and secular, race, and gender, even registers marking of all 
time and world, all disappear. Integrations occur. Seeing and experiencing this as she did -  as 
Sanctified "Sister" -  Tharpe was able to go to recording studios and great ballrooms as easily as 
to  a country church. Thus Tharpe found the compunction to swing spirituals into jazz or, 
conversely, to  give Swing a sanctified inflection. Jesus erased lines, and Tharpe took that gospel 




Robin Sylvan's description of ritualized "crossroads" -  the symbol prominent in West 
African religion and in African-American blues symbolizing intersecting physical and spiritual 
worlds -  provides a theoretical tool to bring Tharpe's innovative musical deployment of Jesus 
into focus. "The goal is not escape from the physical world into some imagined purely spiritual 
realm, but an experience of the spiritual in this physical body and world, an integration, rather 
than an opposition, of the two," according to Sylvan.10 African religious ritual and its derivations 
in African-American music celebrate the crossroads of the physical and spiritual worlds, taking 
the participant through a ritualized experience by which the two are integrated. In dance, 
conjured by percussive-driven music, the ritual participant enters into a state of ecstatic 
possession. One might say, in such experience in which divinity takes over the physical body -  or 
in the words of Robert Farris Thompson, as one "makes the God" -  one momentarily leaves 
social identity before returning to the world transformed, reoriented, and renewed. One 
simultaneously experiences a transformative state of flux freed momentarily from worldly 
categories and segregations at the same time as one experiences a profound integration. One 
then takes the transforming experience as a spiritual touchstone into the world, shaped by it and 
in turn shaping of actions and decisions in social and political life.
This was the primary mode informing Tharpe's musical embodiment of Jesus. Tharpe 
ritually invoked Jesus via musical performance to bring together physical and spiritual worlds 
that in "normal" cultural convention had become separate. Her own past in the Sanctified 
church enabled her musical crossover, bringing together gospel and blues in the context of 
commercial Swing. She used this unapologetic cross-pollinating of musical registers both to give 
nuance to her portrayal o f Jesus as embodied in all of life's contexts -  not just religious but 
earthy -  as well as to make Jesus attractive and accessible to  a wide audience. That is, playing
10 Robin Sylvan, Traces o f the Spirit: The Religious Dimensions o f Popular Music (New York: NYU Press, 
2002), 12.
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Jesus in the "key of Swing," Tharpe brought Sanctified music to the romance of the dance floor 
and made the dance floor into a Jubilee kinship.
In this unique articulation of Jesus, Tharpe gave new "touchstones" to consumers. In 
this way, she deployed Jesus to shift consumer racial and religious identity, memory and 
expectation and consequently to larger collective shifts in social and national political bodies.
Though challengers disputed her music from a variety of racial and religious standpoints, and 
despite the limits of both commercial apparatuses and the segregated spaces and terrors of the 
Jim Crow era, Tharpe used commercial environments as a "virtual space" for ritual integrations.
She used her music as the "virtual time" in which to create her heavenly world. This enabled her 
to  revise views on the past to write a different, modern racial and religious future integrative not 
just o f body and spirit but of disparate social worlds. And she hoped that the embodiment of 
Jesus' "jubilee kinship" she offered would be implicitly integrating, and transforming of the 
national body.
Sanctified Jesus: the Kinsman Redeemer
The music of the Sanctified church was the music that shaped Sister Rosetta Tharpe 
theologically, musically, and socially. Her mother, Katie Bell Nubin, a devout Saint and COGIC 
evangelist, and possibly her father Willie Atkins, known for his singing abilities, brought Tharpe 
up within this world, first in Cotton Plant, and later in the streets of Chicago and circuit-revivals 
of the Midwest and Rustbelt. As Ira Tucker, Jr., a close friend of Tharpe, recalled, "Rosetta's 
mother, Katie Bell was what we called her [sic], she was a very traditional person and basically 
she was what we called a 'stomp-down Christian.' I mean that's one who enjoyed stamping her 
feet and patting her hands and celebrating what she believes in ."11 Just like the daughter she 
brought up, Katie Bell "had no fear." As Tucker related, "She would take her guitar, she would
11 Mick Csaky, Sister Rosetta Tharpe: The Godmother o f Rock & Roll (PBS, American Masters, Season 
26), documentary airing on September 3, 2013, 5:15-5:35, http://www.pbs.org/wnet/ 
americanmasters/episodes/sister-rosetta-tharpe/film-the-godmother-of-rock-roll/2516/.
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take her tambourine, she would take her chair, and she would sit outside and play for people 
and try to convert them and to get them to go to church."12 As Katie Bell's example shows, the 
sonic world o f the Southern Sanctified church was one o f uninhibited expression confined 
neither to musical notation nor even to church, and the Saints rang out the news everywhere, 
creating the possibility for redeemed deliverance in the moment.
The Sanctified music that Katie Bell sang and passed down to  her daughter was the 
music that pioneered gospel between the 1890s and 1930s. The Saints, as Katie Bell, herself, 
embodied, set themselves off from the world by announcing the reality o f another more 
liberating reality, a reality of jubilee kinship, drumming it up everywhere they went. Improvised 
by the un-ordained and uneducated for performance in the disused garages, vacant shops, pool 
halls, abandoned theaters, or empty commercial premises that served as location fo r storefront 
meetings, the Sanctified retained much of the performance and ethical sensibilities of slave 
religion. Via rhythmic music and dance, slaves maintained West African interrelatedness of spirit 
and material realms to maintain the wellbeing not just o f the soul, but in all elements of life, 
looking upon spiritual power as political pow er-G od's power as active in the physical world.13 
In this way, slaves ritualized expectation of the day of Jubilee in which they could make a claim 
to land ownership, property and citizenship. As historian Steve Hahn has noted in A Nation 
Under our Feet, slaves cultivated such expectation within communal "kinship" networks -  
community-based moral economies, which not only helped to ensure survival but which served
12 Csaky, Sister Rosetta Tharpe. 5:55-6:05.
13 According to Gayraud Wilmore, "traditional religions of Africa have a single overarching 
characteristic that survived in an attenuated form for generations -  a powerful belief that the 
individual and the community were continuously involved with the spirit world in the practical affairs 
of daily life." Wilmore, Black Religion and Black Radicalism (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1972), 37.
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as breeding grounds for hopes, dreams and rumors of emancipation.14 That is, Jubilee would 
come not just as personal fulfillment but as liberation for the entire enslaved racial community.
The Sanctified retained the ritualization of this hope in their music, giving distinct 
expression to it -  separate from both blues and the longsuffering narratives of spirituals -  
around the turn of the twentieth century in the context of grave disappointment with post- 
Reconstruction failures to establish racial or economic equality.15 Whereas freed Negroes and 
their progeny first drew out the lowdown wail o f blues sung by soloists in juke joints -  a 
modernized, secular version of the hush arbor situated on the edges of town where Negroes 
went to purge their disappointment with their lot -  the Saints refused to drown their sorrows in 
what they saw as the disgraceful prerogatives of blues "idlers, dissipated characters, whiskey 
drinkers, rounders, [and] social pariahs."16
But if they did not seek cathartic solace in lowdown wail of blues, with its implicit 
concession that "the world had to be suffered," neither did they, like later gospel artists, place 
all hopes in future reward.17 In mourning present suffering and looking away heavenward, both 
blues and gospel-blues artists conceded that, in the words o f cultural historian Lawrence Levine, 
"the gulf between this world and the next had grown wider...No longer were temporal and 
spatial barriers transcended."18
But, whereas later gospel artists like Thomas A. Dorsey led singers into the pit for 
catharsis through their gospel-blues, Sanctified shouters sang to  the soul-infusing percussive 
beat of drums, piano, or tambourines, insisting on upbeat tempos to celebrate redemption in
14 Steven Hahn, A Nation Under our Feet: Black Political Struggles in the Rural South from Slavery to 
the Great Migration (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2003).
15 See lain MacRobert, The Black Roots and White Racism o f Early Pentecostalism in the U.S.A. (New 
York: St. Martin's Press, 1988).
16 Lawrence W. Levine, Black Culture and Black Consciousness: Afro-American Folk Thought from  




the present moment (and in turn garnering censure for their "uncivilized" emotive expression).
By the 1920s, they were part of a movement that had successively "come out" (or had been 
pushed out) from established churches over issues of race or holiness fo r a generation.
The Saints, not as accommodating of Western otherworldly cosmology as other Baptists 
or Methodists might have been, in turn drew fewer lines between sacred and secular expression 
in their music cultivating a style that created a rift between the lower classes and younger 
generations who accepted the music and those who in the name of middle-class respectability 
and pretensions to class mobility and racial uplift disdained its excessive feeling and 
expression.19 According to Paul Oliver, "w ith many melodies and rhythms derived from country 
dance music and jigs, instrumentation that came from secular sources, even extending to that of 
the jug bands and juke joints; w ith words and subjects that related to events or phenomena of 
the day and vocal techniques which matched those developed by blues singers, the 
secularization o f black sacred song had become marked in the Sanctified churches."20 Eileen 
Southern notes that this way o f blending secular and sacred, reinvented spirituals or twists on 
white hymns "had developed into a distinctive genre" by the 1920s.21 Songsters and jackleg 
preachers -  independent of any official denomination or formal song tradition, but loosely 
associated with Sanctified churches and storefronts -  picked up major motifs from these new 
black musics, which they adopted and incorporated in a cross-pollinating fashion into street- 
corner and tent-circuit performance.22 One could therefore "have church" anywhere, anytime
19 Ibid., 177.
20 Paul Oliver, Songsters and Saints: Vocal Traditions on Race Records (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1984), 198. This is not to say that it worked the other way around. The Sanctified 
freely appropriated features of secular music for their own music-making, but strictly disapproved of 
music not intended for worship. It would be difficult, as Oliver has noted, for a church member to sing 
blues or approve of juke music. Idem., 206.
21 Eileen Southern, The Music o f Black Americans: A History, 3rd ed. (New York: Norton, 1997), 457.
22 See Oliver, "Jack-Leg Preachers and Evangelists," in Songsters and Saints, 199-228.
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such singing was undertaken so as to be overcome by the realness o f God, to  recognize one's 
vulnerability and insecurity in a redeeming way.
It was Jesus who gave the Saints the inspiration to  celebrate Jubilee in the way that they 
did -  blending sacred w ith worldly sound, possessing the singer in experiences of liberation in 
the moment. Elder Curry in his sermon "Prove All Things," invoked Jesus to defend the practice: 
"Thank God for Jesus, he come to us to prove all things -  and we are his people -  saints. People 
try to condemn us everywhere; they all say we are wrong. We dance, you know, in service, we 
can talk in service. We praise God on stringed inst'ments in service, now it's got to be proven 
tonight."23 In this way, the Sanctified invoked and celebrated Jesus as complete satiation as well 
as for the permission he gave to  defy "sacred" convention.
Whereas in spirituals, slaves imagined Jesus as warrior-like, a messianic second Moses 
expected to bring earthly freedom in the form of Jubilee emancipation and land ownership, the 
Sanctified softened this image, celebrating Jesus as the beating heart of gospel shout, a 
"beloved" with whom participants enjoyed a unique, personal, and redeeming relationship.
Jesus not only overcame the singer, but the entire corporate body engaged in songmaking. Jesus 
was not just understood but encountered through the percussive rhythms of song possessing 
the singer o f his praise, body and soul, and thus Sanctified gospel was the primary means by 
which supplicants "consummated" betrothal to Jesus. Thus taking possession of the body and 
enwrapping the spirit, Jesus gave the singer the experience of total fulfillment, rectifying the 
"strange blending of love and helplessness" that W. E. B. Du Bois discerned in older spirituals 
(and one might say blues, as well).24 Du Bois noted how in spirituals, "mother and child are sung, 
but seldom father; fugitive and weary wanderer call for pity and affection, but there is little of
23 Quoted in Oliver, Songsters and Saints, 174.
24 W. E. B. Du Bois, The Souls o f Black Folk (New York: The Library of America, 1990), 186.
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wooing and wedding; the rocks and the mountains are well known, but home is unknown."25 In 
Sanctified song, Jesus thus served as father, mother, lover and redeemer, drawing all supplicants 
into Jubilee kinship -  giver of family and home.
In his 1925 essay, "Japhethitic Contribution to the Anthropology of Jesus Christ," Bishop 
Robert Clarence Lawson, a Pentecostal evangelist and gospel song writer, drew on the story of 
Ruth from the Hebrew scriptures to illuminate the character of this relationship.26 Invoking the 
ancient metaphor of the Israelite people as Yahweh's "beloved" and the New Testament church 
as the bride of Christ, Lawson could find no more fitting metaphor than marriage to  capture this 
relation and the promises entailed, likening the relationship between supplicant and Jesus to the 
story of Ruth and Boaz. "In this wonderful romance and in the laws of Moses are imbedded and 
interwoven a wonderful mystery of the principal [sic] of our redemption through Christ," he 
explained.27 By reading the relationship between Boaz, the rich, Israelite farmer and the poor, 
widowed Ruth, a Moabite outsider, as illustrative of the relation of Jesus to his own followers,
Lawson offered a characterization of Jesus as Kinsman Redeemer.
In this ancient Hebrew tale, the widowed Ruth dedicates herself to her Israelite mother- 
in-law, Naomi, but Naomi informs Ruth that according to Israelite law, it  was the duty of nearest 
o f kin to redeem the husband's property and take his widow as wife. Ruth, an ethnic outsider, 
was to supplicate her deceased husband's Israelite relative Boaz for reincorporation into the 
Israelite people, binding her to the chosen race with all the security and blessing it conferred.
True to his religion and ethnic duty, Naomi's Israelite kinsman Boaz then takes Ruth as his 
betrothed, becoming her friend and lover, thereby incorporating her into the Israelite people 
and restoring her honor, identity, and her property through his purchase -  his redemption -  of
25 Ibid.
26 Robert Clarence Lawson, "Japhethitic Contribution to the Anthropology of Jesus Christ," in A Reader 
in Pentecostal Theology: Voices from the First Generation, ed. Douglas Jacobsen (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 2006), 199-210.
27 Ibid., 204.
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her. He gave her a name, security, a family, and a future. She was no longer an isolated outsider.
To Lawson, the relationship between Boaz and Ruth illustrated Jesus as kinsman and savior who 
offered not just consolation in the hereafter but assurance of saving incorporation into a people 
in the present.
In celebrating and evoking unity with the redeemer Jesus, Sanctified gospel was a love 
song. Early Sanctified singer, Arizona Dranes (a musical and religious inspiration to  Tharpe) 
played on this innovation in her 1926 recording, "In That Day."28 Dressing her confident shout 
with falsettos and trills as she accompanied herself with honky-tonk style piano, Dranes heralded 
Jesus as "coming back for his bride some day," and she alternately and equally playfully awaited 
the day Jesus would come "to catch away his groom."29 If Dranes explicitly cast relation with 
Jesus in the metaphor of marriage, other early recorded singers like Blind Mamie Forehand and 
Lonnie Mclntorsh as well as itinerants Blind Willie Johnson and Edward Clayborn all likened Jesus 
to the sweetness of honey to convey the nature of their affectionate bond. On street corners of 
the South, Johnson sang "o f Jesus' love that sought me, when I was lost in sin.../Richer, fuller, 
deeper, Jesus' love is sweeter/Sweeter as the years go by."30 As Lawson stated, "And so our 
blessed Kinsman Redeemer is also our Husband," adding that "we must learn to know the 
Bridegroom now if we would sit with Him upon His throne then and share the glory of his
28 Arizona Dranes, vocal/piano, "In That Day," recorded in Chicago on June 17,1926, Spreading the 
Word: Early Gospel Recordings, Vol. A, JSP Records JSP7733A, 2004, compact disc.
29 Ibid.
30 Blind Willie Johnson, vocal/guitar, "Sweeter As the Years Roll By," recorded December 10,1929,
The Guitar Evangelists 1929-1930, Vol. C, JSP Records JSP7737C, 2004, compact disc. See also A. C. & 
Blind Mamie Forehand, vocal/guitar, "Honey in the Rock," recorded February 1927, The Guitar 
Evangelists 1927, Vol. A, JSP Records JSP7737A, 2004, compact disc; Lonnie Mclntorsh, vocal/guitar, 
"Arise and Shine," recorded January 31,1928, The Guitar Evangelists 1928, Vol. B, JSP Records 
JSP7737B, 2004, compact disc; Edward W. Clayborn, vocal/guitar, "Jesus Is Sweeter than Honey in the 
Comb," recorded June 17,1927, Guitar Evangelists, Vol. A.
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millennial reign."31 Sanctified song was the primary way of "knowing" the Bridegroom in this 
redeeming way.
A sequence shaped the restoration o f this original relationship between Jesus and his 
people. One approached Jesus initially as Ruth approached Boaz -  as an orphan or widow, 
metaphors encompassing the daily experience of hardship and insecurity of life as an African- 
American in modern America. "Are you an orphan?" Rev. Isaiah Shelton asked in his sermon, "As 
an Eagle Stirreth Up her Nest," "Are you poor? Is your husband dead, or your wife dead? Are you 
criticized or perplexed? Are you hated or cast down? Are you barefooted, hungry, homeless, a 
beggar in the streets? Or are you on your way to the Poorhouse? If you are in such a condition, 
in Good Faith, God will spread His wings around you and unfurl the blue skies of his attributes 
upon you and around you."32
Themes of betrayal, estrangement and abandonment accordingly dominated the lyrics 
of early guitar evangelists, troubadours of African-American alienation, many of whom Tharpe 
later covered, especially Blind Willie Johnson and Edward Clayborn. A frequent presence on 
Dallas' Deep Ellum street corners, Johnson could be heard growling, "motherless 
children...They'll not have anywhere to go, wanderin' around from door to door," and "my 
mother, she's in glory...Father, he's gone too, and sister she could not stay...I just can't keep 
from cryin' sometimes."33 Likewise, Eddie Head and Family sang, "M other and father both are 
dead/Got nowhere to lie my head/My enemies thick and the path is long/White folks sinnin' the 
time ain't long."34 Drawing out the adversarial nature of isolation. Head lamented, "Down on
31 Lawson, "Japhethitic Contribution to the Anthropology," 208-209.
32 Oliver, Songsters and Saints, 156-157.
33 Blind Willie Johnson, vocal/guitar, "Mother's Children Have a Hard Time," recorded December 3,
1927, Guitar Evangelists, Vol. A; Blind Willie Johnson, vocal/guitar, "Lord I Just Can't' Keep from 
Crying," recorded in Dallas on December 5,1928, Goodbye, Babylon, Disc Three, Dust-to-Digital DTD- 
01, 2003, compact disc.
34 Eddie Head and His Family, vocal/guitar/tambourine, "Down on Me," recorded in Atlanta, April 22,
1930, Goodbye, Babylon, Disc Three.
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me, down on me/Seem like everybody in the whole round world is down on me."35 Some 
extended the metaphor to conceive of a more general adversarial experience within the world. 
Edward Clayborn, one o f the first street corner singers to  be recorded, lamented that he was "a 
stranger to the nation in this land."36
In turn, Jesus restored the estranged, taking on burdens and in return giving life, as in
the often-recorded "Take Your Burdens to the Lord and Leave It There":
Now, if your mother leaves you here
grief and sorrow you must bear
And you feel that all the friend you have is gone
But whenever you feel alone, Jesus will take you in His arms
Take your burden to the Lord and leave it there.37
As the poor received Jesus' inheritance, so Jesus merged himself within the worshipper -  an
event as transforming for the supplicant as to the divine source of aid. In Lawson's words, "He
lay down His rights and His honors, and took up our wrongs and reproaches, our liabilities and
responsibilities, and henceforth he has nothing but his people...He has invested everything in
us."38 In this way, Jesus and supplicant became one; Jesus' story became the singer's story.
In "He is My Story," an adaptation of the traditional European hymn by Fanny Crosby, 
"Blessed Assurance," early sanctified gospel singer Arizona Dranes gave expression to this, 
changing the words of the original hymn, "This is my story, this is my song" to  "He is my story," 
drawing an equivalence between Jesus' own path and her own.39 Contrary to the predictable 
harmony of Crosby's song, Dranes performed the song at full volume in her characteristic
35 Ibid.
36 Edward Clayborn, vocal/guitar, "A Letter from Father," recorded January 21,1928, Guitar 
Evangelists, Vol. B.
37Washington Phillips, vocal/dolceola, "Take Your Burden to the Lord and Leave It There," recorded in 
Dallas on December 2,1927, Spreading the Word: Early Gospel Recordings, Vol. B, JSP Records 
JSP&&33B, 2004, compact disc. See also Blind Willie Johnson, vocal/guitar, "Take Your Burden to the 
Lord and Leave It There," recorded December 11,1929, Guitar Evangelists, Vol. C.
38 Lawson, "Japhethitic Contribution to the Anthropology," 207.
39 Arizona Dranes, vocal/piano, "He Is My Story,” recorded in Chicago on July 3,1928, Spreading the 
Word, Vol. A.
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barrelhouse piano style, decorating the tune ecstatically with full-throated vibrato and trilled r's.
Furthermore, in contrast to Crosby's stress on quiet submission and contented stillness, as seen
in the lyrics: "Perfect submission, all is at rest/l in my Savior am happy and blest/Watching and
waiting, looking above/Filled with his goodness, lost in his love," Dranes emphasized the
dynamically transforming freedom that this conferred:
Out from the darkness (blood) he brought me
Up to the kingdom of love
Into his glorious presence
Sheltering from above
All other love and salvation
Honor and praise to His name
He is my song and my story!
Bless his name.40
Dranes' song pointed to the paradox of redemption through relinquishment, resignation, and
even destitution. So as singers' lives and stories merged with Jesus, the Sanctified participated
both in his human suffering as well as his exaltation, and in this way they directly identified
suffering with salvation.41
Suffering enabled a sense of kinship with Jesus, who was acquainted with betrayal.
Insofar are Jesus understood pain, gospel artists characterized Jesus as a fellow human being
and constant friend, as guardian and sympathetic guide "walking w ith" or holding one's hand.
Arizona Dranes, in "It's Alright Now" sang:
For many years I've wandered 
This path so dark and drear 
My savior walks beside me 
His heart I do not fear.
He gives the [...] comfort 
I cannot tell you how 
For he's my loving Savior 
It's all right now.42
40 Ibid.
41 See Brian K. Blount, Can I Get a Witness?: Reading Revelation through African American Culture 
(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2005).
42 Arizona Dranes, vocal/piano "It’s All Right Now," recorded in Chicago on June 17,1926, Spreading 
the Word, Vol. A.
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And Thomas A. Dorsey, known as the father of gospel, employed the image most famously in his
1932 composition, "Precious Lord Take my Hand," one of the most illustrious gospel songs:
Precious Lord, take my hand 
Lead me on, let me stand 
I am tired, I am weak, I am worn.
Through the storm, through the night
Lead me on to the light
Take my hand precious Lord, lead me home.43
Suffering provided the paradoxical means of overcoming -  not in the traditional 
understanding o f atonement, conceiving of sacrifice as the appeasement o f God's wrath, but in 
the paradoxical belief that through suffering came healing. (As Pentecostal founder William 
Seymour wrote, "sickness and disease are destroyed through the precious atonement of Jesus," 
and "we have freedom from all sin, though we are living in this old world, we are permitted to sit 
in heavenly places in Christ Jesus."44)
Further, not personal satiation but corporate unification characterized the salvation -  
the "home" -  that the Sanctified celebrated in gospel. Becoming kin thus constituted Jesus' 
deliverance, and by his very nature as kinsman, Jesus redeemed. Just as Boaz united Ruth with 
the Israelite people, gospel songs often anticipated relations being together or reunited. As in 
the African tradition of a universe populated by both the living and the living dead, ancestors 
and spirits in ongoing communication, the gospel singer kept such relationships alive by singing 
of departed souls, intertwining his/her own life with their lives "on the other shore." That is, 
redemption entailed incorporation, symbolized by reunification with mother, father, sister and 
brother -  tropes signifying not just departed family nor ancestors but all members of humanity,
43 Thomas A. Dorsey with Marion Williams, vocals, "Take My Hand, Precious Lord," Precious Lord: 
Recordings o f the Great Gospel Songs o f Thomas A. Dorsey, Columbia CK57164,1973, compact disc.
44 William J. Seymour, "The Precious Atonement," in A Reader in Pentecostal Theology: Voices from 
the First Generation, ed. Douglas Jacobsen (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006), 47.
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forever extending outward from Jesus in acts of adoption -  even unlikely ones, like Boaz' 
adoption of Ruth.
No one was excluded; even outsiders and antagonists could become kin. Itinerant 
evangelist and jackleg preacher Washington Phillips testified this when he sang of the conversion 
o f a jailer charged with supervising the imprisoned Apostle Paul and Silas as told in the New 
Testament book of Acts.45 He retold the story: an angel came to release Paul and Silas from a 
Phillippian jail, and when the sleeping jailer found all the doors open at that midnight hour, he 
feared his charges had escaped and pulled his sword to  take his own life rather than face shame 
and punishment. Astounded at finding Paul and Silas and remaining prisoners still in their cells, 
the jailer converted to their faith, asking "What shall I do to be saved?" The jailer's incorporation 
along with the prisoners within the body of the "saved" showed the unlimited nature of Jesus' 
kinship. Neither enemies nor sinners, neither powerful nor powerless, were excluded from the 
family of the Kinsman Redeemer. "If you'll keep His Name a-ringin' everywhere that you go/He 
will draw men unto Him," Phillips sang.46 Jesus stood at the center o f the story of salvation 
history, the life o f the community and individual experience, creating not just the possibility, but 
was in fact bringing about the reality of the unity of the entire human family. The bond with 
Jesus via Sanctified gospel provided the core unity from which the unity of all of life followed -  
not just the unity o f all people, but the unity of spirit and flesh, religion with life. As the singer 
became one with Jesus, so was the singer brought into unity with others, implying tangible 
blessings of prosperity, healing and reconciliation in the present.
In this way, the moan became a shout, enabling the downtrodden to celebrate in the 
midst of suffering. One answered threat w ith assurance -  even with seemingly unaccountable 
"Jubilee" celebration in the midst o f complete insecurity. For the historical reality of Jesus'
45 See Acts 16.
46 Washington Phillips, vocal/dolceola, "Lift Him Up That's All," recorded in Dallas on December 2,
1927, Goodbye, Babylon, Disc One, Dust-to-Digital DTD-01, 2003, compact disc.
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crucifixion and resurrection with which the Sanctified existentially identified meant that he was 
bringing one through from death to life. Thus, in reply to threat, through song one answered 
with the assurance o f Jesus' protection. Suffering supplied the path to redemption; following 
Jesus would "bring one through" from need to satiation. In taking away everything that weighs 
one down in life and in death, Jesus envelopes the singer in heaven-like ecstasy. Gospel rapture 
thus savors glory even in the present moment just as Arizona Dranes cried out, "In the promised 
land, when the trumpet sounds/l shall wear a crown," and Luther Magby reassured, "Blessed are 
the poor in spirit/Children o f the heavenly king/We shall wear a crown of glory."47
The "glory" that these singers celebrated was both existential and eschatological -  
anticipated "end times" fulfillment partially realized in the very act of singing. Lawson 
elaborated, "And so our precious God has brought back for us all that we lost in Adam and 
added to it infinitely more -  all the fulness [sic] of His grace, all the riches of his glory, all that the 
ages to come are yet to unfold in his mighty plan, victory over death, the restoration of the 
divine image."48
It was Jesus, himself, the "kinsman redeemer" who exchanged suffering for joy, who
provided the narrative for such ritual enactments of communal solidarity. Jesus redeemed the
supplicant into their rightful inheritance within the kinship o f the chosen, transforming suffering
into ecstasy. Through Jesus, the Sanctified held the right to claim God's blessings of healing and
prosperity, freedom and dignity (a sensibility that survives to the present as "prosperity gospel").
As Lawson explained,
And so faith must ever claim its promised rights...So we take 
His forgiveness and so we must take every blessing and answer 
to all prayer all along our way. God has given us the right to 
take this place o f boldness. We are not presuming but we are
47 Arizona Dranes, vocal/piano, "I Shall Wear a Crown," recorded in Chicago on July 3,1928, Spreading 
the Word, Vol. A; Luther Magby, vocal/organ/tambourine, "Blessed Are the Poor in Spirit," recorded 
in Atlanta in November 1927, Goodbye, Babylon, Disc One.
48 Lawson, "Japhethitic Contribution to the Anthropology," 208.
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honouring His word. We are not entering beyond our rights, 
but we are showing our confidence in our Father's truth and 
love by daring to take all He has dared to give.49
The response o f the faithful was therefore "the bold appropriation o f faith." When 
gospel singers called to " lift up" Jesus, they called for the renunciation of the current political 
order and for the inauguration o f another way of life. According to liberation theologian James 
Cone commenting on African-American music, "{b]lacks were able, through song, to transcend 
the enslavement of the present and to live as if the future had already come. Hope...believes 
that the historical is in motion, moving toward a divine fulfillment. It is the belief that things can 
be radically otherwise...that reality is not fixed, but is moving in the direction of human 
liberation."50 This informed political expectations of reciprocity, of equal opportunity for 
participation in political and market economies. As the Sanctified lifted up Jesus in and out of 
church, singing o f redemption in the world, songs anticipating the cessation of violent division, 
oppression, and inequality offered new hope.
From Sanctified to Swing
This musical context shaped Tharpe, giving her the musical formation, theological 
perspective and social expectation that she singularly linked with the sound and ethos of Swing 
in the late 1930s. It also gave context to her fluid moves between church and stage throughout 
her life, her wherewithal to challenge arbiters of Black culture and respectability, and her vision 
of Jubilee kinship.
By the 1920s, circulating not just in church and in the play of itinerating evangelists but 
proliferating on race records popular with working-class African-Americans, Sanctified gospel 
had also become part of the soundtrack to modernity, blending religious with economic 
redemption. As scholars like Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Davarian Baldwin, Karl M iller and
49 Ibid., 208-209.
50 James H. Cone, The Spirituals and the Blues: An Interpretation (New York: The Seabury Press, 1972), 
95-96.
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David Suisman have written, the production of race records in the 1920s was part of a new 
industry of sound production, and in the words of Higginbotham, "a marker of the decade's 
preoccupation with the black vernacular."51 Industry intellectuals cooperated with "gospel 
intellectuals" to commercialize Southern religious folk sound in a partnership that catered to 
black working class demand, displacing middle-class ideas of racial uplift w ith their 
"spontaneous, emotive style of downhome religious culture" -  the "soundings of a people in 
transition from an old to a new order."52 According to Zora Neale Hurston, "These songs by their 
very beauty cross over from the little store-fronts and the like occupied by the 'Saints’ to the 
larger and more fashionable congregations and from there to the great world."53 By the end of 
the 1920s, 1,750 gospel race records had been produced within a music industry worth $100 
million in its entirety by 1927 (falling precipitously during the Depression).54 As Karl Miller has 
pointed out, neither did the recording of this "down home" religious music occur in a "pure folk" 
vacuum, but artists themselves (including Tharpe) were incorporating and reinterpreting 
commercial music -  from Tin Pan Alley to jazz, blues, and honky tonk fare -  in their own 
production. This growing implication of African-American religious expression within the music 
industry enabled gospel entrepreneurs, forming Tharpe's own musical ancestry, to connect the 
story of gospel redemption to the American dream reinforcing the narrative of Jesus' restoration 
of unity, prosperity and blessing with dreams of celebrity and wealth via market success.
51 Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, "Rethinking Vernacular Culture: Black Religion and Race Records in 
the 1920s and 1930s" in African American Religious Thought: An Anthology, ed. Cornel West and 
Eddie S. Glaude, Jr., (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2003), 988; Davarian L. Baldwin, 
Chicago's New Negroes: Modernity, The Great Migration, and Black Urban Life (Chapel Hill: UNC 
Press, 2007); Karl Hagstrom Miller, Segregating Sound: Inventing Folk and Pop Music in the Age o f Jim 
Crow (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010); David Suisman, Selling Sounds: The Commercial 
Revolution in American Music (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2009).
52 Higginbotham, "Rethinking Vernacular Culture," 988.
53 Zora Neale Hurston, The Sanctified Church (Berkeley: Turtle Island, 1983), 104.
54 Sf. James Encyclopedia o f Popular Culture, 2nd ed., s.v. "Race Music."
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This evangelical mixed with commercial promise lured Katie Bell northward to Chicago's 
Black Metropolis with young Rosetta in tow, as participants in the great flow of African- 
Americans out of the South to cities of the North and West in this era o f the Great Migration. 
Tharpe's gift for showmanship was evident from this earliest age, which she perfected as she 
accompanied her evangelizing mother on street corners of the windy city of Chicago known for 
b itter winters foreign to balmy Southern climates. Mother Bell would preach as Tharpe sang, 
broadening their itinerancy from street corners to tent circuit revivals to  churches throughout 
the Midwest and Rustbelt, instilling an evangelical entrepreneurialism in Tharpe. When in 
Chicago, they attended Roberts Temple (COGIC), where Tharpe held the congregation rapt with 
her jubilant singing, showcasing her unique style and gift for revival that she later leveraged into 
her showbiz career. As one pastor, Rev. Robert Hargrove recalled o f Tharpe's 1930s performance 
at his Philadelphia COGIC Holy Temple, "many of the hymns [traditionally sung in church] were 
expressions of suffering and wanting to survive. And when she came, and they saw the 
expression of her, the freedom that she expressed in her singing and dancing, it woke up the 
congregation. It focused them on something that was on the inside that they never gave 
expression to ."55 Tharpe brought together musical traditions, reviving churches, and then she 
took that revival to the stage, broadening her parish.
Not only did early entrepreneurial experience, her own unique voice, and commercial 
promise of records influence Tharpe's modernization of her performance -  her move from 
Sanctified to Swing -  but relationship patterns also influenced her commercial career and her 
views of Jesus at the heart of it. Life taught her to use her singing to save herself from hardship 
or overly-confining relationships from an early age, a lesson she learned not least from her 
mother. Just as her mother took her from Cotton Plant for a more promising livelihood 
performing in the North, Tharpe repeated the pattern, leaving men in her life -  husbands,
55 Csaky, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, 9:10-9:35.
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agents, and musical partners -  for more liberating and lucrative existence. Three times Tharpe 
married men who used her talents to support their own success or gratify desires for wealth: 
first to Tharpe, then in 1944 to her second husband and once-agent, Foch Allen, and then 
marrying her third husband, Russell Morrison, another showbiz acquaintance in 1951. Rosetta 
left both Tharpe and Allen within five years, smothered or threatened. (She divorced Tharpe 
officially in 1944 on grounds of mental cruelty and Allen in 1947 under charges of theft and 
threatened assault.) Though obvious that Morrison, too, was living o ff of her wealth and 
cheating on her, Tharpe stayed with him until her death in 1973.
In signing with Lucky Millinder in 1941, Tharpe likewise bound herself w ith another 
harboring no scruples when it came to manipulation fo r his own aggrandizement. Millinder 
cultivated notoriety as writer of bawdy comic blues tunes like "Big Fat Mama" and "Tall Skinny 
Papa," a song that Millinder compelled Tharpe to sing, tarnishing her own Sanctified image and 
scandalizing those who knew her. Though Tharpe was courted by other top acts like Benny 
Goodman, partnership with Millinder made strategic sense.56 Tharpe's swinging spirituals and 
dynamic stage presence complemented Millinder's own energetic stage antics.57 Together, they 
made quite a pair: a sacred/profane combo touring nationally as a pop act in high demand 
during war years, 1941-1943. These years with Millinder spanned peak years both within 
Tharpe's career as well as that of the Swing movement, during which time she solidified her 
niche as a commercially viable religious act with mass success matched only by the Golden Gate 
Quartet. But, fatigued by Millinder's coercions, Tharpe walked out on her contract with Millinder 
in 1943 around the same time that she secured formal divorce from Tharpe (though she did 
rejoin Millinder's band briefly again in 1945). Throughout these years, Tharpe had a series of
Harrington, "Benny Goodman Bids For Sister."
57 "Lucky Millinder, Rosetta Tharpe Coming Mon. Nite," Atlanta Daily World, March 8,1942.
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love affairs w ith both men and women, including rumors of relations with Marie Knight, her alto 
singing partner with whom she toured in the later 1940s.58
These patterns of love and disappointment with intimates always pushing her to greater 
success (which often meant forays into more profane territory stretching her sense of propriety) 
factored into Tharpe's view o f Jesus, the ideal bridegroom of the Sanctified tradition. Jesus 
provided contrast to her disappointments even as his promise o f Jubilee led her on toward 
greener pastures -  the promise of more fame, wealth, and the romantic ideal of finding perfect 
love. In the end that love was most closely represented by her relationship with her mother, her 
only faithful lifelong companion until her mother's death in 1968, even as business associates, 
husbands and lovers came and went. Though life never measured up, Tharpe carried the 
reconciling story of Jesus, the ideal Bridegroom to the world all her life.
By 1938, as the nation strove to emerge at last from deep and devastating depression, 
the stage was set for the likes of Tharpe and her modern gospel. On the religious "stage," a great 
many -  perhaps, most -  Northern black churches had embraced gospel as the revival music of 
"heart appeal," no longer looking upon it as the backward cry of lower-class Southern 
immigrants.59 Wide distribution and enthusiastic consumption of race records of the 1920s had 
served to  channel African-American music throughout the nation. Migrants who moved North,
West and into the urban centers of the South formed eager consuming publics for these new 
products. The Depression had eviscerated the market for race records, but following industry 
consolidation and the turn to  the highly-profitable production of fleeting pop records promoted 
through coordination of film, radio and record markets, by the end of the 1930s African- 
Americans discovered their music as a fountainhead for "pop hit" material of the new record 
industries and thus at the center of popular culture. Musically, Swing dominated.
58 Knight denied the rumors. See Wald, Shout, Sister, Shout!: The Untold Story o f Rock-and-Roll 
Trailblazer Sister Rosetta Tharpe (Boston: Beacon Press, 2007), 87-90.
59 Samuel P. Bills, "Gospel Music--lts Appeal and Use," Atlanta Daily World, April 17,1937.
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Tharpe, herself, by this time was a star within the Sanctified world of COGIC churches.
She drew huge audiences -  black and white -  to live performances and via live radio wire to 
Miami Tabernacle where she and Tharpe based their revival ministry, showing the first signs of 
potential mass attraction. The suggestion by Blanche Gabbie, an enthusiastic white supporter of 
her music, that she could make it in the Big Apple, the mecca o f Swing, sent her packing from the 
confines of both church and Rev. Tharpe (though she never lost faith or interest in the Sanctified 
church).60 With huge demographic shifts o f the Great Migration and the social and racial shifts 
underway with the Swing movement, the stage was set for a new, modern articulation of Jesus.
Sister Tharpe swung it.
*
Tharpe jumped feet first into Swing, the music of escape and romance during 
Depression and war years, a music creating an oasis o f an ideal world. She became an almost 
immediate success. Within the first few months in New York, she signed on for a regular gig as 
"religious act" at The Cotton Club, famed Harlem nightclub popular among upscale white 
patrons. She recorded four sides with Decca in October of that year, and in December, she 
played in John Hammonds' "Spirituals to Swing" concert at Carnegie Hall. These initial 
experiences gave form to her niche: swinging familiar spiritual hymns and gospel standards with 
occasional forays into blues for mixed secular audiences.
Her first four tracks recorded for Decca release in a New York studio in late 1938 set up 
her articulation o f Jesus in particular-them es and conceptions to which she largely remained 
faithful. Two of them, "Rock Me" and "My Man and I," were romantic Swing adaptations of 
religious songs. The former was a Dorsey gospel standard and the latter a remake of white 
hymn, "My Lord and I." The other two included 'The Lonesome Road," a familiar straight blues 
standard and 'That's All," a swinging adaptation of religious songster, Washington Phillips' 1920s
60 Marvel Cooke, "Holy Roller Singer Toast of Broadway," New York Amsterdam News, March 4,1939.
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"Denomination Blues," which she used as a vehicle to critique the church. These songs, hits that 
she subsequently recorded multiple times in her peak years, showcase her unique articulation o f 
Jesus. Tharpe elaborated the "redeemer" Jesus of gospel into Jesus as romantic object of Swing 
into which she layered a sense of disappointment or spiritual ambiguity with her recordings of 
blues and gospel-blues. She also rewrote gospel songs to reflect her own frustrated loves, 
stressing themes of betrayal, disappointment, and isolation.
In a New York studio in October 1938, Tharpe performed "Rock Me" as the first track 
she would lay to record -  a song she would record three more times in her career, later to big 
band accompaniment and then in 1943 as part of military radio broadcast to lift the spirits of 
troops in wartime.61 Tharpe adapted the song from gospel great Thomas A. Dorsey's "Hide Me in 
Thou Bosom" (itself an adaptation of Methodist founder Charles Wesley's "Jesus Lover of My 
Soul") retitling it to convey her own more musically and emotionally aggressive intentions. In it, 
Tharpe stretched the Kinsman Redeemer narrative of Sanctified song to playfully intertwine 
overtly romantic meanings with religious devotion.
Off the bat in this Dorsey remake, Tharpe caught her audience into her swing. Leading 
off with the directive, "Now won't you hear me swinging," Tharpe brought listeners under her 
spell, overwhelming any religious message as she prompted expectations of the dance floor.62 In 
the next few lines, "Now the world of love is around me/Evil thoughts do bind me/Oh if you 
leave me I will die," Tharpe gave the impression that she sought the protection of a lover until 
she arrived at the chorus, in which she mixed her invocation of protection with sexual 
solicitation: "Hide me in thou bosom, oh rrrrock me in the cradle of thou love/You just feeeed
61 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "Rock Me," recorded in New York on October 31,1938, 




me til I want to  more...."63 Dorsey fans would have heard his tune and his title  in her chorus, but 
as Anthony Heilbut and other critics have remarked, in this moment, Tharpe portrayed herself as 
a woman who, in Heilbut's words, "extended an invitation -  and not to the altar."64 She 
conveyed herself as a woman desperately in love, aggressively growling the "r"s in "rock me" 
and pulsing the "eee"s in "feed me." In doing so, she invoked the spirit o f Dranes more than 
Dorsey -  even jazz and blues artists more than sacred performers.
However, by the time Tharpe arrived at the second stanza, she led her audience to 
reconsider the lines of the chorus as she made a more overt confession of religious faith: "Faith 
I'm maintainin'/1 just go on uncomplainin'/...but if I'm with him I have no need to fear."65 Thus, 
even though narratives of both romance and religious faith played throughout the song, not 
until Tharpe got to the third stanza did the intertextuality become clear: "Oh! Let thou presence 
thrill me/Thou loving kindness fill me/And thou hold me in the hollow of thou hand."66
As she swung from the dance floor to confessional prayer and back again, Tharpe 
retained gospel elements in both performance and lyrical cues. From Dorsey's original lyrics, she 
retained the line "wash my soul with water from on high" -  a reference to both Christian 
baptism and even African water rituals denoting transformative healing or "crossing over" into a 
liberated existence. She also retained the primary object of gospel hope in the invocation of her 
"blessed home above." In musical rhythms that moved the body to dance, and in verbal 
embellishments -  the use of growl, vibrato, and melisma -  Tharpe preserved core elements of 
black musical ritual and performance. Jesus was present in the beat of the song, as any 
Sanctified religious petitioner knew implicitly. "Jesus gave the perfect beat," as Sister Mary
63 Ibid.
64 Csaky, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, 16:05-16:30.
65 Tharpe, "Rock Me," Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 1.
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Nelson sang in "The Seal o f God."67 Surrender to the beat, or coming under outpouring of the 
Spirit, "make you just like Jesus," as Elders Mclntorsh and Edwards sang in 1927.68
Yet, Tharpe made clearly secularizing decisions in lyrics and musicality, moved as much 
by her innovation interweaving worship with amorous desire and Sanctified beat with dance hall 
rhythm as by constraints o f Swing as a mass form. Swing stressed escapist romance necessitating 
simplified lyrics, unchallenging messages and catchy music that hooked listeners. Sweet numbers 
emphasized verve, but often with more polished swells for uplift -  elegant rather than ragged.
Hot numbers were fast, more like jazz, danceable but still polished and rhythmically consistent.
As music of escape -  sweet or hot -  Tharpe abridged the gospel songs she swung both musically 
and theologically, toning down overtly religious "preaching" or "evangelizing" that could come 
across as off-putting or moralizing in a tiresome way.
In such ways, in "Rock Me," she secularized the image of the maternal cradle of Dorsey's 
song into the embrace of a lover, and in the song's penultimate line she supplanted Dorsey's 
lyric invoking the "Holy Spirit" w ith the more general virtue of "loving kindness." In successive 
recordings, Tharpe adapted the song even further to  Swing conventions. Whereas in her first 
recording, self-accompanying her solo performance with her acoustic guitar, Tharpe delivered 
the song as a raw Sanctified shout, in later recordings Tharpe chirped more than shouted, and 
her pulses became more like tickles up and down swells of scales. She sharpened her diction, 
employed more formulaic showbiz note phrases, finished lines with neat endings, and 
performed with a lighter, rounder voice which surged along w ith her big band accompaniment.
Thus over time, perhaps under pressure from Millinder (and even her agent, Moe Gale) to 
become the hottest Swing duo, Tharpe made "Rock Me" into a "sweet" Swing number -  one
67 Sister Mary M. Nelson, vocal, "The Seal of God," recorded in Chicago on April 21,1927, Spreading 
the Word, Vol. A.
68 Mclntorsh & Edwards, vocal/prob. guitars, "The Latter Rain Is Fall," recording date/place unknown, 
Spreading the Word: Early Gospel Recordings, Vol. D, JSP Records JSP7733D, 2004, compact disc.
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that could sweep dancers into its romantic sway in a way that her audience only vaguely heard 
its gospel.69
She continued to do this in a number of other songs. In "My Man and I" -  recorded
along with "Rock Me" in her first studio session -  Tharpe adapted the late nineteenth-century
British hymn "My Lord and I."70 Exchanging "Lord" for "Man," Tharpe sang, "He loves me with
such tender love, he loves me faithfully," almost as if Jesus was her secret.71 As she chirped,
I could not live apart from him 
I love to feel him near 
And so we dwell together 
I know it's my man and I,
she invoked the ideal o f which women dreamt and to which men aspired -  and yet the song also
played the dual signification of religious devotion.72
Additionally, in "Shout Sister Shout," a commercially-written number recorded twice
early in her time with Millinder as both a record and soundie in 1941, Tharpe cleverly evoked
Cole Porter's 1928 popular tune "Let's Do It" with its enumerated sequence along the "great
chain of being:"
I can understand the birds
I can understand the bees
I can even understand why a rat eats cheese
I can understand my dog
I can understand your cat
Well fill me full of rhythm
Can you understand that?73
69 Gale had plans for Millinder and Tharpe to replace Chick Webb and Ella Fitzgerald as the top 
African-American Swing duo. See "Lucky and 'Sis’ Threaten 'Chick'," Chicago Defender (National 
edition), June 16,1945, 21.
70 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "My Man and I," recorded in New York on October 31,1938, 
Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 1.
71 Ibid.
72 Ibid.
73 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar with Lucky Millinder and His Orchestra, "Shout Sister Shout," 
recorded in New York by Film Soundtracks in mid-1941. Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 1. Recorded 
again by Tharpe (vocalist only) with Lucky Millinder and His Orchestra in New York on September 5, 
1941.
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Yet she playfully inverted Porter's intentions. Instead of pointing to the embrace of a lover as 
destination, Tharpe's song pointed to "shout" as the peak of human experience, and yet the 
subtext remained. "Hallelujah" played both ways: "falling in love" and "telling the world what it's 
all about" -  in the gospel sense as well as the romantic one.
Clearly in these rocking numbers, recorded in a burst of early creative energy between 
1938 and 1941, Tharpe moved the needle. As she took the potentials of gospel devotion into the 
realm o f Swing, playing her hits in elite venues to enthusiastic white and black audiences, it grew 
into a romance in full bloom. Thus Tharpe compellingly articulated two desires at once as well as 
two musics at once. She evoked prayer, spiritual yearning, and devotion to Jesus at the same 
time that she plucked heartstrings of desire fo r a romantic partner through more modern sounds 
of Swing. She thus created an integrating crossroads o f Sanctified worship and Swing romance, 
sacred and commercial, African and white American.
As Tharpe saw, w ith its closer connection to African tradition, its borrowings from 
secular commercial music, and as an implicit expression of class resistance, Sanctified music was 
particularly suited to Swing adaptation.74 Its fast beat and pop-up storefront itinerants were not 
foreign to Swing's own reflection of speed as well as the ephemerality of its fellowships -  be it 
on the dance floor or in the rapidly shifting nature of consumption communities. This resonated 
with the populist Swing youth subculture in its deployment of black derived dance to resist elite 
taste authorities. That is, just as the Sanctified upset religious oldliners with their raucous beat 
and extravagant expression, popular Swing dance, the Lindy Hop, became the language that 
youth used to break racial and class boundaries, dethroning "experts'" cultural taste and moral 
standards.
74 See Oliver, "Three Ways to Praise - Saints of the Sanctified Church," in Songsters and Saints, 169- 
198.
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Tharpe struck a raw nerve and posed a potent challenge. As swinger of spirituals in clubs 
with a prolific record o f pop hits to her name, she not only challenged traditional churches and 
Progressive notions of respectability, but she took a particular swing at the role of male 
preachers. She especially showcased this in her hit remake of Texas itinerant Washington 
Phillips' "Denomination Blues," which she retitled "That's AH" (and later retitled 'The Natural 
Facts") in which she brazenly acknowledged (and embraced) the impropriety of her crossover 
while dishing back her own criticisms. She featured it in her act in the 1938 "Spirituals to Swing" 
concert, and her first 1938 recording became so popular that she recorded it four more times 
over the next nine years with the Lucky Millinder Band both in the studio and for military 
broadcast, reissued later on V-Discs.75
Phillips had originally recorded the song as an entreaty to churches for 
denominational accord, reiterating his message with the melodic tones of his stringed zither-like 
Dolceola. With raw Southern vocals, sung to  the quaint harmony of his instrument, Phillips 
enumerated a litany o f denominational quibbles to deliver his key message: "Well 
denominations has no right to fight...They oughta just treat each other right/But you better have 
Jesus/I tell you that's all."76 He subsequently pointed to the "pure in heart" to make his appeal 
for religious unity and equality. ("It's right to  stand together and it's wrong to  stand apart/
'Cause none's gonna enter but the pure in heart," he melodically intoned to conclude the 
song.)77
Tharpe, on the other hand, known for her "attack" style, delivered Phillips' song with a 
contrasting aggression both pleasing to  swing aficionados and as vehicle for her own adamant 
preachments. Glossing over all of Phillips' elucidations of denominational differences, Tharpe
75 See Richard S. Sears, ed., V-Discs: First Supplement, Discographies (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 
1986), 149.
76 Washington Phillips, vocal/dolceola, "Denomination Blues: Part 1," recorded in Dallas on December 
5,1927, Spreading the Word, Vol. B.
77 Ibid.
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instead picked up Phillips' most provocative lines. She began with the declaration: "A man 
doesn't understand the Bible right," then followed Phillips' lead in going straight for the jugular 
with preachers.78 Just as Phillips prophetically denounced preachers who used congregations for 
their own aggrandizement, Tharpe had her own bone to pick: "Preachers preachin', fightin' one 
another/Think they're doin' well/AII they want is your money/And you can go to Hell."79 She 
used three of the song's five stanzas to attack pretentious preachers in declamations of her own 
right to exhort. With her daring, she showed up flamboyant exhortations from the pulpit, 
exposing preacher nonsense where it existed. And by putting her "hot commodities" on the 
market, drawing major consumer interest, she displaced black preachers from their traditional 
roles as mediators between church and market.80
Of course, in doing so, Tharpe made concessions and drew criticism. As a catchy, 
commercial product geared to attract a mass audience, Swing was formulaic, rehearsed and less 
percussive than other African-American music. Thus one gets the sense that Tharpe could have 
employed more moan and improvisation in early numbers, but the time limits of recording 
disallowed musical digression. And, unlike African-American musical tradition, the Swing 
audience does not participate in making the song -  the traditional means through which the 
presence of Jesus arrives in black gospel. Either the disembodied nature of recording or white 
spectator expectation constrained audience response. (In Tharpe's third recording of "Rock Me" 
as part of a broadcast for military morale, one does not hear the audience until clapping at the
78 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "That's All," recorded in New York on October 31,1938, 
Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 1.
79 Ibid.
80 For more on historic role of preachers as commodity mediators in the black church, see John M. 
Giggie, "Buying and Selling with God: African American Religion, Race Records, and the Emerging 
Culture of Mass Consumption in the South,” in Beyond Blackface: African Americans and the Creation 
o f American Popular Culture, 1890-1930, ed. W. Fitzhugh Brundage (Chapel Hill, NC: University of 
North Carolina Press, 2011), 190-212.
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conclusion of the song.)81 Instead, any call and response was limited to bantering exchange 
between Tharpe and her band or it was merely implied between Tharpe and her audience -  live 
or recorded.
For such concessions, many middle-class or culturally-traditionalist African-Americans 
criticized Tharpe's musical and performance choices for their questionable taste. For one,
Thomas A. Dorsey, himself, criticized her. He did not approve of Tharpe's embellishments on his 
standard in "Rock Me," issuing statements to  the press in January 1941 that Tharpe had taken 
credit for his song w ithout seeking rights.82 Dorsey disapproved of using gospel as dance music.
Such religious critique was closely linked with critique on terms of racial respectability 
by those who saw her act as disgracing of cultural heritage. "Although I admire Sister Tharpe's 
gusto and rhythms as a singing guitarist, I do not always respect her taste," Harlem poet and 
elite tastemaker Langston Hughes announced. "I remember once hearing her in a Broadway 
night club swing a religious song while members of the band clowned behind her. This seemed 
to me in very bad taste indeed."83 "I do not think religious songs with their deep meanings for 
many people are a proper part of night club entertainment where folks are out for fun and 
drinking," he continued. "Nor do I like the idea of dance bands making swing records of our 
Negro spirituals. I never hear them jazzing up ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS or ELI ELI or ROCK 
OF AGES. Why should they so desecrate DEEP RIVER or any other beautiful Negro religious 
song?"84
In making the crossover to Swing, Tharpe thus conceded a large segment of her religious 
black audience. In a 1945 column at the peak of Tharpe's celebrity, Lillian Innis Francis, citing the
81 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar with Lucky Millinder and His Orchestra, "Rock Me," recorded for 
AFRS Jubilee Broadcasts in Hollywood, CA in January 1943, Complete Recorded Works in 
Chronological Order 1942-1944, Vol. 2, Document Records DOCD-5335,1995, compact disc.
82 "Accuse Sister Tharpe of Stealing Old Song," Chicago Defender (National edition), January 11,1941.




prevalence of youth congregations around jukeboxes in soda shops or Swing fans always on the 
lookout for a ballroom concert, complained in the Chicago Defender that when "young people 
can hold services where there is a vendor with Rosetta Tharpe," she feared that "church 
buildings will not be necessary in the future."85 "There are very few 'Deacons' and 'Sisters' who 
do not head straight for a vendor or night club and make the place jump when they get together.
If these are the chosen leaders of the young people, the ones they look to for guidance in social 
and Christian life, what kind o f guidance are they f it  to give?"86 And such criticisms like these 
were only the start. Other religious figures and cultural leaders derided Swing as "cannibalistic," 
causing "delinquency," or "musical Hitlerism," conflating racial and generational with religious 
critiques.87
Tharpe presented forceful racial and religious challenge to conservative churchmen and 
women who rejected Swing (or gospel) on the ground of "respectability" and proper religion.
One Swing critic invoked white categories of "reason," "intelligence" and right reading of 
Scripture in protest of "too much Negro-anity" in churches.88 "The forerunners of our race were 
ignorant but I believe if  they could return in spirit and listen to the periods o f service in our 
average churches, they would agree that the musical score of the gospel song has no place in the 
intelligent congregation," Grant Edwards, Jr. wrote to The Pittsburgh Courier.69 "Are we to 
believe that the type o f music used in our churches does not matter?" he protested. He argued 
rather, it was "important to praise God as it is written in the scriptures, and not in the mundane
85 Lillian Frances Inniss, "What the People Say," Chicago Defender (National edition). May 12,1945.
86 Ibid.
87 Quoted in David W. Stowe, Swing Changes: Big Band Jazz in New Deal America (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1994), 23-24,147.
88 Grant Edwards Jr., "Reader Scores Swing Music in our Churches," Pittsburgh Courier, February 10, 
1940.
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tempo of the day."90 In this way, citing reason separate from song, the writer abetted 
Enlightenment and Orthodox frameworks.
By contrast, via the integrative rhythms and images that Tharpe put into the world as
the product of a modern black female artist, Tharpe explicitly challenged orthodox, enlightened
assumptions. As one New York Times article put it, Swing was "not so much a doctrine set to
music as it is a revolt against doctrine," and Tharpe played that musical aspect to the hilt in her
religious applications.91 The playful pause Tharpe inserted after "jump" in "That's All" (in the line
"When you see people jump [...] from church to church") enabled her to deploy church talk as a
call to Lindy Hoppers and Jitterbuggers, giving them a moment for an "over the back" flip or an
aerial lift. Or conversely, in "Rock Daniel" or her original composition, "Sit Down," Tharpe
employed Swing to respeak religious messages. In this way, she completely remade the sorrow
song, "Rock Daniel," in which singers lament, "I'm  gonna tell my Lord, Daniel/How you do me
here, Daniel.../This is none of my home, Daniel" into a dance lesson.92 In the tonal opposite to
the old spiritual, Tharpe brightly shouted: "We are gonna learn a new thing..a rhythm and a
rock! A rock that rhythm! Rock Daniel, well."93 In "Sit Down," she used common descriptions of
Swing fans who "can't sit still" to describe heaven:
Why don't you sit down 
I can't sit down 
Sit down I told you 
I can't sit down 
Go away don't bother me 
I can't sit down
90 Ibid.
91 "Hot Music at Carnegie," New York Times, January 18,1938.
92 Rev. C. H. Savage and group, performers, "Rock Daniel," recorded at Mt. Ararat Missionary Baptist 
Church on August 30,1941, Deep River o f Song: Mississippi: Saints and Singers, From Before the Blues 
and Gospel, Rounder Records 11661-1824-2,1999, compact disc.
93 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar with Lucky Millinder and His Orchestra, "Rock Daniel," recorded 
in New York on June 27,1941, Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 1.
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Because I just got to heaven and I 
I can't sit down.94
In this way, Tharpe's theology offered inherently unifying and emotive articulations of rhythm as 
alternate and unconventional ways of reaching the divine. Thus Swing became a new vernacular 
for "redemption" of the suffering. As she called out, "Who's that yonder dressed in white?...It 
looks like the children o f Israelite," in "Sit Down," the Sanctified knew that it was the "blood" 
that washed one "white as snow."95
Moreover, with her gospel-blues and two hit straight blues numbers that she also 
recorded early in her career, "Trouble in Mind" and 'The Lonesome Road," Tharpe combined the 
musicality and thematics o f blues with gospel to mingle themes of abandonment with her 
swinging celebrations o f romantic embrace.96 In this way she proclaimed the reality of doubt 
intermixed with faith. If gospel looked away heavenward, and blues lamented present 
homelessness, Tharpe's own Sanctified background enabled her to see their interrelatedness 
and thus to  integrate themes of earthly with spiritual desire. With the subtext of her romantic 
Swing numbers, Tharpe could seek spiritual solace both in the emotional purge of gospel-blues 
while also retaining the materialist framework of the blues -  in the words of Sylvan, as 
"whatever this-worldly redemption can be achieved through embodied sexuality and solidarity 
within the African American community."97 Though scandalizing the Sanctified faithful by her 
blues recordings, Tharpe thus brought the gospel down to earth.
Tharpe recorded 1927 blues song, "The Lonesome Road" by Nathaniel Shilkret and Gene 
Austin along with "Rock Me" and "My Man and I," and "That's All" in her initial 1938 recording
94 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "Sit Down," recorded in New York on March 13,1941, Complete 
Recorded Works in Chronological Order 1938-1941, Vol. 1, Document Records DOCD-5334,1995, 
compact disc.
95 Ibid.
96 Note that the music for "The Lonesome Road" was written by Nathaniel Shilkret with lyrics by Gene 
Austin, two white composers imitating the style of African-American blues.
97 Sylvan, Traces o f the Spirit, 64.
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set.98 By the time Tharpe recorded it, inclusion in the 1929 film talkie, Showboat, as well as 
recordings by a variety of musical artists -  including Louis Armstrong as well as Bing Crosby in 
1934 -  had already made the song into a familiar favorite. Her first recording of this song 
relating the lonesomeness of leaving a lover was more acoustically identifiable as blues than her 
later indefatigably buoyant rendition in the 1941 soundie. Like the other songs of her initial 
recording, she self-accompanied her solo performance with her acoustic guitar, which gave her 
performance a raw, earthy quality more reflective of blues. She used her vibrato to trickle down 
note scales resembling tears trailing down the cheek as she sang the song's choral hook, "look 
down, look down that lonesome road before you travel on."99 Or she shivered over the notes as 
she sang "we were toting such a load, trudging down that lonesome road."100 She wailed as she 
shouted the lyrics, "you cause me to walk and talk as I never did before," plucking the guitar 
occasionally as if its strings were momentarily sprung, piling onto the dejection of the vocals.101
However, in contrast to others' interpretations, Tharpe's guitar-picking (in addition to, 
one might say, her own irrepressible personality) gave her rendition a bounce, preventing it from 
becoming an all-out gutbucket performance. Tharpe's slight improvisations of tempo and variety 
in voice timbres and volumes gave the song more texture and assurance than Crosby's version -  
not nearly as forlorn nor as polished and predictable as Crosby's own crooning. In this way,
Tharpe gave a unique articulation to blues crossroads -  the invocation of spiritual transcendence 
through and despite inadequacies inherent to physical experience. (For, even in blues' low-down 
wail, life is never one-sided but a complex, paradoxical reality; the road may be long, but "home"
1 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "The Lonesome Road," recorded in New York on October 31, 





or "hope" is always paradoxically present, via the transcendence of the blues wail.)102 As her 
irrepressible Sanctified uptempo surfaced in her delivery, Tharpe overtly combined hope with 
sorrow, redeeming blues subversively by undergirding it musically with the suggestion of better 
days. In the context of her repertoire Tharpe's selection and musical interpretation of blues 
conveyed a sense of sacred ambivalence, mirroring the "hide-and-seek" of Jesus in her romantic 
tunes with Jesus' ambiguous presence in moments of despair. In this sense, she led audiences in 
a secular liturgy with a modern sensibility, mourning a receding sense o f sacred presence. Yet 
between the lines she assured a heavenly home.
Tharpe's delivery in this way resonated with other numbers like "I Looked Down the
Line" -  a Sanctified song with similar imagery but which ultimately conveyed the distance of
life's open road as a journey destined for God. Tharpe had shouted this Sanctified song at
revivals since a small girl, and she recorded it in her second studio recording session in January
1939. In it, she counted the steps between the present isolation and future fulfillment:
I looked down the line and I wondered 
And I wondered (2x)
I looked down the line and I wondered 
Just to see how further I was from God.103
She added to this with other gospel-blues hymns like "Bring Back those Happy Days,"
"Beams of Heaven," and "Savior, Don't Pass Me By" -  all recorded in the same session with "I 
Looked Down the Line" -  in which she played up a longing for the lost days of pure religion (or 
even nostalgia for Southern old-time religion). "We used to meet on the street/singing glory 
hallelujah praise the Lord.../Please Lord bring back those happy days," she sang in "Bring Back 
Those Happy Days," invoking uncomplicated memories o f times that never were -  as well as the
102 For discussion of blues as longing for "home" see James H. Cone, "Blues: A Secular Spiritual," in 
Sacred Music o f the Secular City: From Blues to Rap, ed. Jon Michael Spencer (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1992), 96-97.
103 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "I Looked Down the Line (And I Wondered)," recorded in New 
York on January 10,1939, Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 1.
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Great Depression thematic of insistent cheer, willing "happy days are here again" into reality.104
Or as she sang early gospel composer Charles Tindley's "Beams of Heaven,"
I do not know
how long it will be
or what the future holds for me
but this I know
If Jesus leads me
I shall get home someday,
she conveyed limited expectations fo r the near future alongside unbounded hopes in the
eternal.105 With the line "so on from all life's grief and danger, I shall be free someday," she
hinted at the precarious racial reality of being African-American in the Jim Crow era. Thus in
contrast to gospel singers' traditional otherworldly focus, Tharpe was unafraid to acknowledge
times of longsuffering doubt and alienation inherent to human experience (even as she could
not help but give it an optimistic spin).
Her own biography provided an ever-present subtext to the mixture o f faith and doubt,
integrating the grit of lived experience with the universal hope o f redemptive transcendence.
One early critic noted how Tharpe's "speaking voice has the same enchanting quality that has
made hard-boiled critics in the metropolitan press rave about her singing -  a hint o f tears behind
laughter" -  a comment that Tharpe validated by citing her early days singing on street corners in
sleet and snow.106 "Someday I'm going to write the story o f my life, the people will cry and cry,"
Tharpe told Anthony Heilbut later in life. "I've been robbed, cheated, married three times, but
God is so good," she promised.107
Throughout her series of bad marriages, abusive relationships, and short-term affairs,
Tharpe cast Jesus' steady companionship in contrast. In her selections and alterations of gospel
104 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "Bring Back Those Happy Days," recorded in New York on 
January 10,1941, Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 1.
105 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "Beams of Heaven," recorded in New York on March 13,1941, 
Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 1.
106 Cooke, "Holy Roller Singer Toast."
107 Heilbut, Gospel Sound, 196.
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blues, she chose (or rewrote) songs heavy with themes of disappointment and betrayal. In late 
1943, shortly after she walked out on both Millinder and her first husband, she recorded guitar 
evangelist Edward Clayborn's "Let that Liar Alone," narrating the divisions caused by deceit, and 
she recorded his "Don't Take Everybody to  be Your Friend" five months before her highly 
publicized and contentious split w ith Allen, which included the lines, "Some will cause you to 
weep/Some will cause you to moan...But you bear this in mind/That a true friend is hard to 
find."108 Both songs narrated the personal risks of associating with hypocrites and backbiting 
bosom friends, spanning the ups and downs of her early years. (Yet she balanced such songs 
with plenty of tunes conveying her own confession o f sin and nervous or necessary assurance of 
forgiveness, including: "Forgive Me Lord and Try Me One More Time" (1944), Blind Willie 
Johnson's "Nobody's Fault but Mine"(1941), and "The End of My Journey" (1941).)109
Her dramatic adaptation o f Charles A. Tindley's "Stand By Me," recorded in March 1941,
near the time she signed with Millinder, struck even more dramatically the chord of faith and
betrayal.110 In her rendition, she remained faithful to the spirit of Tindley's song though she
colloquialized its formal language, loosened its steady rhyme and meter considerably, and drew
out the dramatic imagery of a thunderstorm, singing:
Jesus' breast will be my pillow 
Stand by me
Now the water is chilly and cold 
Stand by me
108 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "Let That Liar Alone," recorded in New York on November 26, 
1943, Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 2; Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar with Sam Price Trio, 
"Don't Take Everybody to Be Your Friend," recorded in New York on January 11,1946, Complete 
Recorded Works in Chronological Order 1946-1947, Vol. 3, Document Records DOCD-5607,1995, 
compact disc.
109 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "Forgive Me Lord and Try Me One More Time," recorded in 
New York on September 11,1944, Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 2; Sister Rosetta Tharpe, 
vocal/guitar, "Nobody's Fault But Mine," recorded in New York on December 1,1941, Complete 
Recorded Works, Vol. 1; Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "The End of My Journey," recorded in 
New York on March 13,1941, Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 1.
110 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "Stand By Me," recorded in New York on March 13, 1941, 
Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 1.
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The love o f Jesus is in my soul 
Lightning flash, thunder roll 
Stand by me.111
More tellingly, although Tindley enumerated trials of "tribulation," "faults and failures," and 
"persecution," Tharpe repeatedly emphasized "false acturation [sic]" [accusation], "earthly 
friends forsake me," and friends who "misunderstand" in contrast to the one who continued to 
"stand by" her.112 In this way, Tharpe anchored gospel themes in her own life, creating 
crossroads between biographical narrative and gospel narrative.
In her repertorial layering, Tharpe thus created a complex picture of Jesus that belied 
anyone's claim to simple piety. Invoking Jesus as lover and redeemer and then in contexts of 
despair and confession, Tharpe intertwined romance and worship, sin and redemption, and 
biography and transcendence in a way that others dared not, leading audiences to  confront and 
actively engage the panorama of lived experience intertwining with the mystical. In this way, 
although limited by Swing's genre and technological constraints such that she might not have 
reached the depth of "blues communion" -  the "unspeakable essence" of bodily suffering -  nor 
the heights of spiritual ecstasy, Tharpe nonetheless forged crossroads integrative o f human 
experience. She honored the complex mixture of "something w ithin" that was always a 
passionate swirl of spiritual mixed with amorous desire. Like no other, Tharpe led her audiences 
in healing acknowledgement that sacred longing played out in the world -  not just in church, but 
in love, longing and celebration on the dance floor -  even as she led audiences to see how Jesus 
met worldly desires and disappointments with restorative divine satiation.
Politics of Jubilee Kinship
When Tharpe moved from playing to huge crowds at Miami Tabernacle as Sanctified 




venues, and the "congregants" of her "parish" might have responded differently -  engaging in 
Swing dance instead of more identifiably "religious" expression -  but much about those two 
responses (or ritual enactments) were integral with a shared, fundamental reality. Both engaged 
participants in rituals of musical performance, tying them into a long legacy of African ceremony 
invoking divinity in the body and giving physical experience of transcendence via rhythmic 
possession.
As Robin Sylvan explains, experience of physical possession in spiritual rapture is 
profoundly integrative. As music envelopes participants in its virtual world, participants 
experience temporary liberation from overriding disciplines of the ego, undergoing a therapeutic 
restructuring o f disparate modes of experience. In the time and space of the song, participants 
momentarily incorporate modalities o f intuition and emotion with physicality and the 
unconscious in an integration normally suppressed under the ego's regime.113 In such 
experiences of reconciliation among ordinarily segregated experiences -  aspects of the mind and 
body, the transcendent divine with physical self, and self with the community of the musically 
redeemed -  musical consumers taste heaven. They incarnate divinity. Or, a gospel performer 
would say, Jesus resonates through the body. Such ritual performances -  or, as Sylvan explains, 
performances of "the way things ought to be in conscious tension to the way things are" -  in 
turn supplied spiritual touchstones that participants recollected later "in the ordinary, 
uncontrolled course of things."114 Modulations of musical sound in turn modulate religious 
experience, which in turn modulates experience in daily life.
Via rituals o f musical performance, Tharpe was able to reiterate in consumer experience 
the integrations of disparate worlds that she presented in her depictions of Jesus, through whom 
she conveyed that sacred and secular, physicality and spirituality, hope and heartache, personal
113 Sylvan, Traces of the Spirit, 25.
114 Quoting Jonathan Z. Smith in Ibid., 36.
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biography and universal religious sentiment were never unmixed realities. As those narratives 
played out on ballroom floors, fans experienced it for themselves.
The Sanctified outlook deeply formed Tharpe's social and political expectations, and it
shone through her performance and style. Tharpe overridingly deployed her Sanctified
upbringing to  create kinships -  a Jubilee family -  within the musical subculture of Swing, taking
advantage of market constructs and wartime context to broaden "the family" beyond New York
ballrooms. As the music of uplift in depression and war, Swing provided Tharpe the perfect
medium for bringing this theological (and political) expectation of earthy Jubilee to her fans,
urging them to  make it a broader reality. As Swing historians David Stowe and Lewis Erenberg
have argued, in the makeup of Swing bands and fan base, Swing gave a platform for those of
differing backgrounds to come together in cross-class and racial utopian performance, publicly
urging ideals of egalitarian pluralism and reinforcing ideological support for the New Deal
cooperative commonwealth.115 Swing fans forged such ideological views out of their experience
of the dance hall as a "family." As one Swing vocalist Joe Williams recalled:
when we came along, we were lucky enough to  come along 
when the bands played for dancing in the dance halls...AII over 
the country wherever you went there were dance halls, and 
the people went to them to dance...And it fe lt so good that the 
dancers would dance from the first number to the very last 
note...All of that was together at one time, it was one great 
communication, and it never has been like that since...lt was a 
party, it was the best.116
Swing's enactment of a desired world resonated with the Sanctified musical worldview 
(although the Sanctified themselves, including Tharpe's own devoutly Sanctified mother, who 
liked to defend the line between the Sanctified and the world, would have begged to differ). 
Swing performers and aficionados performed conspicuous prosperity, glamour, and
115 See Stowe, Swing Changes; Lewis A. Erenberg, Swingin' the Dream: Big Band Jazz and the Rebirth 
o f American Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998).
116 Quoted in Norma Miller and Evette Jensen, Swingin'at the Savoy: The Memoir o f a Jazz Dancer 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1996), 215.
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transcendent optimism in their musical enactments of an ideal society -  a democratic kinship, a 
national commonwealth, Jubilee in the here and now. Popular with white and black audiences 
during her time with Millinder, Tharpe was thus able to swing her gospel for an interracial 
kinship with religious overtones. Through her message and personality, she made Swing fans and 
artists her family.117 In a nationwide concert tour with Millinder in 1943, she packed houses with 
white and black fans. At a May 1943 concert in Atlanta, news reports speculated that nearly half 
of the 10,000-member audience was white.118 Dixie Hummingbirds singer Howard Carroll 
recalled that "just to call her name, people would go crazy, and the people just really loved her.
All she had to do was walk out on the stage, but people knew they was goin' to get a good 
performance. And before she left there the public was part of her and she was part of the public.
And it was like fam ily."119
Thus the Savoy, the premiere Harlem dance palace where Tharpe and Millinder played 
regularly soon after teaming up in 1941, provided an ideal setting for Tharpe. The Savoy was not 
only big and glamorous -  the star o f all dance halls in this era in which the dance hall was a 
primary center of social life -  but where the best came to take the Lindy Hop to new acrobatic 
heights. More importantly, it was known for interracial dancing. As Malcolm X recalled in his 
autobiography, "probably a third o f the sideline booths were filled with white people, mostly 
just watching the Negroes dance; but some of them danced together...! had never seen such 
fever-heat dancing...Those people just about tore the Savoy roof o ff."120 Here, black and white 
came together for ritualized musical transcendence not via private spiritual experience but via 
the physical cooperation of dance. With Tharpe performing, they "had church." "When Sister
117 For photos of Tharpe among fellow Swing artists at a house party, illustrating the "family" of Swing 
culture, see W. Royal Stokes, Swing Era New York: The Jazz Photographs o f Charles Peterson 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1994), 130-138.
118 "10,000 Hear Ink Spots in Atlanta, 6a.; 4,000 Whites," New Journal and Guide (Norfolk, VA), May 
29,1943.
119 Csaky, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, 26:15-26:35.
120 Malcolm X, The Autobiography o f Malcolm X (New York: Ballantine Books, 1973), 77.
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Tharpe opened up at the Savoy with Lucky Millinder's band people just went wild," Millinder's 
pianist. Bill Doggett recalled. "Everybody loved Sister. Because she knew how to  mingle with 
people, and she just had that, the charisma."121 Tharpe brought her black and white dancers 
from a variety of backgrounds closer to Jubilee than perhaps any time in American history.
Tharpe rode a wave of black racial advance occurring over the previous tw o decades, 
transpiring as a result of black migration out of the South. With the move North, African- 
Americans became a significant electoral constituency, increasingly affiliating with national 
political parties and labor organizations at the same time that the NAACP increased in political 
muscle.122 For African-American consumers, rituals of consumption of Tharpe's music mediated 
the liminality of the Great Migration -  modern black assimilation within geographies of 
transition -  in the construction of identities as "New Negroes."
As part of a "fellowship of consumers" one assimilated altered ideals of self and world 
within an imagined community made up of other listeners (in addition to the artist him or 
herself). As William Howland Kenney has argued, aural consumption shaped how one saw, knew, 
remembered and assimilated experience.123 With each spin of the turntable, one opened oneself 
to dislocations from the old and relocation and reorientation within new contexts of time and 
place. With repeated play, one eventually "mastered" the song and consolidated new views and 
feelings in altered conceptions of identity and outlook. Thus, as listeners began to assign new 
memories along with increasing familiarity with musical and lyrical patterns, they viewed the 
past differently, mixing present experience into memory and creating different imagined 
possibilities for the future.
121 Quoted in Wald, Shout, Sister, Shout, 58.
122 See Doug McAdam, Political Process and the Development o f Black Insurgency, 1930-1970 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982); Lizabeth Cohen, Making a New Deal: Industrial Workers 
in Chicago, 1919-1939 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990).
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Tharpe's records pushed (or eased) African Americans into Northern, Western urban 
locations and to modern religious and racial identities within them (while keeping ties or 
maintaining circular exchange with Southern culture or kin). As Ira Tucker, Jr., a friend of Tharpe 
and son of Dixie Hummingbird bandleader Ira Tucker, Sr. explained, 'The audiences that Sister 
Rosetta performed [for] were average people. They were people who worked, people who were 
trying to  better themselves, and her music was their inspiration."124 As a black woman 
performing in commercial environments dominated by white men and white taste, Tharpe gave 
an inspiring image o f racial confidence, undergirded by a confident display of modern faith, 
which consumers took with them in constructing their own identities alongside each other.
Furthermore, the mass production values of Swing broadened the sense of who 
composed that community -  racial, class, and religious. In this way, Tharpe provided potent, 
accessible, and attractive means for "New Negro" and white to  alter racial (and religious) 
identities in relation to each other -  especially significant in segregated environments, where 
white and black were prevented from listening, dancing, or worshiping together. As Kenney 
claims, records enabled consumers to discover "parallel avenues to shared social and cultural 
circles o f resonance."125 If listeners were not able to listen in each other's presence, the play of 
this mass medium with its poignant ability to evoke empathetic feeling nonetheless enabled 
consumers to  imagine themselves in overlapping spheres. Participating in similar rituals of 
record collection and play, record consumers listened "alone together" -  imagined circles of 
resonance in living rooms approximating overlapping circles of footprints on dance floors. Some 
white Swing fans (and artists) deployed this to make confrontational racial statements for 
equality, but for others less inclined, it also fostered rethinking race and religion at remove.
Csaky, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, 25:44-26:45.
12S Kenney, Recorded Music in American Life, 22.
Tharpe fell in line with an African-American political genealogy that Steven Hahn has 
identified as the engagement in market and military endeavor to assert citizenship -  a political 
strategy that for Tharpe had more to do with the timing of the Swing movement in Depression 
and war than anything else. Hahn traces this political sensibility from slavery to its culmination in 
the Great Migration, observing post-Emancipation African-American gravitation to market and 
military (to amass property and defend it) as growing out of Jubilee expectations disappointed 
by the failure of Reconstruction.126 That is, Hahn explains, when expectations of Jubilee did not 
materialize -  dreams o f ownership o f land, labor and civic inclusion fostered within communal 
slave "kinships" -  freed slaves sought emancipated existence via economic and militant 
separationism.
Tharpe's own career, which she deployed as a model for consumers, can be seen as part 
of this legacy. Tharpe utilized both the market and participation in the war effort as the means 
most available to her in the early Forties at the height of the Swing craze to realize the Jubilee 
enacted in social dance (not for black nationalism for which Hahn has been criticized, but for 
"liberal integrationism," or citizenship on equal terms with other Americans). However, these 
were strategies that did not assume equality on religious or human terms but which involved 
proving or asserting racial parity within existing structures and values. Insofar as the Sanctified 
were conscientious objectors, this was something that caused ambivalence for Tharpe.
As a commercial artist, it made sense for Tharpe to use the market to assert equality. 
Free African-Americans historically associated consumption with liberty, often using disposable 
income for church dress or making purchases through church channels -  preachers' ability to 
secure goods restricted from African-American access.127 Tharpe used her celebrity status and
126 Hahn, A Nation Under Our Feet.
127 See Giggie, "Buying and Selling with God," in Beyond Blackface, 190-212.
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agency as solo musician to claim and enact such liberation. She was known for her shopping 
sprees, her beautiful dress and glam displays.
Moreover, entertainment consumption was a major part o f the war effort, which 
Tharpe joined as war engulfed the nation following the Pearl Harbor attack in Oecember 1941. 
Americans considered frivolity as essential to the war effort and entertainment a patriotic duty, 
and Swing became the musical statement of resistance to  Nazism and soundtrack to national 
uplift. In light of rationing and shortages, nightclubs were top contenders for consumer 
patronage, and Millinder made deliberate efforts to put their act out front as a top attraction. He 
not only wasted no time recording the first swinging paean to General Douglas MacArthur in 
1942, but he took the act on a nationwide concert tour, with stops for military gigs. With the 
swinging of classics or familiar standards delivered with Tharpe's verve and Millinder's 
captivating antics, he and Tharpe provided a very popular act. In the summer of 1941, The 
Pittsburgh Courier hailed Sister Tharpe as a rising star: "W ith a million young men swinging guns 
and war the interest of the day...Sister Tharpe who rocks 'em with an aboriginal wail will come 
into a new power with her string instrument in the new musical order."128
Military audiences particularly loved Tharpe. When in May 1942 Tharpe and Millinder 
made their "offering to the cause of democracy" by providing entertainment for a crowd of 2000 
at Fort Custer, Michigan, columnist Elizabeth Galbreath noted Tharpe as the "belle of the 
ball."129 In August 1943, reviewer Lawrence LaMar reported that the soldiers at Long Beach, CA 
would long hold Tharpe in their affection for traveling 25 miles by Army truck from Hollywood to 
play the entertainment bill for their party.130 In January, August, and again later in 1943, Tharpe
128 Quoted in Wald, Shout, Sister, Shout, 60.
129 Elizabeth Galbreath, "Typovision,” Chicago Defender (National edition), May 23,1942. See also 
"Fort Custer Victory Ball Lures Visitors," Chicago Defender (National edition). May 23,1942; "Leave 
Chicago for Gay Time at Ft. Custer," Chicago Defender (National edition), May 23,1942.
130 Lawrence F. LaMar, "Soldiers Get Treat from Millinder Set," Chicago Defender (National edition),
August 7,1943.
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and Millinder recorded three AFRS (Armed Forces Radio Services) radio broadcasts, from which 
the military made four of the cuts into V-Disc records for play on overseas fronts -  a distinct 
honor in that Tharpe and the Golden Gate Quartet were the only African-American "religious" 
acts recorded on V-Disc.131
Not only did overriding concern for troops and the diversions of war mean less 
resistance to Tharpe's swinging style, but war also offered a new context for Tharpe to bring out 
her message. Swing not merely offered escape but provided occasions for war-beleaguered 
Americans to literally experience the reconciliations that battle inherently negated. "Many of the 
men regard dancing as a regular Saturday night peacetime pursuit. The reversion to a familiar 
habit, even fo r an evening, makes them feel more secure, takes them away from thoughts of 
war," according to  New York Times reporter Lucy Greenbaum.132
Thus, Tharpe's double message of reconciliation -  transcendence conveyed in religious 
lyrics and Swing musicality -  struck a powerful chord, and Tharpe chose her overtly religious 
songs recorded in these years strategically. She not only recorded "That's All" twice for AFRS 
broadcast (one o f which became part of a V-Disc), but also the deliberately pacifist "Down by the 
Riverside" and "All Over this World." In the former, she sang familiar lines: I'm going to lay down 
my heavy load/Down by the riverside.../Ain't gonna study war no more," invoking African images 
of transformation and renewal in images o f flowing water at the same time that she pronounced 
against war.133
War also gave poignant new meaning to "All Over this World," sung with hopeful glee to 
electric guitar, which Tharpe recorded in June 1942. She likely intended the song to offset
131 See Richard S. Sears, ed., V-Discs: A History and Discography (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press,
1980), 1072.
132 Lucy Greenbaum, "Fighters with a Boogie Beat," New York Times, December 27,1942.
133 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar with Lucky Millinder and His Orchestra, "Down By the 
Riverside," recorded for AFRS Jubilee Broadcasts in Hollywood, CA in January 1943, Complete 
Recorded Works, Vol. 2.
Millinder's saber-rattling ode to MacArthur while also playing as religious counterpoint to
Millinder's sweet number, "When the Lights Go On Again All Over this World," also released in
1942 (and hitting number 12 on pop charts and number one on R&B charts). In contrast to the
dreamy croon anticipating the end of war blackouts and romantic reunions in Millinder's song,
Tharpe sang out a religious promise: "Mourning in the land will soon be over.../AII over this
world," following with subsequent stanzas heralding the end of "crying," "moaning," "all
backbiting," and "all my troubles."134 Thus Tharpe used market and military settings in wartime
as platforms both to  continue to cultivate "kinships" of the redeemed (sometimes subversively
o f war) and to assert her own equality as patriotic American.
*
But, even with strides and resonance, translating the Swing dream into political reality -  
making actual steps toward racial progress outside of the social subculture -  was a very different 
dance. Even in the social world of Swing, Tharpe often had to compromise her religious and 
interracial integrations. She often had to  skew the spiritual touchstones she attempted to give 
her fans -  integrations of sacred and secular, black and white -  in one direction or another.
War itself posed several inherent and severe limitations to  her effort to bring about her 
vision. Not only did war compromise Tharpe's pacifist Sanctified beliefs but Millinder's act, itself, 
Ohyper-masculine and racialized aggression of Millinder's "Fightin' Doug MacArthur" celebrating 
the hero who "slapped the Japs/right down to their size" and lionizing the General with patriotic 
flattery:
We're making tanks and more tanks 
We're sending Yanks and more Yanks 
We're building planes and more planes 
Dig in Doug! Dig in old man!...
134 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar, "All Over This World," recorded in New York on June 10,1942, 
Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 2.
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God bless you and your soldiers.
General Doug MacArthur.135
Moreover, Millinder's later foxtrot, "Are You Ready?" inspired war enthusiasm by invoking
unbridled nationalism with its repeated jingoistic chant: "Are you ready?/ Are you ready?/ Are
you ready to go?" The song further conflated celebration o f "family" with war and market with
the lines:
If you want to  be free 
Free to raise a family...get ready 
Wanna be gay the American way 
Get ready.136
Despite her own exploitation of the market in wartime, Millinder's veneration of the 
conventional American family in contexts of national military and market brawn conflicted with 
the "Jubilee" Tharpe had in mind. Millinder implicated Tharpe within his racialized celebrations 
of American firepower against one race that considered itself as the civilzational apex and 
another that Millinder took swaggering pleasure in caricaturizing.
Tharpe and Millinder's national concert performances took place against a backdrop of 
high racial tension. Outside o f New York oases, acts could not mix racially on stage nor on the 
dance floor w ithout marked resistance. Ballrooms and dance halls either created physical 
boundaries between dancers or allowed African-Americans only on designated nights. Even in 
New York, her mixed or white audiences were largely class elites. The Cafe Society, where she 
played from 1940 to 1941, allowed her to  play among an interracial set of musicians for mixed 
audiences, but the clientele -  a mix of black and white politicians and intellectuals -  was 
decidedly upper crust. When she played for military recordings, she by and large played more
135 Lucky Millinder and His Orchestra, "Fightin’ Doug MacArthur," by Buck Ram, published February 
1942, YouTube video, 2:33, posted by "OnlyJazzHQ," February 18, 2013, https://www.youtube. 
com/watch?v= sqlJNI9eMnM.
136 Lucky Millinder and His Orchestra with Trevor Bacon, "Are You Ready," 78 rpm, 18529A, recorded 
for Decca Records in July 1942, YouTube video, 3:10, posted by "Scarlatti2004’schannel,” April 6, 
2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-J_5dFtpUlo.
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secular dance tunes within environments highly disciplinary o f racial segregation, class 
"respectability," and appropriate sexual interaction.137 When Tharpe played for smaller 
audiences on the road beginning in 1943, she played the "chitlin' circuit" in makeshift halls or 
joints on the outskirts entertaining crowds of working-class African-Americans.138 And in periods 
when she left the stage with resolve to go back to the church, she was more free to play her 
more overt religious songs, but her audience was limited to the black religious, often at country 
black churches.
That is, segregation was the predominant reality, and the Savoy was the exception. To 
great protest, New York Deputy Police Commissioner Cornelius O'Leary closed the Savoy, itself, 
from April to  October 1943 in an attempt to suppress interracial dancing. Riots broke out the 
preceding April in Harlem, following the closure of the Savoy under military pressure. Military 
officials claimed that 64 servicemen had contracted venereal disease after patronizing the 
institution. Many saw the closing of the Savoy as a military effort to  reinforce its strict 
segregationist policies -  an agenda that New York law enforcement was only too happy to 
oblige. Before that, violence erupted in fifty  U.S. cities, including major riots in June 1943 in both 
Detroit, killing 34 and injuring 675, and in Los Angeles Zoot Suit Riots in conflagration between 
military servicemen and Mexican American zoot-suited teenagers.
Moreover, as a pop star with a public persona and a mass following, Tharpe could not 
be as overtly political as her strictly gospel counterparts. Dorsey's Gospel Conventions deployed 
influence explicitly for political causes, sending telegrams to Franklin Roosevelt and other 
Washington representatives to urge passage of anti-lynching legislation, to lobby fo r the fair 
treatment o f African-Americans in the military, to announce "disapproval of the treatment of
137 See Meghan Winchell, "Courtship and Competition at the USO Dance Hall,” Good Girls, Good Food, 
Good Fun: The Story o f USO Hostesses During World War II (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2008), 135-170.
138 See Wald, Shout, Sister, Shout, 61.
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Jews," to urge gambling restrictions, and to request a National Day of Prayer.139 Although Tharpe 
supported the NAACP, she did not speak out against racism, although she dealt with it 
constantly.
The individualistic ethos intertwined in Swing performance, which Tharpe absorbed in 
her own repertoire -  an ethos also reflected in the isolation of her circumstance as sole religious 
Swing act -  further complicated her aspiration to create communal kinship. As communitarian a 
performance as Swing was, its sum was made of liberal-individualistic parts. As one New York 
Times report explained, Swing "gives free exposure to the players' individualism. The best things 
he does are not in the written score at all. It encourages a style of dance...which has more 
exuberance than pattern."140 Like jazz, Swing artists balanced collective endeavor with individual 
virtuoso. As a featured vocal soloist, Tharpe's own lyrics portrayed her most often within solo 
narratives -  be it with her "Man," on life's lonesome journey, or as preaching moralist. Tharpe 
cast herself lyrically in circumstances of isolation with communal togetherness merely as 
nostalgic memory or an unarticulated hope. Such lyrical scenarios mirrored her own condition as 
solo Sanctified act in secular showbiz or as secular act rejected by church folk (not to mention 
her forceful temperament that intimates and associates sometimes found alienating).
In all of her attempted integrations facilitated via her unique delivery o f the gospel 
Tharpe frequently and notably dropped overt reference to Jesus -  especially in her early days of 
entree into the Swing world. Raving critics and fans playfully referred to her as a "Holy Roller" 
but she frequently subsumed the central object of Christian devotion within her own 
performance. She foregrounded her own body as object o f religious consumption, mixing 
religious worship with celebrity worship, piety with fan desire. Fans took her Swing
139 "Canadian Unit, Mich. Singers Close Confab," Chicago Defender (National edition), January 21,
1939; "Gospel Singers Stop Singing to Protest Jim Crow in Armed Forces," Chicago Defender (National 
edition), August 17,1940.
140 "Hot Music at Carnegie," New York Times.
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romanticizations or jazz persona as license to  cultivate romantic dreams. "What gay Lothario 
about town...says he wrote Sister Rosetta Tharpe of the Lucky Millinder band that was appearing 
in town recently, a desperate love letter?" one gossip columnist wrote. "Our Lothario tried his 
best to get near 'Sister Rosetta' at the dance, but to  no avail," she prattled.141
As Sylvan elucidates, as musical stars became celebrities worshiped in the eyes of fans,
"the performer exhibiting traits traditionally associated with possession by the deity, is 
worshiped as the deity him- or herself and elevated to godlike status."142 In this way, Sylvan 
points out, fans transformed West African religious sensibilities and practice, fundamentally 
confusing the original cosmology. "Instead o f viewing the possessed individual performer as the 
'horse' and the possessing deity as the 'rider,' this type of 'worship' makes no such distinction 
and conflates the two," according to Sylvan.143 In this way Tharpe -  heralding greater displays of 
fan ecstasy to come as "rock and roll" music took off in the fifties w ith one of her foremost 
imitators, Elvis Presley -  actually realized the fears of religious traditionalists. In taking Jesus to 
the world, she at times forfeited him to  it, reversing the old Negro saying, "You can have all the 
world, just give me Jesus."
Tharpe's own single-mindedness reinforced by experience as a unique solo performer 
combined with Millinder's insistence that Tharpe perform songs she was not enthusiastic about 
(like bawdy number, 'Tall Skinny Papa") were the straws that broke the camel's back. Tharpe 
walked out on her contract with Millinder while in Hollywood to play military gigs in August 
1943, determined to return to the church as a solo religious act.
In these ways, Tharpe struggled to make manifest what she conveyed in her music.
There were things both lost and gained in consumption of Tharpe's swinging spirituals -  
manufactured, sold and owned as part of the new pervasiveness o f mass sound. Tharpe had to
141 Helen M. Scott, "Minneapolis, Minnesota," Pittsburgh Courier, July 10,1943.
142 Sylvan, Traces o f the Spirit, 73.
143 Ibid., 72-3.
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curb both musical complexity and even sometimes her desire to name Jesus in her songs. Her 
vision was always in process, always traveling the long road between touchstones of ritual 
episodes of transcendence and actuality of real life in the world. Taking ritual ideals back to life 
was always an unfinished endeavor.
But the trade-off gained was the incorporation o f gospel within a "shared national
culture," whereby consumers embraced the challenge to reconsider religious and racial
preconceptions, and where they experienced integrations enjoining of subsequent lived
application in the world.144 The Los Angeles Sentinel reported in 1947 that the gospel concert,
which by this time Tharpe performed before thousands within gospel festival extravaganzas,
plays an integral part in our cultural exchanges. People of all 
races attended the concert. The rich and the poor sat beside 
one another. Racial identities were forgotten. We were drawn 
together by the powerful force o f the Gospel in music, 
promoting a harmony of relationship between people who do 
not speak the same language, who do not live in the same 
environment and atmosphere. This proves 'music is the 
universal language/145
Conclusion: And the Beat Goes On
At the conclusion o f the war, national leaders had declared freedom and prosperity the 
spoils of American victors. Still enduring the segregation of Jim Crow, Tharpe registered her 
dissent, though veiled, in her 1944 release, "Strange Things Happening Every Day." The song was 
her biggest hit to date, broadcast both North and -  with new radio broadcasts for African- 
American audiences beginning in 1945 -  all over the South, as well. In it, she took her typical 
swings at religious superficiality and false pretenders. But with such lines as "On that last great 
judgment day/When they drove them all away/There are strange things happening every day,"
144 See Suisman, Selling Sounds.
145 Rev. George R. Garner III, "St. Paul Presents Colossal Music Festival," Los Angeles Sentinel, 
November 20,1947.
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she hinted at greater sins.146 She recorded the song in September 1944, a few months after the 
successful D-Day invasion, as war strategists turned their attention to the Eastern front. America 
and her Allies were winning the war -  decisively so with 1945 bombings of Japan cities,
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Yet, Tharpe put a question mark behind it, urging consumers to 
consider the terms of victory and the incomplete struggle for freedom for African-Americans on 
the home front.
Conversely, in 1951, by then a solo act again, Tharpe created the Jubilee of the 
redeemed according to her own lights. Staging her third wedding before an admission-paying 
audience o f more than 20,000, Tharpe combined romance, celebrity, prosperity and patriotism 
in the Jubilee of her dreams. On July 3 of that year, before a congregation of thousands filling 
the stands at Griffith Stadium -  the ballpark for Washington D.C.'s white and Negro home teams 
-  Rosetta married Russell Morrison, a showbiz acquaintance (and a choice none of her intimates 
celebrated). By this time, Tharpe was accustomed to filling stadiums and playing for thousands 
at huge gospel festivals. Dressed to the nines in her extravagant gown and surrounded by her 
show business family -  Lucky Millinder as best man, her one-time singing partner Marie Knight, 
her group of backup singers, the Rosettes, who toured with her on the road -  Tharpe took 
Morrison's hand in marriage on a stage set up at second base. Then she followed the act by 
providing her own wedding entertainment. Electric guitar in hand, the "Cinderella" bride rocked 
the stadium, giving her guests a good show. She topped off the evening with a fireworks display, 
including one that featured a reproduction of herself, strumming her guitar -  projecting that 
iconic, trailblazing image o f herself against a cosmic backdrop. She had arrived. “ I'm happier 
than I've ever been in my life," she blazed.147 She and Morrison took home $7,500 in ticket and 
souvenir sales, Decca released a recording of the ceremony (her manager Moe Gale and other
146 Sister Rosetta Tharpe, vocal/guitar with Sam Price Trio, "Strange Things Happening Every Day," 
recorded in New York on September 22,1944, Complete Recorded Works, Vol. 2.
147 Wald, Shout, Sister, Shout, 121.
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Decca executives were in attendance), and she immediately headed out for a weeklong 
"Honeymoon Tour" -  keeping the good times rolling and filling more stadiums.
Like her 1941 soundie, Tharpe again brought disparate worlds into play, and again she 
drew criticism for questionable "taste." She combined a sacred religious rite with showbiz 
celebrity. (Publicity and profiteering was more like it, many pointed out.) And, holding the 
ceremony on the day before Independence Day in the setting of America's favorite pastime, on a 
flag-adorned stage with fireworks display to boot, the whole shebang was awash in national 
pride. It was a magnificent display of redemption via romance. In this way, Tharpe gave her 
consumers a picture of consummation that Jesus the "Bridegroom" promised, combining 
marriage, prosperity, and national inclusion in one extravagant celebration. "Everybody is 
welcome!" her pre-concert advertisements invited.148 At last, Tharpe could see her vision of 
unmitigated inclusion realized, w ith herself as blues priestess and "hot gospel" star at the center.
In this concert celebration fraught with so much significance, Tharpe played out -
"swung" -  the narrative with which Du Bois artfully concluded his essays in The Souls o f Black
Folk. Though Du Bois would have hesitated to say it, Tharpe rearticulated his core convictions.
With three gifts of "Spirit, "story and song," and "sweat and brawn," African-Americans wove
themselves "w ith the very warp and woof of this nation," Du Bois emphasized.
We fought their battles, shared their sorrow, mingled our 
blood with theirs, and generation after generation have 
pleaded with a headstrong, careless people to despise not 
Justice, Mercy, and Truth, lest the nation be smitten with a 
curse. Our song, our toil, our cheer, and warning have been 
given to this nation in blood-brotherhood. Are not these gifts 
worth the giving? Is not this work and striving? Would America 
have been America without her Negro people?149
Even as Tharpe sought to elicit racial respect, brotherhood and sisterhood of civilizational toil,
and collective striving to  realize a more perfect union, she broadened Du Bois' vision -  infusing it
148 Ibid., 116.
149 Du Bois, Souls o f Black Folk, 189.
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with the hope o f religious redemption and sharing it w ith the masses. In fact, she had thousands 
dancing to  her swing of racial and religious unity under Jesus, the transcendent dynamaestro 
who makes all integrations possible.
Tharpe's revival of Jesus in pop gospel made him -  as well as gospel music -  part of the 
"fabric" o f America, as Du Bois would say, in a wholly new way. Not three years after Tharpe's 
crowning wedding extravaganza, a new generation took up Tharpe's electrified gospel and 
swung it in new verses -  taking that romance o f the Redeemer and evangelizing the four corners 
with the news. By 1954, young artists of the South who picked up on Tharpe's electrifying sound 
started singing along. Elvis released R&B cover, "That's Alright," in 1954, and Chuck Berry 
released "Maybellene" and Tharpe's own protegee Little Richard released "Tutti Frutti" in 1955 
in the first rock and roll releases.
'The thing that gospel music brought to  popular music was feeling," Southern DJ,
George Klein remarked.150 "Gospel spiritual music put the guts, and the feeling and the real soul 
in it," and it was Jesus who brought the feeling to gospel, as music makers gave themselves over 
to  his transcendent possession. It was transformational, and the liberating shockwaves from 
Tharpe's guitar radiated in all directions. "She would sing til you cried, then she would sing til 
you danced for joy. She helped keep the church alive and the Saints rejoicing," provides the 
epitaph at Tharpe's gravesite. She gave a singular articulation to  the gospel in which the Saints -  
black and white, religious and secular -  continue to exult.
W ithout fully realizing it, pockets of Jesus-obsessed kids on the other end o f the long, 
mid-century civil rights struggle were also part of the Jubilee family tree Tharpe constructed. If 
Tharpe made transcendent feeling for Jesus into a mass experience, Jesus Kids of the late sixties 
and early seventies, weaned on rock-n-roll, caught the vibe. "Zapped" by the spirit of the Cosmic
150 Csaky, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, 37:45-39:00.
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Christ, Jesus Kids found new ways to incarnate Jesus for a revival of transcendent feeling, 
articulating Jesus' liberation anew in their own time and place.
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Chapter Three: From Cosmic Christ to Superstar
The Radical Gospel of the Jesus Kids and the Emergence of the Christian Right
As with a lot of happenings in the late 1960s, a haze clouds the memory of the Jesus 
Movement's precise origins. Participants claimed providential beginnings unfolding from 
"spontaneous," simultaneous and independent awakenings.1 All along the West Coast -  from 
Huntington Beach south of Los Angeles, to Hollywood Boulevard and seedy nightclubs of Sunset 
Strip, to  old Beatnik stomping grounds of San Francisco and northward to Seattle and Spokane -  
burned-out young dropouts and disaffected evangelicals alike left their dead-end trips and 
turned on to Jesus.
In most versions of this nonlinear awakening, 1967 was the year that "God did a new 
thing" as kids in their teens and twenties perplexingly embraced born-again conversion to Jesus 
for social revolution alongside secular leftists.2 In the light of their times, their "post-drug 
fundamentalism" proffered new hope. In this year, massive April and October antiwar protests 
in New York, San Francisco and Washington D.C. met successively broadening combat offensives 
In Vietnam. Troop levels exceeded 400,000, up from 25,000 in 1965, and nearly half of 
Americans grew to believe that the war in Vietnam was a mistake. China's successful hydrogen 
test bomb destabilized the Cold War dualism, giving hope to both the North Vietnamese 
Communists and Middle Eastern Arabs who had lost territories to  Israel in the Six Day War. By 
August, even as Detroit smoldered in the wreckage following violent race riots and draft cards 
went up in flames, Defense Secretary Robert McNamara admitted nothing short of virtual 
annihilation would bring a decisive end to war.
Even as many believed that the geopolitical balance of power was in danger of spinning 
off of its Cold War axis, some saw openings for a different way. "The world was in trouble, there
1 Michael McFadden, The Jesus Revolution (New York: Harrow Books, 1972), 26, 20.
2 "Duane's Interview with Josh Tinley," interview with Duane Pederson conducted December 13,
2007, The Hollywood Free Paper, accessed August 8, 2014, http://www.hollywoodfreepaper.org 
/interview .php?id=3.
was an answer, and we had met Him," one born-again testified.3 In June, at the year's temporal 
pivot, as the earth literally tilted to  extremity, 100,000 hippies amassed in the Haight-Ashbury 
district of San Francisco fo r a "Human Be-In," responding to visions of utopian celebration. In this 
"Summer of Love," some tuned into a complementary Oracle, seeing the light in Jesus, himself. 
To this handful of seekers, countercultural calls for "a renaissance of compassion, awareness, 
love and unity" resonated with another gospel they once heard. "Diggers'" dispensations of free 
food, free drugs, and free love looked vaguely like communal sharing described in the Book of 
Acts; acid trips like Pentecostal ecstasy; and the "fierce urgency of now" conjured visions of 
apocalyptic end times. That year, in an old Marin County farmhouse north of San Francisco, Ted 
and Linda Wise and a handful of their peers opened two of the first Jesus coffeehouses and 
communes -  The Living Room and The House of Acts -  with a vision to stop war and bring 
peaceful revolution via Jesus' redemption. Within a mere four to five years, 800 such Jesus 
communes dotted the American landscape. Between 500,000 to a million defectors from the 
Draft, the street, or middle-class suburbs drifted through them, finding refuge and new purpose. 
And then, almost in a blink of an eye, they were gone again. By the mid-seventies, groups of 
turned-on Jesus Kids dispersed as if they had been a passing vision.4
Hindsight easily conceals the ephemeral alternative that Jesus Kids briefly extended to 
their contemporaries. The myriad but fleeting Jesus communes, storefronts and coffeehouses 
that popped up seemingly overnight offered, as movement leader Duane Pederson explained, "a 
place that seemed light years away from the constant drumbeat of helicopters in Vietnam, light
3 "Duane's Interview with Josh Tinley."
4 The born-again acquired the name "Jesus Freaks" by observers who compared their mystical 
optimism to that of drug highs of the counterculture. To counter the negative connotation, they 
began referring to themselves collectively as "Jesus People," (or "Street Christians") and -  following 
national discursive reference to them as a cohesive "movement" -  as they began to reenter society in 
the early seventies, they adopted the more respectable and mainstream sounding "Christians." In his 
contemporary journalistic account Glenn Kittler gave them the name "Jesus Kids." I have adopted 
that designation in this chapter.
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years away from the tear gas of protests on the campus quad. A place where you belonged and 
fe lt connected to something larger than yourself."5 Their counter-narratives and communities 
witnessing to God's intervention in history, which sheltered them from battlegrounds at war or 
on streets tem pt us to see Jesus Kids as many of their generational counterparts did -  as 
counterrevolutionaries spewing the language of liberation. Moreover, a brief four years later, 
mainstream popular enthusiasm for Andrew Lloyd Webber's rock opera, Jesus Christ Superstar 
remade their "people's Jesus" into a lucrative commercial celebrity, subsequently inspiring the 
Religious Right to shift their own culturally imperialistic ambitions into capitalistic overdrive. To 
see Jesus Kids as straights in hippie garb or as sell-outs who in later years became responsible for 
conservative Christian complicity in new constructions of the military-industrial complex they 
lambasted would explain what appears as a neat pivot from New Left to New Right, from Jesus- 
inspired anti-worldly detachment to major constructions of new Christian culture industries in 
the Eighties and Nineties. Yet, their own unique understanding of Jesus, the fluidity and 
contradictions of the movement they constructed in his image, and the myriad legacies they left 
behind belie such easy explanations.
Other scholars have recently acknowledged Jesus Kids' "third way" stance, delineating 
the leftist-leaning (but fundamentalist-derived) Jesus movement from the insurgent Christian 
Right it inspired. In their histories of various aspects of this religious era, scholars including David 
R. Swartz and John G. Turner, Larry Eskridge and David Stowe give many explanations for the 
movement's eventual eclipse by ambitious religious and political right-wing leaders.6 In 
complementary accounts, Swartz and Turner respectively point to the decentralized nature of
5 "Duane's Interview with Josh Tinley."
6 See David R. Swartz, Moral Minority: The Evangelical Left in an Age o f Conservatism (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012); John G. Turner, Bill Bright & Campus Crusade fo r Christ: The 
Renewal o f Evangelicalism in Postwar America (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2008); Larry Eskridge, God's 
Forever Family: The Jesus People Movement in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013);
David W. Stowe, No Sympathy fo r the Devil: Christian Pop Music and the Transformation o f American 
Evangelicalism (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2011).
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the evangelical Left and conversely to the adaptability of the emergent Religious Right. Swartz 
elaborates how the evangelical Left coalition broke apart under divisions of identity politics 
within a decade of the movement even as, Turner elucidates, the social, aesthetic, and 
ecumenical expansions o f the Right enabled Conservatives to encapsulate Jesus movement 
energy. Eskridge and Stowe, moreover, explain how the Religious Right learned an important 
cultural lesson: the essential incorporation and commercialization of the fledgling Jesus 
movement music scene for their own influence. The Right's subsequent commercialization of 
the youth culture's Jesus became essential in institutionalizing and naturalizing it within 
conservative evangelical religious and political arenas -  the basis of growing strength going into 
the Eighties and Nineties.7
These scholars help explain the unexpected conservative ascendancy following this 
radical period. One might even point out, as Jesus movement historian Preston Shires has, that 
leftist prioritization of personal authenticity translated easily to anti-statist conservatism of later 
years.8 Further, eschewing "liberal science and reason" via their principled anti-intellectual 
stances, Jesus Kids fed the popular ascendancy of the Right's sloganeering demagoguery 
described by Molly Worthen and appeared to  be a tributary flowing into its larger stream.9
However, if in some ways Jesus Kids were "John the Baptists" preparing the way fo r the 
coming of the Religious Right, they never meant to  be. In their own time, they were determined 
to come out of conservative evangelicalism and speak back to it -  as much as they spoke to the 
liberals who alienated them and radicals whose vision and style they admired but whose tactics 
they rejected. They reclaimed Jesus from his entombment in churches and society, resurrecting
7 As John Haines has argued, as these fundamentalist neo-evangelicals incorporated the movement of 
the music, they "whitened" it, as well. See John Haines, "The Emergence of Jesus Rock: On Taming 
the ’African Beat’," Black Music Research Journal 31, no. 1 (Spring 2011): 229-260.
8 See Preston Shires, Hippies o f the Religious Right (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2007).g
See Molly Worthen, Apostles o f Reason: The Crisis o f Authority in American Evangelicalism (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2014).
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him in renderings for their own self-styled alternative, articulating a third way seeking a 
grounded, principled spirituality for social liberation until, as they expected, Christ returned to 
inaugurate the perfect society in millennial peace. For all of their otherworldly claims and 
sloganeering veneer, the theological and political alternative they attempted required high 
nuance -  like walking a tight rope or threading a camel through the eye of a needle.
Jesus Kids nimbly traveled a narrow road in contrast to every religious and political 
flavor of their day for which Jesus underground newspaper, Right On -  the first of its kind, 
founded in Berkeley in July 1969, which Jesus Kids used as a primary mouthpiece fo r the 
movement -  provides an important barometer. Unlike Duane Pederson's Hollywood Free Paper, 
another major Jesus paper founded in October 1969, whose circulation of a half million at its 
peak dwarfed its Berkeley counterpart, Right On was distinctive for its thoughtful writing.
Whereas Pederson's paper featured mainly cartoons and posters, the pages of Right On were 
filled with text -  featuring testimonies, interviews, creative pieces, and editorials giving Christian 
viewpoints on culture and issues (along with its share of hand-drawn visuals). Its writers 
rigorously engaged Berkeley's radical Left and hosted a broad national forum in which Jesus Kids 
from all over the nation wrote in, participating in dialogue both with each other and with their 
secular counterparts desirous of social revolution, and thus Right On serves as a platform to see 
Jesus Kids' political as well as theological originality. In the words of Right On editor David Gill, 
writers aimed to offer "a solid analysis of the way in which the Man Himself related to various 
problems" -  from war to ecology, civil rights, poverty and political corruption -  invariably siding 
with radicals on many public issues.10 Readers responded enthusiastically to it as a paper that
10 David Gill, "The Radical Christian - Looking Backward, Looking Forward: Four Years of Right On," 
Right On 5, no. 1, issue 49,1973, 9. Contemporary Culture Collection, Temple University, 
Philadelphia, PA (hereafter cited as CCC, Temple University).
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was "alive, relevant, and exciting without being fanatical, un-Biblical, or offensive to the reader 
because of the political position."11
An examination of written exchanges in Right On from its first issue in July 1969 through 
its peak in 1972 gives a window on the theological construction and political possibilities forged 
between the raging final days o f the sixties to the "kaleidoscope of activism" characterizing 
identity-based movements in the early seventies. Like peers increasingly turning inward for 
"inner revolution" as the basis of political transformation, the Kids who read and wrote for Right 
On saw in spiritual conversion to Jesus and subsequent religious lifestyle the answer to 
existential and political problems. Yet they distinguished their vision from the rainbow of 
alternatives, claiming its superiority by virtue of Jesus as a unique and perfect manifestation of 
divinity showing the only way to true peace. As Right On writers testified -  narrating views that 
many Jesus Kids shared -  by being "born again," one sought to emulate Jesus' perfect 
communion with God; relinquishing self-determination and letting God take over would not only 
bestow personal peace but give new life to the nation, lighting the elusive path to social change.
In this way, reviving socially liberal evangelicalism, the writers of Right On ingeniously 
reinterpreted evangelicalism to resonate with New Left causes, contributing a unique vision to 
the larger movement fo r peace. But they pushed evangelicalism toward charismatic mysticism, 
and thus contrary to all secular activist efforts, they argued that only by relinquishing all personal 
agency and making oneself into a vessel of divine will in the perfect example Jesus offered, 
would wars at home, abroad and within cease and social revolution come.
Context of the Movement
Though the Jesus Movement began in 1967 in the midst of the "flowering of radicalism," 
creators of Right On did not begin publishing until 1969, a markedly different moment in the 
movement. 1969 marks the beginning of what historian Todd Gitlin has characterized as the
11 "Letters to the Editor," Right On 3, no. 11, May 1972, 2. CCC, Temple University.
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"whirling destruction and self-destruction" o f the Left and what Terry Anderson has called the 
beginning of its "second wave" following on the disillusioning and divisive events of 1968 -  a 
year that began with the Tet Offensive, ended with the election of Nixon, and assassinations of 
Martin Luther King and Bobby Kennedy, w ith conflagrations with protesters at the 1968 
Democratic Convention in between.12 As the Democratic Party moved left to accommodate 
antiwar and socially egalitarian platforms, a large segment of the leftist movement joined 
Senator Eugene McCarthy's campaign, inspired by his antiwar challenge to President Johnson, 
leaving a remainder of hard-core militants increasingly radicalizing over reports of war 
expansions and total political frustration.13 As Gitlin recounts, "in 1969, SDS, at the peak of its 
size and militancy, with some hundred thousand members...and under the intense scrutiny...of 
the White House and the FBI, broke into screaming factions, one of which, the Weathermen, 
began to build bombs."14 The SDS [Students for a Democratic Society] splintered dramatically in 
its July 1969 convention as Progressive Labor, the Revolutionary Youth Movement,
Weathermen, Black Panthers and feminists "disintegrated into shouting gangs of 
revolutionaries."15 That August, white and black militants formed the United Front Against 
Fascism in Oakland breeding schemes of "sabotaging" the establishment among whites as Black 
Panthers clamored to "o ff the pig."16 And in October, 300 Weathermen ran through Chicago 
streets in violent, destructive fury in the "Days of Rage." Anderson recounts that "fifty  were 
injured, a hundred arrested, and the entire affair was denounced by the establishment -  and by
12 Todd Gitlin, The Sixties: Years o f Hope, Days o f Rage (New York: Bantam Books, 1987), 3; Terry H. 
Anderson, The Movement and the Sixties: Protest in America from Greensboro to Wounded Knee 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), "Preface," n.p.
13 Anderson, Movement and the Sixties, 186.
14 Gitlin, Sixties: Years o f Hope, 3.
15 Anderson, Movement and the Sixties, 328.
16 Ibid.
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the movement."17 Radicals were factionalizing among themselves, their unpopular tactics 
pressurizing and dividing the larger movement.
Increasing violence and divisive radicalism sent shockwaves through some pockets of 
evangelicalism, as well. Some staff members of campus ministry organization, Campus Crusade 
for Christ, a conservative evangelical outreach based in Los Angeles and founded by Bill Bright in 
1951, began to  feel in this context that Bright's outreach methods were both ineffective and 
micromanaged. As John Turner recounts in his history o f the organization, as "SDS dissolved 
amidst internecine warfare...similarly, Crusade faced its own crisis of authority."18 An exodus of 
disenchanted young staff members (including Hal Lindsey, later famous for his 1970 apocalyptic 
bestseller, The Late Great Planet Earth) took place as "the majority of Crusade's top campus 
directors resigned in 1968."19 Jack Sparks, a Ph.D. in statistics who had taught several years at 
Penn State before becoming a Bright protegee, along with two other Crusade colleagues, Fred 
Dyson and Pat Matrisciana left Campus Crusade in early 1969 with intentions to bring a Christian 
point of view to the fractious radical scene at Berkeley. Though Sparks did not leave with the 
intent to break from Crusade entirely, nonetheless within a few months he dissolved all ties.20 
'The work I was doing was quickly 'too hot' for him [Bright] to  handle," Sparks explained.21 To 
accomplish his mission to evangelize this epicenter of leftist activism with a nine-year history o f 
student resistance. Sparks and his colleagues would have to  (and did) reformulate evangelical 
theology to speak to Berkeley students' resistance to Cold War -  now hot war -  politics.
Sparks and his colleagues arrived in the Spring of 1969 in the midst of heated activism, 
and they jumped right into the fray. Members of the Third World Liberation Front were engaged
17 Ibid., 328-329.
18 John G. Turner, Bill Bright & Campus Crusade for Christ: The Renewal o f Evangelicalism in Postwar 
America (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2008), 133.
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid., 129.
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in a militant strike demanding minority representation in the student body, faculty and 
curriculum, giving Sparks inspiration for his own organization, which he named the "Christian 
World Liberation Front" (CWLF). In April, Sparks and his collaborators joined with 200 activists 
taking over unused university property to  create a "People's Park," launching another front in 
the students' war for free speech against the university administration and state officials, 
sparking Governor Reagan's decision to send in the National Guard, spraying the campus with 
tear gas from helicopters. (In regard to the confrontation, Reagan later made his famous remark,
"If it takes a bloodbath, now let's get it over w ith.")22 And that summer, Sparks and other CWLF 
members attended the United Front Against Fascism Conference. "The experience really was 
enlightening and gave insights into the way various groups looked at American social problems -  
as well as another look at the infighting and maneuvering among leftists groups," Sparks later 
recalled.23
The Movement was changing, and CWLF was forged in its crucible, shaping and being 
shaped by it. CWLF launched as an official Berkeley student organization around the time o f the 
massive anti-war effort, the 1969 "Moratorium to End the War in Vietnam," which they joined 
by blanketing the huge November war march with a special edition of Right On calling for a 
"Moratorium on Internal Wars."24 Their aim was to  identify issues, connect them to Jesus, and 
befriend both sympathizers and adversaries.25 To this end, they determined to "print lots of 
literature" and "bring the people together."26 Along with the newspaper and printed leaflets 
distributed liberally at protests, CWLF members created a "People's Medical Handbook" and 
eventually a paraphrase of the New Testament. They hosted Bible rap sessions and Bible studies
22 Anderson, Movement and the Sixties, 326-327; Jack Sparks, God's Forever Family (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1974), 40-43 for description of CWLF at People's Park.
23 Sparks, God's Forever Family, 43.
24 Swartz, Moral Minority, 92.
25 Edward E. Plowman, The Jesus Movement in America: Accounts o f Christian Revolutionaries in 
Action (Elgin, IL: David C. Cook Publishing Co., 1971), 75.
26 Ibid.
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nearly daily, hosted speakers and musical acts on the steps of Sproul Hall, and joined political 
rallies. (They were as eager to protest Nixon as SDS, the Soviets as well as "Broadway flesh 
merchants" for "exploiting sisters' bodies.")27 As one movement chronicler, Edward Plowman 
claimed, within a year, reporters were calling CWLF the "most militant group on campus," and 
they had made Jesus a "top issue" at Berkeley.28
Thus CWLF did not fall into the usual theological or political categories. As Swartz has
argued, they not only provided a model of new evangelical cultural engagement, but over time
as more Berkeley leftists joined, they "turned more authentically countercultural."29 Like secular
radicals, Berkeley Jesus Kids rejected the "technocracy" of the conventional "silent majority,"
reproducing conditions leading to  war, racism, and imperialism. They lambasted
the technological and scientific sages who, in the last analysis, 
have done very little  else but invent better weapons of war, 
more effective pest eradicators, superlative detergents, 
countless 'throw-away' products and miracle drugs, with the 
result that we are anxiety-ridden sods, suspicious of everyone, 
mad to make money, determined to stay young, desirous of 
doing nothing and constantly being made aware that we are 
unable to do anything about the dangers to  our own lives and 
the lives of our unborn children because of pollution in the air 
we breathe, the water we drink and the soil from which we 
take our food.30
As this writer complained, "small wonder that many have taken the 'What the Hell...' a ttitude!"31
In this vein, Jesus Kids along with secular peers wrote o ff civil institutions, religious and 
academic -  the two most charged with shaping them as moral agents in society. In their eyes, 
both church and university had become appendages of the liberal technocracy they rejected. "I 
couldn't even get into one o f their crummy Universities w ithout selling myself down the river-  
study this, learn that, sit here, stand there, look up, write down," one Jesus Kid complained,
27 David Gill, "The Radical Christian" Right On 4, no. 7, issue 44,15. CCC, Temple University.
28 Plowman, Jesus Movement in America, 75.
29 Swartz, Moral Minority, 95-96.
30 "Open Letter to the President," Right On 2, issue 24, May 1971, 3. CCC, Temple University.
31 Ibid.
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echoing the Berkeley "Free Speech" movement of 1964. "And when I got out Uncle Sam would 
be there waiting again, waiting to make me a first class tin soldier so I could protect the 
'Interests' of all the money grabbers in this nation."32 Another lamented that "even after you 
pull out the weed of narrow-mindedness that has been cultivated by an education in rationalistic 
humanism," its fruits in anxiety, wealth, and materialism obstructed the "love, joy, and peace" 
one desired.33 The writer exemplified how Jesus Kids found ways to connect evangelical to 
radical critique in the mutual disillusionment with liberal epistemologies.
Likewise, they connected their own critique of organized religion to secular radicals' 
repudiation. At one Methodist denominational meeting, one young radical interrupted, charging 
the church w ith "excluding people on the basis of skin differences and not caring enough fo r the 
poor and helpless."34 Right On founder Jack Sparks charged them with a greater sin: "I must go 
beyond what our friend has said and accuse you of even more. In many of your churches you 
have kept God out," he averred.35 To Jesus Kids, church structures squeezed out the Spirit, so 
rational they extinguished the vitality o f the Word, and so focused on social ethics they had 
forgotten the soul.36 They "are tired of hearing about raising the building fund as a 'challenge to 
fa ith ,"' according to Hal Lindsey. "These kids hate impersonalness, bigness, irrelevance, 
materialism -  and I've just given you a description of an average institutional church."37 
"Freshmen year I saw that what I thought was Christianity was really only 'churchianity'," said
32 "Reach Me," Right On 1, issue 14, May 1970,1. CCC, Temple University.
33 "Weed Your Brain," Right On 3, issue 27, August 1971, 5. CCC, Temple University.
34 Sparks, God's Forever Family, 245.
36 , b ' d '58% of college students rejected organized religion according to a 1970 Gallup Poll. Richard 
Lemon, "The Jesus People' Movement Alarms, Intrigues, Surprises," The Washington Post, Times 
Herald, April 17,1971.
37 Leroy F. Aarons, "Getting High on God," The Washington Post, Times Herald, May 18,1970.
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Stanford student, Mark Hoffman. "After I had an intellectual understanding of where I was at 
and what the alternatives were, I realized in my own mind that I needed Jesus."38
They saw their parents, whom they regarded as personifications of the "system," at the 
heart of the problem. (In fact, as Jesus movement chronicler, Glenn Kittler related, Jesus Kids 
used the question, "How are you getting along with your parents?" as a line to begin a 
recruitment conversation.)39 Accommodating the Establishment, they hollowed out religious 
meaning. One explained, "Sure my dad thinks he's a Christian, but he works for a company that 
makes a part of that goes into a fighter plane which kills people. He won't believe it, but he is 
convicted by Christ."40 Another young woman said, "My father and mother were on the building 
committee to raise money for a new church. They built it, and it cost a quarter of a million 
dollars just so it would be better than the one the Presbyterians across the street had built. And 
you know what? There are millions of people starving in the world; in fact there are people 
starving just around the block."41
Thus, Jesus Kids refused to be a cog in "the System's" self-perpetuation, condemning 
universities for feeding it, churches for mirroring it and not least, their parents for blindly 
succumbing to it. In contrast to what they experienced as an artificial and alienating society, 
fueling the cycle of meaningless work and shallow consumption, radical youth sought what was 
"real." They needed personal meaning, a regard for the soul; they demanded a society based on 
human values. As Joseph Laiacona, a 25 year-old former Roman Catholic explained, "Our parents 
came out o f the Depression and put a lot of value on material security," and "they said to their
38 Douglas E. Kneeland, "The Jesus Movement Spreading on Campus," New York Times, December 26, 
1971.
39 Glenn D. Kittler, The Jesus Kids and their Leaders (New York: Warner Paperback Library, 1972), 49.
40 McFadden, Jesus Revolution, 36.
41 Ibid.
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kids, 'Son you'll never have to go through what we did.' But kids today are looking for more than 
this. They need purpose."42
In this way, Jesus Kids provided a white evangelical "come lately" answer to the problem 
of authenticity, which historian Doug Rossinow has claimed lay at the root of New Left activism 
occurring over the sixties.43 Examining early movement culture at the University of Texas,
Rossinow argues that Paul Tillich and Dietrich Bonhoeffer's midcentury existential theology gave 
students both frame and moral imperative to marshal personal responsibility to confront their 
own sense of anxiety and alienation attendant to  modern life. Students imported and eventually 
secularized their pursuit of a "vital life" in touch with the "really real" as their conviction led 
them to  participate in SDS's civil rights and counterculture movements.
Though Jesus Kids did not accept the liberal theology that Rossinow claims inspired early 
activists (they did not even invoke Martin Luther King's black evangelicalism), they nonetheless 
attended to  the problem of alienation as they experienced it in the late sixties. "I began to 
wonder what determined happiness in my life, what could establish some pattern upon which I 
could try to build a 'happy” life. Or even a somewhat contented one," one w riter pondered.44 
"To live was to work and hassle, to get the money, to buy the food, to eat, to keep yourself alive, 
to simply pass the time from day to day, passing the time and waiting until you die."45
Ultimately, this pervasive sense of alienation turned many to charismatic Christianity, as 
they deployed transcendent meaning to resist "the System." But they took it a step further, 
invoking "absolute truth" and "moral standards" to reject liberal relativism, itself, out of hand.
By 1968, Rossinow recounts, liberal theology was reduced to a legacy within the movement as
42 Ibid., 173.
43 Doug Rossinow, The Politics o f Authenticity: Liberalism, Christianity and the New Left in America 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1998), 82-84.




inspirational nonviolence and the Christian intellectual traditions both had run their course. The 
link between the New Left and theological idealism was buried.46 Thus in one sense Jesus Kids 
created their revival out of the momentary flagging of liberal theology. (Indeed, they had the 
precedent of liberals' activist implementation to  thank.) But if they denounced liberals as much 
as their secular counterparts did, they nevertheless took the baton in their search for the "really 
real." They saw themselves as renewing the religiosity that liberalism had fractured and nearly 
bankrupted, reaching back to an earlier tradition, finding in the transcendent Jesus of white 
evangelicalism a legacy they could revive for hope and moral clarity.47 They deployed mystical 
idealism to  meet the existential crisis o f anxiety. Spiritual connection with the Cosmic Christ 
provided an answer eluding mainline liberals and defying the secularist mantra, "God is dead."
Even though Jesus Kids resonated with the social and political goals of radicalism, their 
views on Jesus imposed a wedge between them and their secular peers. Right On editors thus 
affirmed the movement's "anti-establishment" stance but urged readers to "[k]eep in mind that 
there are two radical youth movements in America today -  the 'peace' movement...and the 
action of the people who know Jesus."48 "The Marxist sees the environment -  the system -  as 
the basic cause of man's problems," according to Right On writers. But, though Jesus Kids 
abhorred "the system" as much as radical revolutionaries, they contended that "economic and 
political systems" offered neither the source nor solution to human problems.49 They charged 
student radicals of the same faults as the establishment types they sought to depose: they 
focused on "the system" to the neglect of its inhabitants. "You start trying to find out where the 
leaders of revolutionary movements have their heads, and you come up with a real muddle," the 
Right On staff observed. "Like here's a group that starts out to  bring real justice to the
46 Rossinow, Politics o f Authenticity, 4-8.
47 See George M. Marsden, The Twilight o f the American Enlightenment: The 1950s and the Crisis of 
Liberal Belief {Hew York: Basic Books, 2014).
48 "Bring it Down," Right On 1, no. 16, June 1970,1. CCC, Temple University.
49 Ibid.
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people....But they get a thing going and pretty soon keeping it going gets to be more important 
than anything else -  even to the people."50 They objected that radicals were as captious and 
hypocritical as the Establishment figures they contested.51 Sparks carped that the "radical scene 
at Berkeley is so fragmented and splintered that it reminds me of church denominations -  with 
the same lack of any common goal."52 Their focus was misplaced, Jesus Kids charged.
Constructions o f systems led inevitably to frustration. Spiritual conversion would mediate human 
relations, making systems irrelevant.
Moreover, they criticized violent tactics on all sides, surprisingly including themselves in 
their critique. "Jesus of Nazareth was saying that we are hypocritical if we do not live up to our 
standards," they pointed out.53 In contrast, Right On charged: "you who are against violence, do 
you approve of bombings or burning down buildings? You who say 'Love your brother' and 'We 
are all brothers/ do you hate anyone?"54 Holding up a verse from the New Testament book of 
Romans, they pointed out that by "passing sentence on another you condemn yourself, because 
you who judge are habitually practicing the very same things."55 "The point that is being made 
here is that everyone is guilty of hypocrisy at least once in their life," they argued.56 "We as the 
crew of the human race are on the same sinking ship...,[and] the only remedy for our hypocrisy is 
to  be 'in ' or have a perfect person be 'in' us so that there will be no desire to judge other 
people."57
The radicalism of the day was not radical enough to achieve peace and social 
transformation, they charged. Rather, Jesus was the "real Revolutionary" who would bring the
50 "For a Righteous Cause...," Right On 2, no. 19, December 1,1970, 2. CCC, Temple University.
51 Sparks, God's Forever Family, 121.
52 Ibid.




people together. In contrast to both the liberal establishment and radical alternatives, Jesus' 
inner revolution gave a model for unity: become one with God and division is overcome. It 
required giving up agency -  "total dependence on God" -  a stance that then gave one a holy 
distinction as one "set apart." "We look like hippies, but we've rejected their ideals as well as 
those o f straight culture," said David Palma of Berkeley commune, House of Pergamos. "It's like 
Jesus said -  we're in but not of the world."58 
Jesus: Fully Man, Fully God, Fully Yielded God
Jesus brought the writers of Right On together, giving them a sense of mission and 
message. One CWLF participant Donald Heinz later wrote his doctoral dissertation on the 
Berkeley Jesus movement, noting that "it was of immense importance, especially in the early 
years of CWLF, for its followers to  know that Jesus was not middle class. To have freshly stolen 
him back from the churches, where he had been kept for years, was a major cause of group 
cohesion and strength."59
This "alternative" view o f Jesus attracted disaffected evangelical writers to Right O n - a  
constantly changing "motley crew" -  supplying a point of connection with radical peers. Right On 
"regulars" included editors Sharon Gallagher, who joined in 1970 after graduating from 
Westmont, an evangelical liberal arts college in Santa Barbara, and seminarian David Gill, who 
joined in 1971. Others included Jerry Exel, who often wrote on issues of sexuality, Brooks 
Alexander, Jack Buckley, and African-American "Jew for Jesus," Arnie Bernstein. Sparks served as 
benevolent father figure (garnering the nickname "Daddy Jack") over all.60 Despite the humble 
budget and small staff usually numbering at around a dozen, reportage and editorial grew more
58 Edward B. Fiske, "New Youth Groups ’Freaked Out’ on Jesus,” New York Times, February 22,1970.
59 Quoted in Swartz, Moral Minority, 90-91.
60 Gill, "Radical Christian," Right On 4, no. 7, issue 44,15. Insofar as editors purposely eschewed 
bylines or title so as not to feed a sense of ego -  an ethic consonant with countercultural resistance 
to status symbols -  most pieces were published without attribution (a practice that lessened over 
time as some writers developed niche columns).
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sophisticated as writers became enmeshed in the community, reporting on issues that flowed 
through the scene, including evangelical takes on women's issues, race, environmentalism, 
politics, messianic Judaism (after Moishe Rosen started companion movement, Jews for Jesus), 
and music. As David Swartz observes in his history of the organization. Sparks "co-opted 
signature issues and borrowed unorthodox methods and language from the left in order to 
preach Jesus crucified and resurrected. Political wars, racism, imperialism, poverty, and the 
population explosion, Sparks proclaimed, were rooted in spiritual oppression, which could be 
relieved by a man 'who has all the answers we need.'"61 Jesus supplied the nexus (as well as 
distinction) between Christianity and culture, evangelicalism and the Left.
Spreading rapidly through evangelical networks, Right On became a significant voice, 
opening religious conservatives to major cultural voices, and redefining the faith in ways they 
hoped to lure the counterculture. Influenced by evangelical intellectual, Francis Schaeffer (whom 
Gallagher visited at his Swiss outpost, L'Abri in 1970), the staff increased cultural engagement, 
pushing the norms of new evangelicals in interaction with "secular" culture. By 1972, Right On 
published Arnie Bernstein's view of Jesus that no doubt ruffled white evangelical feathers: "Far 
from being a white, middle class, Gentile, Nordic war god, born in Kansas City -  who defends the 
'American way of life'...l found that He was a Jew, probably black by Western standards, poor, a 
conscientious objector, born in a ghetto in the Middle East, and a defender of truth and 
justice."62 Thus, the Right On staff assured, the Jesus at the core o f their efforts was "not your 
grandma's Jesus."
From the first issues, the staff o f Right On clarified their unique vision of Jesus by 
explaining the conventional views they rejected. The Jesus they presented concerned neither a 
"social ethic" nor a doctrine that required belief. This Jesus did not lord it over anyone for church
61 Swartz, Moral Minority, 92.
62 Arnie Bernstein, "Captured by the King," Right On 4, no. 5, November 1972. CCC, Temple 
University.
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tithes nor prescribe a pious moral code. The Jesus they presented had nothing to do either with 
the Christianity of "your hopelessly establishment orientated 'Christian' grandma" or even the 
church of history -  "the atrocities and injustices which some men have committed in the name 
of Christianity."63 Even to speak o f him as a "teacher," a "divine example," or a "totally realized 
human being" was far too reductive. Neither was he an "aspect of the human psyche."64 Rather, 
Jesus was a cosmic Lord in whose presence all humanly-constructed schemes and agendas faded 
into oblivion. He was more than human and more than the human mind could fathom on its 
own. In this way, despite the openness to Jesus' historical marginality, the Jesus Kids relativized 
its consequence, finding ways to universalize Jesus by stressing his divine nature as "wholly 
other" from mere mortals. The mystical trumped the historical Jesus.
The Jesus that the Jesus Kids revered was a "man fully yielded to God," providing a 
unique bridge between humanity and divinity. As Ted Wise explained, "Jesus was a man, fully 
man, fully God, and fully yielded to God. He said that everything He did and said was the Father.
In fact He told His disciples that if they had seen Him, they had seen God."6S In this way, if Jesus 
Kids appeared to  uphold the orthodox conception of the Incarnation -  "fully man, fully God" -  
they interpreted it in a distinctive way. In adding stress on Jesus as "fully yielded to  God," they 
argued for Jesus' humanity primarily as a lens upon his divinity. That is, as a man Jesus 
epitomized submission to divine will, but he was also God incarnate. This formulation contained 
the core of their worldview: Jesus showed how sinful mortals found connection with divine 
perfection in a relationship that paired the individual inner world with obedience to divine will.
63 Right On Staff, "Let's Get One Thing Straight!" Right On 1, no. 4,1969, 2. CCC, Temple University; 
Right On Staff, "Let's Get One Thing Straight!" Right On 1, no. 17, October 27,1970,1. CCC, Temple 
University.
64 Right On Staff, "Have You Seen Jesus My Lord?," Right On 3, no. 10, issue 35, April 1972, 3. CCC, 
Temple University.
65 "Jason Questions a Jesus Freak," interview of Ted Wise by Jason Cronn conducted September 13, 
1997, accessed August 12, 2014, http://www.pbc.org/system/message_files/17938/17938Jason.pdf.
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They stressed the divine Jesus' categorical difference from followers, "so far beyond any 
conception we have in our imaginations, so far beyond any misconceptions we have received 
from the church or the holy man, so far beyond the highest possibilities of our minds and 
imaginations, so immeasurably great and glorious is he," Right On writers elaborated.66 "Of 
course, we hear many men today tell us who Jesus is," the Right On staff cautioned. "[T]o some, 
he is like Buddha, to some, like Gandhi, to some, like Mao -  to all, he is a man painted in our own 
image, drawn up according to our ideals, and values: many things to many men," but they 
admonished against all human parallels.67 "In truth, Jesus is 'like' no one else," they assured -  a 
man beyond race, creed or nationality.68 "We wouldn't recognize Jesus if we did see him. Jesus is 
an invisible man, and we have no idea who he is," Right On writers contended.69
The only way to fathom Jesus was to seek a spiritual encounter with him, through which 
Jesus then "becomes visible." Thereupon the "mind reels in loving amazement and adoration," 
as through such spiritual encounter one received not just a vision of Jesus, but self- 
understanding and the "real" presence of God.70 As they explained, "two thousand years after 
his birth, Jesus is the most vital force in human life because -  he is a living power which can get 
into us and creatively transform us from within, a radioactive seed which enters our being and 
radiates the divine creative energy of love."71
Nonetheless, they held up the human Jesus as a model to emulate -  as one who walked 
the solid earth and yet remained in perfect transcendent communion with the cosmic divine, the 
one true God. In this way, they both stressed Jesus' singularity as well as the overwhelming 
nature of the transformation his spirit gave. Their aim was to undergo conversion to become







like him in this way, to let go of human sinful ways and resign themselves totally to  God's 
spiritual guidance. Becoming "born again" by inviting Jesus into one's life thus replaced the ego 
with divine will.
In narrating the born-again process, they began by highlighting their desperation, listing 
all exhausted options on the path to liberation. For example, one Right On correspondent, "Joe" 
wrote that he had "been in and out of trips like dope, sex, yoga, meditation, the revolution and 
the occult," and he pled to Right On editors, "could you please tell me more about Jesus?"72 Or, 
seekers expressed disillusionment with conventional options. Mike Strauss, a biology student, 
confessed, "you feel there's got to be something more to life than getting a job, earning your 
$30,000 and having a family and dying. People use drugs or alcohol or anything like that as a way 
of filling this little void in every man's soul. Eventually you get to the point where all these little 
gods you put up start falling."73 Their isolation was real and palpable. "Nobody cares who I am 
and nobody wants to take the time to learn," one worried. "W on't somebody please help me?!?
But I need help! Won't somebody please help me?!? Can you?"74 Or, as Randy wrote from 
Pennsylvania, "For a long time I've been searching for something to grasp on to. I rejected 
organized religion some time ago and with it all religion, that is until I discovered Jesus People.
I'm still not sure though! But I do want help. Please, I really need something, someone and I 
think it might just be Jesus. Help me make sure."75
In contrast, Jesus offered cathartic enlightenment. One related how he "came to the 
Haight to find my life, to understand myself," and he "looked for it in drugs, in balling chicks, in 
communal living, in meditation, in Eastern philosophy. But after a while, it all seemed
72 Joe Nevada, "Letters to the Editor: Tell Me More," Right On 3, no. 10, issue 35, April 1972, 2. CCC, 
Temple University.
73 Scott Moore, "Turning On to Jesus: Newest UCI Movement," Los Angeles Times, February 21,1971.
74 "Reach Me," Right On 1, no. 14,1.
75 Randy, "Letters to the Editor: Help Me Make Sure," Right On 3, no. 5, issue 30, November 1972, 2.
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empty...But when I found Jesus, I knew that He was the true revolutionary. He is the only way 
that we can come to a new life. And I knew it right away. I just flashed: 'Wow. Jesus is the 
answer.'"76 In such ways, Jesus Kids showcased Jesus as "one way" in contrast to the many 
avenues to "liberation" -  or freedom from the social norms of the Establishment -  that others 
on the Left pursued. Jesus showed others' diversity not as creative exploration but rather as 
insufficient. Jesus Kids who experienced conversion testified to Jesus as fulfillment, satisfaction 
after trying everything else to no avail, and thus superior to other attempts to refute straight 
society.
Born-again Jesus Kids subsequently conveyed their response to the epiphany Jesus gave 
by characterizing their experience as a matter of pure, spontaneous faith -  not a matter of 
rational study, scientific exegesis, or any deliberate human effort, whatsoever. Relating 
conversion in terms of visionary encounter conveyed the irrational nature of transformation.
"There He was walking down Telegraph. I only looked once -  His expression so tender and his 
eyes so sharp I couldn't look straight at Him...Then in a flash, it really came over me, and I knew 
He had completely forgiven me and I wanted to follow Him more than anything else," as one 
testified.77 Alternately, Jesus Kids depicted encounter and response as unpremeditated, without 
an ounce of effort -  a divine gift. Marsha Daigle recounted how "one day she opened a Bible 
and suddenly 'knew Christ was my personal savior. It was the last thing I expected.'"78 (However, 
this was not always the case. In other instances, converts labor excruciatingly to resign their 
"plastic" selves to Jesus. The important point to stress is conversion as an act o f divine grace in 
contrast to liberal humanistic agency. Or as many claimed, once you commit your life to Jesus, 
he "takes over." The exertion to give one's life to Jesus accentuated the gravity of the 
transformation he gave.)
76 McFadden, Jesus Revolution, 23.
77 "Zach Draws a Winner," Right On 1, no. 7, November 1969,1. CCC, Temple University.
78 "The New Rebel Cry: Jesus is Coming!" Time, June 21,1971, 62.
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Moreover, some related epiphany in terms of an intimate or sincere encounter with 
another witnessing Jesus Kid -  a result of an incomparable "sincerity" in their eyes or words 
taken to be a divine sign evoking immediate attraction and conversion. "A hippie with long 
scraggly hair, who didn't look worth anything, said to  me on the street: 'God bless you.' That 
freaked me," one related. "I had never heard that before. But the clincher was that he meant it 
and showed love...He has filled all needs. That love is beautiful. Jesus is far out."79 Jesus 
transformed everything, turning on the smallest sign, a glance, or even a pamphlet thrust at 
them -  a mustard seed of authenticity dispelling hypocrisy and slaking thirst with expressions of 
care. Thus in their standardizations of conversion narratives, Jesus Kids offered a new framework 
for understanding themselves in relation to  both their faith and the worldly alternatives they 
rejected. And in their characterizations of Jesus, they stressed their core theological agenda, 
displacing human agency to stress divine connection over theological intellectualization. In this 
way, their Jesus offered implicit critique of what they saw as alienating liberal reason, radical 
centrifuge, as well as abstractions of conventional doctrine.
Characteristic of these narratives, Jesus appeared at the end of a long road of searching, 
eliciting spontaneous acceptance. He suddenly stepped from the shadows of abstraction, 
dispelling suspicion and blindness to reveal himself as a real person. "All of a sudden He was 
more than a building or a medal you hang around your neck. He had become a reality," Sparks 
explained -  a person you could know.80 Visiting a Jesus People gathering, Beth Truit marveled 
how "all of a sudden Jesus was real. Really real, not just somebody I had heard about in Sunday 
School."81 In this way, through their epiphanies, Jesus Kids discovered Jesus as if for the first 
time. Though many had been raised in churches and taught that Jesus was their "Savior," the 
words rang hollow, the ir meaning never registering. As movement leader, Duane Pederson
79 Kittler, Jesus Kids and Their Leaders, 217.
Sparks, God's Forever Family, 101, 273.
81 McFadden, Jesus Revolution, 167.
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explained, most learned that Jesus was the "Son of God" "at an age when they could have 
believed it and lived it without any problems. But then they got older and they saw what adult 
Christians were doing to the world, and they decided that if Jesus Christ was the son of God or 
not didn't make much difference. Nobody was living as he said they should. So they turned off 
and dropped out."82 Though many were born in the church- and synagogue-booming fifties and 
came of age while civil rights demonstrators modeled Jesus' nonviolence, the sudden 
conversions made it seem "as though a generation had been away from Christianity long enough 
so that large numbers of them were able to rediscover it as something fresh and compelling."83 
Their lives had been saturated with Jesus, but they had failed to see him. But now suddenly, "in a 
flash," they saw.
Jesus Kids paralleled the feeling of beholding Jesus in spiritual ecstasy to drug highs, but 
they emphasized the satisfaction of intimate connection that personal relationship gave in 
contrast to drugs, touting the "60-second withdrawal" that Jesus' encounter promised. "When 
Christ came into my life He gave me a satisfaction that marijuana didn't give me. I didn't know 
Christ could be so real that He could give me what He gave me," said Pasadena College junior 
Dumas Harshaw.84 Thus, Jesus Kids emphasized the embodied nature of Jesus' encounter: the 
spiritual vision of his own body reembodied the seekers to whom he appeared. He gave a 
"feeling so great that you can't explain it," pouring "so much love and happiness inside that I 
thought my heart would burst," one after another testified.85 In turn, the born-again poured out 
that healing love toward others in witness to Jesus' transcendent reality. "Life is so beautiful 
now. My body is so full of love for everyone else around me," one explained. "I have found 
everything I need through Christ. It's a beautiful feeling that everyone must find for
82 Kittler, Jesus Kids and Their Leaders, 33.
83 Chad Walsh, "Strangers at the Door," New York Times, November 28,1971.
84 "Youth Is Stressed by Evangelicals," New York Times, April 25,1971.
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themselves."86 Another young woman testified, "I read one of the Jesus People's papers and 
really started to understand where I had gone wrong in my relationship with Jesus...and I 
realized that I had to  give up my life to Jesus. I did, and now that gap I used to  have is completely 
gone since Jesus has come into my heart."87
If Jesus closed internal "gaps," as this one young woman claimed, Jesus Kids' all- 
encompassing understanding of Jesus ironically created a disjuncture between them and those 
who had not experienced such "Jesus highs." One young woman explained that "I'll read, 'I am 
He that liveth, and was dead; and, behold, I am alive forevermore, Amen; and have the keys of 
hell and o f death/ And I'll really know what that means."88 Yet, her understanding was ineffable 
and inexplicable -  it was not an understanding she could convey to those who had not been 
born again.
The gulf in understanding underscored the incommensurability of conventional faith in 
the eyes of Jesus Kids in contrast to the transformation of outlook that their rediscovery of Jesus 
held for them; conversion to the faith was no mere lifestyle addendum but involved total 
rejection of "Establishment" religious norms. One mother explained that she understood 
everything her son Jimmy said, and yet he remained incredulous. 'They don't even think about 
the words," Jimmy explained, "they've heard them too many times. I try to explain something to 
them, they say, 'Yes, we know, we know.' But they don't know. They don't really know what the 
words are about."89 Contemporary journalist, Michael McFadden observed that whereas Jesus 
Kids might have sounded cliche in their claims, the fault lay not in their own simplistic 
formulations, but those with tin ears. "How many times have we heard the statement, 'God is 
love,' and thought that is right. But when a newborn Christian says it, he really means it: God is
86 Ibid., 214.
87 Ibid., 214-5.
88 McFadden, Jesus Revolution, 187.
89 Ibid., 186.
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love. There are no ifs, ands or buts about it. To him it is real, meaningful and true. To others it is 
just the same old thing, and this is why many parents and former friends cannot understand 
what the newborn Christian is talking about," he explained.90 Conversely, parents were 
flabbergasted when their own intentions were misread. "Sure I sent her to Sunday [sic] school 
and church," a father said o f his adolescent daughter. "But I did it because I thought it would 
make a better person out o f her. I didn't expect her to drop out over it."91
Nonetheless, Jesus Kids felt the imperative to evangelize liberals, radicals and 
Establishment elders they challenged via their born again conversions. In speaking to radicals 
they had to overcome preconceptions of Jesus as meek and mild, as fair-skinned savior whose 
piety was morally unattainable. Right On staff writers addressed this not only by appropriating 
the language of difference, portraying Jesus visually as outlaw, ethnically ambiguous, or as 
ungroomed hippie comrade, referring to him as a "man of the people" or "liberator and leader."
They also had to show how Jesus was different and better than any hero of the radicals’ 
imagination. To make their point, Right On writers invoked Barabbas, the feared Jewish 
revolutionary freed in lieu of Jesus at the crowd's behest at the event of Jesus' crucifixion.
Whereas the crowd loved Barabbas because he "wanted to change the system," they argued 
that Jesus was just as dangerous: "He, too, will change the system," they countered. Whereas 
"you can always call out the National Guard, the federal troops or the Marines to put [Barabbas'] 
thing down," Jesus was unstoppable by any force. Though you can find out what a political 
revolutionary like Barabbas is up to, "how do you stop a Man who has no guns, no tanks, no 
ammunition, but still is shaking the whole Roman empire? How do you stop a Man who -  
w ithout firing a shot -  is getting revolutionary results?"92 The change Jesus made in individual 
lives would ultimately not only more profoundly "break the system," but he would do what
90 Ibid.
91 Ibid., 38-9.
92 "Jesus or Barabbas?," Right On 2, no. 21, February 3,1971. CCC, Temple University.
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violent insurgents like "Barabbas" (i.e., radicals, themselves) could never do. Through born-again 
believers -  not zealous revolutionaries -  Jesus would liberate society by putting "in a new 
system called the Kingdom of God."93
Right On writers, moreover, gave articulation to the Jesus movement's challenge to 
liberal reason. (Regarding "liberals of various shades of opinion," the "spiritual revolutionary" 
was to "meet each one where he is and carry him to  a higher level o f consciousness of God's 
love and plan," Right On writers advised.)94 In light of the recent discovery of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, whose extra-canonical gospels cast doubt upon the historical accuracy of the New 
Testament, Right On writer Jack Buckley affirmed the necessity of acknowledging the "Historical 
Jesus" and that Christianity was "a historical religion, a faith grounded upon fact" (though 
liberals contested the la tte r)." Jesus met challenges on all fronts, he claimed. As David Gill 
reiterated, "incarnation" satisfied the conservative condition of "Scriptural revelation" on one 
hand and liberal demand for "historical evidence" on the other.96 The "Christian worldview" 
based on the Incarnation enabled the coexistence of "ideal philosophy" in correspondence with 
"empirical reality."97
Revealing the influence that Francis Schaeffer had on the group. Gill (in an earlier 
column) turned the tables on liberals, claiming instead that it was "rationalistic humanism" that 
was "shallow" and "closed-minded."98 Echoing Schaeffer's fundamentalist condemnation of 
humanistic "reason" as the primary error leading humanity away from the original truths of
93 Ibid.
94 "The Revolutionary Catechism," Right On 1, no. 17, October 27,1970, 2. CCC, Temple University.
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Christianity (which Schaeffer pinpointed at the rise of the Renaissance), Gill redeployed the 
critique against contemporary religious academics. The demand for "100% proof' of Jesus' 
claims was not just "simplistic and misinformed" but a "gross misunderstanding of the nature of 
proof itself," he contended.99 "100% proof' was unattainable in any historical investigation, Gill 
insisted, and those who "insist on 100% certainty that Jesus really was the Son of God, the all 
time Superstar who rose from the dead, before they will follow him as their Lord" should know 
that (using Schaeffer's own turn of phrase) "this position is no less than intellectually suicidal."100 
Only the spiritual presence of Jesus offered the "probabilistic evidence" for the truths Jesus 
claimed. Direct confrontation with the living Christ in a "leap o f faith" bypassing reason and 
directly uniting seeker with God -  not liberal modernism nor new age spiritual dabbling -  
provided definitive answers. "People who consider themselves open-minded about UFO's and 
the possibility of life on other planets, suddenly and strangely narrow up when asked to consider 
the possible truth of Jesus's claims," Gill stressed.101 Jesus' revelation gave sufficient proof of 
supernatural divinity.
Clearly, even as they attempted to win over converts, Jesus Kids also walked a fine line 
in the challenge they returned, making some questionable arguments in their tenability or even 
persuasive effect. To New Left audiences, Jesus Kids acknowledged Jesus' subaltern class status 
as carpenter; they pointed out that "leaders of the Movement were not Athenian professors or 
Roman military strategists but common laborers."102 Some even stated the belief that their own 
charismatic experiences gave them special connection with or understanding of contemporary 
racial and class minorities. Pete Newton submitted his observation to Right On that "God is very 
much in the hearts of many poor, black people -  particularly the older people. But unlike us, to
99 David Gill, "100% Proof," Right On 2, no. 24, April 20,1971, 5. CCC, Temple University.
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whom Christ has become a new experience -  poor people have responded to evangelism and 
the Holy Spirit since the 1860's -  for them it is not so new -  but just as powerful as it is for young 
people from white, middleclass backgrounds."103
Yet, Right On showcased Jesus Kids' propensity to universalize their movement by 
"spiritualizing" political categories. Though they acknowledged Jesus as "laborer" (and even 
sympathized with Labor's political agenda), they persisted in pointing out Jesus' overridingly 
transcendent "labor" -  "creating a new, reborn human being out of the clutches of Hell, sin, 
selfishness, hatred, greed, and covetousness."104 Or, acknowledging Black Panther anthem 
"Power to  the People" as the young generation's moral imperative, they pointed to  Jesus as 
"someone who can represent all the people."105 Most questionably, at the height of black 
liberationist claims to the Black Messiah, Right On advanced their idea of racial liberalism by 
combating any "racist caricature o f Jesus" -  white or black -  "which overlooks the fact that He 
lived at the crossroads o f three continents and belongs equally to all three: Asia, Africa and 
Europe."106 The stance brought them into conflict with Black Power revolutionaries and, in the 
context of the time, presented an illiberal racial insensitivity. (Pushing the point, they persisted 
in defending white evangelicalism. "While the so-called 'Bible Belt' has also been the slavery and 
Jim Crow belt, it must be realized that from the 1830's, the beginnings of the white abolition 
movement..., some radically Biblical brothers like Charles Finney, Theodore Weld and James 
Birney were in the vanguard," David Gill argued.)107 Further, they augmented their appeal to a 
transcendent Jesus by arguing they offered certainty in short supply: a "solid foundation based
103 Pete Newton, "Letters to the Editor: C. O. in Georgia," Right On 4, no. 1, issue 38, July 1972, 2. 
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not on more of the endless speculation of finite secular humanists but on the testable, 
propositional revelation o f the Creator and Lord Jesus Christ."108
Thus, Jesus Kids' reconstruction o f Jesus maintained many contradictions. Though born- 
again conversions to Jesus bestowed experiences of an unconventionally embodied faith, the 
human and historical aspects of Jesus mattered primarily where they served as a lens for 
transcendent divinity. Though Jesus Kids insisted that personal relationship -  not doctrine, belief 
nor theology -  was important, they nonetheless maintained orthodox theological tenets and 
assumptions, including propositionalism, the claim to absolute truth transcending and 
preexisting the material as the basis of the imperative for religious conversion. In this way, Jesus 
Kids could thus emphasize subjective mystical fulfillment and New Left "difference" at the same 
time as the need for authoritative truth.
Finally, they portrayed Jesus as racially marginal, yet maintained theological conceptions 
traditionally undergirding white, patriarchal privilege. Jesus as "invisible," unique, and universal 
were white frameworks -  the very thing that Black theologians at the time pointed out 
supported white privilege. As Vincent Harding argued, "the universal Christ" as "American 
mascot," had served as "a puppet blessing every mad American act, from the extermination of 
the original possessors of this land to  the massacre of the Vietnamese on their own soil..., [and] 
it may be that America must now stand under profound and damning judgment for having 
turned the redeeming lover of all men into a white, middle-class burner of children and 
destroyer of the revolutions of the oppressed."109
Jesus Kids thus deployed Jesus against shortcomings of liberal society for liberation, but 
did not deconstruct white, rational, and idealistic "propositionalism" in their alternative, the 
theological basis on which racism, imperialism, and militarism were maintained as Harding
108 "Letters to the Editor," Right On 3, no. 11, 2.
109 Vincent Harding, "The Religion of Black Power," in Black Theology: A Documentary History, ed.
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pointed out. They might have given new nuance to the theology, but did not alter its core 
orthodoxy. They attempted to gloss these contradictions by redirecting attention to  Jesus' 
righteousness: a "man fully dependent upon God." "You don't have to believe a thing," Right On 
assured. "Simply express some thoughts like these: 'God, if you're really there and can hear me 
right now...l invite you, through Christ, to make yourself real to  me. I make no promises to you, 
but as best I know my own mind, I do want to  experience your Spirit - 1 simply need you!"'110 
Would: "Full Dependence on God"
Jesus Kids converted their reconsideration of Jesus' Incarnation into a political 
alternative. If Jesus modeled the reconciliation of all things as a man "fully yielded to God," then 
Jesus Kids believed that allowing God to enact divine will through their own beings likewise 
would produce the unity so many longed for. They fully expected that their own "full 
dependence on God" would not only restore broken people and broken relationships, but in 
doing so would bring an end to political acrimony -  even war.
At the height o f the Vietnam War, in the midst of the radical youth culture's political 
militancy and counterculture immoderation Jesus Kids' political alternative seemed peaceful and 
plausible to many. In their eyes, establishment and underground dissenters were both at fault.
On one hand, they argued that repressive police and National Guard response to radical 
demonstrations were endemic to misguided policy -  the reliance on force to  solve problems.
"The one most basic condition underlying every exploitative, manipulative & anti-human system 
in the world is precisely its reliance on violence (the threat of death or imprisonment) as the final 
instrument of power & control," Brooks Alexander argued.111 Moreover, "once physical violence 
has been selected as the basis for settling disagreements, & once the machinery of violence has 
been set in motion, the men which it brings to  the top of the power structure are necessarily
110 "Let's Get One Thing Straight!" Right On 1, no. 4, 2.
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those who are least concerned for the human integrity of others, who are most ruthless, 
determined & consistent in the application of violence to acquire power for themselves -  in a 
word, those least f it  to ru le ."112 The system was set up to perpetuate conflict.
On the other hand, Jesus Kids saw no political future in either retaliating with force nor 
in following the counterculture mantra "do your own thing." "We do not need another violent 
rebellion which merely rips o ff power from the ruling authorities who ripped it o ff in the first 
place," Alexander persisted. "Nor do we need a new attempt to manipulate the present corrupt 
and decaying structures o f the economic and political establishment, which are inextricably 
rooted in violence, exploitation, and a predatory view of human relations."113 Conversely, as 
Right On special contributor Glen Bayly argued in an earlier issue, neither was the youth culture 
truism, dropping out to "do your own thing" a constructive alternative. 'They say when 
everyone gets the true realization o f themselves, then life will be just one big happy pot party 
with no hassles," but he postulated this would not eradicate the core problem of bitter 
division.114 "When you're flying high you don't usually notice whose air you're polluting on your 
own trip. The hatred that could once be focused on the establishment pigs would soon discover 
some new 'pigs' to  turn on," he insisted.115
Over time, Right On staff writers and editors concluded that the current struggle 
between establishment and underground agitators would never yield change one way or the 
other. Both relied on force or aggression for power, and if one group took power from another, 
fundamental conditions remained unchanged. Striking back at an unjust system through violent 
threats and aggressive gestures served the same principles upon which the establishment 
system relied. Thus Jesus Kids suggested that true revolution came not from the top down, nor
112 Ibid.
113 Ibid.




via reform of structures intrinsically rooted in violence and exploitation, nor from "making the 
revolution" by destroying the system. True revolution entailed freedom from any reliance on 
violence. True revolution entailed more than social structures; it involved "the condition of 
Man."116 "What is needed is an injection of a new principle into this self-perpetuating system...a 
higher reality actually existing outside the 'establishment' but capable of breaking into it,"
Alexander argued.117 Likewise, Bayly argued, "I think it's evident that a pure and simple love is 
the solution to the whole mess...[Jesus] said that if we could just invite Him into our lives that He 
would change us from within and give us His Love."118 Once one made the all important act of 
inviting Christ into one's life, Jesus "restructured" one's "whole personality and outlook."119 
"This is what the Teacher meant when He said: 'You must be born anew,"' Gill explained in 
another column.120 A mere prayer was all it took.
Thus, committing one's life to Christ replaced one's own errant tendencies with the 
restorative power of divine will. The credo published in each issue o f Right On laid out their 
vision. When Jesus "with all His power and attributes comes to live inside an individual," he 
replaces one's "natural life with a new quality o f life altogether," they explained.121 As Jesus' 
own spirit transformed seekers, he freed them from all present transgressions and past offenses, 
from emotional hang-ups and relational discord. "We are talking about allowing Him to replace 
your limited ability to love, about being totally 'unhung' from one's past, including the injustices 
committed and the guilt experienced, and about having one's human life hooked up 
permanently and experimentally with the very life of God," Right On writers elucidated.122 
Transformed by spiritual encounter, Jesus became reincarnate, taking shape in the world in each
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new convert's body, guiding the actions of each. The question of how Jesus might respond to a 
situation became moot -  he was already guiding and shaping decisions. And they hoped that as 
God's will supplanted self-will, all discord would end. Thus, their claim: "Jesus Christ holds the 
key to the only ultimate solution to  any basic human problem you can suggest."123 Or, in Jesus 
People shorthand: "Jesus is the Answer."
Yet, as their conversion narratives testified, the inner revolution of becoming "born 
anew" was more about what God did than personal effort. Contrary to conventional 
assumptions o f either religion or politics, Jesus Kids steadfastly insisted that neither grace nor 
peace came through "works righteousness." Instead, they came to hold the opposite view: that 
only in eliminating self-will could they realize elusive peace -  spiritual or political. Not human but 
divine will initiated and accomplished the act o f becoming a Jesus follower. "What the Bible 
taught me on that first reading was that Christianity was something that was supposed to 
happen to me, not something I did to myself," Ted Wise explained.124 In becoming a follower of 
Jesus one participated in the divine plan to overcome "original sin" inherent in human free will -  
"doing your own thing." "Ever since we were born we've been told that we've got in ourselves 
what it takes to  be a complete man or woman. All we're supposed to have to  do is get educated, 
get more information, get new skills, and we'll be fulfilled. It doesn't work that way," according 
to Sparks.125 Finding human fulfillment came through emptying of oneself-through the 
counterintuitive (or paradoxical) labor to resign oneself totally.
This reasoning resonated profoundly with many -  not just with parallel secular leftist in- 
turning as many pursued spiritual consciousness or withdrew to rural communes. However, 
evangelicals put their own spin on it, advocating spirituality for mortifications of flesh (and mind) 
in "total dependence on God." Chris Pike, son of prominent mainline leader, Episcopal Bishop
123 Ibid.
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James Pike, heard this message one day in Ted Wise's preaching on the steps of Sproul Hall.
Converting on the spot, Pike himself in turn began evangelizing against Christians who were still
"walking according to their human minds, their human emotions."126 The "self is the root o f all
bondage, the root of all your frustration," he exhorted, but
the good news was for those walking in this bondage. The 
good news introduced an entirely new concept. It is a whole 
new dimension, something beyond the scope o f human 
understanding. You don't walk according to this little  machine 
in your head anymore...You see, you're the son of God and it 
means that you're going to grow up, and when you do grow 
up, you are going to grow into the likeness of Jesus.127
God "hates the product of self," he declared. Rather, "He wants you to find strength through the
Holy Spirit, not through your own efforts."128 Whereas doubt seeped into consciousness through
the "natural self," Jesus' spirit transcended one's limited capacities and restored faith. Or, in the
words o f Right On contributor Jerry Exel, when one turned one's life over to Jesus, the meeting
of the soul with divine power "represents the end of nature as we know it -  including human
nature. All nature, feeding on itself, lives through the fact of death, and human nature is not
exempt from this tendency towards death. But the new human nature which is born through this
meeting with God developes [sic] towards life ."129
Although Jesus was the only one who lived perfectly according to this divine intention,
Jesus Kids believed not only that it was God's desire to live in each human being in the same 
way, but it was incumbent on seekers to create the possibility for God to enact that will. When 
people stopped trying to do things according to their own lights, "trusting God" by laying every 
circumstance and impulse open to God's guidance, God enabled these believers to enact his will 
and treat others with love and fairness. In this way, God worked through human thinking, feeling
126 McFadden, Jesus Revolution, 191,193.
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and action, contingent upon the effort to "depend on God" rather than oneself. Following the 
all-important effort to eliminate all action arising from natural impulse, one could "relax" and 
enjoy God's "holiday."130 According to Jack Sparks, "It's a revolutionary concept of human 
behavior, but there's nothing really new about it because it's the way God intended us to live 
from the beginning. It's what we lost when Adam and Eve decided to do their own trip ."131 
"Jesus taught us to totally depend on the Father. Everything from Him, nothing from us," Ted 
Wise explained.132
Thus Jesus Kids attempted to retreat from all assertive agency or any claim to power, 
holding to the firm conviction that you "can't depend on your own head to always show you the 
right thing."133 Error or sin arose with any act of human assertion or construction -  intellectual, 
ideological, or political. They focused on mystical feeling, individual conversion and maintaining 
a "Jesus high" as much as possible in the naive hope of displacing their own selves totally -  
getting out of the way and letting Jesus take over. Pike modeled it in his own approach to 
evangelism. In explaining his motives, he claimed that the "reason I am here is the Lord said 
come, so here I am." To demonstrate the effort to mitigate self-direction, he claimed to "have 
nothing to say other than what you give me, Lord. Everything else is a waste of time. I just don't 
want to say something interesting; I want to get in touch with Jesus."134 He reiterated the point 
in his message: the aim of Jesus followers was to acknowledge human finitude as an invitation 
for the experience o f divine plenitude. "We're not playing games; we're really here to enter into 
the heavens, Lord...The main thing that we are to know is that the love of Christ surpasses 
knowledge. God wants to open your eyes spiritually into another realm in which you will see his
Sparks, God's Forever Family, 209-211.
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eternal glory. In other words God surpasses any finite container. Your mind, your vessel, is 
limited in how much it can contain."135
Consequent to these self-reducing aims, Jesus Kids adopted "innocence" as a mark of 
virtue. The shedding of all pretense via intellectual simplicity provided a strategy to curb sinful 
thoughts. Not only was it acceptable to confess ignorance or obstacles to  belief, but such 
confessions marked one in holy contrast to worldly power and knowledge, prompting them to 
assume a therapeutic approach to faith. On this principle they read Jesus' "Sermon on the 
Mount" as "blueprint for successful human life with optimum mental health and 
contentment."136 In Right On's paraphrase, "Blessed are the poor" became "how happy 
are...those who are humble-minded...The man who is proud and arrogant can never possess the 
kingdom of heaven." And "Blessed are the meek" became "Congratulations to...casual, collected, 
informal persons because they will inherit the solid earth."137 Aspirations to "innocence" offered 
an ongoing means of performing submission to  God, healing personal and social wounds 
inevitably inflicted through intellectualizing faith.
"Innocence" also enabled Jesus Kids to  foster a spirit of nonjudgmental confessionalism 
and an inviting unconditional acceptance. In pointed contrast to critical and rigid authority 
figures, Jesus Kids sought to conform to a spirit of generosity according to their understanding of 
God's contrasting unconditional love: "the kind of love that says, 'I love you because you are you 
-  no matter what your faults are, what you do or have done to me, and no matter if you accept 
me or no t.'"138 "They are not finger-pointers," Fr. David Walsh of Encino, CA observed. "They put 
no man down for drinking or talking about his neighbors or any other transgressions."139 Right
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On staff w riter Jerry Exel led readers in the confession that "the fact remains that our lives are a 
self-centered mess."140 Modeling the humility by which Jesus Kids sought to attract peers while 
subverting hypocrisy, he declared that "God can't do anything with us until we give up and face 
each other," and, "we are never going to get anywhere until we stop pretending with each 
other. Until we 'come off it' (that high place) and get down to earth, down to the nitty gritty w ith 
each other."141 The acceptance enabled via resignation of human judgment reconciled 
generational peers while setting them o ff from hypocritical, "plastic" elders. It also reconciled 
one's own inner being, enabling practitioners to avoid becoming hypocritical, themselves. The 
ultimate goal of such performances of innocence and humility was to "wipe out" personal hang­
ups, which disrupted relationships, divided one's own conscience, or presented an obstacle to 
spiritual connection.142 Meekness was therapeutic on every level.
It was also strategic on larger scales. They fe lt that such a position held radical social and 
theological potential: instead of the radical "death of God" theology, they sought the "death of 
se lf' to God, and instead of radical militancy, they would restore society via strategic dis- 
empowerment. By embracing weakness, emphasizing their own limitations, failures, mistakes 
and even ignorance, Jesus Kids reflected their determination to refute power. They stressed 
humility and the acceptance of unconditional love to  distance themselves from pressures of the 
surrounding culture -  resisting the hypocrisy of their elders, traditional doctrines of judgment, 
and disciplines of social conformity, and in this way, by retreating from all assertive agency, or 
any claim to power, they sought to  provide a means for society as a whole to be reborn. By the 
withdrawal o f their own assertive contributions to society, they deconstructed all "civilizing 
institutions" -  nuclear family units, church, society, which they believed enabled violence in the
140 Jerry Exel, "Through My Glasses Darkly: High Places," Right On 4, no. 5, issue 42, November 1972,
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world. Truly, to get "born again" was to  "do your part" for world peace. With "pure and simple 
love" as the "glue," Jesus Kids believed they created a pathway to a new church and new society.
Even as the Consultation on Church Union (COCU) -  the nearly ten-year ecumenical 
effort to merge mainlines into one large, united church -  foundered and failed in 1969, the Jesus 
People were successfully finding ways to dismantle constructs of denomination and religious 
division.143 Their avoidance of "deep intellectual vibes" ensured there was "no ambiguity" in 
their message. (This later became an advantage to those who wanted to fashion Jesus into a 
commercialized "mass identity.") By avoiding theology, they attempted to mitigate potential 
disagreement. Jesus in fellowship with one's own spirit made the seeker part of a new fam ily-  
"God's forever family." The shedding (or at least softening) of religious identity in the sixties had 
combined with the Civil Rights cooperative activism in unprecedented religious pluralism. With 
religious barriers already lowered, Jesus Kids' nonjudgmental acceptance and disinterest in 
institutional affiliation or doctrine served as an open door to the movement. They thus fostered 
a "grassroots ecumenism" not only among Protestants, but Catholics, Jews and secular seekers.
The focus on Jesus, himself, attracted Catholics and Jews disillusioned by traditional 
rites and structures, unable to find attractive alternatives among their own flocks. Some young 
Catholics -  by this time more solidly middle-class and removed from the ethnic or immigrant 
identities of their parents and grandparents -  found direct access to Jesus very compelling.144 
One related how "having been raised in a Catholic background, I'd never heard anyone talk 
about Jesus so much as this Christian who approached me on the street one day. Only by the 
grace of God did I ever listen with my spiritual ear to what he had to say, because I was really
143 The Consultation on Church Union, originating among United Presbyterian, Episcopal, Methodist 
and UCC churches and eventually growing to include five additional denominations representing a 
total of 25 million members, engaged in negotiations over a twelve year period spanning 1960 to 
1972 for a merger into one united Protestant church.
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soured on religion."145 Faith had become rote and Jesus a doctrinal abstraction or distant 
historical figure. Another young Catholic testified to "a tremendous deepening of my love for 
Jesus suddenly alive in my life...l have never before felt so much enthusiasm for a person in my 
whole life !"146
Due to contemporary efforts of "Jews for Jesus" founder Moishe Rosen, young Jews also 
joined the movement, drawn not only by their attraction to Jesus Kids but via appreciation for 
Jesus as a Jew. One related that "as a stranger and as a Jew, I was emotionally prepared to feel 
like an outsider; but they kept bringing me into their conversations, they kept shaking hands 
with me, giving me the grip...They were so dedicated; their lives seemed to have such purpose. I 
didn't know what it was they had, but I knew I wanted it for myself and if it was Jesus, then I 
wanted him, too ."147 Rosen constructed overt ecumenical pathways in the Berkeley companion 
movement, "Jews for Jesus" -  a new link between the faiths that not only drew Jews to Jesus, 
but conversely some Christians to Judaism, including Los Angeles Jesus Movement leaders, Tony 
and Susan Alamo. Rosen taught the "Jewishness of Christianity" -  that Jesus was Jewish and that 
the New Testament was a Jewish book bearing out prophecies of the Jewish Scriptures, the 
Talmud. Therefore as Right On writer, Arnie Bernstein explained, Jews could "believe that Jesus 
Christ is the Messiah of Israel, the only perfect man, and the unique Son of God."148 Just like 
Jesus Kids, so "Jews for Jesus" could claim that Jesus "was raised from the dead by the Spirit of 
the Living God and that the only way one can truly know God is by first coming to know His 
perfect Son Jesus."149 Rosen additionally stressed Jesus as ethnic Jew -  swarthy, short and 
stocky. ("It is bad enough being blamed for Jesus' death over these past two thousand years, but
145 Kittler, Jesus Kids and Their Leaders, 213.
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it is insulting and degrading to be told that Jesus Christ doesn't even look Jewish," he 
complained.)150 Young Jews thus could relate to Jesus both ethnically and spiritually. "I know 
Jesus pretty well," one young Jew, Lenny Bruce said. "I really do. I know Jesus very well. I know 
him better than any o f the goyim know him. I know what he felt, and I know what he meant. I 
really dig Jesus."151
*
Although thousands took up the gospel they preached, Jesus Kids' radical theological 
and political conception o f salvation also angered many. Establishment and radical detractors 
alternately scorned Jesus Kids' challenge to power or their counterrevolutionary obstacle to it. 
Radicals frequently saw Jesus Kids as secular underground paper editor Lawrence Lipton did: as 
"shills and finks of capitalism and the status quo whose job is to dilute, neutralize and ensnare 
political dissent."152 Likewise, radical magazine Ramparts carped at what they perceived as 
narrow-minded jingoism and imperious religiosity. (These were assumptions levied without 
attention to facts. "[W ]e made it clear what we are not supported by the right-wing or any other 
political faction...[and] the fact is that most Jesus Freaks do not consider America Christian, as 
expressed by one brother who has written on his car, 'God Judge America,"' Right On editors 
said in defense.)153
Neither did Jesus Kids garner enthusiasm in traditionalist corners -  conservative or 
liberal. "Conservative churchgoers find it too liberal. Non-Jesus Freaks find it's too conservative. 
Traditional churchmen feel it's somewhat simplistic, elitist, dogmatic and overly emotional,"
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according to contemporary social critic, John E. Fitzgerald.154 Thus, critiques were ecumenical. 
Conservatives especially did not like Jesus Kids' informal aesthetics or liberal social politics.
"Jesus was not the first hippie," declared Garner Ted Armstrong, a fundamentalist radio 
evangelist. "He did not plot to overthrow the government. He did not have long hair. He did not 
reject the Establishment. He did not wear sloppy clothes."155
Jesus Kids nonetheless retained a narrow evangelical theology. Liberals were uneasy 
w ith the Jesus Kids' simple readings of the Bible and worried they would alienate an increasingly 
secular and educated public from Christianity entirely.156 In liberals' eyes, Jesus Kids narrowed 
their social and intellectual worlds for a sense of security, stability, and order but in the process 
showed worrisome signs of immaturity, irresponsibility, and closed-mindedness.157 They feared 
the consequences of a generation lacking traditional faith, education and a sense o f history, 
unable or unwilling to rationally evaluate complex issues.158 Parents feared their children were 
brainwashed and attempted "deprogramming" interventions.
That Jesus Kids drew so many to their gatherings while mainliners watched their own 
flocks thin worried religious authorities in institutionalized bodies. Jesus Kids threatened clerical 
ordination and denominational distinctions with their folksy new music, intimate small groups, 
spontaneous emotional expression, casual "rap sessions" (versus formal homilies), use of 
colloquial street language and informal sacraments shared in fellowship groups. (Anyone could 
baptize, and they redefined communion as "an outstretched hand or a meal or a place to
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crash.")159 Members of the Catholic hierarchy warned against ecumenism and informal 
religiosity, and Chris Pike's own father, Bishop James A. Pike had earlier issued a pastoral letter 
declaring that "this particular [neocharismatic] phenomenon has reached a point where it is 
dangerous to the power and unity of the church and a threat to  sound doctrine and policy."160 
The churches are "really afraid of them" according to one lay Presbyterian.161 John Fitzgerald 
worried that Jesus Freaks validated a dangerous decontextualization, introducing seekers to "a 
spiritual Alice's Restaurant" with a "varied menu" of self-discovery, Pentecostalism, Oriental 
spirituality, rap and sensitivity sessions, fundamentalist fervor in addition to "faith healing, 
expectations of the Second Coming...and speaking in tongues."162
Yet, conventional churches were floundering, losing members if not to secularism, then 
to grassroots spiritual groups like Jesus People. Religious organizations that flourished were 
those that hosted a "spiritual underground" of informal aesthetics, intimate community, 
contemporary music, and spiritual expression.163 Jesus People enjoined churches to see the 
necessity of responding to popular yearnings. But, critics maintained Jesus Kids' blindness to the 
implications o f their religious perspective. The rejection o f worldliness could lead to its own kind 
of parochial condemnatory attitude. British philosopher and local Berkeley Eastern Spirituality 
guru, Alan Watts, charged that "to  identify Jesus the man as the one-and-only historical 
incarnation of a Divinity considered as the imperial Jehovah is only to reinforce the arrogance of 
'white' Christianity -  with all the cruel self-righteousness of its missionary zeal."164
Berkeley Jesus Kids made their defense from an imagined marginalized position. "Of 
course, I can't defend all the bad things that have gone on in the name of Christianity, such as
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the Inquisition, the Crusades, the persecution of the blacks in the South in the name of God; but 
our Christianity was real -  it was coming to know Jesus in a personal way and permitting Him to 
change a life," according to  Sparks. Detractors did not give "our type of Christianity a chance."165
They saw themselves like Jesus and his followers, slandered for their unsavory 
fraternizing and unpopular alternatives in their own day. "Who likes us? Just the people, that's 
all," Right On defensively announced. "They think that's groovy and they like our Jesus. They like 
His unconditional love and acceptance. They dig His uncanny ability to give them meaning and 
direction for living -  as well as the way that He begins to make them whole healthy people. It's 
just like the first century: the street people, the oppressed, and the workers all dig Jesus. The 
only ones who are down on Him are the reactionaries who are on an ego power tr ip ."166 They 
attributed resistance to others' blindness; they simply did not have the enlightened awareness 
that being born again bestowed. God rewarded persecution. In a cheeky (but earnest) 
encouragement, Right On reminded their cohorts that if "people start hassling you...just praise 
the Lord and dig it because you'll get a big jackpot in heaven."167 
Do: The "In But Not o f the W orld" Lifestyle
In applications of "full dependence on God," Jesus Kids had to negotiate a paradox. On 
one hand, full dependence required total self-resignation. On the other, they desired to 
articulate a viably practical political vision -  a "third force" alternative to Left and Right,
Establishment and radical. Jesus Kids reconciled the contradiction by advocating individual 
lifestyles "in but not of the world."
The "in not of the world" lifestyle began with "dying to the world" -  a commitment that 
Jesus Kids symbolized in baptism. Going into the water, one renounced the old life, and being
165 Sparks, God's Forever Family, 23.
166 "Where We're At: Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea," Right On 1, no. 4,1969,1. CCC,
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raised up out of it, one began a new life in Christ. Thus, baptism provided a religious rite that for 
Jesus Kids solidified intentions to leave straight life for Jesus' lifestyle -  a renunciation that 
offered a critique of conventions of society, articulating a desire fo r a new society. Mass 
baptisms -  tens or even thousands baptized in public locations from the Berkeley Ludwig 
fountain to the reflecting pool at the foot of the Lincoln Memorial to Calvary Chapel pastor,
Chuck Smith's famed baptisms of thousands at a time in the Pacific Ocean -  served as implicit 
announcements of mass resistance, their intent to reject society and build a new one in the shell 
of the old.168
Following symbolic acts of renunciation, Jesus Kids embraced alternative values: "All you 
have to do to be a Jesus People," according to one young woman, "is to put Jesus ahead of 
everything else in your life. Once you do that, materialistic values don't count anymore. You're 
free."169 Their new values led Jesus Kids to leave jobs, school, and families for life outside the 
system in street evangelism and communes. As another testified, "Finally, I knew it was the 
Lord's will for me to forsake all for Him. Jesus said no man can serve two masters. You cannot 
serve God and Mammon. I quit my job, sold my car, and moved into a Christian house. I do only 
the Lord's work now."170
Jesus Kids strode a fine line between constructive political engagement and 
otherworldly detachment. On one hand, as Right On writers argued, "when we look at the life of 
Jesus, we see that He spent much of His time ministering to the personal needs of the people 
around Him. He usually avoided direct political confrontation...Getting tangled in the political
168 On Berkeley baptisms see Sparks, God's Forever Family, 225-228; Swartz, Moral Minority, 94. On 
Washington baptisms, see Plowman, Jesus Movement in America, 67. For Pacific mass baptisms see 
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makes, citing Jesus communes as a rejection of bourgeois technocracy or a "non-vote" as a political 
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hassles would have side-tracked Jesus and His followers from the mission of redemption and 
reconciliation."171 On the other, they believed that God held people responsible for political 
decisions. They conceded that it was "obvious that the Christian ethic...'love your neighbor as 
yourself has tremendous social implications and will influence political behavior."172
Increasingly, especially around the time o f the 1972 presidential election in which liberal 
favorite George McGovern challenged incumbent Richard Nixon, highly unpopular among youth, 
the writers of Right On focused attention on formulating a coherent political stance. Their 
rhetoric encouraged a more proactive engagement. "We are called to cope, not to cop out,"
Jerry Exel admonished. "Getting 'high' means transcending your problems. Getting Jesus means 
receiving the love to deal w ith them ."173 For racism, apathy, poverty, war or oppression, " it is 
faithfulness to the Lord to take a stand," David Gill charged. "It is unfaithfulness to surrender to 
the world-system and the devil, to endorse the evil status quo by dropping out."174 Right On 
writers overtly criticized "fundamentalists" for their conversionist attitude, which stopped at the 
point of individual salvation. ("A sad characteristic of American Fundamentalism has been to 
stop at the point of individual salvation," David Gill argued. "It is well to remember He is Lord of 
political life, economic life, academic life -  all o f our life, not simply o f our eternal destiny.")175 
Any such practice made one a "tool of the Establishment" and a pawn of the status quo.
Right On staff writer Jack Buckley expressed the desire to "get the people of God 
together -  in big conventions or in little cell groups -  and start hammering out what the real 
issues are in order to lay a solid biblical foundation for erecting an alternative to the present
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system."176 "Why can't we come up with something really radical instead of reworked Rousseau 
or Huey Newton? Man, the gospel is radical! It cuts to the very roots of man and his culture. We 
need to  build a biblical, radical, realistic alternative if we're ever to have a real choice over 
against American humanism, left or right."177 They envisioned the possibility of infiltrating the 
"power structure" to "acquire the controls" and determinatively change the direction of society 
quickly going to Hell in a hand basket.178 Nonetheless, they were constantly restrained by 
theological conviction: it was God who brought about real change, not human effort.
Thus, to engage society without compromising the beliefs, identity, and values that set 
them apart by living "in but not of the world" allowed Jesus Kids to  address the simultaneous 
imperatives to disengage from all inherently sinful human constructions yet still engage 
politically. As David Gill explained in a 1972 column following Nixon's reelection, the "in but not 
of the world" lifestyle involved "total" commitment to "follow in the footsteps of the Master,
Jesus Christ."179 "Whether we begin with the Sermon on the Mount or any other part of the 
teaching of Jesus Christ we see that the follower of Jesus is (in His words) 'in the world, but not 
of the world,"' he explained. "If we are 'in the world' there can be no dropping out while 
remaining under His Lordship. Yet there can be no compromising or selling out to the world- 
system if we are not 'o f the w orld .'"180 "This will involve a renunciation of the world-system and 
its ugly characteristics," he elaborated. "Did Jesus Christ ever employ the tactics of violence? Did 
He discriminate against people of different race or sex? Did He value things above people? Did
176 Jack Buckley, "Is There an Alternative?," Right On 4, no. 2, issue 39, August 1972, 4. CCC, Temple 
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He identify with the self-righteous, the powerful, the rich? Did He live for Himself or for others?
Did He die for Himself or others?"181
In this way, the concept o f "in but not of the world" addressed potential challenge and 
contradiction. Their views committed them to fundamental weakness, refraining from 
overdetermined ideological or theological commitment, but Jesus Kids could claim that their 
radical politics came from God's design rather than of their own devising, which Gill explained by 
pointing to the moment o f Incarnation. When God took on flesh, "God became man in our 
history," inaugurating "a new order," he argued. Thus, "in the life of Christ we see a 
revolutionary force which succeeded where opposing military forces and alienated citizens 
failed. His life, death, and resurrection were a victory through suffering love," he explained.182 
Through conversion, one underwent "a microcosmic reenactment of the Incarnation; God takes 
on human flesh again, giving us power to do things impossible in ourselves."183
Brooks Alexander similarly pointed to Jesus as the instantiation of God's politics 
transcending human affairs, "de-fataliz[ing] the world and de-sanctif[ying] the powers that 
be."184 "The radical gospel proclaims not only that a Revolution of Love is possible, but that it 
has come. It means that a man cannot bring in the kingdom by his own works; he can only live 
the light of the revolution that has already taken place in Christ," he argued. "The first Christians 
did not try  to overturn the Roman Empire, or to use it for their own purposes. They simply 
believed and acted as though it was not the real center of power and authority, and this attitude 
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argued, "we are not called to make a sick world well; we are called to  live well. That is a powerful 
political act in itself."186
Therefore, the political vision of "in not of the world" lifestyles involved "bring[ing] 
about millions of new Christmases around the world...followed by growth and maturity in the 
steps of Christ," according to Gill.187 In this way, Jesus Kids believed that they could accomplish 
comprehensive social change while honoring individual dignity and difference. Holding to the 
conviction expressed in a previous column, that "a lot of screwed up people living together 
results in a screwed-up society," they claimed there was "no way fo r us to get it together and 
stop preferential treatment and oppression and war until and unless the vast majority of the 
human race ask Jesus into their lives and listen to His Spirit. It starts with you."188 Now, two 
years later, their position was confirmed.
It was a revolutionary strategy that was radical but realistic. Gill contended, and the 
exigencies o f the time called for radical solutions. "With the nuclear weapons poised for our 
total destruction, war and violence must be considered obsolete. With the overwhelming 
evidence for corruption of human values on all sides, normal political, social, and economic 
reforms are no consolation," he argued.189 He granted that his "program for today sounds too 
idealistic and far out," but he insisted that " it  is realistic to the problems of the world-system and 
humanity and it is realistic to the power o f G od."190 In this way, they understood themselves as 
setting the pace for revolutionaries around the world. In the adoption of "in but not of" 
lifestyles, Jesus Kids could maintain commitment to  decentralized, informal organization while 
still addressing the most profound political problems of the day. And Jesus Kids believed this
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political stance cleared them of charges of escapism. On the contrary, Gill argued that "in but 
not o f ' committed them to socially-constructive political engagement. Millions of converts 
would give rise to a society prioritizing human values over power, wealth and materialism.
One secular New Left defector, Susan Starkey, reinforced Jesus' Kids' convictions. She 
witnessed to  her own sense of "spiritual void" as a radical activist, claiming that "somewhere 
along the line, my concern for the victims of social injustice began to take second place to the 
growing hatred I began to feel for those I held responsible -  the war machine, the church, the 
Birchers, the political chiefs, the so-called establishment and their flunkies, the 'pigs.'"191 Fed up 
with constant anger, she left the movement for the Jesus People, seeking to replace her constant 
frustration with "love." Subsequently, she explained that as a Jesus follower she was "still 
crucially concerned with social problems, though I no longer align myself with the New Left. 
Neither have I fallen prey to the radical right (as some think all Christians do)," she explained.192 
Instead of radical agitation to  unseat establishment authority, she grew to believe that "true 
revolution" took place within individuals. "I have learned that only when the war inside the 
individual is over -  then will wars in the world and on the streets end. Only when greed and 
selfishness in human hearts are overcome by the desire to give, then will poverty be 
eradicated.,.1 see as my primary goal now to spread the Truth, to show others that only through 
a peace and alliance with God our Maker will the real victory, the real revolution to truth and 
beauty be won."193
Moreover, it was a solution none had yet conceived. 'The answer is near now. Both the 
system-supporters and the alienated never make the slightest motions toward this unique 
position," Gill admonished. 'They are 'in the world and of the world.' They are opposed to each
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other but meet on the same terms with the same tactics to establish roughly similar ends."194 
Jesus Kids thus saw their ways as vast improvements over New Left alternatives. "When we 
began the radical left was strong, diverse, and active. The People's Park action had seemed to 
build solidarity and the Black Panther conference on a United Front Against Fascism attracted 
thousands. But there was just one problem: all the political talk still le ft that spiritual void inside 
and the people who were counting on it to solve that need were doomed to disappointment. I 
guess that's where the poverty o f Marxist political philosophy first begins to show itself," Right 
On editorialized.195 On the contrary. Gill argued, Jesus Kids were neither "fatalistic -  simply 
sitting idly by waiting for the pie-in-the-sky-by-and-by," nor "utopian with respect to seeing 
perfection before the return of our Lord and Liberator."196 Rather, their aim was to create a 
"pilot plant" to show how life could be under Jesus' direction, pointing to eschatological 
fulfillment.197
Right On editor David Gill called this political vision one of "depoliticization," a position 
articulated by Christian anarchist philosopher Jacques Ellul. "That is, fo r all the hulabaloo about 
electoral politics, real changes in the lives o f individuals and societies must come from...looking 
to Jesus the Messiah first, then developing solidarity among communities of the people of 
Christ," he explained.198 In this way, he articulated the belief that Jesus Kids' third-way "in but 
not of the world" lifestyle politically transcended cycles of hegemonic struggle altogether.
Whereas "radicals make things issues that get picked up by liberals, then Democrats until finally 
the Republicans are all saying the same things," commitment to Jesus enabled "gut-level"
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change that freed from mundane political struggle, editor Sharon Gallagher elaborated.199
Return to  the simple gospel enabled Jesus followers to return to the "roots of the Christian faith"
and to wield it to "cut to the root" of cultural issues. The moral change that Jesus effected in
converts so transformed values as to make political tussle moot. As contemporary observer
Michael McFadden approvingly noted, in the Jesus Movement,
the revolution in this society is over...The kids today will not 
settle for a tract house with a well-tended front yard in place 
of a loving home; nor will they accept the armor o f a large 
automobile in place of a warm embrace from a friend....[T]hey 
will not justify stealing as fair profit. They will not accept a 
corporate title  in the place of an honest day's work; nor will 
they allow anyone to be placed above them, just as they will 
not place themselves above others.200
The political vision that Jesus Kids embodied resonated with other salient voices o f the 
day, such as John Charles Cooper who in The New Morality heralded a revolution o f attitudes 
over actions and of relationships taking reforming precedent over principles and institutions.
Likewise, they offered an instance of the more popular articulations of Charles Reich who in The 
Greening o f America hailed the political revolution originating with individual resistance.
Which direction the movement might take was impossible to tell. Based on their radical 
politics, liberals foresaw that Jesus Kids could end up in their own camp.201 According to New 
York Times reporter, Edward B. Fiske, "despite their conservative theological overlay, the 
[movement Christians] remain liberals socially and politically. They reject a number o f the values 
that normally go along with old-time religion, notably a commitment to  capitalism and the work
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ethic."202 "Indeed, the real beneficiaries could even turn out to be the liberals," Fiske 
remarked.203
Some forward-thinking conservatives, like Christianity Today editor Carl Henry 
conversely took heart in their rejection of liberal humanism and the "scientific-mechanistic view 
o f reality."204 Henry's view that the youth culture was correct in its insistence that "a good 
society has its basis not in impersonal mathematical formulas, but in human sensibilities, 
personal worth, the realm of spirit" was also a standpoint with which Francis Schaeffer 
agreed.205
Jesus Kids' principled similarities to New Left decentralization, and their emphasis on 
feeling and rejection of structure made the movement vulnerable to incorporation. Though they 
maintained a socially liberationist agenda, as those on the Right overcame their distaste for the 
hippie aesthetic, greatly served by Schaeffer's persuasions paving the way for others, including 
Bill Bright and Billy Graham, the Jesus Kids' anti-intellectualism provided a powerful ticket to the 
Right's own cultural advancement. (Indeed, they supplied an end-run around the intellectually 
vexing and socially-handicapping problem of "reason versus revelation" by removing the need 
for reason at all. In time, the instrumentality of the mystical spirit would prove highly 
advantageous to the Right.)206 Although Jesus Kids attempted to remain faithful to their 
principles -  to loosely-bound, egalitarian organization -  this would soon become a liability.
A Star is Bom: The Religious Right Rises
As Jesus Kids labored internally to articulate their theological and political vision that 
would save America from wars both spiritual and worldly, another Jesus emerged in their midst, 
coming like a th ief in the night. Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice's Jesus Christ Superstar -
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itself not o f divine parentage but of Broadway's genealogy, a direct descendent of Broadway hit 
Hair, whose creators took inspiration from the experience of the 1967 "Summer of Love" -  rose 
from the midst to steal the spotlight. Even as the musical struck a popular nerve because of the 
Jesus movement preceding it, and even as popular reception elevated Jesus movement 
popularity nationally among mainstream youth, by turns its popular success ultimately 
cannibalized the vulnerable movement. In one sense, through Superstar, the Jesus movement 
and the counterculture came full circle -  both originating with the "Summer o f Love," travelling 
in parallel paths, only to meet again in a Broadway reincarnation o f their future selves -  Jesus 
the turned-on charismatic leader of an idealistic but flawed counterculture. Yet, the musical also 
became the point of origination for a new trajectory. As those on the Religious Right hopped on 
the bandwagon, redeploying the mass success o f Superstar and youth culture cache for 
conservative evangelical aims, they made themselves the real beneficiaries of Superstar's 
success among star-struck youth enthusiastic for "Jesus highs," ultimately isolating and 
encapsulating the Jesus movement.
As one Time entertainment critic claimed, the commercial success of Jesus Christ 
Superstar was both "symptom and partial result o f the current wave of spiritual fervor among 
the young known as the Jesus Revolution."207 On one hand, by focusing a retrospective spotlight 
upon the Jesus movement. Superstar took the movement to new heights in national awareness 
and popularity. According to liberal Christian magazine Christian Century, "Each year has its 
religious obsession," and 1971 was "Jesus' year."208 National press attention trailing Superstar's 
cresting popularity sparked a rush of curiosity about the Jesus movement, which to that point 
had remained largely matters of local concern or features in smaller, niche publications. In 
February 1971 the national general-interest magazine, Look profiled the movement; Time
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magazine followed in June with a major feature of "the Jesus Revolution." According to 
movement historian David Di Sabatino, Look's coverage was a breakthrough for Jesus People, 
acknowledging the movement's scope and consequence exceeding its local California 
manifestations, which spawned a "cottage industry" of subsequent press including other articles 
in major publications Life and Newsweek, television exposes, films and other "denominational 
ruminations."209 World Council of Churches spokesman Rev. Eugene L. Smith called the 
popularity o f the Jesus movement "a major clue to our tim e."210 He intimated parallels to the 
Reformation -  another time of upheaval surrounding disillusioning discrepancy between Jesus' 
life and institutionalized encrustations. "Not since the 1st or 16th centuries has there been such a 
combination of interest in Christian faith and disinterest in its institutional forms," he 
marveled.211
Yet, although many looked to Jesus Christ Superstar to  understand youthful visions of 
Jesus as "fellow rebel against worldliness and war" and "history's most persistent and accessible 
symbol of brotherly love," the musical cast quite a cynical reflection not only upon the 
revolutionary times but upon popular fashioning o f Jesus into cult leader and divine mascot.
Most saliently, the musical made the point that just as Jesus himself, in the midst of a failed 
attempt to save Israel from Rome's imperial oppression, effected not national deliverance but 
met his own tragic death, so modern revolutionaries must consider the perennial disillusionment 
that followed putting faith in one man whose leadership ultimately disappointed. The musical's 
theme, "he's a man -  he's just a man. He's not a king -  he's just the same as anyone I know," 
invited comparisons with Martin Luther King, Jr. or Bobby Kennedy, whose crusades for change 
met with tragedy or failure. Likewise, the Superstar's groupies held the mirror up to those who
209 "History of the Jesus Movement," by David Di Sabatino, accessed August 14, 2014, www.one- 
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would make one man the center of their cult, a means for their own "spiritual trip ."212 In the 
end, there was no resurrection, "just a dejected group of young people boarding the bus that is 
their movement to try  to carry on."213 Jesus Freaks -  with their T-shirts proclaiming they were 
"high on Jesus," bumper-stickered battered vans, and assemblages on street corners blocking 
traffic just like any radical endeavor of the day -  looked like the ragtag groupies of the musical 
(though Jesus Kids, themselves rejected its message).214 The telltale question was how Jesus 
People would react to their own newfound celebrity. Then how would they respond when issues 
and enthusiasm faded -  when the ecstasy of incarnation led to the cross of suffering?
Observers commented that whereas the movement could not survive in its unstructured 
form, the Jesus People nonetheless reflected the overstructured nature of much of American 
religion. "It's not a fad, but its nature will change," North Park Seminary professor Sigurd 
Westberg predicted. "It's virtually impossible fo r a movement to remain unstructured this way.
As it recognizes its permanence it will become structured and develop some doctrine."215 Others 
speculated on the inevitability of its absorption into the power structure itself. "Will the 
churches be perceptive enough to recognize it (as has show biz), expansive enough to absorb it 
and wise enough to guide it, offering stability w ithout rigidity?" critic John Fitzgerald 
wondered.216 On the other hand, the Jesus Movement reflected churches' institutional insularity 
and the imperative to engage the world beyond church walls, to get out onto the street and into 
the marketplace, and to relinquish large bureaucratic endeavors. "Their gifts to  us are zeal, and 
love in true community...This decade of church history will be determined not by the success or
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failure of the NCC (National Council of Churches) and COCU (Conference on Christian Unity) [sic] 
but by our response to the Jesus Movement," contemporary commentator Glenn Kittler 
remarked.217 Liberal scholar, Harvey Cox predicted the end o f "dreary" organized denominations 
and return to people's religion "free of bureaucracy forever."218
Yet, for all the theological hand-wringing that the musical provoked, Superstar's 
commercial meta-story rivaled theology for the stronger narrative. (For all the fanfare, the 
characterizing of Judas as hero, the portrayal of Jews as authoritarian blowhards, plus the 
theological liberties Weber and Rice took with the crucifixion alienated many Jewish, liberal, and 
evangelical audiences.)219 According to contemporary critic James R. Huffman, 'The very first 
fact that the critic must deal with...is the tremendous popularity of Jesus Christ Superstar. The 
work is no doubt the 'biggest all media parlay in show-business history.' Like the Beatles, though 
without apology, Superstar is probably more popular than Christ himself...One bitter critic 
expects Superstar sweatshirts and bath salts to come out soon, in a complete 'Selling of the 
Savior.'"220 Likewise, as New York Times critic Don Heckman commented, the musical, w ith its 
inoffensive "rock" and pop Jesus represented "success, success, success. And when it happens 
on that large scale, it's enough to  make even such old hands at the religion merchandising game 
as Billy Graham sit up and take notice."221 Film director Franco Zeffirelli urged, "this decade 
should be one of spiritual awakening," and culture producers should not ignore it.222 Not only 
did its commercial success inspire pop music artists and culture producers to manufacture waves
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of new religious products popular in the Jesus movement, like Jesus t-shirts and bumper stickers, 
buttons, decals, shoulder patches, watches, etc., but its effect on the mainstreaming of the Jesus 
movement forced the hand of religious conservatives.223
Superstar popularity accelerated mainstream youth attraction to the Jesus movement. 
Huffman noted that despite show managers' expectations o f trouble in the Midwest and South, 
traveling companies played to their biggest audiences among "Mary Poppins family 
audiences."224 It "fed into the 'hipness' o f Jesus among the youth generation," musical scholar 
Jean L. Bosch points out.225 As Superstar, national press, and speculation peaked in 1971, the 
Jesus movement energy shifted decidedly. Fellowship groups replaced street churches. Street 
and straight Christians intermingled in coffeehouses, practicing "personal evangelism" "against a 
background of music, readings, drama or films."226 And revival took hold on some California 
college campuses, augmenting student interest in youth groups and community coffeehouses.
The Los Angeles Times reported that two to three hundred o f UC-lrvine's student population of
6,000 joined the Jesus movement in the 1970-71 school year, and with their new affiliation 
students started a host of campus Bible studies, tent meetings, religious singing groups, and 
classes on Jesus' life and teachings.227 Student interest boosted church and chapel attendance 
and participation in older interdenominational Christian campus organizations like Campus 
Crusade for Christ, Young Life, and Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.228 Campus Crusade for 
Christ founder, Bill Bright began envisioning a massive evangelization effort, reaching the entire
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globe by 1980. By 1972, "the element of 'Drop out and hate your parents' [was] totally 
disappearing from the Jesus Movement in the L.A. area," Duane Pederson observed.229
The constellation of Jesus interest awakened conservative evangelical leaders not only 
to the potential for enhancing their own churches, but to  the dangerous possibility of Jesus' 
popularity contributing to the revitalization of liberalism. Evangelicals had been reluctant to 
incorporate youth culture, but liberals who were much more open to  diverse expression were 
engaging in radical experimentation. Several large Manhattan mainline churches drew huge 
attendance to experimental liturgies incorporating Superstar rock opera selections; others 
adopted colorful titles and attire, amplified guitars, and body sway to feed the hunger for 
emotion in church.230 Evangelicals thus reconsidered the Jesus Kids, whose politics, aesthetics 
and mystical propensities they had formerly found off-putting. As National Association of 
Evangelicals (NAE) president Dr. Hudson Armerding remarked, they both shared a "high view" of 
Jesus and scripture. They shared a belief in the necessity of conversion and the imprudence of a 
social gospel. Though Armerding was worried that resurgent interest in Jesus sparked by 
Superstar might produce a dangerous "faddism" leading to an "incomplete view o f the person 
and work of Christ," neither did he want to relinquish the Jesus Movement's potential affiliation 
w ith conservative theology and churches. To forestall misunderstanding he reiterated: "the Jesus 
People and 'Jesus Christ-Superstar' don't go together."231 Or, more compellingly stated, 
according to  contemporary Baptist churchman, John Bisagno, "unless the church can latch on to
Patt Morrison, "Youths Take Street Faith to Campus," Los Angeles Times, November 12,1972.
230 See Myra MacPherson, "’Jesus Christ, Superstar’," Washington Post, Times Herald, April 5,1971; 
"Troubadours for God," Time, May 24,1971, 56-57. See also Mark Oppenheimer, Knocking on 
Heaven's Door: American Religion in the Age o f Counterculture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2003).
231 John Dart, "Evangelist Worried by New Interest in Jesus," Los Angeles Times, April 21,1971,18.
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the Jesus movement...we are going to miss the greatest opportunity that we've ever had; we 
had better accept these kids and get hold o f them and indoctrinate them."232
Thus, Bill Bright's decision to include a Jesus Rock line-up at his Explo '72 convention 
marked a determinative shift, enabling those on the Right to capitalize on mainstream Jesus 
popularity for their own purposes. Explo, involving a week of student evangelism training and 
practice held in Dallas in the summer of 1972, served as the launch for Bright's worldwide 
evangelization vision. Bright's decision, based on Billy Graham's mode of featuring popular 
musicians, athletes, entertainers and folk heroes at his own rallies, proved crucial. The event 
drew 75,000 attendees, garnering recognition as the "largest camp meeting ever" and repute as 
the "Religious Woodstock." However, not longhaired Jesus Kids, but white, middle-class college 
students -  remarkably "friendly, clean, untroubled kids from the small towns of America" 
flocked to the event.233 To this point, evangelicals had largely remained committed not just to 
conventionally straight aesthetics, but to a rationalist orientation, both of which contributed to 
their aversion to the long-haired politically-left leaning Jesus mystics. But with Explo, those on 
the conventional Right warmed to the potentials of youthful ecstasy and hip aesthetics. Nightly 
rallies hyped energy w ith music and Jesus cheers approximating other contemporary rock 
festivals and concerts.
Yet, Jesus Movement attendees noted differences with displeasure. Though Bright had 
determined not to politicize the event dedicated to worldwide evangelism, rallies incorporated 
explicitly patriotic overtones and establishment figures, including military generals, astronaut 
James Irwin, and several corporation heads, in addition to noted conservative evangelical 
headliner, Billy Graham. With this, Bright explicitly funneled Jesus enthusiasm toward political 
and religious conservatism. Right On editor Sharon Gallagher, who was in attendance, warily
232 Quoted in Haines, "The Emergence of Jesus Rock," 243.
233 Edward B. Fiske, "A 'Religious Woodstock’ Draws 75,000," New York Times, June 16,1972; Michael 
Kernan, "Spreading the Gospel of Explo '72," Washington Post, Times Herald, July 4, 1972.
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observed that "the whole thing reminds you of the Roman Coliseum.,.[e]xcept in those days the 
Christians weren't in the stands. Something's changed."234 Movement Christian and former New 
Lefter Jim Wallis commented that "the shallowness of the Christian witnessing here is a frightful 
thing." The question haunted him: "what if  Jesus turned up today, black and unkempt and 
unwashed and ready to take on the Pentagon, General Motors, and the White House all at the 
same time? What would the Explo kids think then?" They "would be shocked to the core by the 
towering wrath of a true revolutionary."235
Bright had decisively facilitated fundamentalist acceptance of "longhairs" and their 
music and redeployed it among the newly energized mainstream. Via successfully incorporating 
"Jesus popularity," religious conservatives effectively "divided and conquered" -  discovering a 
way to  enhance their own influence while isolating the Jesus movement. In quick succession, the 
inverse of Armerding's fears came to pass. Following Explo, pundits (and perhaps the public) 
came to equate the Jesus Kids with the fundamentalist Right. "What these new Jesus people 
seem not to realize is that Jesus had more in common with the population of Woodstock than 
with them...[that he] was probably not clean-cut and sweet-smelling; and that he wouldn't have 
had $25 to buy admission to their 'Explo '72'," one submitted to the Washington Post. "This 
Jesus revolution is a wonderful opiate, and nothing is more soothed and benefited by it than the 
political and religious establishment," he lamented.236
Bright's vision and success inspired evangelicals, who ramped up evangelization 
missions with conservative ecumenism as their prime strategy and youth their prime target.
They poured more investment into building a solidly professional Christian music industry.237 
Following Bright's lead, they aimed for mass coverage. In the October following Explo, Dallas
234 Fiske, "Religious Woodstock."
235 Kernan, "Spreading the Gospel of Explo 72."
236 Charles Segers, "Observation on Explo 72'," Letters to the Editor, Washington Post, Times Herald,
June 22,1972.
237 See Stowe, No Sympathy fo r the Devil.
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became the first major city to host a full nightly Jesus Rock radio program -  four hours of 
"inspirational radio" six nights per week. DJ Paul Baker envisioned building a nationwide 
"spiritual network" beaming information about new releases or happenings in the Christian 
youth community from coast to coast.238 Besides Bright's scheme, other evangelicals united 100 
conservative Christian churches of various denominations for mass evangelism in their "Key '73" 
mission to evangelize the entire nation. Conservative evangelicals even extended cooperative 
efforts beyond the Fundamentalist Protestant fold. "Evangelism has now become fashionable," 
one commented. "Fundamentalists find themselves suddenly being joined by a host of unlikely 
new companions, including Roman Catholic bishops and former liberal workers in the peace 
movement."239 Yet, unlike Jesus Movement counterparts, such efforts took on an imperialistic 
cast. Jewish observers noted regression from "the pluralistic idea that Jews, Catholics and others 
are full partners in American society."240 Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum of the American Jewish 
Committee commented that "what emerges from a careful reading of the Key 73 literature.Js 
that this 'evangelical revival' effort is based on a conception of America as an 'evangelical
/w 241empire.
With their evangelical zeal and commercial investment, efforts by those on the Religious 
Right soon eclipsed the Jesus Movement, which itself dissipated with the winding down of 
antiwar fervor. Those who had participated and led the movement went in several directions.
Though some Jesus Movement endeavors institutionalized as parachurches, counseling centers, 
or new nondenominational churches, and others attempted to persevere as countercultural 
communes (notably Jesus People USA in Chicago, an offshoot of the Seattle Jesus People Army)
238 "Communicatin' It!: A Joyful Noise for Dallas," Right On 4, no. 7, issue 44, January 1973,12. CCC, 
Temple University.
239 Dan L. Thrapp, "’73 Evangelism Drive May Be Test of Revival," Los Angeles Times, August 6,1972.




Jesus groups mostly disbanded. Most participants melded back into straight society, "returning 
to college or buying land, getting married" or rejoining institutional churches.242 They dropped 
old "Jesus Freak" or "Jesus People" designations for the less rebellious label, "Christian."243 
Though earlier Jesus Kids rejected higher education in the name of simplicity, many now turned 
to academic pursuits to integrate their point of view into culture or to continue their push for a 
theological questioning of social values. They recognized that they had to "deal with the world" 
and "make Christianity work."
Many movement leaders and sympathizers hoped that as former movement 
participants dispersed, they would transform the communities where they settled. Like secular 
peers who attempted to preserve antiestablishment values as they reintegrated into straight 
society -  "rejecting traditional occupations that offer only conventional rewards like money, 
status...security [and] looking for and demanding that institutions provide the opportunity to 
realize radical human commitments" -  Jesus Kids took their experiences with them into 
traditional congregations, social settings and family life.244 "Keep in mind, too, that as the 
Movement grew, more and more young people from traditional churches were radicalized by 
these new 'hippie' Jesus People and joined the Movement while continuing to attend their home 
church," Duane Pederson pointed out. "As the Movement began to  fade in the mid-1970s, many 
of them stayed in those churches, becoming Sunday School teachers, youth workers, pastors, 
even missionaries."245
As radical New Left leader Rennie Davis, remarked, "this generation is completely 
hidden, like a Trojan horse in this country. We are now in every aspect of every institution, every
242 Edward Fiske, "Read About the ’Heavy Solution’," New York Times, November 5,1972.
243 Morrison, "Youths Take Street Faith to Campus."
244 Ellen Hume and Narda Zacchino, "Radicals of 1960s Today's Jobholders," Los Angeles Times,
September 22,1975.
245 "Duane's Interview with Paul Asay," interview with Duane Pederson conducted February 10, 2007, 
accessed August 12, 2014, http://www.hollywoodfreepaper.org/interview.php?id=2.
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little nook and cranny of America. Everyone has forgotten we are here."246 Likewise, even as 
many former Jesus Kids pioneered a new nondenominational evangelicalism in megachurches 
and Christian culture industries that bolstered the power of the Religious Right, thousands of 
others continued to cultivate their antiestablishment sensibilities, the desire for peace, aversion 
to exploitation, militarism, and materialism within conventions o f straight society, contributing 
new energy both to liberal as well as conservative endeavors going into the Eighties and beyond.
They thus left a legacy as contradictory as their short existence as a coherent 
movement. The Jesus People renewed zeal, a spirit of ecumenical unity and lay egalitarianism, 
an ethic of nonjudgmental humility, moral discipline, and intimate community in their Jesus 
revival. Pederson claimed that the Jesus Movement continued to survive "inside every brother 
or sister" of the Movement "who still prefers a personal relationship with Jesus to religious 
moralism and culture wars."247 Despite their intentions, their otherworldly mysticism and 
sloganeering theological shorthand underwrote the popular credence of right-wing ideological 
demagogues in the 1980s and 90s; their anti-establishment individualistic preoccupations gave 
life to neoliberal religiosity and wholehearted Christian engagement in globalizing markets 
(economic as well as missional). By the close of the 1970s, the dreams of 1967 seemed a distant 
past. A different morning was dawning in America. We'd do well to say that the cultOure wars of 
the Eighties and Nineties themselves embodied this contradictory movement, born-again.
Hume and Zacchino, "Radicals of 1960s Today's Jobholders."
247 "Duane's Interview with Paul Asay."
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Chapter Four: "Sex? Drugs? Gangs? WWJD?"
Jesus as Logo for Evangelical Morality in 1990s Culture Wars
Janie Tinklenberg, youth minister at Calvary Reformed Church in Holland, Michigan, had 
no idea she was starting a major new chapter in the century-long struggle over Jesus' 
significance in modern American life when she reintroduced Charles Sheldon's classic question, 
"What would Jesus do?" to her youth group in 1989. As far as Tinklenberg was concerned, she 
was merely doing her job as a youth worker. Of Sheldon's novel, she casually recalled that "it 
was one of those books I pulled o ff the shelf and read periodically."1 Concerned about moral 
dilemmas her charges faced in everyday life -  "drugs, abortion, premarital sex, race relations, 
even ditching class" -  she began discussing it w ith the members of her youth group.2
She wanted a tangible reminder that youth could take with them to apply the question 
within various dilemmas. So, as a variation on woven friendship bracelets popular among teens 
at the time, she collaborated with church member Mike Freestone, a sales agent at locally-based 
promotional company, Lesco Corporation, to adapt woven luggage straps into wearable 
wristbands bearing the acronym of Sheldon's timeless question: WWJD? As she recollected 
later: "I had a person in my church who was a friend who worked for an advertising 
company...and [we] just basically went through a catalog and said, you know: what about this?
Here we go."3 They had no idea what they had just started.
The youth group quickly disseminated the first batch of fifty  bracelets, and Lesco 
Corporation developed a small industry manufacturing and selling anywhere from 6,000 to
25,000 per week over the next few years.4 By spring of 1995 the bracelets -  produced in a 
variety of colors retailing at $1.50 each -  caught on nationally, and Lesco began to receive
1 Sandy Sheppard, "What Would Jesus Do?," accessed June 11, 2014, http://www.christianity.com.
2 Associated Press, "Michigan Church Youth Group Starts Nationwide Bracelet Craze," April 25,1997.
3 Linda Wertheimer, "What Would Jesus Do?," All Things Considered, NPR, September 23,1998.
4 "Michigan Church Youth Group Starts Nationwide Bracelet Craze."
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international orders.5 By 1996, as youth leaders bulk-purchased bracelets now marketed with a 
little card: "Sex? Drugs? Gangs?...What would Jesus do?" sales projections reached one million 
per year, earning Lesco Corporation huge profit and industry awards.6 By this time, 1,500 
Christian bookstores across the country were selling the bracelets nearly as fast as they stocked 
them. Many stores averaged sales of 2,000 weekly, and by 1997, Lesco was producing bracelets 
at a rate of two million annually.7 'They're selling like hotcakes.Jike candy o ff a shelf," Christian 
bookstore salesman Kevin Barnett marveled.8 By the end of that year, greatly aided by national 
media coverage, the company had sold more than 15 million bracelets -  approximately one for 
every American teenager.9
*
The year that Janie Tinklenberg reintroduced Sheldon's question to her youth group -  
1989 -  marked a pivotal time. Not only did it encompass the fall of the Berlin Wall signifying the 
monumental end of the Cold War, leading Francis Fukuyama to speculate that civilization had 
reached its apogee in liberal democracy and thus "the end of history," but with Communism 
vanquished, it also marked a turn by Americans to the domestic front. As the religious and 
political Right ascended in strength, struggle to  define cultural values in American life took 
center stage. As James Davison Hunter delineated in his contemporarily published Culture Wars,
s Bill Broadway, "Fashion Testament: For Christian Teens, 'WWJD1 Bracelet Is an Attention-Getting 
Badge of Faith," Washington Post, July 12,1997.
6 Associated Press, "WWJD Bracelets Are the Religious Rage," May 22, 1997; Karen Brown and others, 
"Third Annual Event Honors Entrepreneurs," Greater Lansing (Ml) Business Monthly, May 1,1997.
7 Shannon King, "Bracelets Latest Trend Among Christians," Associated Press, June 19,1997; 
Broadway, "Fashion Testament."
8 "WWJD Bracelets Are the Religious Rage."
9 PR Newswire,"W.W.J.D?...More Than a Buzzword," May 23,1997; Monica Haynes, "WWJD?: It's a 
Trend, a Fashion Statement and a Way to Spread the Good News," Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, May 7, 
1998. According to a 1997 census report, there were 14.8 million 14-17 year-olds enrolled in 
American high schools in that year. See U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series 
P23-194, Population Profile o f the United States: 1997. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 
DC, 1998,18.
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those holding "orthodox" values struggled against those holding "progressive" values concerning 
issues of family, education, law, media, arts and politics.10
As George Marsden argues, the erosion of the historic link between Christian morality 
and Enlightenment epistemology gave context to this late-century "return to  values," largely 
pivoting on the sixties generation's deep questioning of political and epistemological liberalism 
and rejection of formal religious institutions.11 By the late 1970s, conservatives seized upon deep 
epistemic and political voids, which opened in the wake of the decline of liberal mainline 
Protestantism, as an opportunity to espouse their long-held belief in free markets and traditional 
religious values. Using claims to a rational comprehension of an "inerrant" Bible to assert a 
"Christian worldview," they offered a reassuring pretense of reason and a bedrock moral 
foundation when it appeared that both were slipping away.12
The ensuing sea change in American religious politics in which conservatives re-exerted 
cultural and political power culminated what in retrospect amounts not just to what Marsden 
sees as an almost inevitable collapse of liberalism, but also a re-emergence o f Christian 
conservatism shaped both by its persistence through the sixties and by its ability to use 
disillusionment with radical politics to its advantage.13
10 James Davison Hunter, Culture Wars: The Struggle to Define America (New York: Basic Books,
1991).
11 George M. Marsden, The Twilight of the American Enlightenment: The 1950s and the Crisis of 
Liberal Belief (New York: Basic Books, 2014).
12 Worthen makes this point in Worthen, Apostles of Reason: The Crisis o f Authority in American 
Evangelicalism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014).
13 See Lisa McGirr, Suburban Warriors: The Origins of the New American Right (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2001); Joel A. Carpenter, Revive Us Again: The Reawakening o f American 
Fundamentalism (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997); Darren Dochuk, From Bible Belt to 
Sunbelt: Plain-Folk Religion, Grassroots Politics, and the Rise of Evangelical Conservatism (New York: 
W. W. Norton & Co., 2011). For fundamentalists in politics at points even earlier, see George M. 
Marsden, Fundamentalism in American Culture: The Shaping o f Twentieth Century Evangelicalism, 
1870-1925 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980); Daniel K. Williams, God's Own Party: The 
Making o f the Christian Right (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010); William C. Martin, With God 
on Our Side: The Rise of the Religious Right in America (New York: Broadway Books, 1996). For 
intellectual history, see Worthen, Apostles o f Reason. For intertwining of evangelicalism and business,
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The marriage of evangelicalism and conservatism took shape at a politically opportune 
moment.14 While leaders of the sixties famously asked Americans to question all authority, those 
on the Right promised political, and economic revival and a basis for moral certainty. With the 
formation of the Moral Majority in 1979, Jerry Falwell offered a beacon, organizing two million 
Sunbelt and Southern evangelicals mobilized by anti-ERA (Equal Rights Amendment) and 
abortion politics (as well as racial politics), into a distinct political movement of conservative 
voters, largely responsible not only fo r the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980, but for the 
political resilience of the Right over the next two decades.15
Though religious conservatives managed to secure a controlling voice in crafting the 
Republican platform by the 1980s, they repeatedly failed to see their agenda enacted in policy.
While initially claiming that they were, indeed, the "moral majority," religious conservatives 
recognized the necessity of appropriating the language of values (perhaps not sin and salvation) 
to win hearts and minds. Discussion of moral values was a conversation Americans were eager to 
entertain. When he reintroduced a course on Jesus' ethics to Harvard co-eds in the early 1980s, 
religion scholar Harvey Cox recalled that increasingly students reflected the sense "that there 
was something fundamentally inadequate about moral relativism....A thoughtful and mature
see Kevin Kruse, One Nation Under God: How Corporate America Invented Christian America (New 
York: Basic Books, 2015) and Bethany Moreton, To Serve God and Wal-Mart: The Making o f Christian 
Free Enterprise (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2009). For emergence of evangelical 
influence via culture, see John G. Turner, Bill Bright & Campus Crusade fo r Christ: The Renewal of 
Evangelicalism in Postwar America (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2008); David W. Stowe, No Sympathy fo r 
the Devil: Christian Pop Music and the Transformation o f American Evangelicalism (Chapel Hill: UNC 
Press, 2011); Eileen Luhr, Witnessing Suburbia: Conservatives and Christian Youth Culture (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2009).
14 Likewise, evangelical diversity persisted beyond the consolidation of the Religious Right whose 
ascendancy occurred always in tempering tension with liberalism. For more on evangelical diversity 
after the formation of the Moral Majority, see Steven P. Miller, The Age of Evangelicalism: America's 
Born-again Years (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014).
15 Evangelicals retained a broad spectrum through the 1970s and beyond. See David R. Swartz, Moral 
Minority: The Evangelical Left in an Age o f Conservatism (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2012). For racial politics see Randall Herbert Balmer, Thy Kingdom Come: How the Religious 
Right Distorts the Faith and Threatens America, an Evangelical's Lament (New York: Basic Books, 
2006).
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approach to the moral life...pushes us from insisting on the 'right to  decide' to considering what 
is the right thing to  decide."16 The terms of culture wars were taking shape: if one could no 
longer point to "God" or "natural law" for universal moral baselines, then was there any moral 
code on which Americans could agree? On what terms would that be established? Cox found 
that the question kindled renewed interest in Jesus' moral example.
In this context, much more lay at stake in Tinklenberg's "object lesson" than what might 
appear at first blush. And much more was embedded in her assumptions than she might have let 
on. Though Tinklenberg asserted that she presumed no ulterior motives -  that she was neither 
"guided by the bottom line" nor identity politics, acknowledging that there was "never any clear- 
cut answer in Scripture" -  conservative political and theological assumptions nonetheless 
informed her positioning of WWJD.17 She consistently presented Jesus as a "standard" or 
"benchmark" to sort out the question of "morals."18 Jesus' centrality in all questions of moral 
"standards" and culture wars revived assumptions of biblical certitude operative within the 
"Christian worldview." In this context, the representative scenarios she selected, including the 
supposed allure o f gangs, drugs and sex, held an implicit answer: "just say no." Moreover, her 
appropriation of marketing materials invoked commoditizing logics. She invoked reciprocity 
among evangelical theology, conservative politics, and market power, planting the seed for what 
developed over the next decade.
Seeing in youth attraction to WWJD combined possibilities for enterprise and moral 
formation in support of a larger conservative political agenda -  to reinsert religious values in 
public speech and policy -  conservative Christians exploited it, casting Jesus in the language of 
marketing for maximal sales and influence. Through commercial language they could not only
16 Harvey Cox, When Jesus Came to Harvard: Making Moral Choices Today (New York: Houghton 
Mifflin, 2004), 7-8,9.
17 Haynes, "WWJD?: It's a Trend, a Fashion Statement."
18 "Michigan Church Youth Group Starts Nationwide Bracelet Craze"; Haynes, "WWJD?: It's a Trend, a 
Fashion Statement."
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make huge profits but win culture wars at the same time. WWJD in the hands of the Religious 
Right thus became not only an impetus supporting massive development of new Christian 
culture industries (and markets for them), but as such served as an ingenious and important tool 
for marshalling consent for larger conservative policy agendas like welfare reform, drug 
crackdowns, mandated abstinence courses in public schools, and -  not least -  the long 
conservative battle to  allow prayer in school. By the end o f the decade, WWJD had not only 
become recognizable as one of the "hottest brands," but arguably supplied the rationale by 
which George W. Bush was elected to the presidency and subsequently the declaration of "War 
on Terror" in 2003.
Jesus: The Logos Becomes a Logo
By consolidating "What would Jesus do?" into its acronym, Janie Tinklenberg 
serendipitously refashioned the question into a form suggestive of a corporate logo, which 
proved effective leverage in the hands of evangelicals in contest with liberals over the outlines o f 
religious speech in public. Logos, being a matter of private property, take struggle out of the 
public domain -  precisely conservatives' hopes (though no one possessed ownership of 
"WWJD"). Moreover, as acronym WWJD abstracted Jesus, semiotically shedding the body. As a 
"logo," conservatives could own and redefine Jesus, proselytizing via the compelling language of 
commercialization.
Insofar as Tinklenberg and Lesco Corp. introduced their product in the wake of 
conservative outrage over Martin Scorsese's film, The Last Temptation o f Christ, and scandal 
surrounding Andres Serrano's photographic piece, Piss Christ, this proved timely. Both Scorsese 
and Serrano liberally explored Jesus' humanity provoking heated theological controversy.
In his cinematic depiction of Nikolas Kazantzakis' 1950s novel released in theaters in 
August 1988, Scorsese portrayed the "human impulses" o f Jesus in depictions of pain, hunger,
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thirst, temptation, desire, and fantasy.19 Most controversially, he ended the film  with an 
extended fantasy sequence (in accord with the novel) in which Jesus hallucinates evasion of his 
crucifixion, choosing domestic life married to Mary Magdalene over death on the cross.
Kazantzakis had intended this fictionalization of Jesus to help readers to "understand him and 
love him and to pursue his Passion as though it were our own."20
Whereas liberal viewers (including mainline clergy) were "impressed," conservatives 
considered such imaginations sacrilege.21 "It is a blatant attack on the faith and beliefs of 
Christians. To portray Jesus Christ as an insane, lustful, tim id man is a moral outrage, and this 
movie cannot be allowed to  be distributed in our city," wrote Paul E. Hamilton of St. Louis.22 
Conservative leaders James Dobson, president of conservative organization, Focus on the Family, 
and Beverly LaHaye of Concerned Women for America called it "blasphemous."23 LaHaye's 
organization purchased a full page in The Wall Street Journal for an ad urging stockholders to sell 
their shares of MCA, the parent company of producing film  studio, Universal.24 Bill Bright of 
Campus Crusade for Christ offered to purchase the film from Universal for $10 million so that he 
could destroy it, himself.25 Rev. Donald Wildmon, a fundamentalist preacher from Tupelo,
Mississippi, decried the film as a "colossal lie," called fora  boycott, and then led 10,000 
protesters in a demonstration outside of Universal Studio headquarters even as 1,000 lined up to 
see the film in New York, and ticket purchases broke box office records in Los Angeles.26
19 Caryn James, "Fascination with Faith Fuels Work by Scorsese," New York Times, August 8,1988.
20 Janet Maslin, '"Last Temptation,’ Scorsese's View of Jesus' Sacrifice," New York Times, August 12, 
1988.
21 "Movie on Christ Previewed," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, July 16,1988.
22 Paul E. Hamilton, "Editorial: Stop This Movie," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, July 19,1988.
23 Erik Hamilton, "Movie Theater Operators Wary of 'Last Temptation,"' Orange County Business 
Journal, August 1,1988; Pamela Schaeffer, "Controversy Over New Movie on Christ Reflects Ancient 
Debate," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, July 30,1988.
24 Aljean Harmetz, "Scorsese 'Temptation' Gets Early Release," New York Times, August 5, 1988.
25 Ibid.
26 Aljean Harmetz, "New Scorsese Film Shown to Religious Leaders," New York Times, July 15,1988; 
Schaeffer, "Controversy Over New Movie;" Reuters News, "10,000 Protest Against 'Last Temptation'
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Debate over the film centered on censorship versus the right to  religious speech.
Though offended conservative Christians called it a "blatant attack" on both Christianity and the 
nation, liberals countered that the right to such speech was a national foundation. 'That's the 
basis of our nation, freedom for all, not protecting the feelings of Christians," Mark Wallace 
argued in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.27 In reply, some conservatives claimed that they, 
themselves, were victims of censorship. 'The tru th  about censorship is that group prayer, the 
Bible and the Ten Commandments have been censored from our public schools. In their place, 
liberals have installed their 'value-free' agenda, which is actually an immoral, anti-morals 
agenda," claimed David Floyd of Maryland Heights, Missouri.28 Liberal commentator Anna 
Quindlen framed the debate in terms of those who want to be told how to think versus those 
who celebrate the right to make up their own minds. "What we are really talking about here is 
accepting the essential goodness of freedom," she maintained.29
Such talk became explicitly politicized around Andres Serrano's Piss Christ, a 
photographic image of a gleaming crucifix ensconced in a golden glow rendered through the 
artist's use of a plastic crucifix submerged in his own urine. Though his image had been exhibited 
in ten locations without incident, controversy around religious speech again flared at hands of 
Rev. Wildmon, the same pastor who had led demonstrations against Scorsese's film, developing 
into a full-blown scandal just months after the storm surrounding Last Temptation.30 Realizing 
that Serrano's work had been partially underwritten by the National Endowment for the Arts 
(NEA), Wildmon balked at the usage of taxpayer dollars and mobilized conservative followers,
Film," August 11,1988; Aljean Harmetz, "7,500 Picket Universal Over Movie About Jesus," New York 
Times, August 12,1988; "Protests Boost Ticket Sales for Jesus Film," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, August 
13,1988; Aljean Harmetz, "'Last Temptation' Sets a Record as Pickets Decline," New York Times,
August 15,1988.
27 "Editorial: How Far May Freedom of Expression Go?," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, July 23,1988.
28 "Editorial: Blasphemy Disguised as Freedom of Speech," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, July 30,1988.
29 Anna Quindlen, "Life in the 30's," New York Times, August 18,1988.
30 William H. Honan, "Congressional Anger Threatens Arts Endowment's Budget," New York Times,
June 20,1989.
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who at his direction sent thousands of letters to both the NEA and congressional 
representatives.31 Thirty five senators lined up to  denounce NEA funding and demand changes in 
guidelines.32 By July 1989, Republican North Carolina Senator Jesse Helms, denouncing Serrano's 
work as "blasphemous," had engineered passage of an amendment that would bar the NEA from 
funding "obscene or indecent" work.33 Though the House rejected the bill, the NEA chair did 
later step down under pressure from President Bush, sensitive to his polls in the South.34 "I’ve 
never seen anything like this before in my 25 years as an arts administrator," claimed Ted Potter, 
director of the Southeastern Center for Contemporary Art, originally funding Serrano. 
"Ultraconservatives are on the rise.-.lt’s a wind that's blowing."35
In the midst o f it, WWJD supplied an additional battlefield in the war to articulate the 
Word. Though the question "WWJD?" was implicitly open-ended, the point of both Scorsese's 
and Serrano's work, conservatives deployed the logo to mold both the political and 
epistemological shape of Christianity in their image. Without stating it directly, conservatives 
used the question to convey that Jesus did not yield to temptation. This enabled conservatives to 
dissociate Jesus from his human, and therefore implicitly fallible incarnation, and insist on 
depictions of him that rendered him above temptation, and thus a model for the behavioral 
choices of adolescents. Jesus was "not of the world," and those who understood WWJD in this 
way would presumably reject the world of the flesh. In this way, entrepreneurial religious 
conservatives who marketed WWJD brought new marketing logics -  like branding, specialization
31 Ibid.
32 William H. Honan, "Artist Who Outraged Congress Lives Amid Christian Symbols," New York Times, 
August 16,1989.
33 Barbara Gamarekian, "Corcoran, to Foil Dispute, Drops Mapplethorpe Show," New York Times, June 
14,1989; Honan, "Artist Who Outraged Congress."
34 Matt Yancey, "Helms Amendment Defeated," The Globe and Mail, September 14,1989; David 
Usborne, "White House Rids Itself of Controversial Arts Chief," The Independent (London), February 
24,1992.
35 Honan, "Congressional Anger Threatens Arts."
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of content, and formation o f niche markets -  into alignment with their desires to mold youth, to 
manipulate perceptions of social reality, and to shape the public amenably.
The dissemination of culture for profit and on a national scale combined in a win-win- 
win scenario: they could shape citizens, consumers and religious disciples all at once. Due to 
theologically orthodox consistency of the evangelical faithful, evangelical entrepreneurs already 
"knew their audience." Via the development o f Christian music industry, large 
nondenominational megachurches, and Christian retail outlets over the 1970s and 80s, 
conservative evangelicals possessed major elements necessary to the construction of new 
industries.36 Indeed, evangelicals so successfully utilized these advantages to market WWJD that 
by the turn of the millennium, adolescents creating a "time capsule" of artifacts emblematizing 
their era saw it as synonymous with the hottest corporate brands like Michael Jordan, Nike, 
Nintendo, and Austin Powers.37 Moreover, WWJD had also become in the eyes of many 
Americans a badge for signature conservative causes: anti-gay campaigns like Tinky Winky and 
the Disney boycott, abstinence crusading via the "True Love Waits" campaign, and the prolife 
movement.38
*
"Easy-to-digest tidbits o f wisdom" for those "interested in personal growth" but on a 
busy schedule were hot items in the nineties.39 Life's Little Instruction Book with 511 reminders 
about "how to live a happy and rewarding life" remained on the New York Times Bestseller list 
from 1991 to  1994.40 The goodwill proverb, "practice random acts of kindness and senseless
36 See Dochuk, From Bible Belt to Sunbelt-, Susan Herbst and James R. Beniger, "The Changing 
Infrastructure of Public Opinion," in Audiencemaking: How the Media Created the Audience, ed. 
James S. Ettema and D. Charles Whitney (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 1994), 95-114.
37 "What We Put in the Time Capsule," State Journol-Register (Springfield, IL), December 28,1999.
38 Barbara Callihan Ephrata, "Letter to the Editor," Lancaster (PA) Sunday News, April 4,1999.
39 Lisa Miller, "A Crush of Thoughts-of-the-Day," Wall Street Journal, July 29,1999.
40As a random sample, see "Paperback Bestsellers," New York Times, August 18,1991; "Paperback 
Bestsellers," New York Times, January 5,1992; "Paperback Bestsellers," New York Times, January 3,
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beauty" appeared on bumper stickers everywhere. By the end of the decade, daily devotionals 
had become a market worth $50 million annually.41
For many, WWJD fell into this category. The letters offered brevity and religiosity 
without strings attached. According to a top WWJD jewelry designer, Bob Siemon, "the world we 
live in can be a very cruel and vicious place," and attraction to WWJD "is truly making the world 
a little better place, a little kinder place."42 It "helps you make the right decision.Jt keeps Jesus 
on your mind, and it's rather stylish, too" one consumer, Dan McCormick summarily 
commented.43 Consumers and marketers alike noted the simplicity and "subtlety" of WWJD.44 
"No one knows why it took off. But it could be because it isn't overly complicated," according to 
Siemon Designs marketing director, Christine Smith.45
That WWJD was seen in this light made it an attractive fad candidate, and culture 
producers rushed to exploit it.46 In producing fads, culture producers select and process the 
most promising (i.e., profitable) product ideas through an ordered sequence of design and 
manufacture, subsequently seeking maximal promotion and retail distribution. According to 
marketing scholar Paul Hirsch, the styles afforded mass media coverage are then imitated and 
reproduced on a large scale until a fad has run its course.47 Consumers' role involved that of
1993; "Paperback Bestsellers," New York Times, June 19,1994. The book appeared on the list 52 
times between August 1991 and June 1994.
41 Miller, "A Crush of Thoughts-of-the-Day."
42 Haynes, "WWJD?: It’s a Trend, a Fashion Statement."
43 Ibid.
44 PR Newswire, '"What Would Jesus Do? The Phenomenon That is Sweeping the United States," 
November 18,1997; Haynes, "WWJD?: It’s a Trend, a Fashion Statement."
45 Lisa Jones Townsel, "What Would Jesus Do?," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, October 5,1998.
46 See Sarah Eisenhauer, "What Would Jesus Do?: Bracelets Make You Wonder," Palm Beach Post 
(FL), January 4,1998.
47 See Paul M. Hirsch, "Processing Fads and Fashions: An Organization-Set Analysis of Cultural 
Industry Systems," in Rethinking Popular Culture: Contemporary Perspectives in Cultural Studies, ed. 
Chandra Mukerji and Michael Schudson (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 313-334.
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"rank ordering" these preselected and highly-promoted items, which they conveyed back to 
producers via consumption patterns.48
By the mid-nineties, consistent sales and media coverage both warranted expansion of 
WWJD wristbands to other wearables. Lesco experimented with other promotional media, like 
hats and t-shirts, and other producers joined the act with varied wristband materials, colors, 
price points and aesthetics to meet a variety of consumer tastes.49 Soon producers began 
adapting commodities successful among past religious consumers -  stationery, pins, even rocks 
(i.e., the wildly popular "pet rock" of the 1970s) -  as well as items contemporaneously popular -  
fanny packs, skateboards, Henley shirts, latte mugs, and mousepads.50
As Hirsch delineates, fad production involved capital investments on both production 
and marketing ends, and sawier Christian culture producers used branding logics -  the assigning 
of spiritual meaning to a product -  to synthesize evangelicalism with retail entrepreneurism in 
the marketing of WWJD. As activist Naomi Klein elucidates in her study of brands, No Logo, in 
the age of standardization, marketers developed the "brand image" to associate a distinct 
identity with a mass produced item otherwise barely distinguishable from other similar products.
Via the creation of logos and product "personality," branders strove to  ascribe a feeling or 
convey an essence about their product inviting consumer attraction. By the 1980s, Klein 
explains, marketers realized that consumption involved purchase o f these associated meanings 
more so than the actual material product; brands had equity, quantifiable in dollars. After a brief
48 Ibid., 321.
49 Brown and others, "Third Annual Event Honors Entrepreneurs;" Colin Burch, "Christians Make 
Bracelets Hot Sellers," Las Cruces Sun-News, N.M. Knight Ridder/Tribune Business News, June 17,
1997; King, "Bracelets Latest Trend among Christians;" Broadway, "Fashion Testament."
50 Randall Higgins, "What Would Jesus Do?: Question Has Become a Popular Logo," Chattanooga (TN) 
Times, August 23,1997; Christianity Today, "WWJD Products Inspire Thousands," November 17,
1997; Waveney Ann Moore, "Question Is Popping Up: What Would Jesus Do?," St. Petersburg (FL)
Times, December 13,1997; Michael Murschel, "Slogan Prompts Believers to Live, Proclaim Faith,"
Chicago Daily Herald, January 11,1998; "Trends," State Journal-Register (Springfield, IL), July 21,
1998.
panic in the early nineties, in which branders momentarily feared that the jig was up -  that 
consumers saw through the facade and were going to drop brand-name goods for value-saving 
generics -  branders doubled down in their confidence game, pouring unprecedented investment 
into the creation of consumer experience with products in efforts to develop the idea of their 
product as offering purpose and meaning in consumers' lives. "A great brand raises the bar -  it 
adds a greater sense of purpose to  the experience, whether it's the challenge to do your best in 
sports and fitness or the affirmation that the cup o f coffee you are drinking really matters," Nike 
marketing executive Scott Bedbury explained.51 In this way, branders sought ways to extend 
brand meanings more deeply into culture, lifestyles, and constructions of personal identity -  
indeed for their brands to be seen as authentic culture in themselves.52
This turn in marketing to a language of "values" or the selling o f "virtues" fit WWJD 
perfectly. "Everyone is becoming more spiritual. It’s the time we're in. People are looking for 
more than they're getting materialistically," according to marketing professional Karen 
Erickson.53 Major corporations began frequently using religious language to frame their 
products. Victoria's Secret featured the tagline "What Kind of Angel are You?" to sell women's 
intimate apparel.54 Campbell's Soup touted their products as "Good for the body. Good for the 
soul" against backdrops of steaming bowls of soup.55 Versace featured ethereal dance, IBM 
invoked Zen harmony, and Volkswagen played with the idea of reincarnation with the tagline for 
the relaunch of the VW bug, "you come back as something better."56
Whereas branders created seductive fantasies -  dreamlike utopian visions reflecting 
their brands' "shiny surfaces" -  WWJD consumers (as well as many producers and retailers) felt
51 Quoted in Naomi Klein, No Logo (New York: Picador, 2000), 21.
52 See first two chapters in Klein, No Logo, 3-61.
53 Lisa Lockwood, "On a Wing and a Prayer," Women's Wear Daily, February 26,1999.
54 Ibid.
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that WWJD was authentic in its religious message.57 It "stands in direct contrast to the 'Just Do 
It' mentality o f advertisers who encourage kids to enjoy life with no moral boundaries,"
c o
according to  writers o f website www.wwdj.com. And according to  WWJD consumer Cheryl 
Weaver, in its spread o f a religious message, WWJD went beyond "just another fashion fad." "It's 
not like bell-bottom pants or anything.Jt's like everyone is waking up," she claimed.59
WWJD tagged one as living a moral lifestyle, guided by religious or biblical principles.60 
"It speaks to a lifestyle, a community and a way people relate to one another," branding 
executive, Tony Camiletti reasoned.61 "It's the concept of passing along the Word," according to 
Christian bookstore assistant manager and corporate gift buyer Angela Brown.62 That is, for 
marketers and consumers, Christian logos could speak both as a "brand" as well as the "gospel 
faith." And, consumers understood their purchase as equally beneficial to the Christian retailers 
they patronized. Whereas Christians saw secular retailers as impersonal entities intent only on 
profit, they saw Christian retail as supporting the livelihood of a moral shop owner.63 "The 
bracelets have caught the evangelical imagination," said Mike Hupp, senior buyer for Family 
Christian Stores. "I've never seen anything like it in my 25 years in the business."64
Capitalizing upon interest in "moral" and "religious lifestyles," culture producers 
constructed a new and highly profitable Christian "gift" market (sometimes called the "WWJD 
market"), pioneering new evangelism media as well as the growing realization that they could
57 Klein, No Logo, 24. More generally, see "Mergers and Synergy: Creation of Commercial Utopias," in 
No Logo, 146-164.
58 Nicole J. De Sario, "A Question of Faith Doubles as Fashion," Akron (Ohio) Beacon Journal, June 27,
1998.
59 Ibid.
60 Haynes, "WWJD?: It's a Trend, a Fashion Statement."
61 Karen Talaski, "New Line of Clothing a Hybrid of 'What Would Jesus Do?' and Tommy," Associated 
Press State & Local Wire, January 10, 2000.
62 Higgins, "What Would Jesus Do?: Question has Become a Popular Logo."
63 De Sario, "A Question of Faith Doubles;" Ellen Agee, "Money Over Meaning?: What Would Jesus 
Do?," Richmond Times Dispatch, August 28,1998.
64 "WWJD Products Inspire Thousands."
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put the WWJD logo on anything -  it hardly mattered what.65 The popularity of WWJD products 
were a major factor in the development of retail segments of the Christian "gift market," which 
in addition to jewelry also included books, music, clothing, accessories, cards and other 
miscellaneous collectibles -  all of which outstripped the general market in these categories in 
the mid- to early nineties. Between 1992 and 1996, religious book sales doubled, and gospel 
music more than doubled while overall sales of adult books rose just 18%.66 By mid-1998,
Christian jewelry sales were up 50%, Christian software up 45%, and Christian clothing up 28% 
over the previous year.67 Not only were sales of these religious goods exponentially greater than 
general market retail, but by 1997 "gift" items comprised half the total sales volume of Christian 
bookstores.68
The confidence that marketing language could shape social values, and vice versa -  that 
religious morals could come through market production -  sanctified these new constructions of 
Christian culture and industry and marked an evangelical epiphany: mass-produced culture was 
the most effective way to evangelize. As industrialized evangelicalism created new audiences, it 
also developed new markets -  new converts with every increase in market share. Of the WWJD 
phenomenon, Barbara Pearl, gift buyer for Berean Christian Stores marveled, "This is the biggest 
phenomenon to hit our industry. I would say ever."69
Christian retailers expanded in pace. As the number o f independent Christian stores 
with retail sales surpassing $1 million quadrupled in less than a decade (1989-1998), some 
Christian retailers began experimenting with increased volume and locations in bigger, more
65 Karen Hill, "Bookstores Blessed with Flocks of Loyal Customers," Business Journal o f the Five-County 
Region (Youngstown, OH), December 15,1997; Moore, "Question Is Popping Up."
66 Louise Lee, "Retailing: Bringing the Good Book to the Outlet Mall," Wall Street Journal, December 2, 
1997.
67 Julie Zasadny, "Christians Let Faith Show: Minister Markets Line of Religious Clothing," Associated 
Press, July 21,1998.
68 Lynn Vincent, "Trinkets Or Truth?," WORLD Magazine, July 1, 2000.
69 Moore, "Question Is Popping Up."
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highly-trafficked areas -  moving from traditional shopping centers to malls and outlet centers 
attracting tourists and even supplying a diversion for "busloads of people on church trips."70 
Others began acquiring mom-and-pops and merging them in constructions of franchise empires. 
Family Christian Stores (the first national chain to carry WWJD bracelets) was by far the biggest, 
w ith 200 stores by 1998 and plans to buy out the second largest chain, Joshua's, as well as open 
60 additional locations within the next two years.71 Consolidation such as this enabled more 
sales potential by virtue o f more financial resources as well as more sophisticated technology.
Sam Colmery, owner of an independent Christian shop "saw the future of technology and 
products within the industry and realized that an independent operator, with uncertain cash 
flow, could not keep up." Large outfits were able to capitalize on national purchasing power and 
offer more depth in their retail lines "so the customer gets a larger selection," he explained.72
Consolidation and expansions in turn attracted a whole new flock of "nontraditional 
church-affiliated buyers" -  religious customers lured to bigger Christian retail stores by 
expanded ranges of commodities.73 As Sara Terlecki, a Family Christian Center employee 
incredulously expressed, "There is literally no end to the new products being introduced...Yet it 
never reaches saturation in terms of interest or demand."74 Christian retail rose 9% in 1996; 12% 
in 1997, and another 13% in 1998.75 Sales of Christian merchandise totaled $4 billion in 1996 
(revised up from originally projected $3 billion), $5 billion in 1998, and Christian Bookstore 
Association President Bill Anderson foresaw sales of "Christ-honoring product" doubling again by
70 "Christian Retailing," The Economist, May 23,1998; Lee, "Retailing: Bringing the Good Book."
71 Broadway, "Fashion Testament;" Lee, "Retailing: Bringing the Good Book;" "Christian Retailing."
72 Hill, "Bookstores Blessed with Flocks."
73 Ibid.
74 Ibid.
75 Lee, "Retailing: Bringing the Good Book;" Zasadny, "Christians Let Faith Show;" Cecile S. Holmes, 
"Christian Retailers, Publishers Face Questions," Houston Chronicle, July 18,1998.
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2002.76 "And the big winner" among these goods, Slate.com columnist Alfred Gingold observed,
"is anything with WWJD? on it."77
Whereas the proliferation o f WWJD devotions appeared to present a greater array of 
market choice, it masked, as Naomi Klein has stressed, "consolidation underneath."78 Two 
aspects of explosive retail growth served to consolidate evangelical cultural power: the ability to 
control speech within Christian retail realms and the ability to  colonize speech beyond it.
Retailers curated discourse within retail environments through management of 
inventory selection, employee speech, and even retail atmosphere, which together delineated 
terms for consumer response. Though an array of WWJD and other Christian commodities 
proliferated enormously at this time, merchants had to be judicious in selecting inventory so as 
not to offend customer sensibility. In this way, Brie Latham, president of Bible Factory Outlet 
explained, merchants removed potentially controversial products and attempted to strike the 
right balance in appeal to both Catholic and Protestant markets.79 Latham pulled one book 
about angels from shelves, explaining that it was "too New Age and had quotes from Buddha...It 
was too controversial, and we don't want to offend anyone."80 Moreover, he did not allow Santa 
or other secular icons, even at Christmastime. "We believe, as a company, that Jesus is the 
center of Christmas and not Santa Claus," Latham clarified.81 Store managers were also careful 
to govern employee speech surrounding inventory, using collective employee prayers and 
devotions as an administrative strategy or delicately inquiring into Bible familiarity or church
76 Lee, "Retailing: Bringing the Good Book;" "Christian Retailing;" Alfred Gingold, "Onward, Christian 
Clothiers," Slate, July 11,1998, accessed December 30, 2011,
http://www.slate.com/articles/briefing/articles/1998/07 /onward_christian _ dothiers.html; 
Matthew Brady, "What Would Jesus Do with the Profits," Daily Telegraph (UK), September 16, 1998.
77 Gingold, "Onward, Christian Clothiers."
78 Klein, No Logo, 130.




attendance as litmus tests before hiring potential workers.82 Such curatorial efforts delimiting 
the acceptable discursive range within these retail environments in turn suggestively 
demarcated conversive range, giving an impression of what is acceptably religious and imprinting 
this upon consumer mentalities.
The expansion of retail space in tandem with the constraint of speech surrounding it 
together served to  vastly increase consumer identification as "Christian" while simultaneously 
reinforcing a sense of separateness from secular culture. Thus as WWJD sales led the way like a 
pied piper to the ballooning of new industries, it profoundly (restrictively) shaped evangelical 
self- and social- perceptions.83 As stores grew in square footage -  from independent retailers' 
average of 2,000 square feet to "big box" stores' 40,000 square footprint complete with their 
own inner cultural landscape -  coffee shops, listening spaces, book-signing venues -  these 
Christian retailscapes created a literal "world apart."84
At the same time, culture producers found ways to colonize swaths of culture beyond 
the retail realms of their jurisdiction. Producers warred over trademark rights to claim exclusive 
use of the WWJD acronym. In the wake of enormous profiteering from WWJD sales Tinklenberg 
pursued the right to control the "WWJD" letters. "I don’t  begrudge any business making money.
I’m just saying, 'Can’t  this piece do something for ministry?"' Tinklenberg explained.85 The 
trademark would have been worth millions of dollars to a foundation Tinklenberg claimed she 
wanted to form in support of youth ministry.86 Though she did not succeed nationally, she did
82 Ibid.
83 The analysis of entrepreneurial efforts to control speech is greatly influenced by Klein, "No Choice," 
in No Logo (New York: Picador, 2000), 129-190 and James S. Ettema and D. Charles Whitney, "The 
Money Arrow: An Introduction to Audiencemaking," in Audiencemaking: How the Media Created the 
Audience, ed. James S. Ettema and D. Charles Whitney (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publishers, 1994), 1- 
18.
84 "Christian Retailing."
85 Ron George, "Would Jesus Sue? WWJD Bracelets Raising Trademark Issues Along With Ethical 
Ones," Houston Chronicle, July 5,1998.
86 Ibid.
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win sole right to "WWJD" bracelets within the state of Ohio, causing a ripple of veiled 
consternation among both Lesco and CBA associates (the umbrella trade organization for 
Christian retail).87 One Lesco salesman claimed that Tinklenberg did not invent the bracelets, 
despite credit given to her in industry publications and on the internet.88 CBA President Bill 
Anderson urged fair play. "Over the past year, our retailers have enjoyed selling WWJD bracelets 
because of the profound impact wearing the bracelets has had in the lives of so many young 
people," said Anderson. "If there are some issues that need to be worked out regarding the 
trademark, we would call on all of the parties involved to  conduct their negotiations in a way 
that the thousands o f kids who are wearing these bracelets could learn from," he said.89
Conversely, WWJD manufacturers appropriated secular brand language, riffing on 
corporate slogans ("Yo Quiero Jesus," based on the popular Taco Beil slogan), preppy labels 
(Terry Martin, producing "sporty" styles for the "All-American boy" aspiring to Ralph Lauren 
status), or current fads (like the creation of the WWJD "Sheldon" HolyBear, a take-off on Beanie 
Babies, which did garner a lawsuit for copyright infringement).90 And some secular entities 
conversely displayed WWJD associatively with their own brands. Walmart sought to  stoke its 
"family friendly" brand image by lining shelves with Christian content, and sports celebrities like 
golfer Payne Stewart or basketball star Erick Barkley sought to enhance their sportsmanlike 
integrity and inspiration by displaying WWJD.91
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid. Blogwriter Victoria Emily Jones reports on the squabble in her post, "WWJD, Part 3: The 
Bracelets and Ensuing Craze," following criticism by Lesco salesman Ken Freestone, posted January 
16, 2012, updated February 5, 2012, accessed October 20, 2015, http://thejesusquestion .org 
/2012/01/16/wwjd-part-3-the-bracelets-and-ensuing-craze/.
89 George, "Would Jesus Sue?"
90 Zasadny, "Christians Let Faith Show;" Talaski, "New Line of Clothing a Hybrid," PR Newswire, 
"Cuddly and Plush, Holy Bears Provide Churches and Schools with an Easy Means of Raising Funds," 
March 29,1999; Sarah Tippit, "Beanie Babies at War with Religious Teddy Bears," Reuters, September 
21,1999.
91 Joe La Pointe, "Inspired Barkley Hopes to Be St. John's Leader," New York Times, November 2,1999. 
For more on the Walmart brand, see Moreton, To Serve God and Wal-Mart.
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Even secular retailers without particular interest in co-branding began creating and/or 
stocking WWJD products. American Greetings, the largest publicly-held greeting card company, 
introduced a line of WWJD cards as part of its "All New American Way" product development 
strategy, seeking to capitalize on Americans' "search for spiritual meaning."92 Other large 
retailers, including Barnes & Noble, Hallmark, Target, Kmart, Waldenbooks, and fashion 
accessory chain Claire's Stores stocked WWJD merchandise.93 Further, as Forefront Records'
"WWJD" cd (an anthology o f Christian bands performing songs based on the theme) made it 
onto Billboard's 'Top 200 Pop Albums" list after its 1998 release, WWJD reached popularity by 
secular measures.94 Impressed, mainstream media giants like Gaylord Entertainment, Zomba 
Music and EMI began buying Christian labels, bringing more production and promotional capital 
to Christian artists and in turn increasing the chances of mainstream success for these niche 
acts.95
Secular crossovers increased commodity visibility, enhancing the image of evangelical 
Christianity as a mainstream, significant cultural player. "In 1992, we did make a major thrust 
with Bibles into Wal-Mart," Tom Mockabee, a VP at second-largest Christian publisher,
Zondervan, said. "We sold thousands. We were looking to take our product into a broader 
avenue. The problem we were facing was that a lot of Christian people who wanted to  buy Bibles 
were not finding Christian bookstores."96 By 1998, Zondervan was selling about 35% of its Bibles 
in secular outlets.97 "As we move into a high-tech, fast-paced culture, there is a general growing 
hunger for spirituality. When you go to secular bookstores, they'll say the fastest-growing area is
92 PR Newswire, "America's Search for Spirituality Inspires Two New Religious Card Lines from 
American Greetings," February 24, 2000.
93 Lorrie Grant, "Spirituality Becomes Hot Commodity," USA Today, September 22, 1998.
94 David Templeton, "Plastic Jesus," MetroActive News & Issues, June 11,1998, accessed June 11,
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95 Deepti Hajela, "Christian Music Festival Stresses Racial Harmony," Associated Press, July 18,1998; 
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religion and spirituality," he said.98 In a testament to the successfully expanding creation and 
meeting of consumer desire, Mockabee claimed, "I think the crossover (to secular markets) is 
happening primarily because our products are relevant to the needs of where people are 
today."99 His comment casts the corporate engineering of an ever-growing market in terms of 
the increasing influence and relevance of evangelical Christianity at large.
Christian cultural producers and retailers deployed marketing technologies to control 
speech, and as they consolidated influence in this way, they effectively blunted theological 
content. In their study of "audience-making" Susan Herbst and James R. Beniger find that 
quantitative measures involved in industrialized communications (which include commodities 
and brands), deployed to predict and manage potential markets cumulatively erode public 
dialogue.100 As they argue, the fine tuning of production patterns to  control market preferences 
and perpetuate sales can neither entail nuanced communication exchange between producer 
and consumer, nor can it host indefinite distinctions generated within genuine public debate.
Rather, rationalized communication hinging on audience feedback in the form of consumption 
trends is a conversation stopper. Indeed, evangelicals pursued a theological monopoly of WWJD 
meanings, desirous of associating evangelical connotations, but as they did so, they eroded 
evangelical theology and the ability to speak critically, as Mark Noll contemporarily argued in his 
Scandal o f the Evangelical Mind. ("The scandal of the evangelical mind is that there is not much 
of an evangelical mind," he argued in the first sentence of the book.)101
Consumers reflected it in the myriad trivializing ways they interpreted WWJD, in 
foreshortened interpretations that reflected marketing slogans. When it came to elaborating the 
"morals" of Jesus, consumers and marketers both remained vague. Jesus was "one o f the good
98 Ibid.
99 Ibid.
100 Herbst and Beniger, "The Changing Infrastructure of Public Opinion," 95-114.
101 Mark Noll, The Scandal o f the Evangelical Mind (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1994), 3.
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guys out there that'they haven't been able to pin anything on ye t/' according to one trends 
analyst.102 The variety of moral references associated with WWJD were often petty: controlling 
road rage or returning extra change mistakenly given at the grocery store.103 A WWJD board 
game in which players were to decide answers to  "modern moral dilemmas" proposed the 
scenario of what to do "while unpacking from a vacation, [and] you realize that you accidentally 
put two hotel towels in your suitcase."104 Youth pastor Joel Willits argued that there was "no 
mistaking the meaning of a WWJD bracelet." "It's hard to mince words; it's not a symbol you 
have to interpret," according to Willits. WWJD offered a straightforward "guide [for] youths to 
be like Christ when they are faced with temptations such as whether to use drugs."105 Or, 
according to Christian book store manager, Kay Elliott, WWJD was "like the Beanie Babies only 
this is for God."106
By buying into commercial production logics, evangelicals subjected their faith to these 
effects. "This is both a ministry challenge as well as a business challenge," Bill Anderson, CBA 
President explained. "It is not a matter of balancing business and ministry. It is an integration of 
the tw o."107 In a similar way, consumer Edward Goggin reasoned, "Our culture is a sloganeering 
one. Why should Christianity be any different?...Every company's marketing strategy has an 
underlying secondary message -  drink Mountain Dew and you're extreme; buy Tommy 
Hilfiger...and you're young, attractive, not afraid to  look like every other frat boy."108 The 
consequence of the industrialization of WWJD was to give the impression that religion could be
102 Grant, "Spirituality Becomes Hot Commodity."
103 Ibid.
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conveyed in slogans, that belief could be articulated by an accessory, faith professed through a 
purchase, and evangelism measured in dollar signs. Finally, profit could be considered a religious 
"core value" as claimed by Bob Siemon Designs, whose WWJD jewelry was the sixth best-selling 
jewelry product in 1998.109
As youth ministry scholar David White has pointed out, the gush of commodities 
enabled by short-term neoliberal economic modes (both in terms o f product shelf-life as well as 
labor arrangements) interrupted consumer ability to consolidate identity as well as a sense of a 
larger story: a common narrative, collective memory, and the possibility of civil discourse giving 
a sense of place in the world.110 Temporary or low-skill "McJobs" eliminated apprenticeships, 
possibilities fo r meaningful work, and vocational discernment for young adults. Cybermedia, 
increasing mobility, and fewer communal supports dislocated one's very sense of time and 
place.111 Less consensus, fewer public spaces, missing adults and a media-driven peer culture 
created a "wound in the American psyche," according to White.112 Adolescents, "liberated from 
everything but interlinked with everywhere," in the words of Gen X sociologists Neil Howe and 
Bill Strauss, had to reckon with total disorientation even as records showed a crescendo of 
advertising dollars spent on them.113 Total marketing dollars expended in 1994 qualified as the 
"greatest effort in mental manipulation that humanity has ever experienced -  all o f it to no 
other end than defining and creating consumerist needs," according to  market researcher David
109 Jan Norman, "Santa Ana, Calif., Christian Products Manufacturer Has Passion for His Work," 
Knight-Ridder Tribune Business News: The Orange County (CA) Register, June 17,1998.
110 David F. White, "Illusions of Postmodern Youth Ministry," Journal o f Youth Ministry 6, no. 1 
(September 1, 2007): 7-26.
111 See also Robert D. Putnam's analysis of harmful effects of disintegration of communal bonds and 
social structures in Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival o f American Community (New York: 
Simon 8i Schuster, 2000).
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Loy.114 Such characterized the milieu in which adolescents purchased WWJD bracelets-  
industrialized products commoditized within an atomizing society -  literally overwhelming them 
with signage while draining possibilities for signification, hoisting "traditional values" upon them 
as traditional foundations collectively fell out from beneath them.
Discerning that Jesus had become "trendy," adolescents generally responded with 
distress. Indeed there were some for whom the utility of WWJD paraphernalia for decision­
making proved helpful. "We all go to parties and sometimes there are things that you know you 
shouldn't do," claimed one 18-year-old, Buddy Johnson.115 "As soon as you look at it you feel 
convicted to do whatever you know is right. And you would feel just awful if you decide to totally 
ignore it," another high school senior, Roni Sioman explained.116 Some even noted that for 
Christian kids prohibited from other adolescent expressions -  piercings, baggy pants or spiked 
hair -  the popular bracelets offered a convenient means of overcoming a square reputation, 
proving "Christians can have fun, too ."117 WWJD fad production had made Jesus cool,
"godliness" a teen attitude, and religious tags an attention-getting fashion statement.118 "People 
who wouldn't normally wear anything with Jesus on it are wearing these bracelets" -  from 
"business professionals in three-piece suits to Mohawk-coiffed teenagers," conservative 
evangelical magazine Christianity Today touted.119
Yet, Jesus' "cool factor" proved a stumbling block. Religious teens were contemptuous 
of its ubiquity among kids not as interested in pious displays. "I've seen some people wear them
114 David Loy, "The Religion of the Market," Journal o f the American Academy of Religion 65, no. 2 
(June 1,1997): 287.
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just because they're cool," high school freshman Christine Hoffsten lamented.120 They 
complained of those who boasted WWJD bracelets without consideration. "I'm not sure students 
can embrace it as more than a 'I want something better,’" according to high school senior James 
Lamb. "It's like a drug."121 Additionally, religious teens fe lt that secular consumers reflected 
poorly upon their own reputations. "Other people see them and think 'Oh, those crazy Christian 
kids are crazy!'" high schooler Jenny Morgan complained, imploring secular peers: "You're gonna 
give them the wrong outlook on us. So, if you don't support it, don't sport it . "122 Conversely,
Andrea Price warned, "If you are wearing this merchandise and not following its meaning, 
someone will find out, and then you aren't so cool anymore. Then we can all say that the latest 
fad has made you the latest dud."123
Some religious teens became increasingly resentful of its retailing and judgmental of 
those who might sell or sport the paraphernalia w ithout the requisite righteousness they 
believed was warranted. They saw secular retailing not as evangelical forays and successful 
cultural influence but as selling out. "I walked into (a mall store) one day and saw a whole bunch 
of WWJD 'products' and then right next to them were Shroom necklaces and Grateful Dead 
bears," high school student Kara Mumaw lamented.124 College student Terri Underreiner 
confessed that " it makes me sad and almost makes my stomach turn when I see WWJD gear in 
secular jewelry and clothing stores. I really wonder if those store owners are just out to make 
money and abuse the name of Jesus."125 Skeptical sarcasm laced their reflections in light of 
commercialization and their own manipulation as a "target market." "Is it an honest attempt to 
get the youth population to love and discover Jesus? Are we, as adolescents, so naive and just
120 Prodis, "What Would Jesus Do?: Bracelets Not Just."
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plain dumb to change our lifestyles because of a $1.50 piece of string? Please give us more credit 
than that," high school student Karina Mazur protested.126 Teens recognized thinly-veiled 
profiteering when they saw it. WWJD was just "another way of making money."127 In addition to 
disappointment with the degradation o f religious meaning through commercialization, WWJD 
also leveraged teen judgmentalism of society at large. Adolescents echoed pundits for the
Religious Right w ith their belief that WWJD portended the "need to find Jesus and need to have
128some kind of belief in this sick society," according to one anonymous young critic.
More than anything, WWJD signified absence, a vague longing for significance, 
cultivating among teens inarticulate dissatisfaction more than "answers." "As for me, I can't say 
that the letters have made a huge impact on my life," junior high schooler Kelli Cheatham 
acknowledged.129 WWJD was supposed to be orienting, clarifying, offering solutions, but mostly 
what teens derived was a murky disillusionment. They didn't know who Jesus was, nor what that 
meant for them, and public theological conversation, aside from ideologically-motivated political 
bickering, was almost entirely absent. Ironically, the upshot of Christianity as a "marketing 
campaign," colonizing bodies even as marketing processes eroded materiality -  identity, 
religious narrative, communal solidarity, as well as actual fair-market jobs -  was the 
depersonalization of both Jesus and the WWJD consumer. It wasn't that Jesus was 
"transcendent;" his second coming as simulacra meant he wasn't there at all.
Yet, there were real costs to symbolic speech. At mid-decade, consumers began to 
discover the existence o f related humanitarian and environmental exploitation lurking beneath 
emblazoned logos. The need for low prices mandated by market competition meant that 
producers engaged and retailers sourced a great proportion of WWJD products from overseas
126 "Trends."




manufacturers -  notorious for cutting corners when it came to  labor and consumer health 
concerns.130 In September 1998, media reported dangerous levels of nickel and lead in WWJD 
necklaces imported from China, Korea and Taiwan, potentially causing developmental delays, 
brain damage, and even death if exposed in high enough doses.131 Culture producers were 
pumping millions of WWJD bracelets into the market, and it was becoming clear that not only 
did globalization put third world and underclass peoples at risk, but middle-class teens 
themselves, objects not only of retail contests but culture wars, were subject to casualty.
Ironically, by 1997, there were enough WWJD bracelets for every American teenager, but they 
still felt the absence of theological perspective by which to  challenge systemic harms. Jesus was 
trapped in a logo.
Would: WWJD Potential on Both Sides of Culture Wars
When it came to adolescent moral formation, the prevailing teaching evangelicals 
ascribed largely reflected Tinklenberg's original intentions. The tagline through which WWJD 
became shorthand for "no" to sex, drugs and gangs served as an ingenious way by which 
evangelicals marshaled conservative religious values in support of conservative political and 
economic agendas.
On the surface, well-intentioned parents' and pastors' use o f WWJD to warn kids off 
from dangerous behaviors did not appear invasive. Rather, parents and teens seemed to regard 
the function of WWJD as benevolent parentis in loco. Busy, affluent values-seeking "boomers" 
urged morals upon so-called "dislocated" adolescents.132 They were more than willing to buy 
items marked with moral signs. According to one Houston Chronicle report, parents, who "worry 
over teens' squishy values and computer focus [respond] w ith Web sites and clothing lines
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stressing family values. They see Generation X's dislocation and counterattack with Christian 
music's life-giving lyrics."133 WWJD bracelets prodded tacit accountability for everyday decisions.
Worn at school, in sports, and w ith friends, the bracelets also served as de facto  
instruments o f public accountability, as well. One youth minister, Lu Langston, of Northeast 
Presbyterian Church explained the rationale: "I told [youth] that I didn't want anybody to wear 
them because they are the fad." Rather, the youth were to regard the bracelets as "an 
advertisement for Christianity.Jt requires an extra level of responsibility."134 High school senior 
Andrea Dickhaus explained that " it has made me realize that other people see that you have the 
bracelet on and are watching you to see what you would do," she said. "You have the 
temptations, like yelling at someone and you think, no, I can’t do that. That's not what I stand 
fo r."135 As "advertisements," disciplined teen bodies publicly displayed a certain kind of Christian 
morality. In donning a bracelet, a teen not only slipped on a personal reminder but also became 
a public witness upon whom the reputation of Christianity laid. As such, invasive bodily 
discipline (as well as sectarian propensities) remained close to the surface.
The moral code consumers attributed to WWJD moreover contained implicit political 
and racial codes. The linkage of WWJD with the avoidance of sex, drugs, and gangs inculcated a 
white middle-class version of morality that literally segregated white from black urban youth in 
the name of Jesus. As crack and other illegal drugs became the currency and contested center of 
street gangs fo r underground markets and territorial rights (largely a consequence « f  neoliberal 
disappearance of jobs) in the mid-eighties to nineties, influxes of available drugs fueled gang 
tension. The lucrative potential of drugs and resultant gang warfare (combined with the federal 
"War on Drugs" campaign) led not only to the doubling of homicide rates for black males 14 to
133 Ibid.
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17, but also spikes in school drop-outs and the normalization of the imprisonment of black
136men.
The use of WWJD, in turn, by youth ministers and parents with instructions to stay away 
from drugs and gangs offered an insulating rationale, inserting a race and class wedge among 
white teens and their peers and contributing to cycles enabling white prosperity and social 
insulation along with black personal and social devastation. Churches, community groups, 
missionary organizations, parents, and even police departments adopted WWJD into parenting, 
policing, work and educational strategies.137 Tagged with the warning to stay away from drugs 
and gangs, their use of WWJD abetted structural racism: "embedding white privilege and 
nonwhite disadvantage in policies, institutions, and cultural representations."138
This came to light in another way in conservative religious usage of WWJD in support of 
welfare reform policy. The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act and companion 
bill, Charitable Choice, passed in 1996, limited and privatized welfare funds, making distribution 
contingent on applicants' work status. To receive funds, one had to be employed. Proponents of 
welfare reform who reasoned that welfare increased "dependency" -  out-of-wedlock 
childbearing miring single mothers in cycles of poverty -  sometimes invoked WWJD to inculcate 
personal disciplines of work and sexual abstinence. This particularly came into play as churches 
and faith-based organizations began performing some welfare services formerly administered 
via state offices. Charitable Choice guaranteed religious groups the right to administer welfare 
services "w ithout compromising definition, development, practice and expression of its religious 
beliefs," and religious groups awarded state contracts could then use funds to provide mentors
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to  enhance welfare recipients' "self-esteem and self-sufficiency" needed to rise from poverty.139 
Some religious mentors, serving as functionaries of state policy, invoked WWJD as a convenient 
way of brokering the relationship between religious values and personal financial responsibility.
As a case in point, the volunteer manual of Good Samaritan in Michigan discussed 
training volunteers in "how to help recipients w ith budgeting, goal-setting, and day-to-day 
problems" by "showing people 'in very real and practical ways how accepting and following 
Jesus can be good news in their lives.'"140 In another instance, ProjectZero, another Michigan 
program with the stated mission to use religious mentoring to "get welfare down to zero," 
identified one mentee, Latisha King, a single mom on welfare, as exemplary of the success it 
sought. King woke every morning at 5:30 to take her kids to daycare before arriving at a welding 
job, and the program paired King with a mentor who brought her to church, Bible study, 
parenting classes, and gave her a WWJD bracelet. "I've grown quite a bit in my faith," King 
confessed. "I've got Jesus to lean on."141 When feeling pressure and frustration at work, she 
explained how she reached for her Bible: "'Be gracious to me, O Lord, fo r I am languishing,' it 
says, 'Depart from me, all you workers of evil; for the Lord has heard the sound of my 
weeping.'"142 Though hailed as a success story of perseverance and discipline, King's paychecks 
amounted to "not much more than" former welfare and food stamps supplements, and WWJD 
became a band helping to bind King to a state policy in which she subsidized her own financial 
insecurity without reciprocal obligation on the part of society or employers.143 By using Jesus 
and WWJD to further privatization of traditionally public governmental functions, faith-based
139 Dana Milbank, "In God’s Name: Michigan Now Relies on Churches to Help People Leave Welfare," 






organizations were able to perpetuate racial segregation and keep the working poor within their 
social and economic status quo.
Such control of social bodies through individual behaviors extended the management of 
sexuality when Congressional Republicans tacked an amendment onto the 1996 Welfare Reform 
Bill, earmarking $250 million over five years to  promote sexual abstinence outside of marriage.
In this way, New York Times reporter Diana Schemo explained, "they ushered a movement from 
its traditional home in the religious right into the mainstream."144 "By 1999, nearly one in four 
public school teachers said they taught about abstaining from sex until marriage as the only way 
to avoid pregnancy and disease, up from 1 in 50 in 1988," Schemo reported.145 She added that 
though "abstinence courses tell youngsters to resist what they may feel are demands to give up 
their virginity...the classes counter with their own brand o f pressure, which celebrates chastity as 
proof of character."146
Conservative commentator David Frum articulated the conservative rationale for 
making teen sexual abstinence a matter of public policy in these very terms. He argued that 
public supports like welfare or public subsidies for daycare or healthcare eliminated restrictions 
to sexuality imposed by limited resources, religious dread, community disapproval, and risks of 
personal catastrophe, which in turn served the "emancipation of the individual appetite."147 By 
withdrawing such public funding, which he identified as the "welfare state's seductive invitation 
to misconduct," women and girls would have less incentive to  bear children out of wedlock.148 
By combining large budget appropriations for the promotion o f teaching abstinence in public
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schools with privatization o f welfare via faith-based social services, Charitable Choice codified 
Frum's rhetorical linkage, making it a matter of public policy. In this way, state management of 
sexuality as a matter of decreasing state burden expanded, extending beyond poor black women 
(already bearing oversexualized stereotypes) to young white women.
Doing so linked control of female bodies to an economic agenda directly serving 
American global power. It was the moral equivalent of "starve the beast," perpetuating a linkage 
previously expressed by Ronald Reagan. In his 1983 "Evil Empire" speech to the National 
Association of Evangelicals, Reagan hailed "freedom and personal liberty" as grounded in and 
prospering "only where the blessings o f God are avidly sought and humbly accepted," 
subsequently focusing on "sexually-active," "promiscuous" girls and federal support of Planned 
Parenthood clinics as but "one example of many attempts to water down traditional values and 
even abrogate the original terms of American democracy."149 In so arguing, he placed the 
burden of American "prosperity" upon the sexuality of young girls -  declaring "freedom" 
contingent upon controlling their behaviors and bodies. Reagan discursively and later Charitable 
Choice legally made teen abstinence -  the "protection" of white bodies and "containment" of 
black ones -  a condition for American empire.
Conservative rearguard wielding of WWJD, falling in with the evangelical abstinence 
campaign "True Love Waits," prodded young women and men to  sexual abstinence. Religious 
teens who took the pledge vowed: "Believing that true love waits, I make a commitment to God, 
myself, my family, my friends, my future mate and my future children to be sexually abstinent 
from this day and till I enter a biblical marriage relationship."150 Linking adolescent sexual 
activity w ith God's displeasure, and within the political context implicitly suggesting loss of a
149 "Remarks at the Annual Convention of the National Association of Evangelicals in Orlando,
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future solidly w ithin the middle-class, the movement encouraged teens to discipline their bodies
for the sake of God and country. "I lost my virginity when I was 13. It was the biggest mistake of
my life," one teen named Mary confessed. "I totally hated myself for what I did. Not only did I
take away practically the one most important thing I could have given my husband, I let God
down."151 Those who mastered temptation often credited WWJD for their success. Another 18-
year-old young woman expressed this with a jubilant confession that sexual abstinence "hasn't
always been easy...l have had plenty of times when I could have lost it, but I just think W.W.J.D.
(What would Jesus do) and it has worked! Praise God!"152
Nonetheless, critics pointed out the problems. "As for Jesus being a role model of
abstinence and sobriety, which the WWJD movement seems to take as a given," Christian
novelist Reynolds Price pointed to  the wedding feast in Canaan when Jesus turned water into
wine, and he highlighted that "Jesus says almost nothing about sex."153 Historical Jesus Scholar,
Robert Funk, commented that though he did not disparage WWJD in itself, he pointed out that
"it's just a tough question, and these people seem to be making it too easy by reducing it simply
to  choices about drugs and sex."154 He noted how Jesus was perceived as a drunkard and
glutton. "That was the perception of him," Funk explained. "Jesus was a guy who went to a lot of
parties. Who drank wine. And who shared his table with anyone who would sit with h im ."155
*
Adolescents who literally and figuratively weren't "buying it" adopted two strategies of 
resistance: they trivialized WWJD or they went all in for the Antichrist, making industrial metal 
acts like Korn or Marilyn Manson their demigods. These offered strategies by which they defied 
meanings and disciplines leveraged upon them through WWJD.
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In one sense the commercial deployment of WWJD supplied its own send-up -  the sheer 
variety of cultural production an absurdity: "soar with Jesus" toy airplanes, Jesus disposable 
dishware, nativity erasers, chocolates, and gravy dishes.156 CBA President Bill Anderson claimed 
that this "alternative merchandise" countered secular enterprises designed to "neutralize God" 
or "demean Christian values."157 Yet, Christian culture producers had already reduced Jesus to 
bauble status: golf balls imprinted with "Jesus the new hole in one," pill containers containing 
Bible verses with instructions to "take as needed for spiritual renewal."158
Religious commercialization o f Jesus had made him into a bubblegum figure, which 
along with a wave of secular Jesus kitsch -  bobbleheads and rearview mirror deodorizers, 
appearances in The Simpsons or as has-been talk show host in South Park -  collectively pointed 
up the way Jesus had become "king of the mall." Teens joined the commercial carnival by 
deploying their own humorous adaptations of WWJD: "Willy Wonka Just Died" "We Want Jelly 
Donuts" "Why Waste Jack Daniels?" "WW[Michaelj Jordan do?" "W hat Would Xena Do?" 
"World-Wide Juvenile Delinquent."159 To juxtapose Jesus with other pop culture idioms was 
humorous, taking down theological earnestness and challenging elite taste and standards while 
asserting the adolescent prerogative to engage in experimental behaviors without inhibition.
(And on a more serious note, they felt they had to decenter Jesus to assert their desire for 
sincere deliverance. That is, to some, Xena the Warrior Princess spoke more for liberating the 
oppressed than Jesus did.)
If ironic sarcasm subverted earnest signification, then teen fandom of alternative metal 
like Korn, Limp Bizkit, Nine Inch Nails, Rage Against the Machine, and especially shock rocker 
Marilyn Manson enabled adolescents to  say all the things WWJD prohibited. Manson, a major
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rock star by 1996, used the industrial metal vernacular and the Goth (short for "Gothic") 
aesthetic -  black lips and nails, eyes rimmed in blood red, spiked necklaces and funereal black 
wardrobes -  to expose (and exploit) the repressive and parasitic complex of politics, market and 
religion. ("I am so all-American I'd sell you suicide," he raged.)160 By shocking and appalling 
audiences via desecrating the sacred -  shredding Bibles, becoming a priest in the Church of 
Satan (later dedicating his autobiography to  Church of Satan founder, Anton LaVey), and 
releasing the hugely successful album, Antichrist Superstar as a play on Jesus Christ Superstar 
(selling over a million by 1997) -  Manson specifically contested conservative piety. His music, 
reaching a height of popularity simultaneous with WWJD, played up experimentation with the 
full range of human experience, relying heavily on obscenity, vulgarity, and scatology as 
languages of resistance. Music industry sources claimed that teen fans liked the band's 
"guaranteed-to-shock lyrics and flamboyant onstage behavior," and his music became an 
extremely popular vocabulary for adolescent testing of freedoms and challenge to the Right's 
agenda.161
On the most basic level, Manson's music supplied a means of identity-formation 
constructed to maximize rebellion, and teens deployed his music to  break taboos as experiments 
in free expression -  indulging the flesh as renunciation of piety and denunciation of associated 
asceticism and fear. As Manson, himself, explained, the intent of his stage persona was to say to  
fans, "Stop worrying about trying to f it  into the status quo of what is beautiful and what is 
politically correct. Believe in yourself and stick to  what's right. If you wanna be like me, then be 
like yourself. It's the whole Nietzsche philosophy of you are your own God."162 On a deeper
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level, teen consumption o f his musical challenge to piety expressed the neoliberal reality that 
"you are your own Savior." The Goth anti-aesthetic of death and despondency passive- 
aggressively expressed teen resentment of this fact: no Jesus is going to rapture you into a pain- 
free existence; otherworldly theologies are delusional and enslaving to present oppressions.
(These nihilistic inversions as expressions o f absence or void in some ways complemented 
inarticulate longings of WWJD.)
What's more, articulations of rage conceded teen fans' limited means of entirely 
rejecting or escaping the controlling reality o f alienation. Nine Inch Nail lyric, "I'd rather die than 
give you control" revealed the extent of powerlessness: if no outside source promised 
redemption, and if they could not attain it themselves, fans' power laid in fighting to keep 
possession over their own bodies.163 According to one music critic, "many young people view 
themselves as defenseless victims, and use hard music to overcome their inarticulate frustration. 
Parents who fear this music...do not understand that feelings of weakness, not menacing power, 
attract their children to it. Despite their artistic and moral defects, these bands give youths 
something they crave: a way to release the pain whose consequences others fear."164 (The 
reviewer of a Korn concert added with a melancholy note, "If only more grown-ups could have 
been there to absorb the obvious metaphor of Korn's stage set. It consisted of two tiers of cages, 
filled with young volunteers, screaming to break free.")165 The music thus enabled teens to 
externalize their grief over their powerlessness by accentuating the power they did have -  the 
power to appear freakish, to  express outrage, to reject social mores, to expose religious 
hypocrisy. In their music fandom and freaky dress, they gave expression to  their cultural and
163 Nine Inch Nails, "Head Like a Hole," Pretty Hate Machine, TVT Records TVT 2610-2, released 
October 20,1989, compact disc.




political entrapment in culture wars. As such, they were prophets of neoliberal doom -  in part 
calling out the Religious Right and WWJD consumers fo r the complicit dupes they were.
Youths' ironization of WWJD playfully showcasing the impotence of the Jesus of the 
Religious Right as well as their aggressive resistance via invoking his antichrist-inverse was a 
recipe for polarization, the intensity of which grew to  a lethal degree. Christian kids wearing 
WWJD items interpreted others' fandom of Manson as a direct challenge (and vice-versa). In one 
instance, when an Alabama U.S. district judge prohibited public conduct o f school prayers, 
exasperated Christian students walked out o f class to pray and were subsequently suspended, 
fueling their outrage.166 Citing repression o f free speech, freshman Cindy Bradbury charged that 
"anybody who wants can wear (shock rocker) Marilyn Manson shirts and we can't wear Christian 
shirts. They can worship the devil but we can't worship God."167 In another incident, this time in 
Michigan, Christian pastors opportunistically took advantage o f a school ban on Korn shirts by 
giving away 400 WWJD shirts, heightening acrimony and inciting resistance. "If we can’t  wear 
these (Korn) shirts, they shouldn't be able to  wear the WWJD shirts," said freshman Melissa 
Ferrara. "I'm going to wear my (Korn) shirt on Monday because (the school's policy) isn't 
right."168 "It's dividing the school," sophomore Julie Haveman claimed. "It's becoming Christians 
vs. non-Christians."169
And in Paducah, KY, the tension between WWJD and Manson fans grew more heated 
when Knights for Christ prayer club members and skater antagonists known for their alt rock 
fandom and idolization of Manson engaged in lethal confrontation. The existence of the prayer 
club, itself, was part of a major campaign to reinsert religion in schools and testimony to
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conservatives' ongoing efforts for "equal treatment" of religious students. Students who 
gathered did so to assert their right to speech, raising the ire o f some students who resisted 
Christian expression and the politics it signaled. Following months of mutual heckling between 
prayer club members and adversaries -  sneering remarks that "no heaven exists" rejoined with 
scoffing at taunters' "freakish" black fingernail polish -  in December 1997,14-year-old Michael 
Carneal, a skater and known alt rock fan opened fire, killing three prayer club members and 
wounding five.170
Do: Beyond Sex, Drugs, and Gangs -  the Stakes Increase
With such conflagrations, teens fought culture wars by proxy, deploying commercialized 
religious speech in struggle over its boundaries in the public sphere: the power to use it, the 
right not to be subjected to it. As kids ganged up on each other wielding WWJD as both weapon 
and shield, the dualism -  increasing hate and histrionics among adolescent culture warriors -  
was encapsulating. Yet, even as they pitted themselves against each other, they resembled each 
other in their mutual appropriations of hysteria. Metal fans' head-banging, body-slamming, 
rhythmic shaking and screaming in pursuit of physical abandonment and transcendence of pain 
at alt metal concerts approximated Pentecostal ecstasy.171 Conversely, charismatic gatherings 
among some conservative Christians -  with hellfire preaching invoking images of burning, violent 
end times, the fear of the anti-Christ, exhortations to be "washed in the blood," and loathing of 
secular culture -  stirred up antipathy rivaling any Korn, NIN or Manson lyric.172 "This thing is 
burning in me right now! Because I’m hurting for America!" Pensacola Assemblies of God pastor, 
Steve Hill furiously preached. "We're dealing with a generation that pierces every part of their
170 Stephen Braun, "Prayer Clubs Grow in America's Schools," Los Angeles Times, May 14,1998.
171 DeNeen L. Brown, "The Mom-ification of Marilyn Manson: Parents Bond While Kids Rock On," 
Washington Post, May 11,1997; Ann Powers, "Using Pain and Mayhem as a New Lost Generation's 
Cries for Help," New York Times, September 28,1998.
172 Peter Carlson, "What in God's Name...?," Washington Post, April 27,1997. See also Jesus Camp: 
America Is Being Born Again, directed by Heidi Ewing and Rachel Grady (New York: Loki Films, 2007),
DVD.
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body and puts rings in it! A generation that puts Marilyn Manson on the top of the charts -  the 
most demonic group ever!"173 "You're going to have to make a decision tonight," he implored.
"Are you or are you not going to follow Jesus?"174 WWJD signified the seeming impossibility of 
reconciliation. The polarized alienated each other to  extreme, invoking apocalyptic imagery in 
the perpetuation of virulent mutual suspicion.
In turn, evangelicals deduced that death -  martyrdom -  supplied powerful leverage for 
their cause of getting religion back into the public sphere and deployed WWJD in this way.
According to a report in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, following a 1990 Supreme Court decision 
upholding a law mandating public schools to allow student-led religious clubs, 10,000 prayer 
clubs sprang up in American public schools. It was a movement that "grew quietly until last 
December [1997], when gunfire was sprayed into a prayer circle in a high school lobby in West 
Paducah, Ky. ...The slayings became a rallying point for Christian youths, accelerating the growth 
of prayer clubs -  now found in nearly a third of all secondary schools."175
The Columbine school shooting on April 20,1999 -  the largest to that date with 15 
deaths -  supplied particular focus for the cause following Eric Klebold and Dylan Harris' attack on 
Columbine High School on the outskirts o f Denver. Like Paducah, Columbine had an "established 
Christian prayer group," which organized weekly meetings and participated in big annual events 
like "See You at the Pole."176 In that Harris and Klebold mockingly challenged WWJD in one of 
their pre-shooting rants posted online, and (at least) one of their victims, Cassie Bernall, was 
known for her habit of wearing the wristband, WWJD supplied a minor center of that lethal
Carlson, "What in God's Name?"
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confrontation.177 According to Beth Nimmo and Darrell Scott, parents o f slain Rachel Scott,
Klebold invoked WWJD in his online taunt, related: '"What would Jesus do?' asks Klebold at one 
point in the tapes...Yelling and making faces at the camera, Klebold asks a second question.
'What would I do?' he screams before pointing an imaginary shotgun at the camera, taking aim, 
making a shooting motion and corresponding sound: 'Boosh!'"178
More significant, however, was the way evangelicals used WWJD both to make sense
and take advantage of the tragedy in its aftermath. Bernall, a 17-year-old junior, who because of
evangelical activism in the wake of the shootings became its most famous victim, exemplified
the born-again narrative. According to various news reports, she "went from being fascinated by
witchcraft and suicide to being a born-again Christian," and she "carried a Bible to school and
wore a bracelet that said, 'What would Jesus do?"'179 Moreover, she left behind writings that to
evangelicals presaged her own death, welcoming martyrdom as the cost of discipleship. "When
God doesn't want me to do something, I definitely know it. When he wants me to do something,
even if it means going outside my comfort zone, I know that too. I feel pushed in the direction I
need to go...l try to stand up for my faith at school...It can be discouraging, but it can also be
rewarding.,.1 will die for my God. I will die for my faith. It's the least I can do for Christ dying for
me," she scribbled on a piece of paper found after her death.180 In a poem written two days
before her death, Bernall confessed:
Now I have given up 
on everything else - 1 have found it 
to be the only way to really know 
Christ and to experience the 
mighty power that brought
177 For Michael Moore's Manson/Columbine connection see Bowling fo r Columbine, directed by 
Michael Moore (Beverly Hills: MGM, 2003), DVD.
178 Nimmo and Scott, Rachel's Tears, 88.
179 James Barron, "Portraits of 12 Killed at the Colorado School," New York Times, April 23,1999; 
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him back to life again, and to find 
out what it means to suffer and to 
die with h im .181
When reportedly challenged as to her faith, she purportedly acted on these convictions, uttering 
alleged words that became famous: "Yes, I believe in God," after which one o f the gunmen 
allegedly shot her.182 "She walked into Columbine High School on Tuesday morning, a promising 
student. She was carried out more than 24 hours later a Christian Martyr," the Boston Globe 
observed.183
Evangelicals enshrined her memory as the "martyr of the century" and national hero for 
"faith under fire" for giving her life in response to WWJD. In death she became a hero o f the 
evangelical cause in culture wars and in their eyes an emblem of national salvation. Although the 
popularized version of her death was discredited, evangelicals continued to use the story. They 
fashioned it to resemble that of early Christian martyrs (those who gave their lives in witness to 
faith in the face of persecution by Roman authorities) -  stories which they "told and retold in the 
church basements, rec rooms, and parish halls" and lobbed at secular media with utter 
conviction that God was "using” Bernall for greater purpose. Her death would save souls -  and 
even the nation.184 (Likewise, some evangelicals attempted to characterize Klebold and Harris as 
"Goth" in the manner of Manson fans, but this, too, was discredited.)
Not surprisingly, following her death, evangelicals commodified her story, producing a 
best-selling mass-marketed memoir. (In regard to Bernall's memoir, book agent Jonathon Lazear 
said he's marketing "virtually everything you can exploit.")185 And they used the tragedy as 
leverage for their desire to reinsert religion in schools -  attributing, as some parents did,
181 "Colorado Shootings: 'Yes, I Believe in God,' She Told Him; Then, She Was Killed," Kitsap (WA) Sun, 
reprinted from Boston Globe, April 24,1999.
182 See authoritative journalistic account, David Cullen, Columbine (New York: Twelve, 2009).
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186violence, crime, pregnancies, and lower academic scores to its absence. Whereas for many,
the shootings occasioned revitalization of activism for gun control, conservative evangelicals
seized the opportunity to press for school prayer and Bible reading. "Some o f the parents who
had lost children at Columbine attended the gun control hearing, but I wasn't among them,"
Darrell Scott, father of Rachel Scott, wrote. "I was testifying in another chamber, where
legislators were debating a bill that called for the posting of the Ten Commandments in
Colorado's public schools."187 He stated that ultimately he believed that
the most crucial factor leading to the Columbine tragedy was 
that many young people today have been raised in a culture 
where there is a complete lack of moral or spiritual exposure.
Prior to  the '60s, it was fairly common for children to pray in 
school, to read the Bible at school, or to recite the Pledge of 
Allegiance, which said Americans were "one nation under 
God." But during the '60s, a series of controversial Supreme 
Court decisions changed all that.
Likewise, Rachel Scott's mother, Beth Nimmo, wrote, "In June o f 1962 legislation was enacted 
which stripped our public schools of prayer...This action sabotaged the safety and future well­
being of generations to come. We have now inherited the bitter fru it."188 As martyrs, Bernall, 
Scott, and other victims putatively provided the "down payment" for the change evangelicals 
sought. "The grim spiritual darkness, which now covers our nation, has been challenged by the 
light of our children, several of whom willingly laid down their lives for the cause of Jesus Christ. 
Our nation must come to grips with the fact that almighty God, our Creator, w ill call us into 
account for the elimination o f His word and counsel," Nimmo prophesied.189
In this way, in the wake of conflagrations between religious and non-religious students, 
"martyrdom" became a primary focus for evangelicals in the battle over "religious liberty," and 
they deployed the language of sacrificial terror not only for the sake of "relevance," but as a





matter of desperation. Tragic turns in clashes over religious students' ability to bring their faith 
into public schools had taught religious conservatives both that terror powerfully leveraged 
enthusiasm for the cause as well as convinced them that the language of violence had become 
the necessary tongue to convey the gospel.
In this light, youth ministers and Christian culture producers adopted their antagonists' 
aesthetics for their own purposes, fashioning controversial new genres of youth evangelism and 
commercialization based on extreme terror.190 Hellhouses, a Christian version of haunted houses 
graphically illustrating the battle between heaven and hell, grew increasingly popular by the late 
1990s.191 In addition to what had become stock evangelical issues at the core of WWJD concern, 
including drugs, drunk driving, abortion, gay marriage and suicide -  now framed by implications 
of gruesome consequence -  the productions offered venues for vicarious Columbine 
experiences, dramatizing school shootings as opportunities for kids to consider their own 
reaction and then "give their lives to Jesus."192 The "moment of decision" to inspire a fear-driven 
confession of belief simultaneously perpetuated the logic of "sacred violence" at its core -  group 
identification coalescing around antagonistic rivalry.
That is to say, evangelicals now unabashedly narrated WWJD in terrorizing tones not 
only to spook for profit and power but to entrench and enflame polarization. Christian culture 
producers introduced "extreme" products like stigmata gloves (giving the appearance of ripped, 
bloody muscle and bone), confrontational clothing (featuring apocalyptic messages like "The End 
is Near, Bring it On!"), and eventually the excruciatingly bloody Passion o f the Christ, with
190 Paul Gores, "Holy Haunted Houses, Batman - Churches Using Scare Tactics to Reach Today's 
Teens," Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, October 9,1999.
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churches in 46 states and 13 countries. Barbara Miller, "Gospel Haunts House / /  Lebanon County 
Church Stages Its Version of Hell for Halloween," Patriot-News (Harrisburg, PA), October 3, 2001.
192 Suzanne Cassidy, "Church Has No Business Scaring Kids, More So Now," Patriot-News (Harrisburg, 
PA), October 14, 2001; Valerie Richardson, "Haunted Houses Portray Columbine Massacre - Churches 
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accompanying merchandise lines featuring a 2 1/2-inch pewter nail pendant, marketed by 
creator of "What Would Jesus Do?" jewelry Bob Siemon.193 ("The symbolism of the cross is so 
watered down now," according to one young shopper. "Everyone wears the cross, even those 
who don't go to church. We needed something that speaks louder than the cross. And the nail is 
what was used to put him there.")194
In this way, the hugely profitable cycle originating with the WWJD fad continued, 
exhausting religious meaning, perpetuating alarm and anomie and then profiting from it. 'The 
sector was an almost-overlooked niche until the WWJD (What Would Jesus Do) movement 
swept the Christian world in 1996,...[and] after that bonanza, Christian entrepreneurs are 
looking for the next big thing," according to one report.195 Citing the increasingly "antisocial" 
time, brand futures consultant Marian Salzman, pioneer of research for major Generation X 
brands, predicted increasing market share for religious commodities on an extremist
196trajectory.
Moreover, evangelicals feared they were losing the culture war, and hysteria effectively 
masked and even exploited religious conservatives' fear of diminishing returns. The possibility of 
losing cultural relevance was terrorizing, and via new production of "extreme" products leaders 
and culture producers marketed it. In 1999, Christianity Today featured a series of essays 
provocatively entitled, "Is the Religious Right Finished?" written by primary figureheads of the 
movement, including Paul Weyrich, Ralph Reed, Cal Thomas, Don Eberly, James Dobson, and 
Jerry Falwell, whose statements revealed division as to the strategy that religious conservatives 
should adopt going forward, ranging from Cal Thomas and Don Eberly's arguments to continue
193 Douglas Belkin, "Do These Gloves Make You Uncomfortable? Just Think of What Jesus Endured,"
Palm Beach (FL) Post, March 3, 2000; Associated Press,"'Passion' Gives Christian Merchandise a Big 
Boost," February 29, 2004.
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culture wars, to  Weyrich's urgings to separate and turn inward, to Ralph Reed's battle cry not to 
relinquish the public square to liberals.197 As Hellhouse originator, Rev. Keenan Roberts 
confessed, "We have to  reach our kids. The church as a whole has to be more creative in how 
we’re doing that. We’re not winning the battle. We’re losing, and we've got to turn that 
around.” 198 With the ability to adapt, convincing consumers that following Jesus entailed 
accepting gory death under the threat of Hell, to purchase commodities as a means of saving 
themselves and society, it was hard to imagine what would put an end to  this seemingly 
infinitely escalating cycle.
Conclusion: Bush, War and WWJD?
On December 13,1999, eight months after the Columbine shooting, a remarkable thing 
happened. Republicans running in the 2000 presidential election cycle lined a stage for a debate 
leading into the Iowa caucuses. Among them were Senators Orrin Hatch and John McCain, 
former ambassador Alan Keyes, publishing executive Steve Forbes, conservative activist Gary 
Bauer, and then-Governor George W. Bush. Debate moderator John Bachman pitched a question 
taken from the audience: "What political philosopher or thinker...do you most identify with and 
why?" 199 After the first two respondents gave respectable, if predictable, answers, citing 
national founders and Enlightenment thinker John Locke, George Bush made a surprising move, 
taking the question as an invitation for religious testimony. "Christ, because he changed my 
heart," he replied, with a declarative hard blink and a nod.200 When pressed by a slightly nervous 
Bachman to say a bit more, his answer was a wink to born-again evangelicals throughout the
197 See Christianity Today, "Is the Religious Right Finished? An Insiders' Conversation,” September 6, 
1999, 43-59.
198 Tillie Fong and Jean Torkelson, '"Hell House' Will Cancel Grisly Lesson Halloween Scene Too Close 
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land: "Well, if they don't know, it's going to be hard to explain. When you turn your heart and 
your life over to Christ.Jt changes your heart. And that's what happened to me."201
This brief exchange soon became famous as Bush's "Christ moment." In it, he framed 
Jesus in line with WWJD theology, which is to  say theologically unelaborated and yet open to 
intertwining evangelicalism with political power. It immediately caused a shift in the rhetorical 
strategies of most of the presidential candidates and indicated the larger shift that had occurred 
within the political landscape -  the inroads evangelicals had made for religious speech in the 
public sphere. Two of the three debate candidates on the stage obliged to give an answer 
following Bush echoed with their own espousal of faith. "I agree with that," Hatch (a Mormon) 
spontaneously offered. "I think that goes w ithout saying."202 Bauer quoted from the Gospels, 
following it up with a rhetorical gesture denouncing abortion.203 In the days following,
Democratic rival Al Gore declared himself "born again" and said that he "often asked 
himself...WWJD?"204 John McCain, who in the moment of the debate went with Teddy 
Roosevelt, started inserting religiosity into his public recollections of his time as a Vietnam 
prisoner-of-war.205
The turn in political discourse signaled religious conservatives were succeeding in their 
original goal -  to get religion back into politics. Unsuccessful in their attempts to move policy 
under Reagan, they had turned to culture, doing the hard work of changing hearts and minds of 
citizens, who would themselves provide the mandate for political change. By the late nineties, 
despite fractiousness amidst leaders of the Right, the ground they had gained in this regard was 
remarkable. Whereas John Kennedy in the 1960s was forced to  reassure, "I believe in an America 
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nineties a Pew survey found that a majority now believed that "it's OK for churches and religious 
groups to  express their opinions in public."206 The Episcopal Bishop of Iowa remarked that "there 
is more emphasis on religion in politics than for decades."207
WWJD was now a factor affecting the realm of policy. Its consequence enlarged from an 
adolescent market to the citizenry as a whole. Its market revival had been so powerful that by 
decade's end neither politicians nor voters could avoid it in matters of the State and was 
responsible in large part fo r the election of Bush. It was a double-edged sword, however, as all 
the "God-talk" surrounding the next president also engaged doubters of the Religious Right on a 
new level. New York Times columnist Maureen Dowd took political incorporation of WWJD to be 
pandering.208 She argued that "genuinely religious people are humbled by religion and are 
guided by it on the inside. They don't need to wear Jesus on the outside as a designer label."209 
Others raised their voices to point out the inherently exclusionary assumptions embedded in 
deployment of WWJD for votes. "I think a lot of Americans fe lt left out," Abraham Foxman, head 
o f Jewish anti-defamation organization, B'nai B'rith, said of candidates declarations of faith in 
Christ.210 Even Rev. Kathryn Timpany, the current pastor at Charles Sheldon's historic Central 
Congregational Church in Topeka weighed in, claiming that she "fe lt compelled to reclaim the 
message in keeping with what she believed was Sheldon's original intent," pointing out that 
Sheldon used the question to advocate for "the downtrodden segment o f society," as opposed 
to  evangelicals' terms of conservative moral pietism.211
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The election o f Bush in the fall o f 2000 and then his mobilization for "War on Terror" 
following the attacks o f 9/11 put the question of "following Jesus" as understood by the 
Religious Right not just on a national but an international political platform, subsequently 
elevating the collective voices o f dissent -  those who invoked Jesus to point out the stark 
incongruities. Continuing the trajectory of WWJD, Bush cast "terror" in the language o f spiritual 
warfare, coding the "War on Terror" as a holy war in a rhetorical ploy that incited evangelicals to 
the cause and further wedged Left from Right.
On one hand, the 9/11 terrorist assault on U.S. economic and military nerve centers in 
New York and Washington D.C. provided a new platform (and justification) for religious 
extremism, giving new credence to the Bernall-inspired mandate to stand in the line of fire for 
"faith and freedom." Some viewed American deaths as "martyrdom" warranting demonization 
of non-Christian antagonists and the sanctification of the fallen for redoubling of religious 
speech in the public sphere. Conservatives duly reiterated Bush's stark dualism between good 
and evil, with all its divisive religious connotations. A Washington D.C. conservative talk-show 
host declared, "We are at war w ith a terrorist organization named Islam."212 Anti-lslamic 
activists called for placing American Muslims in concentration camps.213 Republican 
congressman Tom Tancredo from Littleton, CO urged bombing Middle Eastern Islamic holy sites, 
in turn "unleashing] a torrent o f barely contained religious animosity," according to one Denver 
Post column.214
Many others, on the other hand, deployed Jesus to publicly denounce what they saw as 
Bush's false pretenses. "I keep hearing about weapons of mass destruction. What I'm worried 
about is words of mass deception," said Rev. Graylan Hagler, a Washington minister. "What we
212 Diane Carman, "Blair Has an Answer to Tancredo," Denver Post, July 26, 2005.
213 Ibid.
214 Ibid.
are struggling against is a war for oil and American imperialism."215 Dissenters deployed Jesus to 
clarify the perversity o f invoking religiously-coded moral language for prosecution of state 
violence. Carl Cannon of the National Journal pointed out the duplicities explicitly, calling out the 
Bush administration's commitments to large-scale violence while simultaneously advocating 
"fight[ing] evil" w ith "a million acts of kindness;" the use of fear to manipulate public consent; 
and deployment of the logic of sacrifice for national unity and religious triumph.216 "We need an 
enemy, a boogeyman, so we do not have to look in the mirror of self-reflection," Catholic priest, 
Fr. Michael Pfleger reiterated.217
The vastly differing viewpoints laid bare the rift between conservative evangelicals and 
increasingly disaffected liberals. Even as many religious conservatives doubled down, liberal 
dissent became louder, more cohesive and more urgent to expose the glaring contradictions 
between pretenses for war and actual circumstance and the Religious Right's conflation of 
"Jesus' way" with the American way. Citing a laundry list of Bush policies that would not fly with 
Jesus -  tax cuts that alienated the poor, liberalization of oil drilling regulations that forsook 
environmental protections, dismantling social safety nets, a record of presiding over more state 
executions than any other governor in history, and now his authoring of a doctrine of 
preemptive war -  Joseph J. Martos (author o f May God Bless America: George W. Bush and 
Biblical Morality) wondered whether Bush was cynically flouting Scripture or merely ignorant.218 
Martos proposed: "What if the United States stopped acting like a Texas Ranger and started 
acting more like Jesus?"219
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Protesters condemned war and the systemic use of veiled motives (oil, power, revenge)
w ith a touche reappropriation of the slogan that had come to represent conservatism, turning
WWJD into "Who would Jesus bomb?" They made it a centerpiece of their subversive spectacle,
deploying it within massive anti-war rallies in the lead-up to war in March 2003. They
resurrected it again in August 2004 as 500,000 gathered in New York City to protest Bush's
candidacy at the Republican Presidential Convention. And in January 2005 at Bush's second
inaugural, protesters deployed the slogan to bring the absence of moral mandate into bas relief.
To a "roaring crowd" reaching a "peak with a call from former attorney general Ramsey Clark:
’Let's impeach him!'" famed Vietnam vet and anti-war activist Ron Kovic declared, 'This fight will
be won by you with love and compassion and nonviolence."220
♦
The cache of "Who would Jesus bomb?" to break up the connotations that had cohered 
around the 1990s commercialized deployment of WWJD pointed out the unintended 
consequences that the question's circulation in public consumption has repeatedly produced 
over time. Those who launch it into public discourse for their own agenda never keep control of 
it for long. New York Times reporter Jeffrey Rosen observed that "[w]hatever else it achieves, the 
presidential campaign of 2000 will be remembered as the time in American politics when the 
wall separating church and state began to collapse."221 Yet, the issue cut both ways, as the 
deployment of Jesus by the Right also provided entree for those on the religious Left. Political 
"candidates are...finding a certain comfort level among the public with religious talk, even in a 
nation that's more religiously diverse than ever," said Christine Feldman, writing for the Christian 
Science Monitor.222 The Religious Right had also mobilized the "Christian left," and "the overall
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result is there are many more religious voices in politics than there used to be" according to 
Feldman.223
Moreover, over the course of the decade, the number of people identifying as 
"spiritual" but not "religious" had increased dramatically. In the culture of WWJD 
commercialized "religiosity-without-strings," more and more were "partaking of the feast of 
faith -  its challenge, inspiration and comfort -  a la carte," a USA Today poll found.224 "Where 
once a community of believers shared a common vocabulary, many feel free to define God by 
their own lights," poll analysts reported.225 People "don't want crusty ideas, boring Sunday 
schools and moralizing lectures," Ken Wilber, a Zen Buddhist and a philosopher of spirituality 
offered. They want "to study core texts and bypass the middlemen who might not be so 
impressive," he remarked.226
WWJD market revival had bolstered the Religious Right for more than a decade, but in 
the context o f war, Americans became more inclined to analyze their politics more critically, to 
re-consider their faith (even if "worn on their sleeves" and displayed in commercialized insignias) 
in fresh readings of ancient texts. With diverse religious voices, the increasing phenomena of the 
religiously-unaffiliated as well as growing amenability to combining practices from many 
religious faiths, anything could happen. The revival spirit could (and inevitably would) catch in 
new waves of market production and political agitation and maneuvering. As Sheldon's own heir 
to the pastorate, Kathryn Timpany proposed, "How would you know what Jesus would do? First, 
you need to  know what Jesus actually d id."227 And she warned, in re-reading the New Testament 
gospels of Jesus' life, "some surprises may be in store, as some commonly held assumptions may
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Modern Americans perpetually ask "What would Jesus do?"
Moved by social and epistemic crisis attendant to modernization, moderns respond by 
taking a new look at Jesus, generating continual and overlapping cycles of revival. At the turn o f 
the twentieth century, Progressives created revival as they recognized Jesus' humanity both in 
Scripture read historically and in the bodies of exploited labor. Sister Rosetta Tharpe produced 
revival through her secularization of devotion to Jesus' transcendent divinity. Such new 
recognitions became moments for moderns to incarnate Jesus, themselves, be it through 
possession by the beat of gospel song, Jesus Kids' charismatic praise, or even Progressives' sense 
of their own immanent "Christ-consciousness."
Catching sight of Jesus in new ways, moderns in turn acted to make their world more 
resemble his. Thus, within moments of "revival," not only did actors remake Jesus through their 
own embodied interpretations, but in so doing attempted to remake the status quo, socially, 
economically, and politically. To the Sanctified, that meant musical ritualization for Jubilee 
liberation. To Progressives it meant social endeavor and economic reform for the "Kingdom of 
God" on earth. To Jesus Kids, many of whom had no memory of life outside of massive social 
struggle, it meant getting reborn for the sake of transcending violence and creating peace. And 
to  Christian conservatives of the 1990s, it meant a national vision in which all citizens spoke 
"pro-family values" into the public sphere, reflecting Jesus by banishing moral ambiguity and 
temptation.
Asked in the age of mass culture "What would Jesus do?" revivals never occur outside of 
a market context. The four different chapters of this dissertation show four different scenarios of 
revival relation to  the market.
The mass production o f In His Steps was an almost purely "viral" market phenomenon 
(to use an anachronism). Sheldon wrote mainly with his church and Congregationalist
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denomination in mind (though he was engaging in a nationally-conducted conversation).
Consumer interest, new mass market and media technologies, insufficient copyright laws and 
eager piraters, and the late-century phenomenon of "cheap fiction" coalesced in countless 
printings of In His Steps, spreading the novel far and wide.
By the 1990s, WWJD popularity was almost sheer market production. That is, if in the 
1890s market production met demand, by the 1990s the market was used to  create consumer 
demand. Religious conservatives used technologies of fad production, brand marketing, mass 
promotion, and distribution to leverage their culture war agendas. They used marketing logics to 
contain Jesus, squeezing him into a logo they purported to own, which they then deployed to 
colonize the cultural landscape for political gain.
In between, Tharpe singularly imported the Sanctified folk idiom of gospel into the 
commercialized world of Swing, in which voracious fan appetites were served by rehearsed 
nightclub acts, record production, and radio play. In this way, the market served Tharpe's 
willingness to remake her folk sound into an aesthetic regulated by market tastes and 
managerial curation. In the process, some argued that the imposition of market standards 
overtook gospel's religious and racial integrity. Swing "whitened" and secularized the pure 
gospel of African-American music -  a criticism Tharpe turned back upon these detractors, using 
the market to realize the gospel of Jubilee prosperity.
Finally, for Jesus Kids in the context of radical politics, Jesus signified salvation from the 
violence of the modern world and thus supplied an anti-market ethic. (Like secular peers, Jesus 
Kids denounced the unholy trin ity of "materialism, militarism, and imperialism.") Yet, savvy 
evangelists of the emergent Christian Right saw both commercial and evangelistic opportunity in 
marketing the popular Jesus of this grassroots revival. As Jesus Kids spread their gospel within 
the radical counterculture, culture producers were rapidly incorporating Jesus into their own 
marketed productions of which Jesus Christ Superstar was the biggest hit, produced as record,
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Broadway musical, and cinematic production. Leaders o f conservative Christianity deliberately 
harnessed cultural energy by using the market, creating the first Christian culture industry via 
the production of "Contemporary Christian Music."
We can hardly fathom any of these four episodes of revival happening apart from the 
market. Thus, the market has served revival both in liberating and encapsulating ways. It has 
served the spread of popular spiritual feeling and theological enlightenment; and, likewise, it has 
also served revival through provoking consumers' resistant reappropriation of a mass-produced 
Jesus used to consolidate power or make a buck. As market production disseminates "revival," 
producers lose the right to "ownership" of their products. Thus revival flows into the market and 
back out again in generative popular engagement w ith mass culture.
Can we frame this narrative by tracing an arc in the moral universe connecting In His 
Steps of the 1890s to its latter-day resurrection as WWJD in the 1990s? Can we say how or why 
Jesus went from a "Carpenter" inspiring social justice reform to  a logo fo r minding personal 
piety, reinforcing the conservative status quo?
In one sense, "What would Jesus do?"of the 1890s set the terms against which WWJD 
consumers of the 1990s rebelled. Progressives’ liberal views o f Jesus as an historical person, 
their pragmatic deployments of his teachings, and their use of the market for secularizing 
popularization set up the very problem -  the view of divinity as immanent in culture -  that 
conservatives repudiated by century's end. Where Progressives also deployed imitation of Jesus 
to articulate a public morality of duty and restraint for the sake of the common good, neoliberals 
deployed WWJD for unreflective personal piety whose narrow world foreclosed upon nuances of 
larger ethical questions.
This does not mean that we cannot point to similarities: both groups of white 
evangelical Protestants deployed Jesus in the language of public morality to assert their cultural 
influence and reinforce the view o f America as a "Christian democracy" in contexts of extreme
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wealth inequality. In light of these parallels, the differing views of Jesus and associated attitudes 
to inequality might be the crux of this 100-year story. However, we should not take this as either 
cause for lament for the lost "golden age" of liberalism or celebration of "morning in America" 
(depending on one's point of view). That kind of lumbering thesis reifies the view of white 
evangelicalism as dominant within a diverse nation, imposes a false sense of "beginning" and 
"end" to a much longer story (far from over), and it eclipses the necessary recognition of 
multiple competing forces in struggle at all times in the question of Jesus' imitation.
Perhaps more significantly, it overlooks the inherently destabilizing nature of the 
question itself. That is, moderns deploy the question in ways that reframe modernity, using it to 
renounce power in the name o f Jesus (be it the command to love a neighbor or the practice of 
"sacrifice") in order to  claim power to shift the status quo. Moderns, moreover, engage in 
imitative practices that renounce the world and at the same time, in seeking to change 
established conventions, also engage the world. That is, moderns seek to interrupt history with 
repeated invocations o f Jesus' alternative narrative.
The long view moreover shows that the repeated question of Jesus for modern 
reframing has served to  integrate the query deeply within an increasingly sophisticated market, 
within negotiations of polarized politics, within an increasingly diverse religious culture, and 
within increasingly self-empowered and ecumenical lay theological expression. If Jesus 
repeatedly interrupts the status quo, Jesus is also more incarnate in American life and struggle 
than ever. With each new cycle, "What would Jesus do?" has become more interwoven with the 
nation, reinforcing social relations via the making of new cultural legacies. This does not signify 
reinforcement of a capitalist ethic nor does it mean that America is necessarily more "white" and 
"evangelical." Quite the opposite. As more Americans ask the question, they secularize Jesus 
into culture, enriching and diversifying theological discussion and reviving questions of morality 
and democracy.
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Ten years after the attacks of 9/11, "What would Jesus do?" surged again in the 
September 2011 context of "Occupy Wall Street," a global protest of structural economic 
inequality. Tony Perkins, leader o f the rightwing Family Research Council seized the moment to 
reiterate his view of Jesus as a "free market" capitalist who bequeathed "transcendent moral 
principles."1 His column, published on CNN's online "Belief Blog" essentially reiterated the 
gospel o f the nineties WWJD logo: the "gospel of wealth" in service of conservative evangelical 
morals.
In contrast, those on the Left vigorously deployed Jesus' example to question the 
morality of capitalism. Mainline inheritors of the Protestant Social Gospel, including "Protest 
Chaplains" hailing from Harvard Divinity School and Union Theological Seminary, preached social 
responsibilities implied by Jesus' teachings.2 Father Louis Vitale, a Franciscan friar, pointed out 
how the Occupy movement was rooted in the principles of Catholic social teaching: the dignity 
of a human being, the common good, and God's "preferential option for the poor."3 Civil Rights 
leader Jesse Jackson called upon the precedent of the civil rights movement in the steps of Jesus' 
nonviolent resistance for "jobs and freedom."4 Evangelical activist Jim Wallis summoned the 
spirit of sixties radical Evangelicalism to implore acts o f personal love for one's neighbor. "Pray
1 Tony Perkins, "My Take: Jesus Was a Free Marketer, not an Occupier," December 6, 2011, accessed 
October 14, 2015, http://religion.blogs.cnn.com/2011/12/06/my-take-jesus-was-a-free-marketer- 
not-an-occupier/,
2 Madison Shockley, "Jesus and the 99 Percent," December 2, 2011, accessed October 14, 2015, 
http://www.truthdig.com/report/item/jesus_and_the_99_percent_20111202.
3 Dana Perrigan, "March Participants Say Occupy Movement's Concerns Aligned with Catholic Social 
Teaching," December 14, 2011, accessed October 14, 2015, http://www.catholic- sf.org/news_select 
.php?newsid =23&id= 59331.
4 Jefferson Morley, "Jesse Jackson Embraces Washington Occupation," October 17, 2011, accessed 
October 14, 2015, http://www.salon.com/2011/10/17/jessejackson_embraces_washington 
_occupation/.
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for those out on the streets. Think o f ways that you or your church can be Jesus to them," he 
urged.5
Moreover, Jesus' example occasioned ecumenical solidarity. Rabbi Michael Lerner, 
editor of Tikkun, urged Jews to consider how "Jesus of Nazareth, our great Jewish teacher" might 
show the way to reverse "wild inequalities that have accompanied the political and economic 
triumph of the 1 percent."6 Islamic columnist Aziz Junejo, writing for the Seattle Times, linked 
Jesus' challenge to the "greedy money-changers in the temple" with Islamic teachings against 
"dishonesty, injustice and oppression."7 Rabbis, priests, Protestant pastors and Catholic nuns 
"brought tents," camping out and marching arm in arm with demonstrators.8
The point is that Tony Perkins' comments, using Jesus to  frame a neoliberal market 
washed in evangelical conservatism were made possible by the WWJD generation and its 
culmination in the Bush administration. Likewise, so was the strident, collective voice of 
resistance. Conveyed from every corner of the internet or with each literal step in solidarity with 
protesters, liberal religious or secular detractors brought the cultural legacies of "What would 
Jesus do?" in counterbalance.
They revealed that diverse cultural production o f "What would Jesus do?" over the 
century still resonates to this day in the songs we still sing, the stories we still tell, the protests 
we still chant, the logos we still wear, the prayers we still pray, and the hopes we still cultivate.
Jesus becomes incarnate in American culture through each attempt to embody his example for 
enlightened interruption o f the status quo. Its past articulations are now part of the living history
5 Jim Wallis, "Praying for Peace and Looking for Jesus at #OccupyWallStreet," October 6, 2011, 
accessed October 14, 2015, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jim-wallis/occupy-wall-street-looking- 
for-jesus_b _998381.html.
6 Michael Lerner, "Occupy Chanukah and Christmas," accessed October 14, 2015, http://the 
moderatevoice.com/132275/occupy-chanukah-and-christmas-guest-voice/.
7 Aziz Junejo, "Occupy Movement a Reminder of What We Value," December 2, 2011, accessed 
October 14, 2015, http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/occupy-movement-a-reminder-of- 
what-we-value/.
8 Perrigan, "March Participants Say Occupy Movement’s."
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